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PREFACE

This document is the design report for converting the

TIROS OT-2 spacecraft from the standard axial camera

configuration to a "Wheel" mode configuration, for use in

the first TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) system. In this

report, two "Wheel" mode configurations are covered:

one involving two fully redundant Automatic Picture Trans-

mission (APT) systems, and the other, two fully redundant

Advanced Vidicon Camera Systems (AVCS). The design

was produced for the Goddard Space Flight Center of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration by the

Astro-Electronics Division of the Radio Corporation of

America under NASA Contract No. NAS5-3173.
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SECTION I. GENERAL

RCA, under NASA contract No. NAS 5-3173, has produced a system design for a TIROS

OT-2 spacecraft that will operate in a "Wheel" mode in a sun-synchronous orbit at an

altitude of 750 nautical miles. The spacecraft is being designed in two configurations:

one utilizing two fully redundant Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) systems; the

other, two fully redundant Advanced Vidieon Camera Systems (AVCS). In either con-

figuration, the spacecraft will be capable of meeting its primary mission objective

of providing daily observations of the complete global cloud cover by means of TV pic-

tures.

The OT-2/APT spacecraft would meet the primary mission objective by providing direct-

readout real-time TV pictures to a world-wide network of APT ground stations equipped

with facsimile printers. The OT-2/AVCS spacecraft would meet the primary mission

objective by means of a "remote-record" mode of operation, in which the spacecraft

would take pictures while orbiting over the sunlit portion of the earth and record these

pictures for later playback to special Command and Data Acquisition stations. With

either configuration, only one of the two redundant camera systems aboard each space-

craft need operate for the spacecraft to meet the mission objective; the second subsystem

will be used as back-up to provide enhanced reliability and increased system operational

lifetime.

The design of both systems is based on space-proven techniques as applied to the design

of TIROS 'T', the first "Wheel" spacecraft, which is scheduled for launch in the first

quarter of 1965. It is anticipated that experience gained through orbital operation of

TIROS "r' will provide additional design confirmation and aid in selection of the most

effective programming and data-utilization techniques for the OT-2 spacecraft.

Although the system designs have been established with unit-interchangeabflity as a

design goal, the differences in size and weight of the two camera systems dictate two

discrete spacecraft layouts and harness designs; and the differences in operational

concept dictate various additional modifications to the subsystems which support and

control the camera systems.

The radiation environment at the design orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles will be

much more severe than the radiation environments encountered in the previous TIROS

missions. However, experience with orbital operations of the Relay satellite has shown

that spacecraft can survive similar environments for long periods and, with implementa-

tion of the precautionary, measures outlined elsewhere in this report, radiation damage

will not prevent the OT-2 spacecraft from meeting its design objectives.
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SECTION II. MISSION REQUIREMENTS

A. OT-2/APT SPACECRAFT

The basic purpose of the OT-2/APT spacecraft is to provide APT field stations with

slow-readout facsimile photographs of the existing daytime cloud cover in their locale.

Cloud coverage must be provided once per day to each of a network of field stations.

The individual stations may be located anywhere in the world. Each picture is to be

taken while the camera optical axis is pointing toward the center of the earth. Pictures

from successive orbits should leave no areas of the earth uncovered between the orbits.

Successive pictures along the orbital path must provide greater than 30-percent over-

lap. To provide consistent illumination conditions, the orbit is to be sun synchronous.

The Nimbus APT camera subsystem is to be adapted to perform this mission at an

orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles. The start of an APT picture-taking sequence is to

be programmed from a Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) station. Two different

sequence lengths are required and the selected sequence is to repeat itself each orbit,

starting at the parallel of latitude originally programmed, until a change in the sequence
is commanded.

The design of the spacecraft will permit a mission life of six months of orbital operation.

B. OT-/AVCS SPACECRAFT

The purpose of the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft is to provide to meteorological centers

complete daytime cloud-cover pictures every day. The cloud-cover pictures taken by the

spacecraft are to be stored by means of a magnetic-tape recorder. When the spacecraft

is within communications range of either of two CDA stations, one located on the East

Cost of the United States and one located in Alaska, the tape recorder is played back

and the pictures are transmitted during the spacecraft-to-ground station contact, with

a minimum of delay. The picVures are to be taken when the camera optical axis is

either collinear with the local vertical or displaced 15 degrees from the local vertical

in the orbital plane. A 50-percent overlap is required between successive pictures

along the orbit track. The orbit is to be sun synchronous at an altitude of 750 nautical
miles.

The Nimbus AVCS camera and tape recorder are to be adapted to perform the mission.

The picture-taking sequences are to be programmable by the CDA stations as in the

OT-2/APT spacecraft.

The design of the spacecraft will permit a mission life of six months of orbital operation.
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SECTION I. BASIC SPACECRAFT

A. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The OT-2 spacecraft is a polyhedron which approximates a right-circular cylinder, 42

inches in diameter and 22.5 inches in height. Solar cells are mounted on the top and

sides of the polyhedron to generate electrical power for the spacecraft. The spin axis

is defined as the cylinder's axis of revolution. The cameras are mounted on the base-

plate and are perpendicular to the spin axis. In the normal operating mode, the spin

axis is maintained perpendicular to the orbit plane. Therefore, as the spacecraft

rotates on its axis, each camera alternately looks toward and away from the earth.

1. Spacecraft Dynamics

Immediately after the spacecraft has been launched and has separated from the final

stage of the booster rocket, the spacecraft spin-axis lies approximately in the plane

of the orbit and its spin rate is the same as that of the final-stage rocket. Before the

spacecraft can begin to perform its mission, the spin rate must be reduced to 10.9 rpm

for the OT-2/APT spacecraft and 9.2 rpm for the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft, and, for both

spacecraft, the spin axis must be perpendicular to the plane of the orbit.

The sequence of events following spacecraft separation from the third-stage rocket

constitutes the orientation maneuver, and results in the proper spacecraft attitude and

spin rate. This sequence is as follows:

(1) The precession dampers are released to reduce spin-axis nutation to a

very small value.

(2) The Yo-Yo de-spin devices are released to reduce the spin rate to within

a few rpm of the desired rate.

(3) A spin-axis torquing (Quarter-Orbit Magnetic Attitude or QOMAC) pro-

gram is initiated to start the attitude maneuver which will move the spin

axis until it is perpendicular to the orbital plane.

(4) After the orientation of the spin-axis is partially completed, "real-time"

control of the spacecraft's spin is initiated to achieve the desired spin-

rate (Magnetic Spin Control or MASC program}.
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Since the spacecraft utilizes a passive thermal-control system, the orientation man-
euver is initiated within the first several orbits to preclude the occurrence, depending
on the launch time, of abnormally low temperatures. The orientation maneuver is to
be accomplishedwithin two daysafter launch.

Operation of the camera shutter is synchronized with satellite spin by means of an
orthogonal horizon sensor that is mountedperpendicular to the spin axis and radially
located so as to producea horizon-crossing pulse at the time whenthe camera is
pointing at the earth along the local vertical. On the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft, an
alternate _et of horizon-crossing sensar_ (onefor each camera) may be selected by
programming, to provide a camera-pointing angle which is 15 degrees off-set from
the local vertical in the planeof the orbit.

In addition to requiring a signal to trigger the camera shutter at the proper time, both
OT-2 systems also require that the spin axis be maintained perpendicular to the orbit
plane. Becausethe orbit is sun synchronous, it precesses eastward at 0.986 degree
per solar day. Correspondingly, the spin axis must be precessed a like amount in

order to maintain perpendicularity.

Two methods will be provided for changing the spin-axis orientation by ground command.

The primary method utilizes the QOMAC coil and the spacecraft programmer that is not

in use for picture-taking. The programmer properly phases and cycles current through

the torquing coil in response to instructions sent by ground command. The instruc-

tions include orbit-period data which permit the programmer to use the actual orbit

period rather than a nominal period.

The secondary method utilizes the magmetic-bias coil which, in normal operation, is used

to null the spacecraft residual magnetic moment in order to eliminate any undesired

spin-axis drift. If it becomes necessary to use this device as the sole means of

attitude control, the associated multi-position switch will be "stepped" by ground

command and attitude control will be effected in much the same manner as on previous

TIROS spacecraft.

2. Spin-Rate Control

In order to make the measurement of the spacecraft spin-rate a useful means of

timing picture-taking functions with acceptable accuracy, precision control of the spin

rate is necessary. In addition, internal camera timing must be synchronized with the

shutter. This is conveniently done by making the spacecraft spin-period conform to

the desire(t camera timing interval. For the OT-2/APT camera, the timing interval

is 5.5 _ 0.025 seconds, and this parameter governs the accuracy with which the spin
rate must be controlled.
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In the OT-2/AVCS system the spin period is 6.5 seconds, which simplifies the synchron-

ization of camera-shutter timing with the 6.5-second frame time required for camera

timing.

"Real-time" commands from the CDA stations are used to control the spin rate with

the required precision by regulating the period of operation of the magnetic spin-control

coil.

3. APT Picture Programming

The OT-2/APT spacecraft can be programmed by a CDA ground station to take either

8-picture, or 4-picture sequences. In either sequence, the interval between successive

pictures is 352 seconds. Once programmed, a sequence is automatically repeated every

orbit period until a new program is transmitted to the spacecraft. The time for an

orbit period is included in the program data and nominally is 113.5 minutes. The start

of a picture-taking sequence is controlled by the interrogating CDA ground station and

can be delayed by a maximum period of approximately 188 minutes.

An 8-picture sequence permits full daytime global coverage with approximately 35-

percent overlap of successive pictures. The sequence of eight pictures can be posi-

tioned such that the "terminator" (day/night line on the earth) appears in the corner of

the first and eighth picture. The distance covered along the orbit track during a re-

mote sequence is approximately 9,500 nautical-miles. The adjacent pictures of suc-

cessive orbits are contiguous.

The design of the spacecraft also provides for the 4-picture sequence even though (1)

additional components are required to permit the capability of choosing the desired

sequence length, and (2) the spacecraft mission plan, itself, does not include the

requirement for varying sequence lengths. The capability for a 4-picture sequence

was added to the design because of several factors. First, the length of the operating

life of an APT camera is directly dependent on the total operating time. Since APT

ground stations are not distributed uniformly over the earth, on some occasions an 8-

picture sequence would not be completely utilized, entailing an unnecessary use of

power and camera operating time. Consequently, the availability of the shorter, 4-

picture sequence, allows lengthening of the system life while still accomplishing the

mission of supplying APT ground stations with pictures of local weather systems. A

second consideration leading to the incorporation of the additional sequence is radia-

tion damage to the solar-cell array. After the spacecraft has been operating in space

for six months, the reduced amount of available power could limit full programming

under certain conditions. Therefore, the additional programming flexibility also

permits operation after six months under reduced power conditions without seriously

jeopardizing the spacecraft mission of providing weather information.
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4. AVCS Picture Programming

Picture programming is the same for the AVCS system as for the APT, except that

the two picture sequences available are 6- and 12-picture sequences rather than 4- and

8-picture sequences. After the initial programmed delay, the sequences are repeated

each orbit until commanded off.

For the AVCS system, 6.5 seconds has been chosen for the ---_ _pi, -^-'_

This corresponds to the AVCS camera frame time and is the basic increment of picture-

sequence timing.

The length of the picture sequence is determined by the required picture overlap.

Ultimately, the pictures will be processed automatically and, because a sun-glint in a

picture would make such processing difficult, sufficient overlap is necessary to ensure

that areas obscured by a sun-glint in one picture will be visible in the next picture of the

sequence. In the prescribed 12-picture sequence, pictures will be separated by 40 spins

of the spacecraft (260 seconds). This separation will provide greater than 50 percent

overlap and will ensure complete coverage. The adjacent pictures of successive orbits

will be contiguous.

The required tape recorder storage is a function of the number of "blind" orbits. If a

minimum radio horizon of 10 degrees is assumed for the Alaska station and a minimum

radio horizon of 5 degrees for the East Coast station, it is possible to have two con-

secutive orbits during which a ground station will not contact the spacecraft. Because

it is necessary to receive the data from the satellite as soon as possible, and because

the CDA ground stations are both located in the northern hemisphere, a daytime as-

cending orbit was selected for the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft. This orbit causes the first

contact following the two "out-of-view" passes to occur on a descending nighttime pass

at the East Coast station. At the time of this contact, the tape recorder will have

stored 36 pictures, which can be read out within 4.8 minutes.

All other readouts will contain data from only one orbit and will be read out within 1.6

minutes. Since the readout time is less than the time between pictures, readout of the

tape recorder can be accomplished between picture-taking cycles without losing a

picture or interrupting a sequence. The system is also provided with the capability for

taking direct pictures, i.e., individual pictures taken and immediately transmitted to

a ground station in response to individual commands, but this is primarily for space-

craft evaluation purposes.
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5. OT-2/APT Spacecraft Orbital Operation

Figure 2-I-1 is the block diagTam of the OT-2/APT spacecraft. As in the previous

TIROS spacecraft, the command receivers demodulate the RF carrier and present the

resulting audio tones to the inputs of the decoders. Receiver I supplies tones to decoder

I only, and receiver II supplies decoder II only. Prior to receipt of any FSK digital com-

mands, an appropriate decoder "Enable" tone (separate frequencies are provided for

side I and side ID must be received for a period of time sufficient to overcome an initial

delay. The enable tone must be followed by the FSK tone associated with the enabled

decoder. Reception of this command sequence provides decoder selection, and, sim-

ultaneously, causes power to be supplied to that decoder and to its directly associated

equipment. Either decoder has the capability of operating, upon command, with either

programmer. The selected decoder, in conjunction with the command matrix logic,

decodes the address and the commands. The commands select the programmer, the

camera, the orthogonal horizon-sensor pair, the transmitter, etc., to be used in the

operating sequence, and apply the command data to the appropriate programmer.

For programs such as QOhL_C or MASC operations, beacon selection, solar-aspect

telemetry, magnetic-bias amplitude and polarity, or back-up commands for the separa-

tion functions, a similar technique is followed. The command storage and associated

power switching is accomplished in the command distribution unit (CDU). The com-

mand distribution unit also gates power to the selected transmitter and activates the

coaxial relay to couple the transmitter output to the single-dipole antenna located on

the spacecraft hat.

Prior to remote camera sequencing, the selected programmer counts out the initial

time delay (To) that precedes the picture-taking sequence and, upon alarm, generates
the commands required to cycle the selected camera through its programmed sequence

of operation. When the sequence has been completed, the programmer returns the

camera system to "standby". Until commanded otherwise, the programmer causes

the same sequence to be repeated on each successive orbit.

During picture data transmission, the input to the transmitter is the amplitude-modulated

video subcarrier. The scanned video generated by the active camera is processed in

the camera electronics and applied to the video modulator. The output from this

modulator is applied to a video combiner which permits the modulation to be applied

to either transmitter.

Synchronization of the timing signals for camera operation is obtained from orthogonal

horizon-sensors which are positioned to view the horizon at the same instant that the

camera is aligned with the local vertical. Either pair of orthogonal horizon-sensors

can supply the required signals to either camera/programmer combination. Logic

circuits within the command control subsystem and reference the camera shutter com-

mand to the proper horizon pulse, so that the active camera is looking down at the local

vertical when its vidicon is exposed.
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The MASCprogram (which controls the spin rate) is designedfor short-duration opera-
tion under direct control of ground command. The QOMACprogram (for maintaining the
spacecraft spin-axis orientation) is controlled by the programmer in response to com-
mands received from the ground and stored within the programmer. System redundancy
and versatility permits operation of one camera by oneprogrammer while the other
programmer controls QOMACoperation.

Beacontransmitters are usedfor transmitting telemetry andfor tracking purposes.
Both beacontransmitters operate on the samefrequency; however, only one is active
at any time. Eachh_nenn_ p_ _-_÷hthree _"_ ..... _ .... _""* ...... _"_

continuously active. Two of the three in each set are modulated with the outputs from

the two channels of the V-head (attitude) horizon-sensor_ The third is modulated by

selected, time-shared telemetry consisting of the eommutated "housekeeping" telemetry,

command-data verification, orthogonal horizon-sensor outputs (including a shutter-

time marker), and solar-aspect telemetry. "Housekeeping" telemetry is processed for

application to the commutators in the telemetry conditioner. The lift-off signal (third-

stage separation) is applied to one of the continuously active sub-carrier oscillators.

The spacecraft is equipped with timers to remove the beacon power after 18 months.

The solar-cell array provides power directly to the spacecraft and to the battery

charging regulators. Spacecraft power is routed to both the unregulated bus and the

load voltage regulators. Appropriate power distribution and high-current failure-

mode protection circuits are provided at the outputs of the regulators and of the un-

regulated bus.

6. OT-2/AVCS Spacecraft Orbital Operation

Figure 2-I-2 is the block diagram of the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft. The operation

of this spacecraft is very similar to that of the OT-2/APT spacecraft described

previously.

The two AVCS cameras are completely redundant and their output video can be recorded

on either one of the two AVCS tape recorders. A flutter and wow carrier is recorded

on a separate track of the tape recorder while the picture data is being recorded, and

is transmitted to the CDA station to provide for ground correction of spacecraft tape-

recorder fluctuations. Satellite reference time and a frame of telemetry is also

recorded on the fourth track of the tape recorder for transmission on the beacon link

during playback.

The camera, tape recorder, and transmitter to be used for a particular picture-taking

sequence are selected by FSK cross-coupling commands. Picture taking is controlled

by the operatin_ programmer. This trait provides commands which are processed

by the CDU to supply power, synchronizing signals, and sequencing signals to the AVCS

camera and tape recorder. Picture playback is commanded by the CDA station when

the spacecraft is within communication range.
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Only one of the TV transmitters is in operation at any time. The transmitter to be
operated is selected by ground commandandis turned on whenever playback of stored
data or readout of direct pictures is required. The TV transmitters operate at 235
Mc, the standard TIROSfrequency.

The use of tape recorders to store video for subsequentplayback to a CDA station
results in a significant reduction in TV-transmitter operation time as compared with
the transmitter operating time in the direct-readout APT system. This results in a
considerable reduction in the averagepower consumption of the spacecraft. Because
of the lower power consumption, only two strings of storage cells are required to support
the AVCS mission. Individual storage cells are, however, identical to the cells used
for the APT mission.

B. REDUNDANCY CONSIDERATIONS

The OT-2 spacecraft subsystems are fully redundant in both configurations except for

portions of the power supply subsystem. In addition, within the subsystems, some of

the units are also redundant. These units may be selected independently by ground

command to form an operating system. As a result, only failures of identical redundant

units could prevent the spacecraft from performing its mission. Throughout the design,

every effort has been made to eliminate the possibility of a single component failure

causing a system failure.

The following is a listing, grouped according to subsystem, of the redundant units:

(1) Command and Control Subsystem

(a) Receiver and decoder,

(b) Programmer,

(c) MASC coil, and

(d) Orthogonal horizon-sensors.

(2) Beacon and Telemetry Subsystem

(a) Beacon and subcarrier oscillators, and

Co) Telemetry commutator.

(3) Power Supply

Minus 24.5-volt voltage regulators.
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(4) CameraSubsystem

(a) APT Configuration

1. Camera, and

2. Transmitter.

(b) AVCS Configuration

1. Camera,

2. Transmitter, and

3. Tape recorder.

The loss of oneprogrammer could cause a slight reduction in system performance
capability, becausea picture-taking and a QOMACprogram could no longer take place
simultaneously. However, a QOMACprogram needonly be used three or four times a
week, and this relatively small number of QOMACoperations could be scheduledto have
a minimum effect on the mission of obtaining global, daily, cloud-cover.

The non-redundant units are as follows:

(1) Commandand Control Subsystem

(a) Attitude control coil (QOMAC),

(b) Magnetic bias coil, and

(c) Picture-time clock (AVCS).

(2) Power Supply Subsystem

(a) Solar-cell array,

(b) Batteries and charge limiters, and

(c) Shunt limiter.

(3) Beacon and Telemetry Subsystem

(a) V-head attitude horizon-sensor, and

(b) Solar-aspect sensor.

In most cases, single failures of non-redundant units would not be catastrophic. The

failure of the attitude control coil after initial orientation of the spacecraft spin-axis

would reduce the precision of spin-axis control, but would not mean loss of control.

The spin-axis attitude can be maintained by switching current in the magnetic bias

coil. Loss of the magnetic bias coil, or of its associated switch, would necessitate

an increase in the frequency of QOMAC programming to obtain the same degree of

spin-axis control.
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The picture-time clock canbe backed upby using knowledgeof the spacecraft spin-
period and of the spin number at camera shutter operation to compute the time of the
picture.

The solar-cell array, thoughnot redundant, cannot be disabled by individual solar-cell
failure. Failure of individual solar cells would not be catastrophic, althoughit would
cause performance degradationwhich, if extreme, would result in reducedpicture-
taking capability. Single failures in the batteries and charge limiters would result in
reduced system performance. The size of the batteries was determined not by
required storage capacity but by continuousovercharge capability; hencethe recharge
rate limits the system capability. The failure of a battery string would reduce the
picture-taking capability of the spacecraft. If a failure were to result in an openbat-
tery circuit, someof the picture-taking capability could be regained by judiciously
commandingthe charge limiters to provide a high charge rate. The shunt limiter is
internally redundant andprotected against single componentfailures.

The V-head attitude scanner is redundantin the sensethat if one of the two horizon
sensors in the scanner should fail, spacecraft attitude could still be determined from
the data supplied by the other, operating, sensor; however, the precision of the attitude
measurementwould be reduced. In addition, the data from one channel of the V-head
scanner canbe usedwith the data from the solar-aspect sensor to determine spacecraft
attitude.

C. CDA/SPACECRAFT INTERFACE

1. General

The three channels of communication between the spacecraft and the ground are as

follows: (1) a command link from the CDA stations to the spacecraft; (2) a beacon-

telemetry link from the spacecraft to the CDA station; and (3) a video link from the

spacecraft to the ground stations.

2. CommandTransmission

Commands to the OT-2/APT spacecraft are received on the crossed-dipole antenna

mounted below the spacecraft baseplate. The commands are fed to an antenna coupling

network, which provides outputs to the two independent and redundant command receivers.

An RF notch filter, tuned to 137.5 Mc, and a band-pass filter tuned to the command

frequency, are inserted in the coupling cables between this network and the receivers

to provide isolation from the beacon and APT transmitter frequencies.

Commands to the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft are received on the single dipole and are

processed in much the same way.
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Four audio tones are used in commandingthe spacecraft. A pair of tones is provided
for eachof the two receiver-decoder combinations in the spacecraft. Onetone is
used to enableone of the receiver-decoders; the other is modulatedby frequency-
shift-keying to conveydigital commanddata to the control and programming equip-
ment onboard the spacecraft. The transmission of the enabletone to either receiver-
decoder for a specified period will initiate the transmission of "housekeeping" telemetry
from the spacecraft. The digital data transmitted to the spacecraft includes a 12-bit
address, a 12-bit command, and, if required, 28bits of picture-taking or QOMAC
data for the programmer.

3. Beacon-Signal and Telemetry Transmission

The beacon signal is used by the CDA station for tracking purposes and as a means

of obtaining telemetry data from the spacecraft. The spacecraft contains two beacon

transmitters; either transmitter can be selected for continuous operation. Both trans-

mitters are equipped with the capability for temporary and permanent (after 18 months

of operation) turn-off. The beacon transmitters drive a crossed-dipole antenna in

phase quadrature to transmit circularly polarized waves.

Telemetry and attitude data are transmitted to the ground by modulation of the beacon

transmissions. A system of frequency-division multiplexing is used. This system is

implemented with three subearrier oscillators for each of the two redundant beacon

transmitters. The data from the V-head attitude horizon-sensor continuously modu-

lates two of the subcarrier oscillators, each oscillator handling the output from one

"head" of the horizon sensor. The third subcarrier oscillator is used in sequence for

the transmission of (1) the normal "housekeeping" telemetry data, (2) data from the

solar-aspect sensor, (3) command-verification signlals, and (4) the camera-trigger

pulse, with the camera-shutter signal superimposed.

The "housekeeping" telemetry yields information on the equipment status, component

temperatures, the power status of the spacecraft, and satellite reference time. The

solar-aspect sensor provides a direct measure of the sun angle with respect to the

spacecraft. This measurement is particularly useful during the initial spin-axis

orientation maneuver.

4. APT Video Transmission

The transmission of APT video sign'Ms to a ground station is preceded by the

transmission of 3 seconds of the 300-eps "start" tone, followed by 5 seconds of the

phasing pulses, which are modulated on the 2400-eps subearrier. The video read-

out for each picture comprises 800 lines of data and lasts for 200 seconds. In the

spacecraft, the video data amplitude-modulates a 2400-cps carrier which is then

frequency-modulated on the 137.5-Me TV carrier.
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There are two video transmitters, only oneof which is used at a time. The signals are
transmitted from the single dipole antenna.

5. AVCS Video Transmission

The AVCS video data contains 833-1/3 active lines plus sync for each 6.5-second

picture frame. The 60-kc video baseband is frequency-modulated on a 96-kc subcar-

rier. A 9.6-kc, tape-recorder wow and flutter signal is added to the video baseband

and the combined signal frequency-modulates the 235-Mc carrier of the TV transmitter.

There are two TV transmitters, only one of which operates at a time. The transmission

of AVCS picture data on a 235-Mc carrier through the crossed-dipole antenna allows the

standard TIROS antenna-coupling system and transmitting antenna to be used. No relays

or RF switching are required.

6. CDA and APT GroundStations

On the ground there are two primary CDA stations, one at Fairbanks, Alaska, and

one on the East Coast of the United States. These stations will be completely inde-

pendent of the TIROS ground stations already in existence at those locations.

The design of these stations is based on existing ground sta_ons and makes use of

much of the ground equipment currently comprising the AVCS operational station

at Fairbanks, Alaska. The equipment used for generating the commands transmitted

to the spacecraft is completely digital. Punched-tape readers are employed to

minimize the possibility of operator errors in programming.

The OT-2/APT spacecraft has been designed for compatibility with the existing APT

ground stations. These stations will, therefore, be capable of receiving APT video

data directly from the spacecraft, and no modifications are required.

Table 2-I-1 is a summary of communication margins.
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TABLE 2-I-1. SUMMARYOF COMMUNICATIONMARGINS

System

CommandReceiver
(1000-watt transmitter)

Beacon

(85-foot dish,

250-row transmitter)

APT Video

(12.5-db antenna gain,

5-watt transmitter)

AVCS Video

(85-foot dish,

5-watt transmitter)

Frequency

1 ,t Q _/1_

136.77 Me

137.5Mc

235 Mc

Threshold

_1 nr/ _-_k_
--JLU I _._U 1±1

-] 19.7 dbm

-111.3 dbm

-103.2 dbm

C/N
(5 ° Above

Horizon)

oQ 2n_

17.3 db

14.8 db

20.8 db

Margin
Above

Threshold

16.2 db

14.5 db

5. Sdb

11.8 db
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SECTION II. AVCS/APT COMPARISON

A. INTRODUCTION

This section presents comparisons between the equipment on the OT-2/APT and OT-2/

AVCS spacecraft. Many of the units are the same for both spacecraft; where there are

extensive differences, they are discussed under separate headings for the APT and AVCS

configurations. Where appropriate, comparisons are made with previous TIROS space-

craft equipment.

B. COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

1. General

Operation of the spacecraft will be controlled by programs transmitted from

Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) stations and stored and implemented by the com-

mand and control subsystem of the spacecraft. Programming transmissions from the

CDA stations can command the spacecraft to do the following:

(1) Perform the "Wheel"-orientation maneuver so that the spacecraft spin-

axis is normal to the orbital plane and its cameras alternately view space

and the earth with each revolution.

(2) Maintain the "Wheel" attitude _ithin the limits specified for the desired

photocoverage.

(3) Activate the selected camera system.

(4) Store and count out the delay time to the start of a picture-taking sequence,

complete the sequence, and repeat that sequence on each orbit until such

time as a different program is transmitted to the spacecraft.

(5) Provide a beacon signal for spacecraft tracking.

(6) Transmit telemetry and attitude data to CDA stations.

In addition to the above, the CDA station can command the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft to

play back the tape recorder and transmit the video data.
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2. Dynamics Control

The ability of the OT-2 spacecraft to meet its mission requirements is highly

dependent upon maintaining the proper spin-axis attitude and the proper spin-rate.

These parameters will be maintained at the required values by means of the attitude

and spin-control components consisting of a nutation damper, a de-spin mechanism, a

Quarter-Orbit Magnetic Attitude Control (QOMAC) device, a Magnetic Bias Control

(MBC), a Magnetic Spin Control (MASC), horizon sensors, and a solar-aspect sensor.

................_i,,_,_ u1_,pa_v_, as ncat, any energy tending to cause the spacecraft

to wobble. Two types of dampers will be used; a tuned-energy-absorption mass (TEAM)

damper and a liouid damner. Th_ p,,!n_n_o nf th,_Tw a_g ,_......... h_._h ..........A

previous TIROS spacecraft, is to reduce rapidly the nutation angle to approximately 0.6

degree, the inherent threshold of the dampers. At this point the liquid damper, which

has an extremely small threshold, will continue, at a slower rate, to reduce the nutation

angle toward 10-2 degree.

The de-spin device is designed to reduce the orbit-injection spin rate of 125 rpm

(nominal) to the operational spin-rate prescribed for the spacecraft. This device is

of the same design used on all previous TIROS spacecraft. However, as in the case of

TIROS "I", the device will be relocated so that the de-spin cables wrap about the

spacecraft approximately halfway between the baseplate and the top of the hat assembly.

The MASC device is used to acquire and maintain the required operational spin period

of 5.50 ± 0. 025 seconds for the APT configuration, or 6.5 ± 0. 025 seconds for the

AVCS configuration. Although the design of this device is based on the device used for

TIROS "I", two coils rather than one are used, and both coils are installed on the in-

side of the spacecraft hat (refer to Section 4-II-B). During spin-rate acquisition,

these coils can be used simultaneously to provide a high-level magnetic torque and thus

shorten the acquisition period. However, during normal orbital operation these coils

are operated individually by means of completely redundant control circuits. It is

anticipated that the use of only two to three MASC cycles per week will be sufficient

to maintain the spin rate within the prescribed limits.

The QOMAC device is designed to maintain the "Wheel" attitude to within 4-1 degree.

In order to limit the number of QOMAC cycles required to keep the OT-2 spacecraft

"on station", the MBC will be used to eliminate any unwanted spin-axis drift due to the

residual dipole moment of the spacecraft after injection into orbit. The MBC will be

similar to the Magnetic-Attitude Control employed successfully on previous TIROS

spacecraft and should allow the spacecraft to be maintained on station with only three

or four QOMAC cycles per week.

Two types of horizon sensors are included on the OT-2 spacecraft: orthogonal horizon

sensors for camera triggering and a V-head horizon-sensor for attitude and spin-rate

measurements. The orthogonal horizon-sensors are similar to their counterparts on
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TIROS "I", having a field-of-view of 1.3 degrees +20 percent, and sensitivity to in-

frared radiation in the 1.8- to 23-micron region. The included angle of the V-head

scanner will be modified to suit the higher altitude of the OT-2 spacecraft, and the

range of infrared sensitivity changed to the 13- to 23-micron region. This is to pro-

vide better definition at the earth-to-sky horizon crossing and to reduce the inter-

ference from the sun in the up-looking sensor. The solar-aspect sensor is identical

to its counterpart on TIROS "r'. Information supplied by this sensor will be used to

establish spacecraft attitude during the Wheel-orientation maneuver and during passes

with short satellite-to-earth contact times, when insufficient V-head horizon-sensor

data is received from the spacecraft.

3. CommandReceiver, Decoder, and CommandDistribution Unit

a. General

The design principles employed in adding some digitalcommand functions to

the TIROS 'T' spacecraft have been extended to equip the OT-2 spacecraft with a fully

digitalcommand and control subsystem. Although many of the command functions are

similar to those of TIROS "l_',the camera triggering system has been simplified since

spin-controlled operation of the spacecraft obviates the need for a computing trigger.

Other changes in command functions have been made because of the differences be-

tween the requirements of the TIROS, APT, and AVCS camera systems.

Finally, the circuits that perform the command functions have been repackaged to

include two command receivers, two decoders, and one command distribution unit

(CDU).

b. Command Receivers

The command receivers are of the same design as those used on all TIROS

spacecraft since TIROS IV. The antenna filter, which isolates the command receivers

and beacon transmitters, is of the same basic design as that employed on TIROS VIII.

c. Decoders

The two decoders are completely redundant. Each consists of circuits for

decoding the digital commands. Although all spacecraft commands are digital, an analog

"enable" signal must be received by the command and control equipment before the

communications channel is opened. Once enabled, the decoder accepts the frequency

shift keyed (FSK) command signals from the CDA station and, provided the correct

spacecraft address code is included, supplies the commands to the CDU.
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d. CommandDistribution Unit

The CDU includes two fully redundant sets of circuits. This unit distributes
commandsto the designatedunit or subsystem, provides impedance matching be-

tween subsystems, and contains the switching circuits necessary for cross-coupling

the various elements within each picture-taking system. As in the TIROS ,,r, cross-

coupling circuits, latching-type circuits are employed in the OT-2 spacecraft. Thus,

once a cross-coupled mode is slected (i.e., camera No. 1, transmitter No. 2, Pro-

grammer No. 1, etc.), the mode will be maintained until a different command is re-

ceived by the spacecr_et.

4. APT Programmer

The two programmers are fully redundant. The operating programmer receives,

stores, and counts out the delay time specified for the start of either a picture-taking

or QOMAC sequence, and controls the operation of the spacecraft during the sequence.

In the case of QOMAC operation, the programmed sequence can be repeated up to

eight times in response to one ground command. For the picture-taking sequences, the

programmer starts the sequence, counts out the number of pictures programmed (4 or 8),

turns off the picture-taking equipment, and repeats the entire sequence one orbit later.

The programmer continues to repeat the sequence each orbit until such time as a

different picture-taking command is received from the ground station.

The programmer turns on power to the camera, provides a signal to start the prepare,

expose, and develop cycle, and one spacecraft spin later provides a signal for activating
the camera shutters.

5. AVCS Programmer

The AVCS programmer is essentially the same as that for the OT-2/APT space-

craft. The differences result from the different basic-timing rate of the AVCS camera,

the different sync rate required by the camera, and the difference in operational

concept (i.e., remote-storage versus real-time operation). Also, in the OT-2/AVCS

spacecraft, the command and control subsystem provides the flutter-and-wow carrier

and tape-recorder ON/OFF controls. In addition, a non-redundant picture-time clock

is operated from programmer power. Data from the picture-time clock will precede

each frame of "housekeeping " telemetry.
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C. POWER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM

1. General

The power supply subsystem consists of N-on-P solar cells mounted on the top and

sides of the spacecraft hat, nickel-cadmium storage cells, a shunt current-limiter, and

voltage and charge-rate regulators. The solar cells are identical to those employed

on TIROS 'T'. However, the interconnection wiring has been altered to provide the

slightly higher output voltage required to compensate for the gradual degradation of

the cells due to radiation damage.

2. Batteries

The storage cells will each have the same ampere-hour capacity as those on TIROS

'T', but will be rectangular rather than cylindrical. This change in cell type was made

on the basis of studies and tests which showed that the rectangular cells possess greater
inherent reliability than cylindrical cells.

Because the power requirements for the 0T-2/AVCS spacecraft are lower then those for

the OT-2/APT spacecraft, only two battery strings and, thus, only two charge-rate

limiters will be employed in the AVCS system instead of three.

3. Shunt Voltage /imiter

Because the power dissipation requirements during the initial months of OT-2

operation will be greater than for TIROS 'T', a shunt current-limiter has been used in

place of the previously employed by-pass regulator. This limiter, used in conjunction

with a blocking diode, will limit the output voltage and dissipate the excess energy

supplied by the solar array.

4. Charge Rate Regulator

The bi-level charge-current regulators are essentially the same as those used for

TIROS "r,. However, several component changes have been made to ensure satisfactory

performance despite the high radiation levels that will be encountered at the OT-2 space-

craft orbital altitude. One regulator is installed in series with each battery string to

limit the charge rate. The low charge rate is 400 milliamperes per battery string
while the high charge rate is 600 milliamperes per string.
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5. Voltage Regulator

The voltage regulator is identical to the -24.5-volt regulator employed on TIROS

D. BEACON AND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

Because the OT-2 spacecraft will be at a greater altitude than TIROS "I", the TIROS

_U I IIIIIUlIIEcLtlUII lllCt& _IIL* a_Oil IIIII/I_,_'k£LEB UU_C_B IIUL pl-'t)VlU_ _t ___e :_-'_._*

a result, a beacon with an output power of 250 milliwatts and a design similar to the
honoi3n ll_Od all fho Rolnv 9,nfolllfo will ho u_ocl
..... _ ....................... d .........................

Only one beacon will be operated at a time and the beacon RF carrier will be phase-

modulated with the outputs of three frequency-modulated subearrier oscillators (SCO).

The SCO's are frequency-modulated with telemetry, attitude, and command verffica-
tion data.

Attitude data from the V-head horizon sensors will be continuously telemetered to the

ground via two of the SCO's associated with the active beacon. The third SCO will be

used to transmit the data from the telemetry commutator, command verification cir-

cuit, orthogonal horizon-sensor and the solar-aspect sensor on a time-shared basis.

The telemetry commutator used for "housel;eeping" telemetry is similar to that used for

the TI'IIOS "r' spaeeeraft.

E. APT CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

The APT spacecraft includes two TV cameras and two transmitters that are similar to

the APT camera and transmitter employed on TIROS VIII; however, only one of these

cameras and transmitters is active at any given time. The TV transmitters are coupled

to the single dipoIe antenna located on the top of the hat. Each camera is equipped with

a Kinoptik Tegea 5.7-mm lens and a l-inch polystyrene storage vidieon. The active

camera is sequenced by the command and control subsystem to privide, in normal opera-

tion, a sequence of eight APT pictures. Each picture is approximately 1700 nautical-

miles square; in a picture-taking sequence, each picture overlaps the preceding pie-

ture by :_5 percent. The pictures are taken at 64-spin intervals and a 200-second

readout period is used. This long re'_dout enables pieture reception and reproduction

by means of the relatively simple APT ground stations whieh are situated throughout
the world.
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F. AVCS CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

The two AVCS cameras are essentially the same as those employed on the Nimbus sat-

ellite. However, the lens has been changed to the 5.7 mm Tegea, and the shutter has

been changed to a TIROS shutter, modified for a one-inch vidicon. Some simplification

has been possible insofar as the electronics unit is concerned, because many of the

functions originally performed by this unit are performed on the OT-2 spacecraft by

the command and control subsystem.

Each AVCS picture cycle lasts 39.25 seconds. The vidicon exposure period is 1.5 milli-

seconds; with the traveling slit shutter, it takes 10 milliseconds to completely expose the

vidicon. Vidicon readout requires 6.5 seconds.

The two tape recorders are similar to the AVCS/Nimbus tape recorders. The four

available channels on each tape recorder are used in the OT-2 application; one for

camera No. 1 video, one for camera No. 2 video, one for the flutter-and-wow carrier,

and one for spacecraft reference time and "housekeeping" telemetry. However, since

only one of the two cameras will operate at any given time, only one of the two video

channels will be used at any given time.

The frequency of the TV transmission is 235 Mc. The transmitter output is coupled to
the crossed-dipole antenna. The two transmitters are identical to the 5-watt units used

on TIROS "I".
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SECTION I. GENERAL

The orbit for the OT-2 spacecraft is sun synchronous and circular at an altitude of 750

nautical miles. This orbit provides excellent utilization of the spacecraft's capabilities

for obtaining total earth coverage (1) on a regular, recurring basis, (2) in a minimum

time, and (3) with consistent illumination. The mechanics of the sun-synchronous orbit

are the same as those of any circular earth orbit, with the unique exception that the

precession of the orbital plane around the earth's polar axis is in the same direction and

at the same rate as the earth's annual movement around the sun. This nodal precession

of approximately one degree per day results in a nearly constant angle between the

orbital plane and the sun vector, so that the spacecraft's subtrack on the surface of the

earth receives nearly the same solar illumination throughout the mission period.
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SECTION II. ORBITAL PARAMETERS

A. SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

The unique mechanics of a sun-synchronous orbit derive from the spheroidal

(rather than spherical) shape of the earth and the consequent non-symmetry of the

earth's gravitational field. As a result of these factors, there is a gradual precession

of the orbit nodes, westward if the orbital inclination is less than 90 degrees, and east-

ward if the inclination is greater than 90 degrees.

The orbital precession rate is a function of both altitude and inclination. The earth

revolves eastward about the sun at the rate of 0. 986 degree per solar day; therefore,

the orbital precession about the earth must be at the same rate to maintain a fixed

position relative to the sun. Figure 3-H-1 shows the geometry of a sun-synchronous

orbit. For an orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles and a precession rate of 0. 986

degree per solar day, the required inclination is 101.4 degrees.

The angle between the line of nodes and the projection of the earth-sun line in the

equatorial plane is defined as the "o'clock angle". For the sun-synchronous orbit,

the "o'clock angle" is nearly constant. The angle between the sun vector and vehicle

spin axis is defined as the gamma angle (sun angle). For a sun-synchronous orbit,

this angle will vary depending upon vehicle orientation and seasonal variations ("ap-

parent" motion of sun above and below the equator). Since vehicle orientation is

maintained constant in the wheel mode, only the seasonal variation in sun position with

respect to the earth's equator will appreciably affect the gamma angle. Figure 3-1_-2

illustrates the gamma angle and the other angles used to describe camera coverage.

Figure 3-II-3 shows the seasonal variation in gamma angle for different nodal crossings.

B. EFFECT OF INJECTION ERROR

Since the nodal precession rate is a function of altitude and inclination, an injection

error will cause a variation from the desired rate of precession. Figures 3-II-4 and

3-II-5, respectively, show the effect on precession of altitude and inclination varia-

tions (around the nominal values of 750 nautical miles and 101.4 degrees, respectively).

The nodal drift shown is the difference between the actual precession and the desired

rate. The total error in the desired rate of precession is the sum of the effects of the

altitude error and the inclination error. For both altitude and inclination errors, any

resultant positive "drift" in precession is in the eastward direction.

Since data on the performance of the booster rocket is not available at this time, preces-

sion errors cannot be predicted. However, the booster rocket performance must en-

sure that the angle between the orbit normal and the earth sun-line is maintained be-

tween 30 and 60 degrees for the six-month operational life of the spacecraft.
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NOTE: THIS ILLUSTRATLON IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY TO SHOW THE

VARIOUS ANGLES INVOLVED IN SPACECRAFT OPERATION. IN

WHEEL-MODE OPERATION, THE PICTURE CENTER WILL BE

COINCIDENT WITH THE ORBIT PLANE.

17: NADIR ANGLE --ANGLE BETWEEN SPACECRAFT SUBPOINT AND PICTURE CENTER.

8_ CAMERA HALF -FIELD OF VIEW.
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Figure 3-]I-2. Definitions of Gamma Angle (Sun Angle) and Angles Used to

Describe Camera Coverage
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SECTION III. RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

A preliminary analysis of the effects of radiation on the OT-2 mission was performed.

This investigation covered the effects of naturally occuring radiation (Van Allen,

cosmic, and solar-flare radiation) and artifically produced radiation (Starfish belt).

Appendix C presents the radiation profile expected for the six-month mission period.

In Appendix C, curves are also given showing ionization damage and crystal lattice

damage (over the six-month period) versus shielding thickness. The effective shielding

provided by the spacecraft and the theoretical effects of radiation on various components,

such as transistors, lenses, and vidicons, are also presented in Appendix C.

The practical experience gained from operation in orbit of the Relay Communication

Satellite, built for NASA by RCA, has also been examined in relation to the OT-2 mis-

sion. The survival of the Relay Communication Satellite is relevant to an analysis for

the OT-2 mission because of the similarity between the radiation environments of the

two spacecraft and the similarity between some of the spacecraft hardware. During one

year of exposure, the Relay Communications Satellite experienced the same total dosage

as would the OT-2 spacecraft in six months. The successful operation of the Relay Sa-

tellite indicates a discrepancy between actual flight experience and what might be

predicted with pessimistic estimates. At the present time, sufficient information is

not available on radiation effects to evaluate these discrepancies.

The most serious radiation effect appears to be lens "brox_ming". Theoretical computa-

tions indicate that the transmission of an undoped Tegea lens would decrease approx-

imately 15 to 30 percent during the six-month OT-2 mission (assuming 250 mils of

equivalent shielding). While the spacecraft is operating in space, an annealing process

will take place which will reduce total damage.

During the subsystem design phase, radiation damage will be examined in greater detail

and tests will be conducted to evaluate specific effects, particularly lens degradation.

Based on previous experience, it is felt that the spacecraft subsystems can be designed

to survive the radiation environment without significantly limiting mission objectives.
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SECTION IV. CAMERA COVERAGE

A. ILLUMINATION

The ground illumination pattern "seen" by the camera depends on the orientation of

the orbit relative to the sun, which is specified by the time of the nodal crossing and

the time of the year. Since the orbit is sun synchronous, its orientation with respect

to the sun, once established, will remain essentially constant. On the bottom "spinner"

of Figure 3-IV-l, contours of constant ground illumination (constant solar-elevation

angles) are plotted for the equinoxes. This pattern is based on a cosine variation of

illumination from the sub-solar point (100 percent) to the terminator (zero percent).

By setting the ascending node of the coverage diagram to the appropriate time on the

illumination pattern, the illumination of successive pictures can be seen. The pattern

changes with time of year, but the equinoctial pattern gives a sufficient indication of

the variation of illumination across the pictures to permit a discussion of orbit

selection.

Power-supply limitations prohibit an afternoon ascending node earlier than 1400 hours.

In addition, the ground illumination is not adequate for a crossing later than 1600 hours

(see Figure 3-IV-l). Because of the inclination of the orbit, a longer period of ground
illumination in the northern hemisphere is obtained from an afternoon ascending node

than from a forenoon ascending node. Consequently, an ascending node between 1400

and 1600 hours is indicated. A similar illumination pattern is obtained with a descend-

ing node between 0800 and 1000 hours; therefore, with respect to illumination, either of

these orbits is acceptable.

An ascending node between 1400 and 1600 hours will provide optimum coverage of the

Northern Hemisphere as well as the earliest recovery of data by the CDA station at

Fairbanks; therefore this afternoon orbit is recommended for the AVCS system. The

APT system, since it uses field stations, does not have any apparent preference for

nodal crossings other than stated in the preceding paragraph.

The top spinners in Figure 3-IV-1 shows an APT picture sequence. By using both

spinners, it is possible to see both the coverage and, for a given crossing time, the

illumination variation in any picture.

In using the illumination spinner in Figure 3-IV-l, it is necessary to take account of

the earth's rotation. For example, for an ascending-node orbit at 1500 hours, the

illumination pattern for the first picture ("A" on the coverage chart) is obtained by

setting 1500 hours on the illumination pattern to the ascending node of the coverage
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chart. For the secondpicture ("B" on the coverage chart), the 1500-hour mark is

moved to the second graduation ("B" on the coverage chart), and so on. In this case,

it is found that, for picture "A" with the sub-point at the equator, the left-hand edge

is in the 85- to 90-percent range of illumination, whereas the right-hand edge is

reduced to 50 percent. For the fifth picture (not shown on the coverage chart), the

sub-point and one diagonal lie approximately on the 30-percent contour, but the illumina-

tion of the other diagonal varies from total darkness to 52 percent.

B. FIELD-OF-VIEW PROJECTION

The cameras on the OT-2 spacecraft use the Tegea lens with a focal length of 5.7

mm. This lens, with a picture side length of 11.2 mm, gives a field-of-view of 89

degrees on a side and 107.8 degrees across the diagonals. As shown in Figure 3-IV-2,

the area covered by this field of view from a height of 750 nautical miles is approximately

1700 nautical miles on a side and 3180 nautical miles across the diagonals. Figure

3-IV-2 also shows the satellite elevation angle (the angle formed between the local

horizontal and a line to the spacecraft) for varying distances from the spacecraft sub-

point.

The principal result of the large-area coverage obtained from the wide field-of-view

and high altitude is that there is no gap between pictures taken at the equator on suc-

cessive orbits so that complete coverage of the earth can be obtained in 24 hours of

operation. There is, in fact, a small lateral overlap at the equator due to the project-

ing picture corners, and the degree of overlap increases as the latitude increases and

the successive orbit tracks converge. Along the orbit track, the overlap of successive

pictures is a function of the camera sequencer (APT or AVCS).

The top spinner of Figure 3-IV-1 shows a typical sequence of APT pictures, starting

from the equator and proceeding in a northerly direction. The coverage obtained with

this sequence for any orbit can be determined by rotating the spinner to the appropri-

ate position over the map of the earth. Figures 3-IV-3 and 3-IV-4 shows picture

coverage for two consecutive orbits for the APT and AVCS system, respectively.
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SECTION V. GROUND STATION CONTACT TIME

A. ALASKA CDA STATION

Due to the high latitude of the Alaska CDA ground station located at Fairbanks,

Alaska, the spacecraft will be in view more frequently at that station. As an illus-

trative example, one specific set of conditions for this station was selected, beginning

with a pass in which the spacecraft ground track was tangent to a 5-degree elevation-

angle contact circle. The next nine consecutive passes were within acquisition range

of the Fairbanks station, and the contact time varied from 10 to 17 minutes, allowing

more than adequate time to obtain video information as well as to program the vehicle

for succeeding orbits.

However, it is also recognized that the assumption of a 5-degree minimum elevation

angle for the Fairbanks antenna might be optimistic due to practical constraints at
the antenna site. Therefore, further performance data on the antenna characteristics

will be required for a more specific assessment of the contact time characteristics

for the Fairbanks station.

B. EAST COAST CDA STATION

An analysis of station contact time was also performed for the East Coast CDA

station. Using a 5-degree contact circle, two consecutive passes were within acquisi-

tion range. The contact time varied from 13 to 17 minutes.

C. APT FIELD STATIONS

Due to the existence of a great many APT field stations at varied locations, the

question of contact time with the spacecraft is considered in a general sense. Studies

utilizing simulated OT-2 orbits have indicated a nominal 10- to 15-minute contact

time for approximately 50 to 75 percent of the orbits during which the spacecraft is

in view of the ground station.

The location at which contact time is a minimum is the equator. For this "worst-case"

condition, assuming a 10-degree antenna elevation angle, and an orbit altitude of 750

nautical miles the radius of the ground-station contact ring would be 26 great-circle

degrees. For the same altitude, but with a 5-degree antenna elevation angle, the radius

of the ground-station contact ring would be 28.5 great-circle degrees. The variation in
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contact time will then be from zero minutes, for a missed pass, to 15.7 minutes for the
10-degree elevation angle, or to 17.1 minutes for the 5-degree elevation angle.

At the equator, a ground station will acquire the spacecraft on two to three consecutive
passes. If acquisition occurs on anoverhead pass, the duration of the contact will be
near the maximum of 17 minutes. However, as previously indicated, a contact time of
from 10 to 15 minutes shouldbe considered a more typical value. This contact time will
permit a readout of from two to three pictures per pass at eachfield station.
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SECTION VI. PICTURE RECTIFICATION

A. COMPONENT ERRORS

Orientation of pictures received from the OT-2 spacecraft can be readily ac-

complished because the camera optical axis lies nominally in the orbit plane and points

at the sub-satellite point. Picture-center location can be determined from the time of

shutter triggering and the spacecraft emphemeris.

Attitude errors will cause the picture center to deviate from the nominal position. In

addition, spin-rate variations will cause uncertainties in determining the picture time.
Other errors not discussed here are lens distortion and rhombic picture distortion due

to the travelling-slit shutter.

The following paragraphs describe the various deviations or errors that can occur and

the effect of each upon picture rectification. Although the deviations possible are the

same for each spacecraft (APT or AVCS), the effect on picture rectification will depend

upon the particular system. The APT and AVCS considerations are described in Para-

graphs C and D, respectively, of this section.

B. COMPOSITE CAMERA-POINTING ACCURACY

Assuming no attitude error, the location of the picture center is given by the satellite

sub-point at the time of picture taking. The time at which the picture is taken can be

determined from a knowledge of the spacecraft spin-rate and the particular spin on which

the shutter was triggered. The satellite sub-point can be obtained from the ephemeris

data. The camera shutter is triggered by the orthogonal horizon-sensor "sky-earth"

pulse. The orthogonal horizon sensor is geometrically positioned relative to the

camera so that this pulse will occur when the camera is pointing at the satellite sub-

point. The angle between the camera optical axis and the orthogonal horizon-sensor

optical axis is pre-set and is a function of altitude. For an orbital altitude of 750

nautical miles, this angle is approximately 55 degrees.

The picture principal-point will deviate from the sub-point as a function of the spacecraft

orientation (roll, pitch, and yaw variation). The roll angle is defined as 90 degrees

minus the angle between the spin vector and the local vertical. The pitch angle is the

angle between the optical axis and local vertical, measured in the orbital plane. The yaw

angle is the angle between the spin vector and the plane defined by the orbit normal and

the local vertical.
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The roll or yawdeviation betweenQOMACoperations will be + 1 degree. Part 4,
Section VIII, Paragraph B describes the various errors that can occur in roll and yaw
determinations dueto earth radiance, horizon gradients, factors attendant on data
reduction, andnutation. The uncertainty in roll and yaw is + 0o5 degree.

Pitch errors which affect camera triggering canbe causedby orthogonal horizon-sensor
errors and by injection errors. Orthogonalhorizon-sensor errors are the result of
variations in earth radiance and in horizon temperature gradients. Paragraph 4-VIH-B
shows the total error from these causes to be a maximum of +0.52 degree. Pitch
_^--:-*'^-_ due*^ "_'^_*'_ ...... becausethe anglebetween the tamers optical_I_Vh:ILIUII_ bu IIU=--_I''" errors "--"_
axis and the orthogonal horizon-sensor optical axis is pre-set to obtain properly timed

camera triggering at the design altitude of 750 nautical miles. Figure 3-VI-1 shows

the variation of pitch error with orbital altitude. Table 3-VI-1 summarizes the

attitude errors that can occur.

Determination of the satellite sub-point at the moment of picture taking depends upon

accurate knowledge of the spin rate and of the spacecraft ephemeris. Therefore, the

primary method of picture location is dependent upon the accuracy of spin-rate meas-

urements. For the AVCS system, there is a secondary method for determining the

time of picture taking, using a picture-time clock.
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Figure 3-VI-1. Pitch Deviation Due to Injection Error
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TABLE 3-VI-1. SUMMATIONOF POINTING ERRORS

Angular Equivalent
Item Displacement Ground Distance

(degrees) (nautical miles)

1.

.

3.

o

a

Roll deviations between QOMAC

operations

Roll measurement accuracy

Pitch deviation due to orthogonal

+1

+0.5

+0.52

+13.1

+6.5

+6.86

horizon sensor

Pitch deviation due to injection

Yaw deviation between QOMAC

operations

6. Yaw measurement accuracy

See Figure
3-VI-1

+1

+0.5

See Figure

3-VI-1

Rotation about

principal point

Rotation about

principal point

The accuracy of any sub-point determination is a function of the duration of the spin-

measuring period, the number of spins between To, (time at which the first picture in
a sequence is taken) and the time for which the subpoint is being determined, and the

accuracy of determining spacecraft location at T o. Paragraph 4-VIII-C discusses
in detail the technique by which spin rate is determined and the various errors that

can occur in spin-rate measurement. Figure 3-VI-2 presents a curve of sub-point

error (nautical miles) versus spins from T o . This curve is the same as the curve
for an 8-minute measuring period in Figure 4-VIII-26 with the ordinate scale changed

from seconds to nautical miles on the ground.

Since the maximum number of orbits for which the spacecraft is out of contact with a

ground station is two, and since the spin can be counted backward or forward from To,

the maximum error in sub-point measurement will occur for 1240 spins (approximately

one orbit). This could result in a worst-case error of 1.95 nautical miles in space-

craft sub-point determination.

C. APT SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Because the APT field stations will not be equipped to obtain attitude data from the

spacecraft, this information will have to be supplied in advance or attitude deviation will

have to be neglected (as in the Nimbus-APT procedure). Assuming the latter approach

and a fiat earth, the rectangle of uncertainty of picture principal point around the
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spacecraft sub-point is given in Figure 3-VI-3. This figure is based upon Items 1 and

3 in Table 3-VI-1.

Yaw errors are not shown in this figure because the maximum yaw error would only

rotate the rectangle 1 degree about the sub-point. Pitch deviation due to injection error

(Item 4, Table 3-VI-1) is not an uncertainty but rather a fixed known deviation.

The spacecraft sub-point can be determined at APT field stations from spacecraft

ephemeris and time of picture receipt. APT field stations, in general, will not have

the capability for using the spin-counting method.

D. AVCS SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The CDA stations where AVCS pictures will be received have the capability for

determining spacecraft attitude. The accuracy of locating the picture principal point

will therefore be greater than for the APT system. The error in principal point will

be composed of roll measurement error and pitch error (Items 2 and 3 in Table 3-VI-1).

The rectangle of uncertainty for the AVCS configuration is given in Figure 3-VI-4. The
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rectangle is shownfor zero roll error. Roll deviations would simply move the rec-
tangle perpendicular to the ground track. Yaw is again not shown because of its neglig-

ible effect. Pitch deviations due to injection are again not included because they do not

represent an uncertainty.

Sub-point location for the AVCS configuration will be obtained using the spin-counting

method with the accuracy described in Paragraph 3-VI-B. A secondary locating

technique is aiso avaiiabie using the picture time clock on board the OT-2/AVCS space-

craft. This clock has an accuracy of 0.5 second, which corresponds to a 1.6-nautical
mile ground distance.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The OT-2 spacecraft will consist of components comprising the basic functional subsys-

tems shown on the block diagrams in Figures 2-I-1 and 2-I-2. These components will

be mounted within a conventional TIROS structure which will be modified to accommo-

date the radially oriented cameras. The spacecraft structure and the design and oper-

ation of each of the functional subsystems are described in separate sections of this
Part of the report.

The general structural configuration and the locations and orientation of components

are described and illustrated in Section 4-II. The results of the thermal analyses per-

formed on the spacecraft are presented in Appendix D.

A discussion of the OT-2/APT and OT-2/AVCS camera subsystems is presented in

Section 4-111. This section contains descriptions of the operation of the subsystems

and their relation to the overall system, as well as descriptions of the spacecraft oper-

ating modes and command-signal characteristics.

The command and control subsystem is described in Section 4-IV. This section dis-

cusses the function and operation of the components in the subsystem and, also, the

interfaces between this subsystem and the other subsystems.

A description of the spacecraft power-supply subsystem is presented in Section 4-V.

This section describes configurations of the solar-cell array and the storage-battery

pack and their capabilities and capacities under various orbital conditions and spacecraft

operating loads. The functions and characteristics of the power-supply protection units

and voltage regulators, and the characteristics of the solar cells and storage batteries
are also described.

The beacon and telemetry subsystem is described in Section 4-VI. This section describes

the subsystem analysis of the beacon and telemetry subsystem, including the beacon

modulation techniques used for the OT-2 spacecraft. This section also contains specifi-

cations for the telemetry switches, and a list of spacecraft telemetry points and
parameters.

The system margins, path losses, and data links for the communication interface are

discussed in Section 4-VII. This section describes the design parameters for command,

beacon, and TV reception that are associated with the spacecraft. The link analysis is

based on spacecraft operation in conjunction with standard CDA-station equipment.
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Section 4-VIII presents a discussion of the theory and operation of the components

utilized for attitude and spin-control techniques. This section compares the techniques

required for the OT-2 system with the techniques used in the TIROS "I" system and

indicates where functions of the TIROS "I" system can be utilized or modified for use in

the OT-2 system.
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SECTION II. MECHANICAL AND THERMAL DESIGN

A. GENERAL

The basic structure that will be used for the OT-2 spacecraft is similar to the con-

ventional TIROS structure. Certain modifications have been made either to optimize

the structure or to accommodate the 'Wheel" mode of operation. The OT-2 spacecraft

structure can be divided into two major components, (1) the baseplate and (2) the hat

assembly. The function of the baseplate is to support the electronic subsystems

mounted directly to it and the hat assembly. The hat assembly encloses the spacecraft

and supports the solar-cell array. In addition, certain attitude and spin-control com-

ponents are mounted on the hat assembly.

The baseplate modifications include simplification of the radial-rib arrangement and

increasing the material gage. On early TIROS spacecraft, the rib arrangement pro-

vided space for a NASA infrared (IR) experiment (Figure 4-1I-1). Since this particular

experiment will not be used on the OT-2 spacecraft, the rib arrangement has been

changed to provide a symmetrical configuration as shown in Figure 4-II-2. Because of

the more severe vibration environment to be imposed on the OT-2 spacecraft and to

provide additional margin in the structure for future growth, the following material

thickness changes were made to the baseplate:

From (inch) To (inch)

radial ribs 0. 040 0. 051

intercostals 0o 025 0.032

gussets 0. 040 0. 051

reinforcing channels 0. 040 0. 051

The hat assembly has been modified to a configuration that is similar to the TIROS "I"

spacecraft. These changes include cutouts to accommodate the cameras, the V-head

horizon sensor, and the orthogonal horizon-sensors. The de-spin mechanism will be

relocated to approximately midway up the side of the hat assembly (same as TIROS "1_').

The vertical posts in the hat assembly were simplified by the elimination of the north-

indicator brackets.

A preliminary stress analysis based on the environment established in Table 4-1/-1 has

been performed. This analysis showed that the OT-2 spacecraft structure is satisfactory.
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Figure 4-IT-1. TIROS VII Spacecraft, Bottom of Baseplate 
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TABLE 4-H-1. OT-2 SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS,

PROTOTYPE LEVELS

Sinusoidal Input

Frequency Range

(cps)

10 - 500

500 - 2000

Thrust Axis

("g" zero-to-peak)

3.75

21.00

Transverse Axes

("g" zero-to-peak)

Sweep Rate

(octave/minute)

2.25 2

3.75 2

Random Noise Input

Frequency Range Thrust Axis Transverse Axis Time/Axis

(cps) ("g" rms) ("g" rms) (minutes)

20 - 2000 11.5 11o5 4

B. ATTITUDE AND SPIN-RATE CONTROL COMPONENT LOCATION

Figure 4-11-3 shows the location of the various components used for attitude and spin-
rate control.

C. APT BASEPLATE LAYOUT

Figure 4-II-4 shows the equipment layout on the baseplate for the APT configuration.

Table 4-II-2 presents the weight breakdown for the OT-2/APT spacecraft. The center

of gravity is located on the spin (thrust) axis. This balancing is achieved by carefully

locating equipment on the baseplate, with a final balancing operation accomplished with

balance weights. The moment-of-inertia about the spin-axis, Izz, is predicted to be

57,900 lb-in 2. The ratio of the moment-of-inertia, Itransverse/Ispin, is equal to 0.75.

D. AVCS BASEPLATE LAYOUT

Figure 4-II-5 shows the equipment layout on the baseplatc for the AVCS configura-

tion. As in the APT configuration, the camera is raised off the baseplate to provide

line-of-sight clearance for the lens. The camera is mounted on a bracket assembly

which allows space for positioning the camera electronics beneath the camera (AVCS

only). This arrangement is shown in Figure 4-1I-6. Table 4-II-3 presents the weight

breakdown for the spacecraft. The center of gravity is located on the spin (thrust) axis.

Component layout and balance weights are used to achieve this location. The spacecraft

moment-of-inertia about the spin :Lxis, I is 59, 800 lb-in 2. The moment-of-inertia
zz

ratio, I /I . , is 0.752.
transverse spin
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TABLE 4-II-2o ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF OT-2/APT SPACECRAFT

Component E stimated Weight
(pounds)

Assembly, Baseplate

1.

2.

3.

4o

5.

6.

7.

8.

Structural Assembly - Lower Plate 26.7

APT Cameras

Magnetic Shield

Camera Mounting Bracket

Command Distribution Unit

Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor

Threshold Amplifier

Command Programmer, Decoder

23.0

8.4

4°0

8.1

3.0

0.7

13.03
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TABLE 4-II-2. ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF OT-2/APT SPACECRAFT(Continued)

Components

Assembly, Baseplate (Continued)

9. V-Head Sensor

10. Magnetic Bias Switch

11. Battery

!2. Sb:_,__Limiter

13. Charge RateController

14. Voltage Regulator

15. Power Distribution Unit

16. Solar-Aspect Sensor andElectronics

17. Precession Damper

18. Camera Electronics

19. BeaconTransmitter

20. Video Transmitter

21. Commutator

22. Signal Conditioner

23. CommandReceiver

24. AntennaCoupler

25. SCO

26. Beacon Timer

27. Video Coupler

28. Lift-Off andSeparation Switch

29. Ground Plate

30. BalanceWeight

31. Bracketry and Hardware

32. Harness (upper)

33. Harness (lower)

Estimated Weight
(pounds)

1.0

0.8

42.0

3.5

3.1

1.0

1.5

2.4

21.2

2.5

5.0

4.2

2.0

2.5

2.1

1.7

0.8

0.46

1.0

0.5

2°0

5.0

11.7

1.0
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TABLE 4-II-2. ESTI]_IATEDWEIGHTOF OT-2/APT SPACECRAFT(Continued)

Components

Assembly, Baseplate (Continued)

34. RF Cabling

35. Coaxial Relay

Assembly, Hat

Estimated Weight
(pounds)

1. Hat Structure

2. Solar Cells

3. Masc Coil

4. QOMAC Coil

5. Bias Coil

6. Yo-Yo Despin Mechanism

7. Filter

8. Temperature Sensors

9. Damper (liquid)

10. Notch Filter

42.2

22.7

1.5

0.5

2.25

2.8

0.5

0.2

3.2

0.25

Antennas 2.2

Total 289.7
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Figure 4-II-5. AVCS Baseplate Layout
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TABLE 4-II-3. ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF OT-2/AVCS SPACECRAFT

Component

Assembly, Baseplate

1. Structural Assembly - Lower Plate

2. AVCS Cameras

3. Magnetic Shield

4. Camera Mounting Bracket

5. Command Distribution Unit

6. Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor

7. Threshold Amplifier

8. Command Programmer, Decoder, and Clock

9. V-Head Sensor

10. Magnetic Bias Switch

11. Battery

12. Shunt Limiter

13. Charge Rate Controller

14. Voltage Regulator

15. Power Distribution Unit

16. Solar-Aspect Sensor and Electronics

17. Precession Damper

18. Camera Electronics

19. Beacon Transmitter

20. Video Transmitter

21. Commutator

22. Signal Conditioner

23. Command Receiver

24. Antenna Coupler

Estimated Weight

(pounds)

26.7

23.4 v

8.4

4.0

9.2

3.0

0.7

14.31 -

1.0

0.8

28.0 .......

3.0-

2.3

3.1

1.0 ....

1.5

2.4

13.6 •

2.5

4.0-

4.2 ._

2.0

2.5

2.1
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TABLE 4-II-3. ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF OT-2/AVCS SPACECRAFT (Continued)

Components

Assembly, Baseplate (Continued)

26. BeaconTimer

27. Video Coupler

28. Lift-Off andSeparation Switch

29. Ground Plate

30. TapeRecorder

31. Flasher

32. Camera Controller

33. Infrared Experiment

34. BalanceWeight

35. Bracketry and Hardware

36. Harness (upper)

37. Harness (lower)

38. RF Cabling

Assembly, Hat

le

2.

3.

4.

5°

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Antennas

Hat Structure

Solar Cells

Masc Coil

QOMAC Coil

Bias Coil

Yo-Yo Despin Mechanism

Filter

Temperature Sensors

Damper (liquid)

Notch Filter

Total

Estimated Weight

(pounds)

1.7

0.8

3.2

1.0

0.5

34.6

2.2

4.2

4.0

2.5

5.0

11.7

1.0

2.0

42.2

22.7

1.5

0.5

2.25

2.8

0.5

0.2

3.2

0.25

2.2

316.4
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E. EXPECTED SPACECRAFT TEMPERATURES

A preliminary thermal analysis of the OT-2 spacecraft has been conducted. Appendix

D gives a detailed mathematical description of this analysis. Briefly, the analysis con-

sisted of a study of thermal transients in which the spacecraft was divided into three

isothermal bodies. The effect of power dissipation and sun angle on spacecraft tempera-

tures was examined. Figure 4-II-7 presents the temperature response of baseplate and

components, and solar-cells versus sun angle for various sections of the spacecraft.

From this figure, it can be seen that at a sun angle of 45 degrees the temperature of

the baseplate and components, and side solar cells will be approximately 17°C, and the

solar cells on the top of the hat assembly will be 65°C. The required component tem-

perature limits are 0°C and 30°C.

100
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SUN ANGLE {DEGREES}

Figure 4-II-7. Variations in Spacecraft Temperatures with Sun Angle

The effect of the initial orientation maneuver has also been examined. Figure 4-II-8

shows the temperature response for the worst case orientation versus time from

launch. The effect of QOMAC is also shown in this figure.
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SECTION III. CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

A. APT CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

1. Functional Description

The major components of the APT camera subsystem are shown in the block

diagram in Figure 4-I_-1; the components are (1) a camera assembly that converts the

optical image into an electrical signal, (2) a camera-electronics module that includes

timing, control, amplification, modulation, and power-supply equipment for the sub-

system, (3) a video combiner that couples the camera to the FM transmitter, (4) an FM

transmitter that supplies the narrow-band RF carrier for the video data, and (5) an

antenna coupling network that couples the FM transmitter to the single dipole antenna.

When the spacecraft is within communication range of an APT field station, the radia-

tion from the spacecraft TV antenna is received by the helical antenna of the station.

The received signal is amplified by the pre-amplifier, demodulated by the FM receiver,

and fed to the facsimile recorder to produce a "hard" copy of the TV picture.

The OT-2 spacecraft is programmed by the CDA ground stations to start a picture-

taking sequence at a predetermined point in the orbit. Once the sequence is initiated,

the APT subsystem will continue to take pictures under spacecraft control and will

transmit these pictures to the APT ground stations. The process will then be repeated

automatically each orbit until commanded otherwise by a CDA station. The ground

station will automatically receive a picture sequence from the beginning of a 208-second

picture frame. During the first 8 seconds of each 208-second period, the camera oper-

ates as follows:

(1) the vidicon tube is prepared to receive the optical image;

(2) the shutter of the camera assembly is triggered, and the image is pro-

jected onto the photoconductive face of the vidicon; and

(3) the image is transferred electrostatically from the photoconductive face to

a polystyrene storage layer.

This sequence of operations is known as the PED (prepare--expose-develop) cycle.

The polystyrene layer stores the image as a charge pattern until the electron scanning

beam sweeps the surface, reading out the image information in a 200-second readout

cycle. All sequencing is controlled by the sequence-timing circuits of the subsystem.

These circuits are, in turn, controlled by the command programmer.
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Camera operation begins with a "Start PED" pulse from the command and control sub-

system. This pulse initiates the 208-second PED and readout cycles. The "Expose"

pulse, which triggers the camera shutter, normally occurs 5. 500 seconds +25 milli-

seconds after initiation of the PED cycle. This time interval is imposed by the camera

to ensure that optical "Expose" occurs (1) within the electrical expose interval and (2)

at the optimum time to provide maximum camera sensitivity. If the camera subsystem

fails to receive the "Expose" pulse, the shutter is triggered automatically by the camera
logic circuits 5. 5625 seconds after the start of PED.

If control of the spin rate is lost and the spin period increases, the picture quality will

degrade slightly until the period is equal to 5.5625 seconds, at which time the APT

back-up shutter command will take over control of shutter operation. Picture quality

will then remain constant; however, as the spin period increases further, the camera

will develop a pointing error. The pointing error in degrees will be:

360 ° -- 5.5625 (f),

where f is the spacecraft spin rate in degrees per second.

If the spin rate increases, tt _ picture rate-of-degradation will gradually increase until

at 12 rpm, there will be no _ ideo data.

Data readout of the stored ir _age is accomplished using a pulse technique. During

readout, the vidicon scannin/-beam is pulse-modulated, resulting in a PAM (pulse-

amplitude-modulated) video _ignal. The video information is then detected, producing

a continuous analog readout which is used to amplitude-modulate a 2400-cps subcarrier.

This modulation produces a double-sideband-modulated subcarrier having sidebands

extending 1600 cycles above and below the subcarrier frequency. This amplitude-

modulated subcarrier, in turn, frequency-modulates the 137.5-Mc carrier, which is

then applied to the transmitting antenna system.

Figure 4-IH-2 shows a detailed timing diagram indicating the operations required for

picture taking with the APT camera. A detailed description of the theory of operation

of the APT camera is presented in the "Nimbus Instruction Manual for the Automatic

Picture Transmission Subsystem (APTS), Flight Models F2, and F4, Satellite Equipment

for TIROS Meteorological Satellite". The sequence, as shown, differs from the oper-

ation of the APT camera used in TIROS VHI in one respect. The logic sequence orig-

inally provided for an indeterminate hold period between the "Prepare" and "Expose"

portions of the PED cycle. This has been found to be unsatisfactory because the post-

optical--expose time varies as a result of the synchronous operation of the APT hori-

zontal scan and the spacecraft triggering signals. If the original logic were to be

maintained, this variation in expose time would result in a black bar in the video read-
out.
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Figure 4-III-2. APT Camera, Picture-Taking Sequence

The revised logic sequence, as shown in Figure 4-ff[-2, is as follows:

(1) The logic sequence is interrupted at the end of readout cycle, and the cam-

era goes into an indefinite "hold" period.

(2) The "hold" period is ended by a "Start PED" signal from the command and

control equipment. This signal occurs 5.5 seconds +25 milliseconds before

optical exposure.

(3) The command and control subsystem supplies a second, or "Expose", sig-

nal to initiate optical exposure in the APT camera. If this signal is not

received, the APT camera generates its own "Expose" signal 62.5 milli-

seconds after the expected primary signal.

2. Camera Assembly

The camera assembly, as shown in Figure 4-III-3, contains the following major

components:

(1)

(2)

a l-inch, electrostatic-storage vidicon tube,

a wide-angle, 107.8-degree, Tegea-Kinoptic,

focal length of 5.7 ram,

f/1.8 objective lens with a
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(3) a video amplifier,

(4} a focal-plane shrttcr mechanism, (TIROS shutter modified for a 1-inch

vidicon)

(5) a deflection-yoke assembly,

(6) a camera housing,

(7) a magnetic shield, and

(8) a focus coil.

CAMERA ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE

LENS

SHUTTER

FOCUS COiL 1

I
FROM FROM

SHUTTER DEFLECTION

DRIVE CIRCUITS

V_DEO

AMPLIFIER

Figure 4-111-3.

TO CAMERA

ELECTRONICS

FROM SAMPLING

PULSE GENERATOR

FROM ELECTRODE

SWITCHING

FROM FOCUS
SUPPLY

APT Camera Assembly, Block Diagram

The cylindrical magnesium camera housing comprises the main body of the camera, to

which the other components are mounted. The magnetic shield is incorporated to pro-

tect the camera assembly against the adverse effects of the combined earth magnetic

field and the local spacecraft magnetic field. The faceplate of the vidicon has reticle

marks to aid in determining cloud position during picture-taking operations. The ret-

icle marks are transmitted as a part of the video information and are reproduced as

part of the composite facsimile picture. If the transmitted picture is distorted because

of improper operation of the APT-camera deflection circuits, the reticle marks can be

used to determine the nature and amount of distortion when the picture information is

interpreted. The configuration of the reticle pattern within the scanned area is shown

in Figure 4-11I-4; this pattern consists of 25 cross-marks evenly spaced over the

raster area. The line width of each mark is 1 mil, twice the width of a scanning line.

The reticle marks are also used to help check the system linearity during pre-launch

calibration and testing.
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3. Camera Electronics

The camera electronics module, as shown in Figure 4-III-5, contains the following

components :

(1) dc-to-dc converters,

(2) electrode switching and beam-current regulator,

(3) shutter drive (same as used in APT camera on TIROS VIII),

(4) focus supply,

(5) scunpling pulse generator,

(6) sequence timer,
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4800-CPS
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I SAMPLING I
PULSE

GENERATOR I

ELECTRODE I

SWITCHING I
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CURRENT

REGULATOR I

III
SEQUENCE I

TIMER I

ql
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SIGNALS FROM

COMMAND AND

CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

,_ DC-DC
CONVERTER

-24.5 V POWER

(REGULATED)

AMPLITUDE-

MODULATED

'--'--I"2400-CPS

SUBCARRIER

OUTPUT

I
"END OF READ"

I SIGNAL TO
COMMAND AND

I CONTROL

SUBSYSTEM

Figure 4-EI-5. APT Camera Electronics, Block Diagram
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(7) video detector,

(8) modulator, and

(9) deflection circuits

4. APT Video Combiner

The APT video combiner couples the output of either APT camera system to

the operating APT tr,'Lqsmitter. It is shown in the block diagram of Figure 4-iii-6.

Combining is accomplished by cross-coupled summing amplifiers which are powered

by the supply to the operating transmitter.

CAMERA, O_ }-----
POWER FROM

¢.
TRANSMITTER i

---- -'Z

CA"ERA20--11, = I
POWER FROM I -

TRANSMITTER 2 0

-'---"_'l_ TRANSMITTER I

,_---_t,, TRANSMITTER2

Figure 4-III-6. APT Video Combiner, Block Diagram

5. FM Transmitter

The FM transmitter is a United Electro-Dynamics Inc., Model TR-17 (or equi-

valent) frequency-modulated telemetry transmitter operating at a center frequency

of 137.5 Mc. The unit is capable of delivering at least 5 watts of RF power to the an-

telma system. The amplitude-modulator used in the APT link has been previously de-

sig_ed and employs balanced-modulation tectmiques. A 2.4-kc subcarrier is amplitude-

modulated by the video baseband and frequency modulates the TV transmitter to provide

the input siglml required by the APT field-station facsimile receiver. The FM-TV

transmitter is specified by the Nimbus APT system and is, therefore, incorporated in

the TlllOS-whecl (lesign. Specifications for the unit arc tabulate(t below:

M anufactu re r: UED or equivalent

Mo(lel: TIl-17, Solid state
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Modulation:

Carrier:

Carrier Stability:

Baseband:

Subcarrier:

Peak Deviation:

Maximum Deviation Rate:

Power Output:

Power Input (total):

Supply Voltage:

Weight:

Size:

FM

137.5 Mc

+0. 005 percent

0 to 1.6 ke

2.4 kc

+10.0 kc

i. 0 kc

5.0 watts, minimum (37 dbm)

23 watts

-24.5 vdc ±5 percent

40 ounces

4.7 x 3.5x 1.6 inches

6. Antenna Coupling

Figure 4-]:II-7 shows a quarter-wave coupler for coupling the TV transmitters

to the single dipole antenna. The technique of isolating the OFF transmitter from the

ON trm_smitter by using a quarter-wave short-circuit stub has been successful on all

TIROS satellites that carried an IR transmitter. The ON transmitter "sees" a quarter-

wave short-circuit stub at the junction of the antenna port and the transmitters. This

stub appears as an open circuit at the "T"; therefore, all energy is coupled to the

antenna. The latching coaxial relays are co_mected in opposite senses; thus, as power

is applied to one transmitter, the coaxial relay nearest the opposite transmitter is

latched. This design approach is seen to be a simple solution to the problem of cou-

pling the TV transmitters to the single dipole antenna.

7. APT Field Station (See Figure 4-111-1)

a. Antenna

A bifilar helix over ground plane is used for the APT field station antenna.

The minimum gain is 12.5 db over a circular isotropic source. Half-power beam width

is 35 degrees. Polarization of this antelma is right-hand circular.

b. Receiver

The APT-TV signal from the helical antenna is fed to a NEll,S-Clarke pre-

amplifier, Model PR-204, which has a maximum noise figure of 4.5 db.
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Figure 4-IH-7. Antenna Coupler for APT-TV Transmitter

A Nems-Clarke FM receiver, type 1440, is employed. This receiver utilizes phase-

lock detection which has a threshold carrier-to-noise ratio of about 9db. IF-bandwidth

selection for the APT receiver is 50 kc and 100 kc.

c. Facsimile Recorder

The facsimile receiver requires a 2.4-kc subcarrier which is ampUtude-

modulated with picture information. This requirement necessitates the inclusion of a

2.4-kc modulator in the APT-camera electronics. A "hard" copy of the TV picture is

produced by the facsimile recorder.

B. AVCS CAMERA SUBSYSTEM

I. Introduction

The purpose of the OT-2/AVCS system is to provide daytime cloud-cover pic-

tures from remote locations to a Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) station. As

a means of accomplishing this, the system has a magT_etic tape recorder for picture

storage. The camera and tape recorder used in the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft are essen-

tially the same equipment as employed in the Nimbus AVCS subsystem, with some

modifications made to adapt them to the "Wheel" mode of operation. The OT-2/AVCS

system functionally differs from the OT-2/APT system described in Paragraph 4-III-A

only insofar as the differences inherent in the operation of the camera subsystems are
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concerned. This section outlines those camera requirements peculiar to the OT-2/AVCS
system. Reference should be made to the "Nimbus Instruction Manual for the AVCS
Satellite Equipment" for a detailed description of the Nimbus AVCSdesign.

2. Functional Description

A block diagram of the camera subsystem is shox_n in Figure 4-]II-8. The AVCS

camera assembly and its associated electronics provide a composite video signal

.which has a bandwidth of approximately 0 to 60 kc. This signal frequency-modulates

a 96-kc subcarrier (peak deviation of 24 kc), and the resulting signal is stored by the

magnetic tape recorder. Upon command, the tape recorder reads out the modulated

96-kc subcarrier along with a 9.6-kc flutter-and-wow correction tone, which in turn,

frequency-modulates the TV transmitter carrier. The output of the TV transmitter is

applied to a crossed-dipole antenna that radiates a circularly polarized signal.

A block diagram of the camera assembly and camera electronics is shown in Figure 4-

HI-9. Figure 4-III-10 shows a diagram of the camera timing cycle. When the camera

power is turned on at time T o by means of an internally generated signal from the

command and control subsystem, the following operational sequence occurs in the cam-

era: At time To, -24.5-volt power is applied to the DC/DC converters, thereby
applying high voltage to the vidicon and low voltage to the camera circuits. The hori-

zontal and vertical deflection amplifiers are energized, causing the vidicon beam to

scan at a 133.3-cps horizontal rate and a 6.5-second vertical period. Also at time

T o, the erase-light switch is triggered, flooding the vidicon faceplate with light for 250

milliseconds, discharging the vidicon photoconductor, and eliminating any stored or

residual image.

For the first four frame periods, or 25 seconds, the photoconductor is scmmed at the

normal AVCS horizontal and vertical rates. During the same period of time, the vidi-

con cathode is switched to a low negative potential in order to recharge the vidicon

photoconductor to cathode potential in preparation for exposure.

At time T O +26 seconds, scanning is disabled and the flash tube is ignited for the first
time, impressing a calibrated gray-scale image along the edge of the vidicon faeeplate.

The camera is held in this state for the next 6.5 seconds, to time T o +31.5 seconds,
when the cathode is switched to ground potential.

At time T O +32.5 seconds, the flash tube is ignited for a second time and the shutter is

triggered, exposing the vidicon.

At time T O +32.75 seconds, the deflection is again enabled and vidicon readout occurs.
The video signal is amplified and aperture-corrected by the video pre-amp and ampli-

fier. The video processing amplifier then inserts sync pulses into the video signal,

sets both the black and white video level, and provides a low impedance output signal

to the frequency-modulator in the tape recorder.
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At time T o +39.25 seconds, the readout process is complete and power to the camera
is switched OFF.

As shown in Figure 4-m-10, turn-on of the tape recorder by the command and control

subsystem occurs i second before exposure (T O +31.5 seconds) and turn-off of the re-

corder occurs at T o +39.25 seconds.

Since th_ AvCS o_m_ t_me ;= _;,T_ e,_,_ the spacecraft spin _"_ some u_..... _-,,

is necessary to describe what happens if the spin rate is other than nominal. The hori-

zontal sweep rate is controlled by the spacecraft high-frequency generator and is not

affected by spin rate; however, the rest of the signals are spin-rate dependent.

•_ _,_ _p,. _-_uu m_t_, Lae picture qualgy remains essentially constant, but there

will be extra non-data-carrying horizontal scan lines in a picture frame. This will in-

crease the tape recorder record and playback time. If the spin period is greater than

6.6 seconds, the pointing error in degrees will be:

360 ° -6.6(i),

where f is the spacecraft spin-rate in degrees per second. Reliable programmer oper-

ation ceases below 7.95 rpm.

If the spin period decreases, the shutter is triggered at the proper time; the picture

quality remains the same except the picture contains fewer horizontal scan lines and

some data is lost. If the spin period becomes less than 5.9 seconds, the tape recorder
will not start in time to record all the data.

3. Camera Assembly

The camera assembly contains a ruggedized, 1-inch vidicon, a Kinoptic-Tegea

f/1.8, 5.7-millimeter lens with an iris which will be operated at a fixed setting, a

TIROS shutter, modified for the 1-inch vidicon, to provide 1.5-millisecond exposure,

and a gray-scale prism and flash tube for impressing a gray-scale pattern on each pic-

ture. In addition, the assembly contains a deflecting and focusing yoke and a video

preamplifier. The mounting position of the deflection yoke will be different from that

used in the present AVCS Nimbus design; the yoke will be rotated 90 degrees counter-

clockwise (looking into camera lens) so that the vidicon scanning lines will be perpen-

dicular to the orbit track. The camera assembly is completely encased in a magnetic

shield. All of the components of the camera assembly are identical to the present
AVCS Nimbus design with the exception of the lens, shutter, and magnetic shield.
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4. Flasher Box

The flasher box is a 2- x 3- x 5-1/2 inch module which weighs 1.0 pound. The

unit contains decoupling circuits for all the vidicon electrode voltages in addition to the

circuits necessary to ignite the flash tube of the gray-scale calibrator.

5. Camera Electronics

The camera electronics is a 2- x 6- x 13-inch module weighing 6.8 pounds. The

module contains the following circuits, all of which are identical in design to present

Nimbus AVCS circuits:

(1) video amplifier and blanking generator,

(2) dc-to-ac high-voltage inverter,

(3) high-voltage regulator,

(4) low-voltage regulator,

(5) focus-current regulator,

(6) video-processing amplifier,

(7) beam-current regulator,

(8) horizontal-deflection amplifier,

(9) vertical-deflection amplifier, and

(10) erase-light switch.

6. Camera Controller

In the AVCS/Nimbus application, the camera controls consisted of a sequence

timer and a power-control module. However, a study of the functions which will be per-

formed by the OT-2 command and control subsystem has indicated that the sequence-

timer functions, i.e., generating sync pulses and various timing signals for the camera,

can be performed more efficiently by the spacecraft command programmer.

The only function that must be completely carried over from the sequence timer, and

that does not have its counterpart in the TIROS "I" command and control subsystem is

the flutter-and-wow carrier-transmission gate that is used to provide flutter-and-wow

correction for the tape recorder and vertical sync information to the ground stations.

However, this circuit will be included in the OT-2 command and control subsystem.

The use of the spacecraft command and control subsystem to provide all timing functions

will result in greater system simplicity with accompanying weight reduction and im-

proved reliability.
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Since very little of the Nimbus power-control switch will be applicable to the OT-2

mission, only elements of this unit that are specifically associated with the AVCS

camera will be maintained and the unit will be repackaged and designated as the camera

controller to distinguish it from the more complex power-control switch employed in

Nimbus. The camera controller shown in Figure 4-III-11 will be housed in a container

measuring 2 x 6 x 6 inches and will weigh approximately 2.0 pounds. One camera con-

troller will be provided for each AVCS camera.

LOW -

VOLTAGE

INVERTER

J ÷6.3V I _+6o3V

-[REGULATOR i

{, I ; -,.3v
REGULATOR

TO CAMERA
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!

FILAMENT I

AND HIGH-

VOLTAGE

POWER

SWITCHING

COMMAND

INPUTS

- 24,5 V

TELEMETRY SIGNALS

CAMERA I

ITELEMETRYI

TELEMETRY OUTPUTS

COMMAND

CONTROL
._ SHUTTER _ SHUTTERDRI VERS SOLE NO [DS

T
-28VDC

(UNREGULATED}

Figure 4-III-11. Camera Controller, Block Diagram

The AVCS shutter-drive circuit will be replaced by the same circuit as that used in the

APT camera on TIROS VIII.

The camera controller package will continue to provide the following telemetry outputs:

(1) positive high voltage,

(2) focus current,

(3) horizontal sync,

(4) vertical sync,

(5) vidicon-filament current,

(6) camera-electronics temperature,
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(7) camera-housing temperature,

(8) video output, and

(9) 6-volt power.

However, becausethe OT-2 telemetry subsystem will differ from the Nimbus subsystem,
some redesign of the telemetry output circuits will be required. Although the alternate
method of adding conditioning circuits to satisfy the OT-2 interface requirements does
exist, the need for repackaging the power-control switch has already beenestablished
and implementation of this alternate approachwould serve only to increase the com-
plexity and reduce the reliability of the system.

7. System Interface Requirements

The camera requires the following inputs:

(1) -24.5 vdc ±1% at 0.3 ampere standby power,

(2) -24.5 vdc +1% at 0.86 ampere prepare and readout power,

(3) -28 vdc, unregulated, at 4.0 amperes shutter power,

(4) "Camera Power ON" command,

(5) "Direct Picture" command,

(6) horizontal sync,

(7) vertical sync,

(8) shutter trigger,

(9) pulse at time To,

(i0) pulse T O +26 sec,

(ii) pulse T O +31.5 sec,

(12) pulse T O +32.5 sec, and

(13) pulse T O +39.5 see.

In addition to the telemetry outputs, the video output from the camera will be provided

from a source impedance of 200 ohms, and will have the following characteristics:

(1) tip of sync:

(2) black level:

(3) peak white:

-6.4 to -6.5 v,

-7.75 ±0.25 v, and

-11.25 ±0.1 v for O.6 foot-candle-seconds faceplate

illumination.
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8. Design Considerations and Specifications

The performance characteristics for the AVCS camera is given in the following

listing:

Frame Tim.e:

Video Bandwidth:

Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

VerticM Centering:

Response, 750 to 800 lines:

Vertical and Horizontal Non-Linearity:

Residual Image:

Vidicon Yoke Alignment:

Dynamic Range:

Vertical Shading:

Horizontal Shading:

Skew:

Optical Alignment:

6.5 sec

60 kc

32 db, min

J-o(g
_ /u

+2%

7%

40.5%

5%

+o.5%

50:1, min

30%, max

30%, max

i°/o,max

+0° 1 degree

9. Tape Recorder

a. General

The proposed magnetic tape recorder is based on the Nimbus AVCS re-

corder, appropriately modified to satisfy the mission requirements of the OT-2 space-

craft. A functional block diagram of the recommended tape recorder is shown in Fig-

ure 4-III-12. The four tape-recorder tracks will be utilized for this mission. Two

tracks will be available for recording camera video information, the third track will

record the flutter-and-wow compensation carrier, and the fourth track will record a

spacecraft picture-time code at the time of picture-record cycle. However, only one

video track will be used at any one time.

Tile tape recorder will be capable of operating in a record, playback, or direct-picture

mode upon command from the ground station. The mode of operation will be controlled

by the command distribution unit (CDU) of the command and control subsystem.
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As shown in Figure 4-III-12, the baseband video signal from the selected AVCS camera

is applied to a frequency-modulator that produces a 96-kc, FM, video-subcarrier sig-

nal. An FM video signal varying between 72 kc for sync to 120 kc for a peak-white

signal is generated from the baseband video and is recorded on either of the two video

tracks. (One video track is associated with each camera; selection of the desired cam-

era and tape recorder enables the record and playbnck electronics associated with that

camera. )

During the playback mode, the recorder video signal is read from the tape, amplified,

and limited to remove undesired amplitude variations. Normally at this point in the

o ..... '_'- of ......... Nimbus system, the signal would be frequency-doubled to
i_tY_J_ ¢._tt, lUll I, llt_ _bLtlltlar(_l

provide the desired deviation to the Nimbus transmitter. However, for the OT-2 sys-

tem, douhling .......nf tho frequency _'_-_...-_. transmission will be eliminated in the spacecraft,

and instead performed after reception at the ground station. Reasons to substantiate

this approach are given in detail in Section 4-IH-D, paragraph lb.

During the direct mode of operation, the FM video signal from the frequency-modulator

is applied directly to the playback amplifier. If desired, the tape recorder may be in-

hibited at this time by ground command.

The frequency of the flutter-and-wow correction tone recorded on the third track will

be 38.4 kc instead of 50 kc as used in Nimbus. The 38.4-kc frequency is used because

it "already exists in the command and control subsystem, and this lower frequency is

still within the frequency range of the tape recorder. However the 38.4-kc signal cannot

be used for transmission because it extends into the spectrum of the FM video signal

which contains frequency components down to 24 kc. Therefore, after playback the

38.4-kc signal is frequency-divided by four in the video combiner to produce a 9.6-kc

signal, which is well below the spectrum of the FM video signal.

Table 4-IH-1 lists the basic specifications of the tape recorder.

b. Operation

(1) Tape Transport

The recorder tape transport consists of a base casting on which are

mounted two coaxial reels, a capstan, three magnetic recording heads (record, play-

back, and erase), three tape rollers, a flywheel, and a negator-spring assembly. The

two tape reels are torqued in opposing directions of rotation by the negator springs to

provide constant tape tension. A minimum of 36 pictures can be provided at a video

frame rate of 6.5 seconds by 1200 feet of 3M-591 mag_etic tape. The extra tape length

should be maintained to minimize design changes on the present negator spring and

end-of-tape micro-switch support assembly. The additional tape weight of 2 to 3 ounces

is not considered to be a design problem.
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TABLE 4-III-1. BASIC SPECIFICATIONSOF THE MODIFIED AVCS
TAPE RECORDER

Physical Requirements

Diameter:

Height:

Weight:

Tape Speed:

Tape SpeedDrift:

Tape Capacity:

Tape Type:

Tape Thickness:

Tape Width:

Uncompensated Momentum:

13.5 inches

7.5 inches

16.0 pounds

30 inches per second

±0.5 percent

1200 feet

3M-591 Magnetic

1.1 mils

0.5 inch

±0.015 lb-in, sec

Electrical Interface Requirements

Inp_s

1. Camera Video 1:

2. Camera Video 2:

3. Flutter-and-Wow: 1 v p-p, 38.4 kc

4. Picture Time Code and Telemetry:

deviation ±7.5%, -5.3 to 7.3 volts.

6.5 to -11.5 v, 0- to 60-kc baseband

-6.5 to -11.5 v, 0- to 60-kc baseband

3.9-kc FM subcarrier,

5. Record Command Power: -2i. 5 vdc (20 watts)

6. Record Power (delayed I second): -24.5 vdc (4 watts)

7. Direct Command Power: -24.5 vdc (4 watts)

8. Playback Power: -24.5 vdc (20 watts)

9. Motor Signal Input: 18-v p-p, 400-cps squarewave, 2K-ohm load
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TABLE 4-HI-1. BASIC SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MODIFIED AVCS

TAPE RE CORDER (Continued)

Electrical Interface Requirements (Continued)

Outputs

1. Video 1: 5-v p-p limited output, source impedance 1 K-ohm,

72- to 120-kc deviation

2. Video 2: 5-v p-p limited output, source impedm_ce i K-ohm,

72- to 120-kc deviation

3. Flutter-and-Wow: 5-v p-p limited output, source impedance

1 K-ohm, 38.4-kc center frequency, deviating at the flutter-and-
wow rate

4. Picture Time Code: 5-v p-p limited output, source impedance

1K-ohm, 70-kc center frequency, +10% deviation

The capstan will be driven by a single-speed, 400-cps hysteresis motor.

Separate four-track record- and-playback heads will be employed to optimize sensitivity

and frequency response. A single permanent-magnet saturated erase head will be

employed. Playback will be in the reverse direction of recording so that the tape

travels over the erase head after playback and again before recording.

When the tape becomes completely wound during the record operation, end-of-tape

microswitches are actuated by tape buildup, which closes the microswitch points of

contact. Upon reaching the end of tape, the microswitch powers a latching relay which

will interrupt power to the motor power amplifier, stopping the transport.

The sequencer in the command system initiates each record cycle, which is selectable

at either 6 or 12 video frames per orbit. Upon receipt of a playback command, power

is applied to two relays which reverse the direction of the transport motor rotation and

latch playback power to the motor power amplifier. Playback takes place until the

playback end-of-tape microswitch is actuated, stopping the motor. Removal of the

playback power command automatically reverses the direction of the transport motor

rotation in preparation for the next record cycle.

(2) Motor-Power Amplifier

The solid-state motor-power amplifier functions as the tape transport

motor drive. It receives an 18-volt (peak-to-peak), 400-cps, square-wave input signal

and minus 24.5-volt d-c power from the CDU power switching circuits. To conserve
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power, start and run taps are provided on the output transformer and are switched by a
latching relay. The start tap provides rated voltage to the motor during the motor
acceleration period. After the motor has reachedsynchronous speed, the voltage input
is reduced to two-thirds of its start value by switching to the run taps, reducing the
power consumption to one-half the value required to start the transport.

(3) Video FM Modulator

Each baseband video signal is applied to an FM modulator to provide

an FM carrier signal for recording on magnetic tape. The incoming video baseband

signal is amplified and fed into a voltage-controlled oscillator whose frequency changes

linearly with the video-signal amplitude. The oscillator center frequency is 192 kc,

and the video signal produces deviation from 144 to 240 kc. The oscillator output is fed

into a bistable multivibrator which produces a symmetrical square-wave output which

deviates between 72 and 120 kco The signal is then applied to a record amplifier and to

a single channel of the record head.

(4) Video Playback Amplifier and Limiter

During readout, the recorded FM video signals are played back in the

reverse direction of recording. The FM output from the playback head is amplified and

limited. The resultant output is a constant-amplitude FM signal deviating from 72 to
120 kc.

(5) Flutter-m_d-Wow Channel

A stable 38.4-kc signal from the decoder in the command and control

subsystem is gated into a limited-bandwidth record amplifier and then to one track of

the four-track record head. During readout, this signal will be amplified, limited-

divided by four, and filtered to provide a constant-amplitude FM signal having a center

frequency of 9.6 kc and frequency deviations proportional to the flutter-and-wow char-
acteristics of the recorder.

c. Command Requirements

The recorder system requires three -24.5-volt power commands, i.e.,

record, direct, and playback. The appropriate electronics will be enabled for the

particular mode. Since the recorder requires a finite time to reach synchronous speed

(less than one second), record power will have to be applied at least one second before

vidicon information is fed to the recorder.
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10. AVCS Video Combiner

The video combiner includes both command or selection functions, and coupling

functions. It provides a means of selecting which of the two video channels of the tape

recorders shall be coupled to a TV transmitter, and a means of combining the output of

........ _._. the ^"_ .... of _- _ .......... _m_e_-anu-wuw channei of the selected

tape recorder. It includes circuits for coupling the signals to either TV transmitter.

A block diagram of the combiner is shown in Figure 4-III-13. Channel selection is

made by a latching relay, and signal combining is accomplished in summing amplifiers.

Two summing amplifiers, which receive their power from the operating TV transmitter,

are included for redundancy.
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RECORDER
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Figure 4-EI-13. AVCS Video Combiner, Block Diagram

The command which selects camera 1 or camera 2 operates the latching relay. This

connects the outputs of channel 1 or channel 2 of both tape recorders to both summing

amplifiers. Whichever tape recorder is played back provides both a video signal and a

flutter-and-wow signal (at 38.4 kc). The frequency of the flutter-and-wow signal is

divided by four and filtered before the syne is applied to the summing amplifiers° The

output is then coupled to the operating TV transmitter.
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11. Antenna Coupling

The standard TIROS antenna and coupling circuits will be employed in the OT-

2/AVCS system. All associated circuitry has been used on previous TIROS programs

and no difficulty is anticipated in obtaining similar performance from this flight-proven

equipment in the AVCS application. The antenna-coupling arrangement shown in Fig-

ure 4-IH-14 is the standard TIROS arrangement. The antenna coupling network will

couple both beacon transmitters and the AVCS TV transmitters to the crossed-dipole

antenna, match the transmitters to the antenna, isolate the transmitters from one

another, and affect circular polarization by exciting the antenna elements in phase
quadrature.

BEACON BEACON
TRANSMITTER TRANSMITTER

NO.I NO2

TV TRANSMITTERNo.I _1_

POWER TO XMTRS
, SELECTED BY CROSS-

COM _. COUPLING II

COMMAND CONTROL
TV TRANSMITTER

NO.2

E

ANTENNA
COUPLING

NETWORK NO.I
SIDE 2

ANTENNA
COUPLING

NETWORK NO.I

SIDE I

N

Figure 4-HI-14. AVCS Antenna Coupling Network

12. TV Transmitter

The TV transmitter will transmit television pictures at a carrier frequency of

235 Mc to the CDA stations. The frequency deviations in the TV transmitter due to the

subcarrier and correction signals are summarized in Table 4-IH-2. The upper limit of

the frequency spectrum for the TV subearrier is set at 120 kc by a filter in the tape re-

corder which attenuates the upper sideband of the video subcarrier signal. The output

of the TV transmitter (5 watts) is radiated with circular polarization by means of the
crossed-dipole antenna.
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TABLE 4-III-2. TV TRANSMITTER FREQUENCYDEVIATION
DUE TO MODULATION

Signal

Flutte r-and-Wow

Correction

Modulated Video

Frequency Spectrum

9.6 ±1 kc

20 to 120 kc

Corresponding
Deviation of

Transmitter

i0 kc

115 kc

The AVCS-TV transmitter is a higher powered version of the present TIROS-TV trans-

mitter which is now being built by the Leach Corporation. Tentative specifications are

as follows:

Manufacturer:

Modulation:

Deviation:

Power Output:

Power Input:

Size:

Weight:

Stability:

Carrier:

Supply Voltage:

Leach, Inc.

FM

125 kc

5.0 watts, minimum

23.0 watts

5 x4x 2 inches

40 ounces

+0. 005 percent

235 Mc

-24.5 vdc
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SECTION IV. COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

A. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

1. General

The command and control subsystem on the OT-2 spacecraft performs the follow-

ing functions:

(1) Enables the spacecraft to receive commands from CDA stations while

ensuring against the receipt of spurious commands.

(2) Decodes commands from the CDA stations and either processes them

for "real-time" operation or stores them for remote operation of the

spacecraft.

(3) Retransmits commands received from the ground for the purpose of

command verification.

(4) Provides for selective commanding of an individual spacecraft to per-

mit operation of a multiple-spacecraft system.

(5) Initiates remote picture-taking cycles and remote attitude-correction

cycles in response to commands from the CDA stations.

(6) Provides the master timing signals required for synchronization of

spacecraft operation.

(7) Provides synchronization of the spacecraft operations with the spacecraft
spin-rate and rephases these operations if the synchronism is disturbed.

(8) Provides back-up horizon-sensor pulses to maintain spin synchroniza-
tion if the actual horizon-sensor pulses are interrupted.

(9) Provides real-time switching of power to the Magnetic Spin-Control (MASC)

System.

(10) Controls the number of pictures to be taken on each orbit.

(11) Routes commands and internally sequenced signals to the various

electronic systems of the spacecraft.

(12) Provides appropriate cross-strapping and redundancy to prevent single

failures from disabling the entire spacecraft.

(13) Allows telemetry to be requested, by other than CDA ground stations,

by means of a special tone signal.
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Functionally, the commandand control subsystemconsists of three major units: the
command receiver and decoder, the programmer, and the commanddistribution unit
(CDU). Ancillary to these major functional units are the orthogonal horizon-sensors,
the magnetic-bias control switch, and, in the AVCS configuration of the spacecraft,
the picture-time clock. Figure 4-IV-1 is a block diagram of the commandand control
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Figure 4-IV-1. Command and Control Subsystem, Block Diagram

2. CommandReceiver and Decoder

The functions of the command receiver and decoder are to receive and demodulate

the modulated command carrier, to demodulate the frequency-shift-keyed (FSK'd)

audio tones, and to supply the CDU with a digital-command matrix input. This unit

also supplies digital, remote-programming data to the programmer.

3. Programmer

The programmer receives demodulated command data from the command re-

ceiver and decoder. These data are stored for control of either (1) spacecraft atti-

tude by the QOMAC components or (2) picture taking by the cameras. The program-

mer uses input signals from the orthogonal horizon-sensors to synchronize operation

with spin rate.
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4. Command Distribution Unit

The CDU converts the 12-line decode matrix signals received from the decoder into

actual commands, and routes these commands to the various spacecraft subsystems. It

also routes programmer-sequenced signals to the camera subsystem, and performs the

logical real-time current switching for the MASC system.

B. COMMAND RECEPTION AND DECODING

1. General

Each of the two channels of the command receiver and decoder consists of an a-m

receiver and a tone-and-digital decoder. Both channels are normally "off", with power

applied only to the receiver and tone detectors. Only one channel will normally re-

ceive commands when the spacecraft is in contact with a ground station. This channel

will command all spacecraft equipment, with the second channel offering a back-up

capability.

2. Command Receiver

Two identical command receivers, which were developed by RCA and have per-

formed reliably on previous TIROS satellites, will be used in the OT-2 spacecraft.
The receivers are solid-state units which are fixed-tuned to the command frequency.

The specifications for the receivers are as follows:

Manufacture r:

Noise Figure:

IF-Bandpass Characteristics

6-db bandwidth:

50-db bandwidth:

bandpass variations:

center frequency:

Sensitivity:

RCA

8 db (maximum)

40 kc (minimum)

i00 kc (maximum)

+ i.5 db (maximum)

20.00 Mc+4kc

O.7-vrms audio output (minimum) for 1-

microvolt input, modulated 90 percent with

l-kc signal
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AGC Control Range

Input:

Output:

Signal-to-Noise at
l-Microvolt Input:

_,_u_Source
Impedance:

Audio Output Load
Impedance:

SpuriousResponses

20Mc:

image:

Operating Temperature:

Power Supply

voltage:

current:

Weight:

Size (Both receivers
in oneintegral unit):

2 microvolts to i0 millivolts

0.9 volt to i. 4 volts rms

12 db in the IF bandpass

50 ohms

5000 ohms

-60 db

-50 db

-15°C to +60°C

-22 to -30 vdc

15 milliamperes (maximum)

20 ounces

6.5 x 5.9 x 2.9 inches

3. Decoder

a. Functional Operation

A decoder channel (Figure 4-IV-2) is made up of a tone detection section, a

digital data handling section, and a power supply. The tone detection section is con-

tinuously supplied with -23 volt power, while power is gated to the digital data handling

section by the presence of a valid FSK tone. Power is also gated from the decoder to

the CDU for the decoding and actuation of certain commands. Figure 4-IV-3 presents

a logical flow chart for the complete decoding function, and Figure 4-IV-4 is a command

timing diagram.

The decode operation starts when an audio "enable" tone is received from the command

receiver. Receipt of the "enable" tone for a minimum of 5 seconds conditions the de-

coder so that a 4-second monitoring period will begin when the "enable" tone drops out.

If, during the 4-second monitoring period, at least 1 second of FSK tone is detected,
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Figure 4-IV-4. Command Timing Diagram

power is switched "on" for the digital data handling section anu _n_ _J_,u. l ,_o ,._

the digital data bits to be extracted from the FSK transmission. The data are shifted

into the decoder register upon detection of syne, where they are examined for the

presence of a valid spacecraft address. If the spacecraft address is received before

the end of the timed 4-second period, the power for the digital data-handling section

is latched "on", and processing continues. The next sequence of data must correspond

to a valid command word sequence. A valid command word sequence consists of a

sync interval of at least 1 second duration followed by 12 bits, exactly 2 of which must

be data "l"s. Commands to "load" or turn "off' a programmer are decoded and are

sent directly to the appropriate programmer. All other valid commands are presented

to the CDU for further decoding and implementation. All data bits received after rec-

ognition of a valid "load" command are sent to the programmers for program loading.

All data bits that follow receipt of the first valid sync signal are re-transmitted to the

CDA station in real time, by means of the data verification telemetry channel. Telem-

etry can be turned "on" by receipt of either a 15-second "enable" tone or the appropriate

command message.

The decoder power supply receives input power from the unregulated bus. It consists

of a -23 volt regulator and a +3 volt dc-to-dc converter.

bo

The

Summary of Design Characteristics

data code format for actuation of a command is as follows:

(1) Sync: 2 baud

(2) Spacecraft address: 12 baud

(3) "Long" interval: 2 baud

(4) Sync: 2 baud

(5) Command word: 12 baud

(6) "Long" interval: 2 baud

(7) Data for programmer, if required: 28 baud
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The information rate is about 10bauds (codeelements per second)i. e., the period
of a single code element is 100 =e10milliseconds. Syncis noted by a shift to the "1"
level for 150± 15 milliseconds, followed by a 50-millisecond return to the FSK center
frequency. A databit is notedby a shift to the "1" or "0" level for 50+5 milliseconds,
followed by a return to the center frequency for 50 +5 milliseconds. A "long" interval

is noted by the lack of data for more than 100 milliseconds. It may be safely assumed

that a return-to-center-frequency has been accomplished if no, data are present and

power is still "on" for the digital data handling section.

Commercial programming makes it advisable to select subcarrier frequencies as high

in the audio spectrum as possible, while the receiver bandwidth limits the upper end of

the spectrum to about 10 kc.

Four separate tones are utilized in the OT-2 spacecraft. The use of four separate tones

increases the security of the system without increasing the number of components in the

spacecraft. This arran_:ement provides maximum isolation between channels and guar-

antees that the opposite channel will not be ,_nabled during commanding, which would be

the case if a common "enable r' tone were u_ _d.

The operation of the dec oder is analogous tcJ a "push-to-talk" system, with the advantage

of automatically being tamed "off" by any of the following conditions:

(i) If the spacecraft address is not received within 4 seconds of "enable"

tone drop-out, power will turn "off". The "enable" tone must again

be received for 5 seconds and the FSK tone for 1 second before power

will again be applied to the digital data handling section.

(2) If the power has been latched "on", the "enable" tone dropped, and

the FSK tone drops for 0.5 second (approximate), power will turn

"off". The restart procedure is the same as described for condition

(I).

(3) If the power has been latched "on", the "enable" tone is present, and

the FSK tone drops for 0.5 second (approximate), the power will turn

"off". The FSK tone must again be sent for 1 second before decoder

power will again be applied.

c. Immunity to Spurious Operation

Before any command can be executed, access to the spacecraft must be gained

through the two-tone entry system and coded digital data of the precise format must be

received. The coding required for a command to be activated is that a 12-bit spacecraft

address be received and followed by a 12-bit command word. To be a valid command,

the command word must contain exactly 2 data "l"s out of the total 12 bits. There

are a possible 66 valid commands. Each spacecraft has its o_m unique 12-bit address.

There are a possible 66 m_ique spacecraft addresses. Those 2-out-of-12 codes not

used for command words will be used for spacecraft addresses, as long as is practical

in view of launch dates and spacecraft life.
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Although immunity to spurious commandsis mainly a function of digital data coding, the
following basic restrictions are placed uponbit timing:

(i) Any shift to the data "i" level for more than i00 milliseconds will
be interpreted as a sync signal, causing the decoderegister to reset.

oucouerI_ Any p_ 1oo_ longer *_- I_ __,_; ...... -, ...... ,- ,
power is "on" and no data bit "1" or "0" is received will cause the

u=_uuv_ register to reset.

(3) In the case of data to the programmer register, a shift to the data
flit' ln.,nl _ _a,-:_ 1 .... 1_t_tLit_ iiioi_eI_ Vt2_l..... or _y for Lhan i00 milliseconds will

cause the programmer register to reset if it has not already re-

ceived its full program of data.

Decoding is essentially independent of internally generated spacecraft clocking pulses.

The only synchronism between ground transmitted pulses and spacecraft signals exists

as a result of ground station data coordination with orthogonal horizon-sensor telemetry.

To determine the probability of spurious latching of decoder power "on", the conserva-

tive assumptions are made that a random bit stream is being received, the maximum

bit rate recognizable (as set by integrators following the demodulator filters) is 30 bits

per second, sync receipt has been satisfied, and the "enable" tone has been present for

longer than 5 seconds and dropped. Thus, the spacecraft address must be received

within 4 seconds to latch power "on". The probability of such an event occurring with-
in 4 seconds is

1 valid address 30 bits 1 address 4 seconds
X X .X

2 _2 addresses second 12 bits

- 0.0025

In determining the probability of actuating a valid command word, with a random bit

stream, it is assumed that the "enable" tone is continuously present, (so that tone in-

tegration need not occur), that the available access time is 20 minutes, and that the

maximum bit rate is 24 bits per second (to modify the requirements for sync and inter-

val as part of the 24-bit code word structure). The probability of receiving a valid

command in 20 minutes is

66 valid commands 1 command 20 minutes 60 seconds
X x X

2'2 2'2cmds second 1 minute!

- 0.00474

The probable time between such commands is

2 24 1 second i hour 1 day

66 command x 3600sec 24 hrs.
= 2.94 days.
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4. CommandDistribution Unit

The CDU contains circuitry to decode and store digital command information re-

ceived from the decoder on the 12-bit data lines. Table 4-IV-1 lists the available

commands for control of the spacecraft.

TABLE 4-IV-1. COMMANDS FOR THE OT-2 SPACECRAFT

Command Function

APT and AVCS

Regulator No. i On, Regulator No. 2 Off

Regulator No. 2 On, Regulator No. 1 Off

Both Regulators Off

Load Programmer No. 1

Load Programmer No. 2

Programmer No. 1 Off

Programmer No. 2 Off

Select Camera No. 1

Select Camera No. 2

Select Transmitter No. 1

Select Transmitter No. 2

Select Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor 1A

Select Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor 1B

Select Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor 2A

Select Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor 2B

QOMAC Power Off

QOMAC Power On

Magnetic Bias Positive

Magnetic Bias Negative

Magnetic Bias Off

Step Magnetic Bias Switch

To select the voltage regulator for the

-24.5-volt regulated bus or to remove

all power from the bus.

To switch "on" or "off" the selected

programmer.

To select the principal components of

the camera subsystem.

To select one of the redundant sensors on

each side of the spacecraft.

TO turn QOMAC power "on" and "off".

To select proper magnitude and polarity

of magnetic bias current.
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TABLE 4-IV-1. COMMANDSFOR THE OT-2 SPACECRAFT (Continued)

Command Function

APT andAVCS (Continued)

Beacon No. i On

Beacon No. 2 On

Beacons Off

Commutators Normal

Coi-nn-mLa_ors Crossed

Request housekeeping Telemetry
p

Request Solar Aspect Telemetry

Solar Aspect Telemetry Off

Spin-Up

Spin-Down

Select MASC Coil No. 1

Select MASC Coil No. 2

MASC Coils Off

Release Yo-Yo's

Release Dampers

High Level Charge Mode On

iHigh Level Charge Mode Off

To select either one of the redundant

beacons and its three associated subcar-

rier oscillators. Only one beacon can be
"on" at a time.

To enable one frame of telemetry from

..... • ,,,,,_t,, mid to p_rmit either com-
utator to be used with either beacon.

To select solar aspect data for transmis-
sion on the third SCO of the selected

beacon.

To select either one of the spin-control

coils, and to select polarity of MASC

coil current so that either a spin-up or a

spin-down is obtained.

To provide a back-up command to ensure

the release of the de-spin mechanism and

the TEAM nutation dampers.

To permit a more rapid charging of the

batteries in the event of an open-circuit

loss of a battery string.

ADDITIONAL FOR AVCS ONLY

Select Tape Recorder No. 1

Select Tape Recorder No. 2

Inhibit Tape Recorder

Enable Tape Recorder

Playback

To select tape recorder.

To permit direct picture tests without

running the tape recorder.

Turns "on" transmitter and enables

playback of tape recorded video°
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TABLE 4-1V-I. COMMANDSFOR THE OT-2 SPACECRAFT (Continued)

Command Function

ADDITIONAL FORAVCSONLY (Continued)

Transmitter On Usedto request direct picture transmission

Transmitter Off

Record Mode A back-up to put tape recorder in record
mode.

Picture Time Clock

Programmer No. 1

Programmer No. 2

IR Spare

IR Spare

IR Spare

Selects programmer which will supply

power to the picture time clock.

Operates latching relay for possible use

on IR package.

The configuration of the circuitry used to perform the decode and storage function is

shown in Figure 4-IV-5. Each of the 12 data lines from both decoders is connected

to a buffer amplifier (BA) which drives a number of "and" gates. Each "and" gate is

a 2-input type, assigned to decode one of the specific commands listed in Table 4-IV-1.

When both inputs to an "and" gate are simultaneously activated for a period between

50 and 100 milliseconds, its associated relay is energized and latched "on". Contacts

of the operated relay complete the connections to implement the received command.

DECODER I
NO.I

I

BtTI

I BUFFER
AMPLIFIER

I

BIT_2

I I
* I

BIT

12

i
TO OTHER

AND GATES

Figure 4-IV-5.

COMMAND

RELAY

(LATCHING)

I
TO OTHER

AND GATES

I DECODER

i No2

BITI

BUFFER I

AMPLIFER I

BtT2

I

BIT

12

Command Decoding Circuit, Logic Diagram
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Since the "and" gates are powered by the decoder which supplies the data inputs, fail-

ures in these circuits can be bypassed by using the alternate decoder. Interaction

effects on the latching relay are prevented through the insertion of isolation diodes,

between the "and" gates and their associated relays.

C. CAMERA CONTROL

1. General

The camera-sequencing program is decoded and implemented by circuits located

in the programmer and CDU. Upon receipt of a "load" programmer command, the

programmer clrcuits store the camera information contained in the 28-bit digital data

received from the decoder. Then, the programmer generates the camera-sequencing

signals required to implement the requested program. These signals are routed to

components of the camera subsystem through paths established in the CDU by pre-

viously processed 12-bit commands.

Since the spin rate of the spacecraft is nearly constant, the generation of the camera-

sequencing program is synchronized with horizon pulses received from the orthogonal

horizon-sensors. Figures 4-IV-6 and 4-IV-7 show the relative orientations between

cameras and horizon sensors required for proper synchronization of the APT and AVCS

systems, respectively. In both systems, the lines of sight of the two cameras

are parallel, with their actual viewing directions 180 degrees apart. Each camera,

also, is capable of being controlled by either of the two assigned horizon sensors

mounted on the camera's side of the spacecraft. The horizon-sensor selections are

made through ground-station commands (Table 4-IV-l).

All of the APT horizon sensors and two of the AVCS horizon sensors are positioned so

that their lines of sight form an angle a with respect to a cameraVs line of sight. Angle

a is chosen so that when the sensorVs line of sight crosses a sky-earth intersection,

the camera's line of sight is at the midpoint of its earth-viewing time. The two re-

maining AVCS horizon sensors are located at angle /3 so that their lines of sight cross

the sky-earth intersection when the associated camera's line of sight is looking at an

angle offset 15 degrees from the local vertical.

Since a time period between 5. 355 seconds (minimum) and 6.545 seconds (maximum) is

required to receive and process a complete request for a picture-sequence program

and since the APT and AVCS spin periods, nominally 5.5 and 6.5 seconds, respectively-

fall within this required time period, precautions must be taken to prevent the receipt

of a request which might end during "earth" time. This undesirable type of request,

which produces a 1-spin ambiguity in the start of a picture-sequence program, would
be produced if the CDA station were to start its transmission at the time of a sky-earth

pulse from a horizon sensor associated with the energized camera. To prevent this
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type of request generation, the CDA station is synchronized so that it starts its trans-
mission within a specified tolerance of the time of a sky-earth pulse from a horizon
sensor associatedwith the de-energized camera. For an APT request, transmission
must begin within 1.6 secondsafter receipt of the appropriate sky-earth pulse. (See
Figure 4-IV-8. ) For anAVCS request, transmission must begin between0.4 seconds
(minimum) and 2.8 seconds (ma×im,,m) _ft_,-_,_,_,_* of +_....... '_*^ _'...........

(See Figure 4-IV-9. )
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Figure 4-IV-8. APT Command-Transmission Timing Diagram
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Figure 4-IV-9. AVCS Command-Transmission Timing Diagram
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2. ProgrammerSignal Inputs and Outputs

Inputs for both the APT and AVCS programmers consist of the following:

(1) A "load" command, which resets the programmer and enables it to be

loaded with 28-bit digital data. (If power is "ofi _', the "load" command

will turn power "on". )

(2) An "off" command, which turns power "off".

(3) Program information, which consists of 28-bits of digital data. (Table

4-IV-2 lists the information assignments for each bit. )

(4) Horizon pulses used to synchronize the free-running operation of the

programmer to the spin rate.

The APT programmer receives an additional signal, known as "end-of-readout", from

the energized camera.

The output signals from the APT and AVCS programmers are listed in Table 4-IV-3.

TABLE 4-IV-2. BIT ASSIGNMENTS OF PROGRAMMING DATA

Bit No.

1 thru 3

4 thru 14

15

16

17 and 18

19 thru 28

Camera Information

NA

2's complement of the number of spins

between the end of programming and

time T o .

QOMAC Information

2's complement of the

desired number of cycles

NA

Selects a picture sequence or QOMAC

Controls the number of pictures NA

NA NA

2's complement of the difference between

the number of spins in an orbit and 1024

(APT) or 640 (AVCS) spins.

2's complement of the
difference between the

number of spins in an

orbit and 256 spins.
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TABLE 4-IV-3. PROGRAMMEROUTPUTS

AVCSOutput APT Output Subsystem

Camera filament "on/off" Camera "on/off" Camera

Camera high-voltage "on/nff" _ ............... i .....
...... Jk .L _.l-i_ J.l_J._b_ .L I Oil/ O11"

Camera vertical sync Camera "preDare/e×pnse"

Gated 38.4-kc timing Gated 4800-cps timing

Camera ShUtter fri_o'_r

Five-percent horizontal sync

Ten-percent horizontal sync

Tape recorder "run"

Not applicable

Camera flash-tube trigger

400-cps timing Not applicable Tape recorder and

picture time clock

Power (3-volt and -24.5 volt) Not applicable Picture time clock

133-1/3-cps timing
Same as AVCS

!Data verification"hold-on"

Quarter-orbit switching Same as AVCS

Telemetry

QOIVLAC

3. Functional Operation of Programmer (See Figure 4-1V-lO)

a. General

The general processing functions are performed by both the APT and AVCS

programmers as follows. A "load" command received from the decoder turns power

"on" (if it was "off") and resets the picture sequencer, shift register, count register,

and program-sequence controller. (In the AVCS programmer, power is also supplied

to the picture time clock. ) This allows the 28-bit digital data to be shifted into the shift

register, and the data verification hold-on level to be generated. After the first 14 bits

of data have been shifted into the shift register, an overflow signal causes the parallel-

transfer of these bits into the count register. After the remaining 14 bits of data are

shifted into the shift register, the camera-sequence program starts. The program is

clocked by pulses received from the horizon-pulse synchronized counter, which re-

ceives inputs from the free-running high-frequency generator and the energized or-
thogonal horizon-sensor.
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b. Detailed Camera-Sequencing Program forAPT System (See Figure 4-IV-11. )

The camera-sequencing program generated by the APT programmer, after

complete programming data are received, proceeds as follows:

(1) Time T O is counted out at the spin rate (about 5.5 seconds per count).

This time interval, the programmed delay, can last between 41 and

2048 spins of the spacecraft. Thus, the maximum delay is approxi-

mately 188 minutes.

(2) At time To-40 spins, the APT camera is turned"on". At "turn-on",

the camera starts its 200-second readout, which takes approximately

36 spins. At the "end-of-readout" the camera returns a signal to the

programmer, and goes into a "hold" state.

(3) At time To-5 spins, the transmitter power is turned "on".

(4) At time To, the programmer signals the camera to "prepare", and
the next clock pulse is sent to the camera as an "expose _ signal.

(5) After receiving the "expose" signal, the camera goes through a

develop-readout cycle. The "hold" signal is dropped at the end-of-

the-develop time, and raised again at the end-of-readout. The trans-

mitter is turned "off" upon receipt of each "hold" signal following
time T .

o

(6) At 64 spins after time T o, the programmer again sends a "prepare"
signal, followed on the next spin by an "expose" signal. The trans-

mitter is turned "on" 5 spins before the "prepare" signal is sent.

This process continues at 64-spin intervals.

(7) When the programmer counts the time for the appropriate number

of pictures (4 or 8) to have been fully read out and a "hold" signal is

received from the camera, the camera is turned "off".

(8) At time T O plus 1024 spins, the contents of the first i0 stages of the
shift register are transferred into the count register. Overflow from

the first ii stages of the count register indicates a one-orbit displace-

ment from time T O. Forty spins before this overflow the camera is

again turned "on" for a picture-taking sequence. (The minimum or-

bit time at a nominal 5.5 seconds per spin is approximately 94 min-

utes, and the maximum orbit time is 188 minutes. )

(9) The programmer will continue to repeat its picture-taking operations
until an "off" command is received from a CDA station.
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The APT system provides direct readout of the video information. Therefore, if a
readout is required whenthe spacecraft is over a CDA station, it canonly be accom-
plished by loading the programmer with a minimum time delay (41 spins). Unless the
programmer is reprogrammed for a revised sequenceafter the overhead readout is
accomplished, or commanded"off", it will continue to perform the originally program-
reed sequence.

c. Detailed Camera - Sequencing Program for AVCS System (See Figure 4-IV-12. )

The camera-sequencing program generated by the AVCS programmer, after

complete programming data are received, proceeds as L,_._,,w_:

(1)

(2)

Time T o is counted out at the spin rate (about 6.5 seconds per count).
This time interval, the programmed delay, can last between 1 and

2048 spins of the spacecraft. Thus, the maximum delay is approxi-

mately 222 minutes.

At time To, the first 6 flip-flops of the count register are changed
into a 40-count counter. The AVCS filament power and high-voltage

power are turned "on", and vertical-and horizontal-sync signals are

supplied to the camera. On appropriate successive spins the flash-

tube and shutter are actuated. The tape recorder is turned on ap-

proximately 1 second before the shutter is actuated. The 38.4-kc

D_utter-and-wow signal is gated to the tape recorder during the inter-

val which starts at the beginning of the shutter pulse and ends on the

trailing edge of the vertical-sy]_c pulse that follows the video signal.

The start of the shutter pulse is used to start telemetry and picture-

time clock readouts.

(3) The camera high voltage is turned "off" at the trailing edge of the

vertical-sync pulse, ending picture readout. When the count register

reaches time T o + 40 spins, the camera electronics are again turned

"on", and the appropriate picture-taking signals are again supplied.

(4) A picture is commanded every 40 spins, until the end-of-the-picture-

taking cycle is reached by the count register. Then the camera is

turned "off" completely. Either 6 or 12 picture may be taken during

each sequence, as determined by the ground-commanded program data.

(5) At time T o + 640 spins, the contents of the first 10 stages of the shift

register are transferred into the count register. The count register

then counts in straight binary fashion. An overflow from the first 11

stages of the count register indicates a one-orbit displacement from

time To, at which time the AVCS camera is turned "on" for another

series of pictures. (The minimum orbit time for a nominal spin peri-

od of 6.5 seconds is 641 spins or 69.4 minutes. The maximum orbit

time is 640 + 1024 spins, or 180 minutes.)
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b. Detailed Camera-SequencingProgram forAPT System(SeeFigure 4-IV-11. )

The camera-sequencingprogram generatedby the APT programmer, after
complete programming data are received, proceeds as follows:

(1) Time TOis countedout at the spin rate (about5.5 secondsper count).
This time interval, the programmed delay, can last between41 and
2048 spins of the spacecraft. Thus, the maximum delay is approxi-
mately 188minutes.

(2) At time To-40 spins, the APT camera is turned"on". At "turn-on",
the camera starts its 200-secondreadout, which takes approximately
36 spins. At the "end-of-readout" the camera returns a signal to the
programmer, and goes into a "hold" state.

(3) At time To-5 spins, the transmitter power is turned "on".

(4) At time To, the programmer signals the camera to "prepare", and
the next clock pulse is sent to the camera as an "expose" signal.

(5) After receiving the "expose" signal, the camera goes through a
develop-readout cycle. The "hold" signal is dropped at the end-of-
the-develop time, and raised again at the end-of-readout. The trans-
mitter is turned "off" uponreceipt of each "hold" signal following
time T .o

(6) At 64 spins after time To, the programmer again sends a "prepare"
signal, followed on the next spin by an "expose" signal. The trans-
mitter is turned "on" 5 spins before the "prepare" signal is sent.
This process continuesat 64-spin intervals.

(7) Whenthe programmer counts the time for the appropriate number
of pictures (4 or 8) to havebeen fully read out and a "hold" signal is
received from the camera, the camera is turned "off".

(8) At time To plus 1024spins, the contents of the first 10 stagesof the
shift register are transferred into the count register. Overflow from
the first 11 stagesof the count register indicates a one-orbit displace-
ment from time TO. Forty spins before this overflow the camera is
again turned "on" for a picture-taking sequence. (The minimum or-
bit time at a nominal 5.5 secondsper spin is approximately 94min-
utes, andthe maximum orbit time is 188 minutes. )

(9) The programmer will continue to repeat its picture-taking operations
until an "off" commandis received from a CDA station.
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The APT system provides direct readout of the video information. Therefore, if a
readout is required whenthe spacecraft is over a CDA station, it can only be accom-
plished by loading the programmer with a minimum time delay (41 spins). Unless the
programmer is reprogrammed for a revised sequenceafter the overhead readout is
accomplished, or commanded"off", it will continue to perform the originally program-
•_..,_usequence.

c. Detailed Camera- SequencingProgram for AVCSSystem(SeeFigure 4-IV-12. )

The camera-sequencingprogram generated by the AVCS programmer, after
complete programming data are received proceeds as _ui,uw_:

(1) Time TOis countedout at the spin rate (about6.5 secondsper count).
This time interval, the programmed delay, can last between1 and
2048spins of the spacecraft. Thus, the maximum delay is approxi-
mately 222 minutes.

(2) At time To, the first 6 flip-flops of the count register are changed
into a 40-count counter. The AVCS filament power and high-voltage
power are turned "on", and vertical-and horizontal-sync signals are
supplied to the camera. On appropriate successive spins the flash-
tube and shutter are actuated. The tape recorder is turned on ap-
proximately 1 secondbefore the shutter is actuated. The 38.4-kc
flutter-and-wow signal is gated to the tape recorder during the inter-
val which starts at the beginning of the shutter pulse and ends on the
trailing edge of the vertical-sync pulse that follows the video signal.
The start of the shutter pulse is used to start telemetry andpicture-
time clock readouts.

(3) The camera high voltage is turned "off" at the trailing edgeof the
vertical-sync pulse, ending picture readout. Whenthe count register
reaches time To + 40 spins, the camera electronics are again turned
"on", andthe appropriate picture-taking signals are again supplied.

(4) A picture is commandedevery 40 spins, until the end-of-the-picture-
taking cycle is reachedby the count register. Then the camera is
turned "off" completely. Either 6 or 12picture may be taken during
each sequence, as determined by the ground-commandedprogram data.

(5) At time TO+ 640 spins, the contents of the first 10 stages of the shift
register are transferred into the count register. The count register
thencounts in straight bina_Tfashion. An overflow from the first 11
stages of the count register indicates a one-orbit displacement from
time To, at which time the AVCS camera is turned "on" for another
series oi pictures. (The minimum orbit time for a nominal spin peri-
od of 6.5 secondsis 641 spins or 69.4 minutes. The maximum orbit
time is 640 + 1024 spins, or 180 minutes.)
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(6) The programmer will continue its picture-taking operations, repeat-

ing the programmed sequence on each orbit, until an "off" command

is received from a ground station.

There are two ways of observing real-time picture readouts; one is with the tape re-

corder running and the other is with the tape recorder not running. The_e "direcL

picture" modes are achieved through the following ground commands:

(1) Video transmitter "on": This command causes power to be applied to

the video transmitter previously selected. A signal is sent aIso to

the AVCS camera controller "direct picture" input, which causes

power to be applied to the video modulator output stage of the tape

recorder amplifier. Using this command, the signal being recorded

on the tape recorder can also be transmitted to the ground. The

function is disabled if decoder power drops out.

(2) "Inhibit tape recorder": This command causes the "run-tape" signal

to the tape recorder to be inhibited. This permits the real-time

readout of the camera without recording the data. The function is

disabled if decoder power drops out.

(3) "Enable tape recorder": This command allows the programmer to

send tape-run signals.

If a sequence of pictures in a program are being taken over the ground station, a video
transmitter "on " command is sufficient to obtain a real-time direct readout. Other-

wise, a "load" programmer command is also required, and a minimum (1-spin) delay

is loaded into the programmer. After the picture is received, a programmer "off"

command must be sent to the spacecraft; otherwise, the programmer will continue to

perform the programmed picture sequence.

4. Operation of Programmer Circuits

a. GenerM

Unless otherwise specified the following descriptions of operation for the

programmer circuits are applicable to both the APT and AVCS systems. All of the

programmer circuits shown in Figure 4-IV-10 are not described; only the circuits of

unusual or special design are covered.
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b. High-Frequency Generator

The high-frequency generator consists of 2.4576-Mc crystal oscillator and a

flip-flop countdown chain. The frequency of the crystal-oscillator signal is divided

dox_a_ to provide signals with the frequencies required to operate the programmer.

(These output signals are shown in Figure 4-IV-10. } The frequency division above

153.6 kc is performed by Fairchild MWuL 913 D integrated circuits. Division below

153.6 kc is performed by Texas Instruments Series 51 integrated circuits.

c. Horizon-Pulse Synchronized Counter

(i) Function

The function of the horizon-pulse synchronized counter is to provide clock

pulses suitable for sequencing programmer operation. During a camera-sequencing

operation, the clock pulses are generated in synchronization with sky-earth pulses re-

ceived from the normal horizon sensor (the sensor associated with the energized cam-

era), as long as these pulses indicate that the spin rate of the spacecraft is within ac-

ceptable limits. When horizon pulses are missing, the counter generates clock pulses

at a free-running rate near the nominal spin rate. In addition, the counter resyn-

chronizes itself upon the receipt of a horizon pulse, following a period during which

an excessive number of horizon pulses were missing in a row, or during which hori-

zon pulses indicated too fast or slow a spin rate. During a QOMAC-sequencing opera-

tion, the generated clock pulses are not synchronized.

(2) Scheme of Operation

The horizon-pulse synchronized counter continuously evaluates the time-

of-receipt of horizon pulses with respect to an internally generated "window". The

width and free-running rate of the window are established so that normal horizon

pulses which occur within the limits of the allowed spin-period will fall within this

"window". If horizon pulses are received during the "window", as expected, the out-

put clock pulses are sunchronized with the horizon-pulse inputs. If one horizon pulse
is received before or after the "window", this indicates that the spin period might be

incorrect, and an intermediate fill-in clock pulse is produced. The receipt of the first

incorrect horizon pulse is noted, and, if three more successive incorrect pulses indi-

cate the same type of error as the first pulse, the operation of the horizon-pulse syn-

chronized counter is rephased and started again. The circuit never skips the genera-

tion of a clock pulse, and is always attempting to establish synchronization with correct-

period horizon pulses. Clock pulses will continue to be generated at a rate close to the

nominal spin rate even if horizon pulses are missing.
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(3) Major Components (See Figure 4-IV-13)

The horizon-pulse synchronized counter consists of acquisition reset

logic, earth blanking and horizon recognition logic, a 12-stage counter, error logic,

and synchronization logic. The acquisition reset logic allows operation to start only

after the programmer has been fully loaded with the 28 bits of digital data, upon re-

ceipt of the next sky-earth pulse from the normal horizon sensor. The earth blmnking

and horizon recognition logic generates one horizon pulse output (which is synchronized

to the 400-cps timing input) each time a sky-earth pulse is received, and inhibits all

extraneous pulse inputs received during "earth" time. This is accomplished by the

se_ing rand resetting of a flip-flop wi'_th the outputs from the orthogonal horizon sensors

located on opposite sides of the spacecraft. The 12-stage counter times (at the 400-

cps rate) and produces the "window" used for evaluating horizon pulse outputs from

the earth blanking and horizon recognition logic. The "window" and horizon pulse

comparison is performed in the synchronizing logic and the error logic. The syn-

chronizing logic controls the generation of the clock pulse output and "reset" of the

12-stage counter. The error logic registers the receipt of improper horizon pulses

from the earth blanking and horizon recognition logic, and controls the rephasing
function.
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Figure 4-IV-13. Horizon-Pulse Synchronized Counter, Block Diagram
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(4) Modesof Operation

(a) APT andAVCS Timing Periods

The 5.5-, 5.6-, and 5. 525-secondperiods referenced in the follow-
ing description are for the APT configuration only. The comparable periods for the
AVCS configuration are 6.5- 6.6-, and 6. 525-seconds, respectively.

Figure 4-IV-14 is a flow chart illustrating the overall inter-relationship betweenthe
operations described separately in the following paragraphs.

(b) Normal Operation

Immediately uponreceipt of the first sky-earth pulse which follows
the completion of the programmer loading operation, the synchronizing logic generates
the first clock pulse output, andthe 12-stage counter begins counting from the reset
state, to, at the 400-cps input rate. At time to + 5.12 seconds(count 2048), the
counter opensthe "window". If the next horizon pulse is a proper one, it will be re-

ceived before the normal free-run closing time of the "window", t o + 5.6 seconds
(2240). Assuming that a proper horizon pulse appears, its receipt will trigger the

generation of the second clock pulse, and terminate the "window" by recycling the

counter to its reset (starting) condition. The interruption of counter operation is

momentary, and no counts are lost. Thus, if proper horizon pulses continue to be

received, the clock-pulse generation remains in synchronization with the horizon

pulse s.

(c) Operation With Spin Rate Too Fast

Operation starts as described for the normal mode, but the next

(second) horizon pulse will be received before the "window" opens if the spin rate

is too fast. This causes the following actions: (1) the receipt of the first early pulse

is noted by the error logic; and (2) the second clock pulse is triggered and the counter

is reset at the time of free-run close of the "window" (t o + 5.6 seconds).

The counter immediately starts counting again, without missing a count. If the next

immediately following horizon pulse again appears too soon, a second error is noted,

and actions (1) and (2) repeat. This sequence of operation continues until receipt of

the fourth incorrect pulse, whereupon the counter reset is resynced to the time of oc-

currence of the received horizon pulse, and not to the time of the free-run close of

the "window" as previousIy performed. Normal operation is not resumed until a horizon

pulse appears in the _indow, at which time the error counter will reset to zero.
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(d) Operation with Spin Rate too Slow

The operation whenthe spin rate is too slow is identical with that de-
scribed for a too-fast spin rate, with one exception. In this case, horizon pulses will
be received after the free-run close of the "window", and a clock pulse is not gener-
ated during rephasing on the fourth pulse. The horizon pulse synchronized counter
will continue to produce clock pulses at the expiration of the window andwill be reset
by horizon pulses. Normal operation will not be resumed until a horizon pulse is re-
ceived in the window, at which time the error counter will reset to zero.

(e) Operation with Missing Horizon Pulses

Operation starts as described for the normal mode. However, if a
secondhorizon pulse is never received, the free-run ending time of the "window"
will be shortened from 5.6 secondsto 5. 525 seconds(2210counts). (This time is
closer to the nominal spin period of 5.5 seconds). The unsynchronized clock pulses
will continue to be generated at this 5. 525-secondrate until a horizon pulse is re-
ceived. Whena horizon pulse is received, the counter reset will be rephasedto the
time of occurrence of the pulse.

5. Operational Restraints

The following three restrictions are imposed on the operation of both the APT and

AVCS configurations.

(1) The number of missing horizon pulses (N) tolerable before a half-spin

slip in phase is encountered can be computed from

N __

T - 2 (T 2 - T )S 1

2(T -1 TS)

-4 (1)

whe re

T s is the nominal spin period,

T 2 is the normal (unshortened) end-of gate time counted by the

counter, and

T 1 is the shortened end-of-gate time counted by the counter.

Note that is a slip of more than a half-spin occurs, it is not known whether the space-

craft is spinning too fast or too slow. Therefore, an output of 1 clock pulse may be

erroneously added or subtracted.
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Using equation (1), the computed numbers (N) for three different spin periods for the

APT and AVCS spacecrafts are listed below:

APT AVCS

T N T

5. 475 sec 49 6.475 sec

5.500 sec 103 6.500 sec

5. 525 sec _ 6.525 sec

(2)

N

59

123

The number of missing horizon pulses (N) tolerable before a horizon

pulse occurs outside of the "window" can be computed from

T -T - (T z -T 1 )
S W

N = , (2)
T_ - T

S

where Tw, is the start-of-"window" time, and all other symbols are

defined as in equation (i).

The numbers computed using equation (2) and theee different spin periods

for the APT and AVCS spacecrafts are listed below:

APT AVCS

T N T N

6.475 sec 25

6.500 sec 52

6.525 sec

5. 475 sec 5

5.500 sec 12

5. 525 sec

(3) In order not to add or subtract an erroneous count, the spin period must

obey the following inequality:

8 T,< T < 8 T2. (3)

9 7

Using values for the APT configuration, we compute

4.98 sec _<spin period <_6.40 sec, or

9.38 rpm _<spin rate_<12.05 rpm.
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Similarly, for the AVCSconfiguration,

5.87 sec_<spinperiod _7o55 sec, or

7.95 rpm _<spin rate _<10.2 rpmo

D. ATTITUDE AND SPIN CONTROL

1. APT anti AVCS Applicability

Unless otherwise specified, the following descriptions are applicable to both the

APT and AVCS systems.

2. Attitude Control (QOMAC)

a. General

For attitude control, current must be switched each quarter orbit in a coil

mounted in a plane perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis. There are two sets of

center tapped coils which lie in the correct plane for attitude control. They are the

QOMAC coil and the magnetic-bias coil. The QOMAC coil is used for the quarter

orbit torquing of the spin axis, while the magnetic-bias coil is normally used to null

the spacecraft residual magnetic dipole. However, during initial orientation of the

spin axis, when high torque is needed, both coils are driven in the QOMAC mode.

After the initial orientation, the magnetic-bias coil is operated to null the residual

magnetic dipole and only the QOMAC coil is used for attitude control. The genera-

tion of the sequencing signals required to implement the QOMAC program is perform-

ed by the programmer.

b. Functional Operation of Programmer

The programmer will generate a QOMAC program after it has received the

appropriate 28-bits of digital data which define this request. Table 4-IV-2 lists the

information contained in a QOMAC request.

The major difference in the operation of the programmer circuits during the generation

of a QOMAC program as compared with operation during a picture-sequencing pro-

gram, is that the horizon-pulse synchronized counter is not synchronized by horizon-

pulse inputs. Instead, this counter is free-running and generates clock pulses at a
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rate approximately equal to the spin rate of the spacecraft (i. e., a rate equivalent

to the nominal 5.5-second APT period or the 6.5-second AVCS period}. The detailed

operations which are performed by the programmer to implement a QOMAC program

(see Figure 4-IV-15) are as follows:

(1) Time T O is counted out at the clock pulse rate. This time interval,

bll_ l-_Lltt_b_U _...;lU_li:;l.lll U_.JI._I._, ,._...,(:ul..l.e.._.ouuuuvvu.,,_.,L1 J.. _..._J..,.uwv-_ _Jl:".....

Thus, the maximum delay can be about 188 minutes for the APT

system or 2_2 minutes for the AVCS system

(2) At time To, current is allowed to flow through one half of the center-
tapped QOMAC coil. This is u_nuL_u............uuu_quar*_-u_'_+-_current".

When the count register reaches a value equal to time T o + 256

counts, the contents of i0 flip-flopsof the shiftregister are trans-

ferred intothe count register. Counting continues, and overflow

of the 9th flip-flopindicates the end-of-a-quarter-orbit.

(3) Current is now directed through the other half of the center-tapped

QOMAC coil. This is denoted "even quarter-orbit current". When

the count register reaches a value equal to a quarter orbit + 256

counts, the contents of the shiftregister are again transferred into

the count register. Overflow of the 10th flip-flopindicates the com-

pletion of half an orbit of torquing (or 1 complete cycle). The num-

ber of elapsed cycles are counted by flip-flops.

(4) The half-cycle sequence continues untilthe programmed number of

cycles have been completed, at which time current is no longer

applied to the coils.

The maximum quarter-orbit time for the APT configuration at 5.5 seconds per spin

for 512 spins is about 47 minutes; for the AVCS configuration at 6.5 seconds per spin,

the maximum quarter-orbit time is about 56 minutes. The minimum quarter-orbit

times for APT and AVCS configurations are about 24 and 28 minutes, respectively.

e. QOMAC and Magnetic-Bias-CoilCircuit (See Figure 4-IV-16)

The magnetic-bias-coil stepping switch has two decks. One deck is used to

develop a telemetry signal to indicate the switch position. The second deck is used to

select the magnitude of the current in the magnetic-bias coil, or, when in position 11,

to switch the magnetic-bias coil in parallel with the QOMAC coil. A relay is used to

make this parallel connection of coils that is required to implement the high-torque

QOMAC mode for initial spin-axis orientation.
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Figure 4-IV-16. QOMAC and Magnetic-Bias Coil Circuit, Logic Diagram
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The magnetic-bias-coil switch is stepped by ground command. There are two com-

mands to operate the latching relay which controls the polarity of the magnetic dipole

moment generated by the magnetic-bias-coil current. Also, to permit the isolation of

coil failures, two relays which are operated by a ground command are used to control

the complete removal of power from either coil.

The currents are driven through alternate halves of the QOMAC coil as sequenced by

the odd and even quarter-orbit signals provided by the programmer.

3. Spin Control (MASC)

The purpose of the MASC system is to keep the spin rate of the spacecraft constant.

The MASC circuits (Figure 4-IV-17) are located in the CDU and the spacecraft "hat".

The two redundant center-tapped coils are each powered separately through fused lines

from the -24.5-volt regulated bus. The commands for control circuits No. 1 and No. 2

are received from the decoders. The orthogonal horizon-sensors provide the pulses

which sequence the required coil-switching operations.

Five commands provide complete control of the MASC system. (Refer to Table 4-IV-1. )

And, although a MASC operation is normally stopped by receipt of the MASC coils "off"

command, a drop-out of decoder power produces the same result.

The MASC cycle is performed in real time. The operation consists of driving currents

through alternate halves of the selected center-tapped coil every half-spin of the space-

craft to set up magnetic fields which will interact with the magnetic field of the earth to

produce a torque which increases or decreases the spin rate, as desired. The triggers

for controlling the half-spin switching are obtained alternately from a selected pair of

oppositely mounted orthogonal horizon-sensors.

An example of current switching for performing a spin-up and spin-down operation is

illustrated in Figure 4-IV-18. In this example, horizon pulses are being provided by

a pair of oppositely mounted horizon sensors (No. 1 and 2), one each from side 1 and

side 2 of the spacecraft. The halves of the MASC coil are arbitrarily designated a and

b. The example illustrates that the switching of currents through the coils halves a

and b are 180 degrees out-of-phase when the spin-up and spin-down operations are

compared.
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Figure 4-IV-18. MASC Timing Diagram

E. AUXILIARY COMMAND FUNCTIONS

1. AVCS Picture Time

a. General

In the AVCS configuration, each telemetry frame is preceded by a serial

digital readout generated by the picture-time clock. This readout provides a binary

count (in Gray code) of the number of half-second increments which have elapsed

since programmer power was turned "on". The maximum accumulative capacity is

limited to a count of 22o half-second intervals, or 6 days, 1 hour, 38 minutes and

eight seconds.

mers.

b. Input and Output Signals

The input signals are capable of being provided by either of the two program-

The input signals consist of the following:

(1) -24.5-volt power

(2) 3-volt power

(3) 400-cps clock pulses
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The output signal is a series of 20-bit Gray-code words which are provided once

during each half-second period. Figure 4-IV-19 shows the form of these digital data.

The zero-volt level signifies a binary "1" and the -5-volt level signifies a binary "0".

0V ....

--2.5 V

--SY ....

I

BIT PERIOD 20MS

141-_ WORD PERIOD 0 4 SEC jf'jE =i = //

-LFLF
I
i

-OFF PERIOD 0.1 SEC

Figure 4-IV-19. Digital Data Output of Picture-Time Clock

c. Picture-Time Clock Operation (See Figure 4-IV-20.)

When the 3-volt power is received, the counter register, burst register, and

mode flip-flop are reset and held in that state for approximately 150 milliseconds.

4O0 CPS

PROGRAMMERI_NoI

400 CPS ._J
PRO6RAMMER

NO 2

I
+3V I

PROGRAMMERNo I _

+3V (i)
PROGRAMMER

NO2

RESET LINE

I
RESET

GENERATOR

2PPS

_:-_" COUNTER LREGISTER

SHIFT PULSE 1

/
' | D_T,,

_ _ _- BORSTt----_ DATAi; _;1 REGISTER_ PORMER

1"--T' °t,
MODE

_ _ FLIP-FLOP J

Figure 4-IV-20.

-'_ TELEMETRY NO. I

DIGITAL DATA (TIME)

Im TELEMETRY NO 2

_245V

PROGRAMMER

_ NO.I

-245V

PROGRAMMER

NO 2

Picture-Time Clock, Block Diagram

Upon release from the reset state, the counter register divides the 400-cps input to

develop a 2-cps gate with a duty cycle of 80 percent, and generates 50-cps pulses.
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The 2-cps gate is supplied to the data former, and is also used to gate the 50-cps pulses
to the burst register for shifting. Twenty 50-cps shift pulses are supplied in a 400-
millisecond envelopeevery half-second.

Uponreceipt of a burst of shift pulses, the burst register, in conjunction with the
mode flip-flop, counts the time and shifts out the picture time information. The burst
register contains 20 stages.

The scheme of operation for the 20-stage register may be better understoodby describ-
ing, as an example, a 3-stage register as follows: The example register receives a
burst of 3 shift pulses every half second(instead of twenty shift pulses each half sec-
ond). Each burst of pulses represents 1 count. If whenthe burst of shift pulses is
received stage C is a logical "0", the contentof stage C is inverted and shifted into
stageA. The other two shifts, A into B andB into C, are accomplishedwithout in-
version. If stageC is a logical "1", C is inverted and shifted into A, and each subse-
...... _-.'_*"_ _...._ ,,,_I _g_ _ r_.eeivesa lozical "0". This operation is illustrated

below:

A B C

Reset 0 0 0

Shift and invert and then stop inverting 1 0 0

Shift 0 1 0

Shift 0 0 1 Count 1

Shift and invert 0 0 0

Shift and invert, then stop inverting 1 0 0

Shift 0 1 0 Count 2

Shift and invert, then stop inverting 1 0 1

Shift 1 1 0

Shift 0 1 1 Count 3

The mode flip-flop controls the inversion shifting in the burst register. If a logical

"0" is in stage 1, the flip-flop is set and the "enable" invert level is generated. If a

logical "0" is in stage 9, the flip-flop is reset and the "inhibit" invert level is generated.

The data former converts the non-return-to-zero data output of the burst register into

the return-to-zero form shown in Figure 4-IV-19.
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2. Despin and Damping Backup

Since it is possible for both of the redundant Yo-Yo timers to fail to release the

spacecraft despin mechanism, a backup circuit has been incorporated for this function.

The backup circuit will be operated upon receipt of the "release Yo-Yo's" command

from a CDA station.

A similar circuit for backup of the release of the precession dampers has also been

included in the spacecraft. This circuit operates upon receipt of the "release damp-

ers" command from a CDA station.

F. ORTHOGONAL HORIZON-SENSORS

1. ComponentDesign and Operation

Each orthogonal horizon-sensor is composed of a bolometer, amplifier, and

threshold circuit; and is similar in design to the sensor used in the TIROS "r' space-
craft. The unit has a field of view of 1.3 + 0.26 degrees. The bolometer is com-

prised of a lens assembly and two infrared-sensitive resistive flakes. Both flakes
are sensitive to radiation in the 1.8-to 23-micron spectral range. One flake is sub-

jected to radiation gathered by the lens; the other is shielded from this radiation to

provide a reference. The amplifier is a-c coupled to the bolometer. The amplifier

output is processed by a threshold circuit. The outputs of the threshold circuit indi-

cate the following: "Zero" output indicates that the amplifier output is below a preset

threshold; and the "One" output indicates that the amplifier output is above this thres-

hold. This signal is used by the horizon-pulse synchronized counter and MASC com-

mutation circuit. An output from the amplifier (taken ahead of the threshold circuit)

of each orthogonal horizon sensor is "OR" ed for telemetering on the 3.9-kc subcar-

rier oscillator. The possibility of telemetering the output of the threshold amplifier,

during the "V" - head horizon sensor sky-time, on one of the two lower-frequency

SCOs is being investigated.

In producing the signals for camera triggering and spin control, only the sky-to-earth

horizon transition is used, and horizon detection is based on exceeding a fixed thresh-

old. The signal-to-noise ratio is the most important parameter for this first require-

ment. The better the signal-to-noise ratio at the "cold" horizon temperatures, the

lower the threshold can be set; and the lower the threshold, the smaller the time varia-

tion in the horizon detection caused by "hot" and "cold" horizons. Data provided by the

TIROS-Wheel spacecraft will be used to ensure selection of the optimum amplifier gain

and threshold for the OT-2 spacecraft.
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The spectral region in which the horizon is being detected has a wide energy range.
Thesevariations in energy can cause errors in detecting the horizon-location when a
fixed-level threshold is used. Using the presently contemplated signal-to-noise mar-
gin and threshold level, this error canbe as much as +0.5 degree in pointing accuracy.
Since operational experience could show that greater accuracy is required, studies
are being madeof other spectral regions. Also, equipmentthat operates in the same
spectral region, but obtainedfrom other vendors, is being examined for better signal-
to-noise characteristic s.

The amplifier will be designed so that the threshold is exceededfor all horizon tempera-
tures above220°K in the spin-rate range of + 50 percent of nominal and above 200°K in

the spin-rate range of + 10 percent of nominal.

2. Control of Sensor Selection (See Figure 4-1V.21)

Selections between the four orthogonal horizon-sensors are controlled through the

use of four ground commands. For example, receipt of the "select horizon-sensor

1A" command will energize its corresponding relay. Contacts of the relay will com-

plete connections which apply power to horizon sensor 1A, and route its horizon pulses

to the logic gating circuit. The gate which is receiving power from the energized

camera will couple the horizon pulses to the appropriate input programmers No. 1

and No. 2.
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SECTION V. POWER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes the analysis used to determine the design and final configura-

tion for the APT and AVCS power supply subsystems which will operate at an orbital

altitude of 750 nautical miles. The power supply subsystem will convert solar energy

to electrical energy to power other operational subsystems. This electrical energy

is also used to replace energy removed from the nickel-cadmium storage cells during

orbit nighttime and when peak loads exceed the solar-cell array capabilities.

The c,_rrent generated bv the solar-cell array is a function of variables such as sun

angle, solar-cell temperature, and array operating voltage, in order to permit a

six-month period of operation, it is necessary to reduce the APT system power re-

quirement. This can be achieved by turning off the APT transmitter between picturest

resulting in a decrease in the load requirement. Operation of the APT transmitter in

this manner does not appear to have an adverse effect on its reliability. As discussed

later in this section, the cross-over between available and required power occurs

during a period of from five to seven months after launch and at a sun angle of 60

degrees. This, then, sets the upper limit on the sun angle at 60 degrees (an approxi-

mate nodal crossing at 1400 hours or 1000 hours). Because of camera illumination

requirements, an approximate lower limit on the sun angle is 30 degrees (an approxi-

mate nodal crossing at 1600 hours or 1800 hours). The charge balance between the

required and available loads could also be attained by means of reduced camera pro-

gramming. Since this approach would not permit global coverage, the decision was

made to reduce the power requirement by interrupting the transmitter between
pictures.

B. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

1. Power Supply Subsystem

Figure 4-V-1 shows the major components that comprise the power supply

subsystem. Functionally, the subsystem is composed of the solar-cell array, shunt

limiter circuitry, battery charge-rate regulators, battery strings, unregulated load

bus, -24.5-volt d-c regulators, regulated load bus, and the required fusing.

As shown in Figure 4-V-1, the solar-cell array supplies, through diode coupling,

electrical power to the solar-cell bus. This bus supplies the three parallel charge-

rate controllers which, in turn, provide the proper charging rate to the three battery
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strings. (In the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft, only two battery strings and, consequently,
only two charge-rate regulators are employed.) In addition the solar-cell array bus
supplies power to the spacecraft unregulated load bus. When the array bus voltage

is more negative than the voltage level of the batteries, the array bus is the power

source to the unregulated bus. During orbit nighttime and high-current loads, the

batteries supply power to the unregulated bus. The unregulated shutter bus is supplied

...... _.y from _,_e _a_erles, in parallel with the spacecraft unregulated bus. Circuits

for the shutters, magnetic-bias switching, and third-stage separation-event circuitry

are supplied from this bus° This setup provides some isolation of these short dura-

tion, high-current transient loads from the unregulated bus°

For the OT-2 spacecraft, a common, -24.5-volt d-c, regulated bus will be generated

by the exclusive selection of the two main regulators as shown in Figure 4-V-1. The

following discussion of shortcomings detail why this technique was selected in favor of

either (1) coupling two continuously "on" regulators to a common bus, or (2) supplying

two separate buses, each from its own regulator.

(D If two regulators are continuously "on" and OR'ed through diodes to a

common bus, the power system source impedance is appreciably in-

creased. Also, should either regulator short through from input to out-

put and thereby attempt to follow the unregulated bus voltage excursions,

that regulator would become the dominant source through the OR gate.

In addition, should a high-current mode failure be generated in the

regulator, which is insufficient to blow tile regulator power fuse, the

regmlator becomes a continuous drain on the power system.

(2) If two regulated buses are generated on the spacecraft, additional inter-

face problems arise in the desired redundancy of the spacecraft. Since

either programmer can control either camera (and tape recorder in the

OT-2/AVCS spacecraft), problems arise in coupling signals generated

in reference to one regulator, to circuitry referenced to the other regu-
lator. Power must be OR'ed from both buses for the non-redundant

equipment with the shortcomings of OR'ing power described above.

Operating power must be supplied to two regulators instead of one.

The switched regulators and single-bus concept for the OT-2 spacecraft also has the

advantage of permitting partial recovery of radiation-induced surface-leakage on the

transistors in the regulators from which power has been removed.

An expanded fusing technique, as compared to previous TIROS satellites, will be

employed on the OT-2 spacecraft. Individual load fusing, as shown in Figure 4-V-l,

will pemnit the removal, from the operable equipment on the spacecraft, of an indi-

vidual subsystem or unit if it fails in a high-current mode. For example, should

a camera fail in a high-current mode, only that camera would be removed

from the regulated bus. The second camera could still be operated from either

programmer, and transmit through either video transmitter. Thus the similar
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units, i.e., both cameras, both decoders, both programmers, both transmitters, both
recorders (OT-2/AVCS spacecraft only} must independently fail before the spacecraft
wouldbe prevented from fulfilling its mission requirements.

During orbit nighttime, energy will be supplied by the batteries to the loads by way

of the series voltage regulator and unregulated bus. As the spacecraft comes out of

orbit night, array temperatures are such that a high voltage would normally be gen-

erated by the array. The shunt limiter, however, clamps the maximum voltage output

of the array to a value of approximately 34 volts. Under these conditions, the voltage

drops across the charge rate regulators exceed 1.0 volt and each battery will charge

at a constant 400-milliampere rate. The array will be capable of supporting con-

tinuous loads estimated at 350 milliamperes (see Figure 4-V-2). All excess array

energy will be shunted by the limiter. As the picture-taking load is programmed,

energy shunted through the limiter is reduced. Should the load exceed the available

array current, the extra energy will be supplied by the batteries. This condition will

occasionally occur during the picture-taking portion of orbit daytime, as depicted in

Figure 4-V-2.

A:0350 AMP [CONTINUOUS LOAD)

B=0.756 AMP (PROGRAM LOAD)

C=2 250 AMP (TRANSMITTER LOAD)

D= 1 250 AMP (CAMERA LOAD)

ORBIT- NIGHT

25 -

I-- _ 20 -
Z hi
WE I5

E hi
E (1. l0 --

(') _._ 0.5

A I I
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A I i

30 40
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I I
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Figure 4-V-2. Composite Load Profile (APT System)

The composite APT load profile as shown in Figure 4-V-2 depicts the major load

requirements placed on the power-supply subsystem discussed in this report.

Level "A", which runs throughout the full orbit, represents the continuous loads

required in the spacecraft. Level "B" represents those loads turned on during night-

time programming of the spacecraft. Levels "C" and "D" represent the APT
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picture-taking load. The difference betweenlevels "C" and "D" multiplied by the dura-
tion of level "D" (i. e., 18minutes) represents the power savedby switching the trans-
mitter "off" at specified intervals during the picture-taking cycle.

Thus, by switching the transmitter "off' whennot needed, 18ampere-minutes of energy
are saved. For one picture the APT camera is "on" 352 secondsand the transmitter is
"on" 236 seconds. Using values of 0.9 ampere for carnera current mid I. 0 ampere for
transmitter current, a single picture therefore uses 9.2 ampere-minutes. Thus, turn-
ing the transmitter "off' savesthe energy equivalent to almost two pictures; more im-
portant the reducedenergy requirements for a picture sequencewill allow maintenance
of ful! mission capability for a longer period of time.

As degradationof the array continues during mission life, the shunt limiter will shunt
less and less excess array-power until the available array power becomes less than

that required by the load and batteries. However, during the estimated six months of

mission life, predicted degradation will not be this excessive. The subsystem is de-

signed so the batteries will be at hill charge at the end of orbital daytime, in order to

maintain energy balance and support the nighttime loads.

Initially, the present TIROS system was examined to determine the feasibility of using

as much of the existing power-supply hardware as possible. Because of the high

orbital altitude (750 nautical miles) required for the OT-2 mission, particular atten-

tion was given to degradation of the solar-cell array due to radiation. To achieve

the required energy balance for the 15- to 75-degree sun-angle range considered,

the APT composite load profile shown in Figure 4-V-2 was used to determine the

optimum electrical configuration of the present hardware. All circuits involved in

the power-supply subsystem, including the shunt limiter, charge rate regulator,

batteries, series voltage regulators, and telemetry circuits, were examined; from

this examination, it appeared that modifications or redesigns were required.

2. Systems Interface Requirements (APT)

The power supply subsystem will sustain the full APT load profile shown in

Figure 4-V-2 (peak currents are not indicated) for a period of five to seven months in

orbit, and between sun angles of 15 to 60 degrees. The system is capable, during the

first several months, of operation over sun angles from 15 to 75 degrees. After the

five-to seven-month period, further radiation degradation could require operation

on a reduced mission basis by employing load programming techniques. Provisions

for the APT load will be made at the following voltages:

(1) a regmlated bus voltage of -24.5 volts de, and

(2) an unregulated bus voltage of -25.2 to -34 volts de (nominal -28 volts)°
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Load distribution will be such that nomore than 5 amperes steady-state load will be
drawn from the regulated bus. Table 4-V-1 lists the spacecraft subsystems andtheir
loads at this time. Any significant changein these values would require re-examination
of energy balance conditions; considering the tolerances of knowndata at this time, no
disruptive changesare anticipated. Figure 4-V-3 showsthe typical APT picture-taking
load profiles which are condensedinto the composite load profile of Figure 4-V-2.

TABLE 4-V-1.

Unit

ESTIMATED OPERATIONAL AND STANDBY POWER

REQUIREMENTS FOR APT SYSTEM

Receiver

Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor

Controls (CDU)

Decoder

High-Frequency Generator

Programmer

V-Head Horizon-Sensor

APT Camera and Transmitter

Subcarrier Oscillator

Telemetry Commutator

Beacon

Load Regulator (-24. 5V)

Ground APT Remote
Clock Timing

Command Sequence
No. of Current

Units (ma)

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

1

1

Total

3O

No. of Current

Units (ma)

2 3O

No. of Current

Units (ma)

2 30

15 2

100 1

50 1

35 1

50 1

15 2

m

15

10

5

35

5O

15

m

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

15

5O

5

35

5O

15

1900

6O

250

8O

5O

4O

8O

40

4O

80

70

735 320 2290

3. Systems Interface Requirement (AVCS)

The power supply subsystem required for the AVCS configuration is essen-

tially the same as the subsystem required for the APT configuration. However, be-

cause of the lower power requirements, the battery pack consists of only two strings
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I 192 5 ,_ 235.5 1165

SEC I SEC SEC
j I /

To

-SHUTTER

TRANSMITTER

CAMERA

COMPONENT POWER REQUIRED

SHUTTER 572 WATTS 280 VDC

CAMERA 220 WATTS 24 5 VDC

TRANSMITTER 24 5 WATTS 24 5 VDC

2 2 AMP

Q 9 AMP

I 0 AMP

Figure 4-V-3. Typical APT Picture-Taking I_ad Profile

(21 cells per string) of 4-ampere-hour cells as compared to the three strings re-

quired in the APT battery pack. The AVCS eonfigmration also eliminates the need

for the charge rate regulator and current telemetry circuit associated with the third

string of cells. With these exceptions, all interface requirements and hardware for

the AVCS subsystem are identical to the APT power supply subsystem.

As with the APT power supply, the AVCS power supply has been designed to meet

the spacecraft power requirements even under the worst-case condition, i. eo, the

condition of a 75-degree sun angle. Because of this design approach, a failure in one

battery string will not affect the ability of the spacecraft to meet the mission require-

ments, provided the desired 45-degree sun angle is achieved and maintained. Fur-

ther, even if it should not be possible to maintain the sun angle at approximately 45

degrees, one battery strhlg would provide sufficient power to enable partial fulfill-

ment of the mission objective.

The bi-level charge-rate regulator of each battery string will be set for charge rates

of 400 milliamperes (low rate) and 600 milliamperes (high rate)° Although only the

low-charge rate will be used during normal operation, the high rate will ensure ade-

quate recharge in the event that one battery string fails, requiring that the other

string be used to supply all of the power to the spacecraft.

Table 4-V-2 lists the spacecraft equipment and their loads.

the AVCS power profile.

Figure 4-V-4 shows
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TABLE 4-V-2. ESTIMATED OPERATIONALAND STANDBYPOWER
REQUIREMENTSFORAVCSSYSTEM

Receiver

Unit

Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor

Controls (CDU)

Decoder

Programmer

V-Head Horizon Sensor

AVCS Camera

AVCS Transmitter

AVCS Tape Recorder

Subcarrier Oscillator

Beacon

Telemetry Commutator

Regulator

No. of

Units

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

3

1

Ground

Command

Current

(ma)

30

15

100

50

100

15

6O

8O

260

5O

Playback

Current

(ma)

30

15

100

50

100

15

1000

575

60

80

70

Clock

Timing
Current

(ma)

30

15

10

5

100

15

6O

8O

m

4O

TOTAL 760 2095 355

*See Figure 4-V-4 for definition of A, B, and C.

Picture

Taking

Current (ma)

A* B* C*

30 30 30

15 15 15

50 50 50

5 5 5

100 100 100

15 15 15

680 650 150

665 - -

60 60 60

80 80 80

260 - -

70 60 50

2030 1065 555

C. SOLAR-CELL ARRAY

l. General

The previous TIROS power supply subsystem studies have shown that it is

possible to compensate partially for temperature and degradation effects on a given

array by reconfiguration of the solar-cell strings. This is accomplished by connect-

ing the cells in a higher output-voltage arrangement, resulting in an operation that

is closer to the maximum power point of the I-V curve.

Consideration of all pertinent variables, including temperature, sun angle, and degra-

dation, resulted in an optimized modified array to support an APT load. Table 4-V-3

illustrates the relative magnitudes of current that can be expected with various quanti-

ties of shingles per string. The analysis shows that a modified assembly consisting

of 20 shingles per string on top and 16 shingles per string on the side panels will best

support the APT load.
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Figure 4-V-4. AVCS Load Profile
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TABLE 4-V-3. RELATIONSHIP OF CURRENT MAGNITUDE OF VARIOUS

SHINGLE QUANTITIES FOR MODIFIED ARRAY

Shingles/String

Top Side

18

20

22

24

18

20

22

24

Current Magnitude Current Magnitude

(Sun Angle of 30 Degrees) (Sun Angle of 60 Degrees)

16

16

16

16

18

18

18

18

O. 506

O. 765

O. 851

O. 852

0.490

O. 749

0,, 83]

O. 832

1.0

0.990

0.972

00940

0.940

0.930

0. 902

Oo 881

NOTE: Magnitudes of current are relative values and not absolute.
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An array layout study, preserving the use of the present solar-cell modules indicated
that the number of shingles on top can also be increased from 704to 740 andthe aver-
age number of strings per side panel from 4to 5. The modified configuration of the
solar-cell array requires reworking of the top array into 37 strings of 20 shingles per
string, and addition of more modules on available side area, allowing an average of
5 strings of 16shingles per string per side panel. Modular construction of solar cells
will bemaintained. An array-degradation telemetry-patch function will be employed.
This would consist of a four-shingle string (1/4 module} mounted in available area on
the new array layout.

Increasing the cover glass on the solar cells from 6 to 60mils was also considered
for overcoming degradation; the indication was that this would result in a nominal in-
crease in power of 9 percent. However, this would also result in anunacceptable in-
creased weight of the array (approximately 10 pounds};therefore increasing cover-glass
thickness was eliminated in favor of reeonfiguration of the solar-cell strings. Figure
4-V-5 illustrates the available currents from such an array configuration with degrada-
tion effects included. The three solid curves represent the average array current
available during the sunlit portion of the orbit for zero, three, and six months for sun
angles from 15 to 75degrees.

25

20

a. 1.5

v

l-
z
w

er 1.0

o

MODIFIED ARRAY

__ AVAILABLE CURRENT TOP-'_O SHINGLES/STRING

_D REQUIRED CURRENT SIDE-16 SHINGLES/STRING

0 M0 NT H _,..,,,,,_,_

APT LOAD

{8 PICTURES

/
f

•"" AVCS LOAD

s

....,G_ _ _ _ _ ''G_

0,-- E)"" ""* "_ _ NO-PICTURE LOAD

I I I I I I 1 I I

I0 20 30 40 50 60 7'0 80 90

SUN ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 4-V-5. Available and Required Solar-Cell Array Current

for Various Sun Angles
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The upper dashed-curve represents the average required array current necessary to
support the full APT load profile for the indicated sun angles; the middle dashed-curve

represents the AVCS load. The lower dashed-curve represents the required current,

assuming no picture load. This curve can be used to determine load programming re-

quirements, which may become necessary as degradation increases. The reduction of

sun-angle range (15 to 60 degrees) is evident at six-months degradation. It can be

observed that the required current at higher sun-angles increases due to increased

orbit nighttime. From Figure 4-V-6 it may be seen that the increase in orbit night-

time is a function of sun angle.

100

9O

W

1
I-'-80

Z

09

l--
Z
W
C.)
nr 70

l.=J
O..

6O

5O

NOTE_ SUN ANGLE IS THE
ANGLE BETWEEN

SUN VECTOR

AND ORBIT

I ..... ± .....L ..... ]
20 40 60 80

SUN ANGLE (DEGREES)

]
_00

Figure 4-V-6. Percent Sun Time as a Function of Sun Angle

Figure 4-V-7 illustrates typical, array current profiles (at the end of 6 months) versus

orbit time, for various loads and sun angles for the OT-2 spacecraft array configura-

tion. Top and side temperature effects are included. *Curves 1, 2A, and 3 show the

array current (IA) at sun angles of 30, 45, and 60 degrees, respectively, with the APT
load profile applied to the system and the shunt limiter set at 32.9 volts dc.

*Data for these curves was taken from thc OT-2 energy-balance program (10/6/64),

using six-month life I-V curves for the IRC 5-cell shingle (4 to 9 ohms per cm

resistivity).
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Figure 4-V-7. Array Current Versus Orbit Time at Various Sun Angles

At a sun angle of 30 degrees, assuming correct spin-axis orientation, there is no orbit

night. The array top is at a constant temperature (80 °) throughout the orbit. Under

these conditions the system is just maintaining energy balance. The system is operat-

ing below the clamping level of the limiter and current is drawn from the array as

required, so that array current follows a pattern very similar to the load profile as

shown in Curve 1. Programming is evident at the 10-minute mark and picture load

starts at the 50-minute mark.

Curve 2A shows 22 minutes of orbit night. Start of orbit day indicates that the array

is operating on the constant current portion of its I-V curve and is at its coldest tem-

perature. Increasing array temperature at low load is evidenced at the 30-minute mark,

where IA begins to decrease. Heavier loading at the 50-minute mark shifts operation
back to the constant current portion of the I-V curve. The continuing increase in tem-

perature causes IA to begin a gradual decrease at the 54-minute mark and to continue to
decrease throughout the remainder of the sunlit portion of the orbit.

Curve 2B is a projection of IA showing temperature effects under a continuous low load.
Array temperature increases rapidly initially, and then gradually levels off towards

end of orbit. I A acts inversely, rapidly decreasing initially, then leveling with tem-
peratures. This curve is similar to the array current profile which would result with

no load at a constant array voltage.

Curve 3 represents operation at a sun angle of 60 degrees. The curve is similar to

curve 2A, with longer orbit night causing a slightly different temperature effects

profile.
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2. Array Modification

The modified array configuration requires modifications to the basic solar-

cell mounting module, and a new wiring harness for the array. Although the basic

substrate remains the same, new hole-locations for terminal penetration are required

in the top plate and side panels.

In order to increase power while utilizing the existing module board assemblies, the

following modifications can be effected:

(1) Side Panel_ Eight ¢._.1.... 1, _,._,_-..................... s_=_ per panel can be added

to twelve of the eighteen side panels. Although this would result

in an overhang of 0. 055 inch at each end of the modified panels,

this overhang can be reduced to 0. 028 inch by removal of three

of the ridges on the panel.

(2) Top. The number of shingles mounted on the top can be increased

to 740, by making a totalof 37 twenty-shingle circuits. To achieve

this, seven modules would require modification to four-shingle

circuits, two modules would require modification to 3 four-shingle

circuits, and 3 individual four-shingle circuits would be required.

The modifications can be performed on existing circuitry, but some

losses should be anticipated during the rework cycle. The individual

four-shingle circuits should be fabricated instead of cutting existing

assembled module boards.

Should the mission requirements increase such that the required array power exceeds

the capabilities of the array as modified above, modification of the assembly and

bonding techniques could provide still more power with the existing area. This would,

however, require the purchasing of new solar cells.

This second modification could be implemented as follows:

(1) Side Panels

(a) The maximum number shingles on a full side panel is 80.

O0) Side 13 will accept 73 shingles.
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(c} Side 3 will accept 71 shingles.

(d} Side 18 will accept 38 shingles.

(e) Side 14 will accept 64 shingles.

(f) Side 5 will accept 64 shingles.

(2) Top

The top will accept a maximum of 820 shingles. This number of shingles

would require revision of the shingle assembly and bonding process. The

module board assembly would be eliminated, and insulating surface would

be placed on the substrate, and shingle design modification of the con-

nector tab configuration would be necessary.

Modification of the assembly and bonding process would increase the total array power

output. Shingle circuits could be series/parallel connected and electrically tested prior

to bonding to the substrate. Weight per watt of power would be decreased. A large

portion of the array assembly would be completed prior to bonding to the substrate;

thus, array repair (shingle replacement) would be simplified. Also it is expected that

labor costs for assembly from shingle to array level would be reduced more than

enough to compensate for the tooling required.

3. Irradiation

Previous experience with higher altitude spacecraft, namely, the Relay I satel-

lite, has indicated that one of the problem areas in the power system is radiation

degradation; in particular, degradation of the solar-cell array. Figures 4-V-8, -9,

-10, -1!, and -12 depict the predicted radiation damage to a typical IRC solar-cell

shingle of the type presently employed on TIROS, starting with no degradation, and

then after approximately 3, 6, 9, and 12 months of radiation exposure.

The development of the "irradiation-degraded" I-V curves of the TIROS n-on-p silicon

solar-cell shingle considered the following five groups of basic parameters:

(1) The orbital electron and proton spectrums and flux rates for a 750-

nautical mile, circular, polar orbit.

(2) The parameters of the unbombarded shingle.

(3) The backshielding materials.

(4) The electron and proton damage factors (Kd).

(5) The air-mass-zero, equivalent 1-mev electron damage rates; and the

air-mass-zero, current and voltage temperature sensitivities.
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RCA estimates of the orbital irradiation particle spectrums and flux rates were used;

a NASA-computed grid was used for electron spectrums and flux rates; and NASA

information was also used for the proton spectrums and flux rates. Both of these

particle flux rates are omnidirectional and are for a 750-nautical mile, circular

polar-orbit, which from a radiation standpoint is the same as a 750-nautical mile,

101.5-degree inclined, circular orbit.

The parameters of the unbombarded shingle were taken from RCA obtained data. The

last two groups of parameters are irradiation parameters of the basic solar cell.
There is no available irradiation data for the TIROS (IRC plated contact) solar-cell.

As a result, the irradiation parameters of two solar cells which are, to some extent,
similar in construction to the TIROS cell had to be used.

The electron and proton damage factors used are those* for the Western Electric solar

cell, and they equate the damages of normally incident 1-mev electron flux to an un-

covered solar-cell and omnidirectional particle flux to the cover-glassed solar celi

with infinite backshielding. These damage factors are used because both solar cells

are blue sensitive, n-on-p, silicon solar-cells and the Western Electric damage factor

data is the only complete set of damage-factor data that is available.

*Brown, W. L., Gabbe, J. D., and Rosenweig, W., Results of the Telstar Radiation

Experiments, The Bell System Technical Journal, July 1963, (Figures 32 and 33).
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D

The i-mev electron damage rate curves _md the temperature sensitivities are basically

the values used for the Nimbus solar cell, the only difference being that the values for

the TIROS solar cell were modified in keeping with its active area, which is smaller

than the area of the Nimbus solar cello

The actual calculations with these parameters consisted of the following three major

steps: (1) determining total equivalent 1-mev electron flux density for 3, 6, 9, and 12

months of operation; (2) determining shingle parameter values for each flux level at

28°C; and (3) shifting the 28°C parameter values to obtain values at +90°C and -30°C.

The first step was carried out by multipl_ng the number of irradiation particles for

each energy level by the damage factor for the level and totalling the results for the

particles (electrons and protons) over their active energy ranges. In these calculations,

contributions through the back-shielding were ignored because the internal flux level

is believed to be very low and the 60-rail aluminum back-shield is a fairly effective

particle barrier. In the second step, the total equivalent 1-mev electron flux densities

were used to enter the damage rate curves and obtain the corresponding degraded

parameter values for the solar cell at 28°C. These sets of solar-cell parameter values

for each of the equivalent 1-mev electron flux densities were converted into sets of

parameter values for the 5-solar-cell shingle at 28°C. In the third step, the 28°C

values for the shingle were shifted to sets at +90°C and -30°C with the current and

voltage temperature sensitivities. The three shifted points of the I-V curve, the short-

circuit current, the maximum power, and the open-circuit voltage with the initial I-V

curve shape as a master, were used to construct I-V curves at +90°C and -30°C for

each flux density level.

The initial design philosophy was to use the present TIROS power supply subsystem

as much as possible. Analysis has shown that the present TIROS solar-cell array,

with 16 shingles per string on top and 16 shingles per string on the side, and with 44

strings on top and an average of 4 strings per side panel, would not be capable of sup-

porting the APT mission beyond 3 months without employing load programming techniques.

This analysis consisted of a mathematical determination of the array current available

from the present array, compared to the current required by the APT load, at a sun

angle of 45 degrees. The sun angle of 45 degrees was picked for the analysis because

previously determined available current curves showed a peaking at this sun angle.

If the system fails to supply energy balance at this sun angle, it would appear marginal

or deficient at other sun angles. Calculations showed the available current to be just

equal to the required current at 3 months. Considering the tolerances of parameters

involved, this would be marginal operation at only half the mission life. Thus, the

need for the previously described modifications is apparent.
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D. BATTERIES

1. General

The determination of a battery to be used in an orbiting space vehicle is generally

based on the following considerations:

(1) charge mode and rate,

(2) overcharge rate,

(3) discharge rate_

(4) depth of discharge,

(5) time for recharge,

(6) voltage regulation,

(7) battery temperature range, and

(8) required life and reliability.

Using a maximum charge current of 1.2 amperes, during a typical orbital power pro-

file for the APT system (shown in Figure 4-V-2), 0.51 ampere-hour will be drawn

from the battery, and the battery will be recharged 0.705 ampere-hours; thus, the

ratio of charge to discharge capacity is 1.39/1. A charge-to-discharge capacity ratio

of 1.39/1 is sufficient to recharge the batteries to full capacity. Available charge

capacity is greatly dependent upon the sun angle, which is subject to deviations. The

design is based on the "worst-case" (least sunlight) estimate.

Although proper discharge performance is the ultimate requirement of the battery,

the required capacity is usually governed by the maximum allowable charge rate in low

orbiting satellites with constant-current charging. In the absence of a voltage cut-off

or tapered current charging, the overcharge capability of the battery is the limiting

factor. (The battery is much more sensitive to overcharge current than it is to dis-

charge curreut. ) For example, a 10-ampere-hour battery should not be continuously

charged at a current higher than 1.0 amperes. (This is limited by the overcharge

characteristics. ) However, the discharge current limit could be in the order of 10

times higher, if necessary.

Over the temperature range of approximately + 15°C to +50°C, C/10 is considered to

be a safe charging rate for continuous overcharge, where "C" represents the room

temperature capacity (ampere-hour) to the 1.0-volt end point when the cell is dis-

charged at the 5-hour rate. (The charge rate could be higher, but the battery is

limited by the overcharge capability, during which time there is internal generation

of gas. ) The C/10 factor has been empirically determined. Although it is subject to

variation between cell types, C/10 represents a conservative cutoff point for continuous
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overcharging. If the overcharge period is of relatively short duration, and punctuated
by periods of discharge, the battery can accepthigher overcharge currents, usually
determined by specific experiment. A factor of C/8 has beenused in previous TIROS
spacecr,_t with cycled overcharge conditions.

Sincethe charge rate for the APT system is 1.2 amperes, initial calculations indicate
that a 12-ampere-hour battery would be required. This will result in a depth of dis-
charge which is less than 3 percent, and a maximum discharge rate of C/26. The
charge rate was chosensuch that at a 75-degree sunangle the charge-to-discharge
ratio will be 1.25, the minimum desirable ratio.

In the expectedorbital sun angle of 45degrees, the recharge ratio will be above2.
Therefore, if one string of cells is removed from the circuit, the remaining string(s)
can carry on the functioning of the system. The depth of discharge will be increased
(and still remain below 10percent), but the voltage level and general performance
of the cells will not be significantly affected. If the sun-angle shouldactually be close
to 75degrees, the energy for a full mission will not be continually available during
every orbit. However, the system has provision for programming a higher charge
rate. This wouldput the system back into balancedoperation. However, the C/6. 7
rate is not recommendedfor continuous overcharge andhencegreater care must
be taken in programming the spacecraft to avoid overstressing the batteries. Should
a cell short in any string, the terminal voltage of that string would be reduced and
load sharing would beunevenly distributed betweenstrings. However, since the
depth of discharge is less than 3percent, it is unlikely that such a failure would even
be detectable.

The 4-ampere-hour, sealed rectangular-cell, as manufacturedby the General Electric
Companyand Gulton Industries, is recommendedfor use in the OT-2 system. Three
parallel strings of batteries will be used for the APT power-supply subsystem. Each
string of ceils will have an independent charge-current limiter. Therefore, loss of one

string due to shorting, or development of an open circuit will not result in charging

of the remaining strings at excessive currents.

A typical charge-discharge profile is illustrated in Figure 4-V-13. The solid profile

represents the initial charge-discharge profile of an array, with no degradation and at a

sun angle of 45 degrees, for one orbit of an APT mission. The dotted section illus-

trates the same profile after six months degradation of the array. It is evident that

battery discharge has increased; however, at this time the power formerly shunted

by the shunt limiter has decreased and the available array power is used to recharge

the batteries.

2. Design Considerations

Based upon data from within RCA, and from manufacturers' information, it is

recommended that the cells be of the rectangular configuration. Previous TIROS

batteries were cylindrical and contained rolled plates.
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One of the major reasons that most of the sealed-cell manufacturers prefer rectangu-

lar cells is that the battery plates in the rectangular cells are flat. In general, battery

plates are fairly rigid and, thus, are susceptible to cracking and flaking when they are

rolled for cylindrical cells. Rolling the plates also subjects the separator material to

undue pressure in localized areas. Consequently, the reliability of the cylindrical

cell is lower than that of the rectangular cell.

Experience at RCA shows an estimated rejection rate of cylindrical cells on the order

of 50 percent, while the rejection rate of rectangular cells is 3 percent or less. Al-

though the sampling quantities were not equal, the indications are most significant.

In addition, all aerospace-cell manufacturers have had successful experience with

rectangular cells, while only one manufacturer has had extensive experience with

cylindrical cells.

The rectangular cell also has the advantage of containing many positive and negative

plates, as opposed to the one or two of each type in the cylindrical cells. This factor per-

mits blending of plates in order to achieve uniformity of capacity and negative-to-

positive ratio.
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The rectangular cell does not present the packagingproblem which is usually involved
with cylindrical cells. Potting the cells into position (a time-consuming, costly, and
delicate operation which is performed with all cylindrical cells) can be eliminated.
Battery retaining fixtures can be simple, four-sided, and relatively compact. (It
should benoted that the Lunar Orbiter Project will use rectangular cells. )

3. Design Parameters

The major design parameters for the battery are (1) rectangular configuration

and (2) approximately 12 ampere-hours required capacity. Since the system requires

25.5 volts, a 21-cell (1.21-volt per cell average) battery will be employed. The 4-

ampere-hour cell will be packaged in groups of 11. Therefore, although two packages

will be required to form one string, only 21 of the 22 ceils will be electrically con-

nected in the circuit. This alleviates the need for a 10-cell package design in addition

to an 11-cell package design. As a result, one spare cell is included in each

string, thus permitting "cell replacement" merely by rewiring the pack, rather than

disassembling and replacing the cell. Furthermore, if system requirements should

change, the 22-cell string could be employed without major repackaging. (For the

25.5-volt minimum requirement, 22 cells corresponds to 1.16 volts per cell average. )

Other RCA programs have recently completed an evaluation program on these cells,

and qualified packs have been delivered. The concept of using a 4-ampere-hour

battery as a building block to serve the needs of two systems merits some discussion:

Three strings of 4-ampere-hour cells will be heavier than one string of 12 ampere-

hour cells, due to the additional support members required. However, this system

will permit the design, fabrication, and testing of one type of cell and battery pack to

serve the requirements of both the APT and AVCS systems. The greatest value

in this approach is the inherent redundancy which will allow continued operation,

although with reduced programming, in the event of a battery failure.

E. PROTECTION

1. Shunt Limiter

a. General

A more desirable method of obtaining the voltage-limiting action provided

by the bypass regulator used in the present TIROS power supply subsystem can be

realized with a shunt limiter used in conjunction with a blocking diode as shown in

Figure 4-V-1. The limiter is designed to dissipate only excess solar-cell array

power. The 2-volt minimum drop across the bypass regulator located between the

array and the unregulated bus in the present TIROS system is eliminated, resulting
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in anoverall increase in power-system efficiency. Whenload current is drawn from
the array, the bypass regulator must dissipate power equal to the product of the load
current andthe bypass voltage-drop (2-volts minimum}. Although the excess array-
power dissipated by the shunt limiter is higher than the bypass dissipation at the be-
ginning of the mission, the limiter power dissipation diminishes with mission life
until it becomesnegligible; the bypass regulator, on the other hand, is a continuous
series load that would be experienced throughout mAssion!_e. RetairAngthe bypass
regulator would require that the number of series shingles on top be increased still
further to provide ener_7bMance and satisfy the bypass regulator requii"cmcnt. The
present TIROSpower supply subsystem allows the array output voltage to go as high
as possible, the only restriction being a light, continuous load. Shuntlimiter action
clamps th_ array to a desirable operating level for the charge rate regulators and
series voltage regulator, and restricts the end-of-charge voltage of the batteries to a
desirable level.

The diode replacing the bypass regulator is redundantto reduce the probability of
failure of the spacecraft due to an opendiode. If the diode circuit openscompletely,
limited operation capabilities are still possible since the charge path to the batteries
would still bemaintained.

The shunt 1/miter circuit proposed is the same as that used successfully in Relay I
and II. The mechanical and electrical designs would require those modifications
necessary for the circuit to meet the different electrical and environmental conditions
of the OT-2 mission.

b. Circuit Description

The shunt limiter is designed to load the solar-cell array when the solar-

cell array bus voltage attempts to exceed a level of -33.3 volts. The circuit, as

presently contemplated, would be designed for a "worst-case" condition in which as

much as 90 watts of excess array power could be dissipated and the bus voltage still

kept below the maximum allowable level of -34.6 volts. The worst case condition

can occur during spacecraft integration with full array output through the limiter.

The shunt limiter I-V characteristic can be thought of as similar to that of a zener

diode with an extremely low dynamic resistance and a "knee" or threshold voltage of

-33.3 =_0.4 volts. The maximum shunt current at the 90-watt dissipation level is

2o 6 amperes; therefore, the minimum allowable circuit transconductance is 2o 6

amperes divided by -34.6 volts - (-33.7 volts), or 3.0 mhos. Stated another way, the

maximum allowable "zener impedance" is 1/3.0 mhos or 0.333 ohm. The configura-

tion necessary to produce the required characteristic is shown in Figure 4-V-14.

The current gain of the three effective de-coupled stages divided by the first-stage

input resistance, results in a transconductance in excess of 3.0 mhos under all com-

bined "worst-case" conditions.
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Figure 4-V-14. Shunt Limiter Circuit, Schematic Diagram

c. Circuit Operation

Referring again to Figure 4-V-14, the circuit operation is as described

in the following: Below the minimum threshold voltage of -32.9 volts, the circuit

appears as a high resistance across the solar-cell array bus, shunting only a small

amount of current through the zener reference diode CR1, and the divider network

made up of resistors R1 through R5.

The emitter of transistor Q1 is held at the fixed zener Voltage of CR2 while the base

is below the conduction point. For very low array voltages, the base would actually

be positive with respect to the emitter and the transistor is, therefore, reverse-

biased. With Q1 held in cut-off, Q2 and Q3 are also in the OFF state since their bias

is derived from the Q1 collector current.

As the array-voltage bus rises more negatively, the base of transistor Q1 rises a

proportionate amount due to the divider action of resistors R1 through R5o At the

threshold conduction point, Q1 begins to deliver current to R7 and the base of Q2.

As the bus voltage rises further and the forward bias of Q1 increases, the threshold

conduction points of Q2 and Q3 are passed in turn and the circuit begins to shunt
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heavy current through the Q3 power transistor stage. The same action occurs in all
four of the parallel-connected circuits, causing the amount of shunt current drawn
by the circuit to continually increase, as a function of increasing solar--cell array
voltage, to the point where either the maximum output power capability of the array
becomeslimited, or the power transistors are driven into saturation. The circuit will
be "worst-case" designedto ensure that the condition of saturation is not reached
at a level k_!ow the 90-watt maximum power dissipation requirement, r--hecomplete
limiting action is confined to a solar-cell array voltage differential, equal to, or less
than O.a .._,+

d. Design Details

Minimization of changes in electrical values, caused by temperature and

time, of the R1 through R5 resistor divider and the CR1 reference diode is achieved

through the use of highly stable, low temperature-coefficient devices. Diode CR1

protects the base-emitter junction of Q1 from high reverse voltages as the solar-cell

array is turning on.

The use of high-gain, high-frequency silicon transistors in all stages provides the

circuit with the necessary low dynamic resistance characteristic initially and through-

out the mission, even when subjected to the radiation extremes of the high-altitude

orbits. Silicon transistors, capable of operating safely at higher temperatures than

equivalent germanium types, allow the use of a fewer number of components to meet

the power handling requirements of the circuit. The inherently lower leakage currents

give protection for both inadvertent "turn-on" of the circuit and lower shunt losses

when the solar-cell array voltage is below the threshold level.

The four-circuit parallel combination shown in Figure 4-V-14 is recommended. This

configuration allows a high measure of reliability by virtue of the multiple redundancy

cffected by four parallel shunting paths. This has been proven analytically by a failure

mode and effects analysis on a similar limiting circuit developed for the Relay II

satellite. In effect, if only one limiter is used and it fails in an open or shorted mode,

catastrophic failure of the power system is imminent. Identical results occur with

the present TIROS system if the bypass regulator fails by opening or shorting. If two

parallel limiters are used, failures on one in a shorted mode will decrease available

array power 33 watts. This is considered semi-catastrophic, causing immediate load

profile reprogramming. Hence, four redundant units are used such that a failure of

one in a shorted or open mode will not result in catastrophic failure of the power

supply subsystem. The quadruple circuit has a probability of 0.9989 for 1 year of

successful operation, as compared to 0.9508 for the single circuit. *

*Failure Mode and Effects Analysis - Voltage Regulator Circuit, Project Relay,

Internal Memorandum, 25 March 1963.
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2. Charge Rate Regulator

a. General

The basic TIROS charge rate regulator, a bi-level charge circuit will be

retained. However, because of the higher radiation levels anticipated, substitutions

for several of the electrical components must be made. Charge rate can be determined

from Figure 4-V-5, which shows the required and available array current versus sun

angle. The charge rate is equal to the maximum required current that the array can

support minus the constant load current. The APT power supply subsystem contains

three battery strings, and the AVCS power supply contains two battery strings, which

are independently charged by the solar-cell array during the daylight portion of each

orbit. Charge current to each battery passes through the charge rate regulator, which

serves to limit the current to a 400-milliampere rate or a 600-milliampere rate per

string, selectable by ground command.

b. Circuit Operation

A schematic diagram of the charge rate regulator is shown in Figure 4-V-15.

Transistor Q1 serves as the main current-carrying element and Q2 serves to provide

base drive current for Q1. As the solar-cell array bus voltage rises, Q2 begins to

conduct. The collector current of Q2 is ultimately limited by the voltage across CR1

and the value of resistor R5 (or R5 in parallel with R6). As the array bus-voltage

exceeds the battery voltage plus the threshold voltage of Q1 and CR2 in series, col-

lector current flows in Q1 by virtue of Q2 collector current. As the array bus-voltage

continues to increase, Q1 collector current becomes limited due to the fixed value of

Q2 collector current (i. e., the base drive to Q1 is limited). When Q1 collector cur-

rent reaches its maximum value and the array bus-voltage is still increasing, the

excess voltage will appear from collector to emitter of Q1. Diode CR2 prevents the

battery from discharging through any partial fault which might appear across the ar-

ray bus and through Q1 in the reverse direction during dark portions of the orbit.

Resistor R1 serves both to provide some current gain stabilization of Q1 and to pro-

vide a voltage proportional to battery charge current for the battery charge current

telemetry.

c. Design Details

Although this circuit is basically the same as that employed in previous TIROS

systems, there are slight differences. Transistors Q1 and Q2 are high-frequency sili-

con types selected for their relatively high radiation resistance. In addition, Q1 is a

high-power (100 watts at 100°C case temperature), low saturation-voltage device.

Because of the extremely low saturation voltages which can be expected from Q1

(typically 0.4 volt at 800 milliamperes with hHE = 50, rain), resistor R1 is included,

with the advantages as mentioned above. The transistors proposed also have ex-

tremely low leakage-currents, thereby improving the margin of safety as regards

thermal drift and thermal runaway.
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Figure 4-V-15. Charge Rate Regulator Circuit

3. Isolating Diodes

The power supply subsystem will contain isolating diodes as shown in Figure

4-V-1. The purpose of the diodes between the batteries and unregulated bus is to pre-

vent the array from charging the batteries through this path rather than through the

charge rate regulator. The purpose of the diode between the array and the unregulated

bus is to prevent current flow from the battery to the array.

F. REGULATION

1. General

At the present, all of the subsystems on the OT-2 spacecraft will use voltage

levels similar to previous TIROS spacecraft. The -24.5 series voltage regulator

presently qualified for TIROS "I" will be retained. This particular unit is a recent

design incorporating silicon transistors with increased dissipation capability and

improved reliability. The unit's characteristics far exceed the former TIROS speci-

fications and the components are inherently more radiation resistant. The voltage

input requirements of 25.2 to 33 volts dc make it feasible for use with the OT-2 power

supply subsystem concept using a shunt limitero Initial investigation of loads and

array profiles indicate that the voltage regulator will not exceed its internal dissipa-
tion limits.
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2. Series Voltage Regulator

A redesign effort on the TIROS -24.5-volt regulator was started in January,

1964, and a post-breadboard design review held on March 31, 1964. This circuit has

undergone complete "worst-case" analysis and design. Three assemblies (one proto-

type and two flight models) have successfully passed the environmental test phase.

All component types in the circuit have been specially selected for their relatively

high resistance to radiation. This is particularly true of the high-frequency, narrow-

base silicon transistors used throughout.

Investigation will be made of the possible effects on performance by radiation at an

altitude of 750 nautical miles, and adjustments will be made in the electrical design

and packaging if necessary. This would probably involve only slight changes in a few

resistor values and/or use of a thicker cover for increased shielding.

The series voltage regulator circuit will be subjected to slightly higher input voltages

with the APT power supply subsystem configuration (-34.6 volts versus -33 volts in

the previous TIROS subsystem). This should have no effect other than slightly increased

power levels in certain components. A re-evaluation of the heat-sinks for these com-

ponents will be made.

G. TELF_J_ETRY CIRCUITS AND POWER SUPPLY PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

1. Telemetry Functions

The telemetry functions required by the power supply subsystem are compiled

in Table 4-V-4. The telemetry information indicated will be useful in (1) assessing

radiation degradation to the array and to other subsystem components, (2) monitoring

operation of the total subsystem, and (3) assisting in determining when load program-

ming is required. The top and side array temperatures, array current, unregulated

bus voltage, and shunt-limiter current telemetry are necessary to confirm pre-launch

predictions of array performance.

2. Array Current Telemetry Circuit

a. General

The addition of charge current telemetry will be accomplished by minor

modifications to the array current telemetry circuit presently used on TIROS. The

array current telemetry circuit to be described below provides a means for sensing

a current flow and converting it to a signal voltage suitable for transmission by the

telemetry subsystem. The basic circuit is applicable to both battery charge current

and array current sensing.
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TABLE 4-V-4o TELEMETRY FUNCTIONS

Monitored Function Function Range

Array Top Temperature

Array Side Temperature

Array Current

-50°C to +100°C

-50°C to +50°C

0 Amp to 3 Amp

_hllnt T_mitcr r_ .....

Battery Current

Battery Voltage

Unregulated t_s Voltage

Regulated Bus Voltage

Battery Temperature

0 Amp to 3 Amp

0 Amp to 0.5 Amp

-20 V to -35 V

-20Vto-35V

-20 V to -35 V

-10°C to +35°C

NOTE: All telemetry output signals will be con-

ditioned to a range of 0 to -5 volts de.

b. Circuit Description

The circuit (see Figure 4-V-16) can be divided into four major sections

as follows:

(1) Current sensing resistors R1 and R2.

(2) A dc amplifier consisting of Q1-A, R3, R9, CR2, and R7.

(3) A temperature-compensating bias source for the amplifier con-

sisting of Q1-B, R4, R6, R5, and CR1.

(4) A combination switch and constant current source for the bias

network consisting of Q2, R10, R12, C1, and CR3.

c. Circuit Operation

Current sensing resistors R1 and R2 (see Figure 4-V-16), connected in

parallel, are inserted in series with the current to be measured. As the current varies
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Figure 4-V-16. Array-Current Telemetry Circuit, Schematic Diagram

through its range, a voltage is developed across the sensing resistors. The use of

two resistors in parallel reduces the risk of an open-circuited solar-cell array bus,

in the event one resistor fails by opening.

Transistor Q1-A amplifies the voltage drop developed across the current-sensing

resistors (R1, R2) to produce a telemetry signal ranging from a nominal 0.5 volt to

5.0 volts. Resistor R3 aids in stabilizing the voltage gain through degeneration. In

order to achieve linear amplification, the transistor is operated in the central portion

of the collector load line. Operation in the collector current cut-off region is obviated

by the voltage off-set introduced by Zener diode CR2. Therefore, when signal current

is zero, collector current will be minimum and the telemetry signal will be a nominal

0o 5 volt. Resistor R8 is used to reduce the error in telemetry output voltage caused

by supply-voltage variations. The collector current flowing in a transistor is not

entirely independent of collector voltage and tends to increase slightly with an increase

in applied voltage. This effect is compensated for by modifying the bias on the transis-

tor in a manner that reduces the base current as voltage increases. Proper selection

of resistor R8 when the circuit is calibrated will yield an output voltage error smaller

than _1 percent through a large supply-voltage range.

Fixed bias is applied to the base of transistor Q1-A by a voltage divider connected

across a constant voltage source (Zener diode CR1)° The voltage divider consists
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of resistor R6as one leg, and resistor R4plus the base-emitter junction of transistor
Q1-B as the other leg. The temperature dependence of Q1-B VBE is virtually identical

to that of Q1-A VBE; therefore, the bias voltage divider tends to follow or "track"

variations in Q1-A VBE due to changes in ambient temperature. The circuit configura-

tion of Q1-B is arranged such that the majority of divider current flows in the collector

with base current just sufficient to maintain the transistor at the verge of saturation.
Resistor R6 is chosen to estah!i,_h _ onlle_+,,r .... _,,t --'_'_ ......w,,1_,is to the mean coi-............ •_,..... _tluD. 1

lector current flowing in Q1-A. Thus, itcan be seen that the operating parameters

for each section of Q1 are similar, resulting in improved temperature tracking.

Furthermore, since both transistors are physically located in a common case, and

are operated with similar parameters, the "warmup" time required for the circuit

to stabilizecan be minimized.

Transistor Q2 serves as a command-controlled switch and constant-current source

for the bias network. During the time telemetry data is being taken, Q2 is turned on

by a -24.5-volt signal from the telemetry subsystem. Resistors Rll and R12 form a

voltage divider which determines the bias voltage at the base of Q2. Resistor R10

determines the collector current flowing in Q2 and is designed to produce a nominal

7.5-milliampere bias current in Zener diode CR1. This is the optimum bias current

necessary to realize minimum voltage variation versus temperature. When the -24.5-

volt command signal is removed, the bias voltage at the base of Q2 goes to zero,

resulting in collector cut-off. This interrupts the circuit for the bias network causing

Q1-A and Q1-B to cut off. Resistor R5 provides a path for collector leakage currents

in order to maintain a cut-off condition at elevated temperatures. By virtue of cutting

off the transistors, standby current drawn from the solar-cell array is reduced to

the relatively small amount flowing in resistors R3 and R8. Transient voltages that

might be present with the command signal are filtered out by capacitor C1. Diode

CR3 prevents positive-going transients from appearing at the base of Q2 when the
circuit is turned off.

3. Array-Voltage Telemetry

Voltage telemetry will be obtained by low-los s, high-precision, high-stability

resistance dividers such as those presently used on TIROS.
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SECTION VI. BEACON AND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

A. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

1. General

The beacon and telemetry subsystem on the OT-2 spacecraft will provide for tele-

metering operating parameters, attitude data, solar-aspect data, picture-time data

(AVCS), command data verification, and camera-triggering information to the CDA

stations.

2. OT-2 Spacecraft Telemetry

a. Subcarrier Frequency Assignments

As shown in Figure 4-VI-1, two identical beacon transmitters, each with

three subcarrier oscillators (SCOTs) will be provided on the OT-2 spacecraft. The

three subcarrier oscillators associated with beacon No. 1 (SCO 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3,)

will have the same respective frequencies as the subcarrier oscillators associated

with beacon No. 2 (SCO 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3). The lowest frequency subcarrier (2300

cps) will continuously carry the output of V-head sensor No. 1 (up-looking with re-

spect to the baseplate), and the middle frequency subcarrier (3000 cps) will con-

tinuously carry the output of V-head sensor No. 2 (down-looking _4th respect to the

baseplate). All other telemetry will be carried on the third SCO (3900 cps) on a
ti me-shared basis.

In the OT-2 spacecraft, the subcarrier oscillator having the highest frequency (3900 cps)

will be used for telemetering the following parameters in the indicated priority:

(1) Housekeeping telemetry (including picture-time clock on the

OT-2/AVCS spacecraft).

(2) Command data verification.

(3) Solar-aspect sensor telemetry

(4) Orthogonal horizon-sensor telemetry (including shutter-actuation

marker).

b. Housekeeping Telemetry

The telemetry commutator samples the 90 channels at a rate of 16-2/3

channels per second, when driven by a 133-1/3 cps signal from its associated
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programmer. If the programmer is "off", the commutator operates at its internal

rate of approximately 15 channels per second. When power is first applied to the

commutator, a I. 2-second delay ensues before commutation begins. During this time,

an input gate connected to the picture-time clock is enabled, permitting the output

of the picture-time clock (OT-2/AVCS spacecraft only) to appear at the output of the

telemetry commutator. In the OT-2/APT spacecr__ft the input to this gate is tied to

-5 volts. All of the telemetry points monitored on the OT-2 spacecraft will be

applied, through the telemetry conditioner, to both commutators. The output volt-

ages from the telemetry conditioner will range tetween 0 and -5 volts. As shown

in Figure 4-VI-I, a switching technique is provided that permits the output of

either commutator to be transmitted through either beacon transmitter; this selec-

tion is accomplished by the ground command, "Commutators Normal/Commutators

Crossed". The telemetry request and commutator power-steering circuitry is such

that only the commutator telemetry request relay "on" beacon transmitter will be

operated. This will also automatically steer the commutator output to the appropriate

subcarrier oscillator. Telemetry may be requested by the standard digital command

or by the reception, by the spacecraft, of a longer than normal enable tone. This

added command capability is provided to permit the commanding of telemetry from a

facility that does not possess the equipment required to generate the normal digital

commands. However, if the beacons have been turned off, the emergency telemetry

analog command has no facility to turn a beacon back on.

c. Command Data Verification

If housekeeping telemetry is not being requested, command data verification

from the two decoders has priority. In this case, the data bits, as decoded, will be

transmitted back to the ground station.

Each decoder has a data verification relay. On beacon system No. 1, only house-

keeping telemetry has priority over decoder No. 1 data verification, which in turn has

priority over decoder No. 2 data verification. On beacon system No. 2, the relative

priorities of decoder No. 1 and decoder No. 2 data verification is reversed. The reason

for interchanging priorities is to provide for data verification from the programmed

decoders even if the other decoder generates an erroneous signal and energizes its

data verification relay.

The data verification relays are non-latching devices that are energized by the asso-

ciated decoder when sync is reduced and stay energized m_til the last bit of the twelve-

bit word is received. In addition, if the Command is "Load Programmer", the associ-

ated relay will remain energized until the programmer indicates that it has ceceived
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a full complement of bits. Henceshould there be spurious bits generated in the equip-
ment betweentheir detection and re-transmission the programmer register will load
too quickly andthe data verification relay will be deenergized prematurely. Conversely,
if a bit is lost betweenits generation and the programmers acceptance, the programmer
will fail to deenergize the data verification relay, thereby indicating that erroneous
data is stored in the programmer register.

d. Solar-Aspect SensorTelemetry

The solar-aspect sensor is a separate telemetry device that can modulate
either of the highest frequency subcarriers (SCO1-3 or 2-3) associatedwith the
beacons. The device is turned "on" and "off" by a ground commandthat actuates
a latching relay in the spacecraft. This feature permits as many frames as desired
of this telemetry to be read out sequentially.

e. Orthogonal Horizon-Sensor Telemetry

The orthogonal horizon-sensors are primarily used for picture-taking
reference time. However, they also provide useful diagnostic information as a source
of beaconmodulation. If no other form of telemetry is requestedandthe beacon is on,
the output of the sensors (horizon-crossing indications) will be transmitted. The out-
puts of the diametrically mountedsensors are OR'ed together for maximum use of
this information. Whena camera shutter actuates, a marker will be included on this
channel, indicating where on the differentiated slope of the sensor output the shutter
was actuated.

3. Channel 4 Telemetry on the OT-2/AVCS Spacecraft

a. General

The OT-2/AVCS spacecraft has a provision to record pirate-time data and

a frame of telemetry on channel 4 of the tape recorder. In the playback mode, the

third SCO is disabled to permit the transmission, by means of the beacon, of the

previously recorded subcarrier oscillator modulation. Figures 4-VI-2 and 4-VI-3

show the changes from the APT beacon and telemetry subsystem required to in-

corporate the channel 4 telemetry system.

b. Recording Channel 4 Telemetry

The output of the picture-time clock and housekeeping telemetry will be
recorded on channel 4 of the tape recorders at the same time that video is recorded
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,m clumnel 1 or 2. Figm-e 4-VI-2 shows the switctting used to accomplish the telem-

etry recording.

The shutter pulse from either programmer issues an "on" command to telemetry com-

mutator No. 1 or No. 2. The output of the operating commutator is then coupled to

SCO 1-3 or SCO 2-3, depending upon whether the commutators are normal or crossed.

In either event, the commutated signals modulate an SCO whose output is then ampli-

fied, shifted in d-c level, and applied to the frequency-modulator in channel 4 of each

tape recorder. The d-c level is shifted so that the SCO output will be centered around

the voltage that produces the IRIG Channel E subcarrier in the frequency-modulators

of channel 4 of the tape recorder.

During the initial delay period in the commutator, picture-time clock signals are

directly coupled through the commutator; after the delay expires, the commutator

becomes operational, selecting conditioned telemetry signals.

c. Playback of Channel 4 Telemetry

As shown in Figure 4-VI-3, when the tape recorder plays back, the output

-" -'*- playback-limiter is demodulated by an IRIG Channel E discriminator and filtered,U J- J-L_

recovering the modulation which lies in [RIG Channel 9 (third SCO output). This out-

put is then resistively coupled to both beacon transmitters. Circuitry which performs

this function is provided for each tape recorder, and is operated by recorder playback

power. During recorder playback, power is removed from the third SCO (1-3 and

2-3) of each beacon.

B. SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS

1. Beacon Modulation

a. General

The beacon modulation system has been studied and the following conclusions

have been reached:

(1) The 50-milliwatt AM beacons presently employed on TIROS satellites

will not be adequate for reliable transmission of telemetry data.
The orbital altitude of 750 nautical-miles and the requirement for a

third SCO have necessitated investigation of a new beacon for the

OT-2 mission.

(2) The use of a receiver _vith a narrow carrier-tracMng filter and

synchronous detection can permit a reduction in the threshold of the

first demodulator. The significant threshold in the telemetry system

should then become the threshold of the FM subcarrier demodulators

rather than that of the receiving system.
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(3) The modulation scheme compatible with the preferred receiving

system and permitting the highest subcarrier "power-pacMng density"

will be the optimum telemetry system. Itis shown in Section VII

thatthis can best be accomplished by phase-modulation of the beacon

transmitter; therefore an FM-PM telemetry system will be used.

b. Selection of Beacon Subcarrier Frequencies

The beacon subcarrier frequencies to be used have been chosen so as to

minimize harmonic and intermodulation distortion. The actual frequencies used are

also chosen to match the desired information bandwidths; these frequencies comply

with the recommended IRIG modulating signal bandwidths.

c. Modulating Bandwidths

(1) Attitude-Sensor Data

This data consists of positive and negative pulses, generated during

horizon crossings. These pulses should have a "rise" time of the order of 20 milli-

seconds for accurate timing. This corresponds to a low-pass bandwidth of

1 1 2 25 cps.
Blp = = =2 Trise 2 x 2 x 10

The lowest IRIG channel number which is recommended for a 25-eps low-pass

modulating bandwidth is Channel No. 6 (1700 cps 4- 7.5 percent). Therefore, it is

recommended that channels no lower than Channel No. 6 be utilized for transmitting

horizon-sensor pulses.

(2) Commutated Telemetry Data

This data in the APT system places the most stringent requirement on the

beacon and telemetry subsystem in terms of low-pass bandwidth requirements. This is

due to the requirement for 70 percent of the ungated data to be fiat, i.e., the data must

become fiat within the first 30 percent of the commutated pulse-period of 60 milli-

seconds if a 16-2/3 pps sampling rate is used. An 18-millisecond rise time will be

assumed as the required "rise" time of the commutated signal. As in the anMysis

of the attitude-sensor data, the low-pass bandwidth required is

1 1 -3 27 7 cps.
Blp ..... .2 x 18 x 10

2 Trise
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Thus, IP,IG Channel7 or higher wouldbe completely suitable. However in the AVCS
system, the commutated data is precededby picture-time data. This data is digital at
a 50-pps rate, andhence requires IRIG Channel9 or a higher frequency Channel. The
optimum selection of SCO's to correspond to eachdata input becomes a function of the
intermodulation andharmonic distortion in each of the possible combinations of SCO's.

2. Channel Cross-Talk

Table 4-VI-1 shows the ranges of harmonics accompanying each SCO. It is desir-

able that the harmonics of one channel do not lie in the bandpass of any other channel.

The table will be valuable in making a first-order estimate of the desirable combina-

tion of channels. It is also desirable to keep the highest channel number as low as

possible so that the information bandwidth will be held as low as possible.

Table 4-\ri-1 indicates that Channels 7, 8, and 9 can be used without fear of harmonic

interference in the higher channels. Adjacent channel crosstalk will be doum at least

20 db, if standard IRIG filters are used for separating the channels. Therefore,

Channels 7, 8, and 9 will be employed in the OT-2 system.

3. Errors in V.Head Sensor Data

The basic construction of the V-head sensors is the same as that of the orthogonal

horizon-sensor described in Section 4-IV, but without the threshold amplifier. How-

ever, since the function of this scanner is to provide signals for attitude determination,

there are differences in the detailed design requirements. In this application the am-

plifier transient response is the more important parameter. This is because it is

necessary to locate both the sky-to-earth transition and the earth-to-sky horizon

crossings. "Hot" and "Cold" disturbances, at a point just before the sensor-view

crosses from earth-to-sky, can cause m_certainties in locaLing the horizon. The tran-

sient response of the amplifier is optimized to reduce these m_certainties. In addition,

the amplifier must have a short recovery time in the event that the sun's rays fall di-

rectly on the sensor and cause amplifier overload. (The rmlge of sun angles that can

cause overload can be greatly reduced by restricting the spectral response of the hori-

zon sensor. )

The desirability of a more uniform response from the bolometer while viewing earth

and of a reduced response to the sun has led to a change in the spectral response range

of the V-head horizon sensors. A large amount of signal variation while viewing earth

occurs in the 8 to 2 micron "window" from the wide temperature range in cloud tops.

The energy received from the sun becomes greater at wavelengths less than 8 microns.

For these reasons, filters to optimize the bolometer response in the spectral region

from 13 to 23 microns are desirable.
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TABLE 4-VI-1. HARMONIC INTERFERENCE BETWEEN IRIG CHANNELS

O

c_

09 (D

© "-_

(D (D

(cps) (cps)

1'20'2 I

1572

1398

1828

7 2127 2473

8 2775 3225

9 3607 41 93

10 4995 5805

11 6799 7901

o
°e.-4

o
"_ o

I

(eps)

2,404 -

2,796

3,144 -

3,656

4,254 -

4,946

5,550 -

6,450

7,214 -

8,386

9,900 -

11,610

13,598 -

15,802

0]
o

o
©

(cps)

3,606 -

4,194

4,716 -

5,484

6,381 -

7,419

8,325 -

9,675

10,821 -

12,579

14,985 -

17,415

20,397 -

23,703

¢.)
%-I °,--I

o
,-_ o

(cps)

4,808 -

5,592

6,288 -

7,312

8,508 -

9,892

11,100 -

12,900

14,428 -

16,772

19,980 -

23,220

27,196 -

31,604

,-_ o

q_ _ o

2nd - 7 and 8

3rd - 9

4th - ]0

2nd - 8 and 9

3rd - 10

4th - 11

2nd - none

3rd - ii

4th - 12

2nd - 10

3rd - none

4th - 12

2nd - 11

3rd - 12

4th- >12

2nd - 12

3rd - >12

4th - >12

2nd- >1'2

3rd - >12

4th - _12
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4. Errors in Housekeeping Data

The estimated accuracy of this system is as follows:

Maximum Error

(% of Full Scale)

(1) Commutator linearity and scatter: 0.4

(2) SCO linearity and drift: 1.25

(3) FM demodulator linearity and drift: 0.7

(4) Telemetry conditioner: 1.0

(5) Chart reading error: 3.0

RMS Total: 3.5

The commutator calibration points provide a means for correcting for system nonlinearity

and drift. However, since they are accurate to 1 percent, they do not significantly in-

crease the system measuring accuracy unless the other components drift out of speci-

fication.

C. SUMMARY OF TELEMETRY POINTS

1. Housekeeping (Commutator Sampled) Telemetry

a. OT-2/APT Spacecraft Telemetry Sampling

Table 4-VI-2 lists the parameters that are to be monitored on the OT-2/APT

spacecraft and the preliminary commutator channel assignments.

b. OT-2/AVCS Spacecraft Telemetry Sampling

Table 4-VI-3 lists the parameters that will be monitored on the OT-2/AVCS

spacecraft and the preliminary commutator channel assignments.
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TABLE 4-VI-2. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR APT

1Telemetry.

Commutator

Channel

,)

4

5

(i

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2O

21

,) ,)

2:1

24

25

Assignment

Calibration; 0 volts

Calibration: -3.5 volts de

Caiibrution; -1.5 volts dc

Solar-ceil array current

Shunt limiter current

Battery No. l; charge ctlrreni

Battery No. 2; charge current

Battery No. o'_-,charge current

Marker; -5 volts de

Solar-cell array test patch

Solar-cell array volt:tgc

Battery No. 1; voltage

Battery No. 2: voltage

Battery No. 3; voltage

Unregulated bus voltage

Regulated bus voltage

tligh-level charger ()N/() I:F

Spare

Marker; -5 volts dc

lIorizon Sensors ill USe

\:idco transmitter No. 1 ol' No. '2

l)ecoder No. 1; internM power ()N/OFF

l)ec, oder No. '2: internal power ()N/OFF

Spin Coil No. l
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TABLE 4-VI-2. TELEMETRY POIh_ ASSIGNMENTS FOR APT (Continued)

Telemetry

Commutator

Channel

26

27

28

29

3O

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

4O

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

As signment

Spin Coil No. 2

Programmer No. 1; camera sequencing mode

Programmer No. 1; horizon-sync counter

MASC control No. 1;

Marker; -5 volts dc

Programmer No. 2; camera sequencing mode

Programmer No. 2; horizon-sync counter

MASC control No. 2

Coil enable telemetry

Camera No. 1 or No. 2

Programmer No. 1; internal power ON/OFF

Programmer No. 2; internal power ON/OFF

Programmer No. 1 or No. 2; shift enable ON

QOMAC coil

Marker; -5 volts dc

Programmer No. 1; T o counting

Programmer No. 1; true count enable

Programmer No. 2; T O counting

Programmer No. 2; true count enable

QOMAC mode

Magnetic-bias coil polarity

Magnetic-bias switch position

Spare

Spare

Marker; -5 volts dc
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TABLE 4-VI-2. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR APT (Continued)

Telemetry

Commutator

Channel

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

(;2

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

As signment

Receiver No. 1: AGC

Receiver No. 2; AGC

Camera No. 1; G1 voltagc_

Camera No. 1; focus current

Camera No. 1; vidieon filament

C:_mev:_ No, 1: horizontal and vertical deflection

Camera No, 1; -6.3 volt reKulator

Camera No. 1; modul:_lor

Camcrq No. 1; I{F drive

Marker; -5 volts dc

Camera No. 1 or No. o._,4800 cps

Camera No. 2; G1 w)lt'age

Camera No. 2; focus current

Camera No. "'. vidieon filament

Camera No. o. horizontal and vertical deflection

Canlcr:l No. '2; -6.3 voll regtflator

gallic P_/ rNo. '_. modulator

Camera No. 2; IIF drive

Spare

Marker: -5 volts de

Spin coil No. 1

Spin coil No. 2

Battery No. l; tcmpt'r,_turc

No. 2; tCml)craturc

No. 3; temper:_turc

71

72

7:',

7,1 Baltery

75 Battery
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TABLE 4-VI-2. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR APT (Continued)

Telemetry

Commutator As signment

Channel

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

A_

_D

86

87

88

89

9O

Baseplate temperature No. 1

Video transmitter unit temperature

Solar-cell array top temperature

Solar-cell array side temperature

Marker; -5 volts dc

Camera No. 1; focus coil temperature

Camera No. 1; target temperature

Camera No. 1; power converter temperature

Camera No. 2; focus coil temperature

,_-_,_ xT,_ _. t_rg_t temperature

Camera No. 2; power converter temperature

Baseplate temperature No. 2

Spare

Sync

S_me

TABLE 4-VI-3. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR AVCS

Telemetry
Commutator

Channel

1

2

3

4

5

As signment

Calibration; 0 volts dc

Calibration; -5 volts dc

Calibration; -3.5 volts dc

Calibration; -1.5 volts dc

Solar-cell array current
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TABLE 4-VI-3. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR AVCS (Continued)

i Telemetry

Commutator

Channel

6

7

8

9

l0

Assignment

Soiar-eeii array test palch

Shunt !imi!er current

Battery No. i: charge current

Battery No. 2; charge currem

Marker; -5 volts de

11

12

13

14

15

Solar-cell array voltage

Battery No. 1; voltage

Battew No. 2; voltage

Unregulated bus voltage

Regxflated bus voltage

16

17

18

I9

20

21

'2 '2

23

24

'25

2(;

27

28

29

30

Iligh-lcvel charger ()N/() F F

Regulator selection

Spin coil No. 1

St)in coil N(). 2

Marker; -5 volts dc

QOMAC coil

QOMAC mode

MASC control No. 1

MASC control No. "2

Magl_etic-bias coil polarity

Magnetic-bias swilch position

|loFizon sellS()rs ill USe

l)ecoder No. 1; intcrntd power ()N/()F1 '_

l)ecoder No. 2; inlcrnal l)owcr ()N/() F F

Marker: -5 volts
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TABLE 4-VI-3. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR AVCS (Continued)

Telemetry

Commutator Assignment
Channel

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

5O

51

52

53

54

55

Programmer No. 1; camera sequencing mode

Programmer No. 1; orbit counting

Programmer No. 1; true count enable ON/OFF

Programmer No. 1; internal power ON/OFF

Programmer No. 2; camera sequencing mode

Programmer No. 2; orbit counting

Programmer No. 2; true count enable ON/OFF

Programmer No. 2; internal power ON/OFF

Programmer No. 1 or No. 2; shift enable ON

_rr__l ..... 5 V '-_1÷_ ,-t,-.

Camera No. 1; positive high voltage

Camera No. 1; focus current

Camera No. 1; horizontal sync

Camera No. 1; vertical sync

Camera No. 1; vidicon filament current

Camera No. 1; video output

Camera No. 1; 6-volt power

Camera No. 1 or No. 2 selected

Spare

Marker; -5 volts dc

Camera No. 2; positive high voltage

Camera No. 2; focus current

Camera No. 2; horizontal sync

Camera No. 2; vertical sync

Camera No. 2; vidieon filament current
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TABLE 4-VI-3. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR AVCS (Continued)

Telemetry 1

Commutator | As signment

Channel

..... -Canlera .........5G • No. 2; video output

57

58

59

60

61

62

65

64

65

66

(;7

68

G9

7O 1

71

Recorder No.

amplifier

' Recorder No.

Recorder N_).

Recorder No.

Recorder No.

amplifier

Recorder No. 2; motor drive

Marker; -5 volts de

Beacon Selection

Video transmitter selection

Marker; -5 \'(dis dc

Recorder selection

Recorder No. 1; t)ressure

Recorder No. 1 ctmnnel,s 1 and '2 rceard drive

1; channels 1 and 2 l)laybacl¢

1; motor drive

2; pressure

2; channels 1 and 2 record drive

2; channels 1 and 2 playback

Video trans miltcrs ; tern pcrature

72

73

74

75

76

77

7_

Spin coil No. ]

Spin coil No. '2

Recorder No. 1; temperature

Recorder No. 2; lemperature

Ctllllerlt N{_. 1 O[IJctroI'_ics; lelllpOl'g_llure

Cillllt'r[t N(). 1 head; temperature

C, illllerll No. '_ electronics; temperature
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TABLE 4-VI-3. TELEMETRY POINT ASSIGNMENTS FOR AVCS (Continued)

Telemetry
Commutator

Channel

79

8O

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

9O

Assignment

Camera No. 2 head; temperature

Marker; -5 volts dc

Receiver No. 1; AGC

Receiver No. 2; AGC

Battery pack No. 1; temperature

Battery pack No. 2; temperature

Solar cell array; top temperature

Solar cell array; side temperature

Baseplate temperature No. 1

Baseplate temperature No. 2

Not available for telemetry

Not available for telemetry

D. BEACON AND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. Telemetry Commutators

Two telemetry commutators, one for each beacon, will sample the various telem-

etry channels in response to ground command. The commutators, which are similar

to those used in TIROS "I", are solid-state and meet the following specifications:

Manufacturer:

Power Requirement:

Channels:

Sampling Rate:

Input Signal Level:

Output Signal Level:

PAM Ungated Output:

Dynaplex

-24.5 vdc, 100 milliamperes

90

16-2/3 pps

0 to -5.0 volts

0 to -5 volts into 10 kilohm load (minimum)

99% duty cycle
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Frame Pulse:

Pieture-time gate:

DC Power Output:

Weight:

Size:

60-ms pulse from 0 to -20 volts

input gate enabled during i. 2-second delay

10 ma from lO-vdc supply

2.0 Ib

;_-1/4 x Z-1/4 x 4-1/2 in.

2. Subcarrier Oscillators

Six subcarrier oscillators (SCO's) will be employed in the communications sub-

system. Two will operate on IRIG Channel No. 7, two will operate on IRIG Channel

No. 8, and two will operate on IRIG Chmmel No. 9. The redundant SCO's arc used

as backup units.

The IRIG Channel No. 7 SCO is currently phmncd for use on TIROS "I", and is being

built by Sonex, Inc. No difficulty in obtaining a similar Channel No. 8 and a similar

Channel No. 9 SCO is anticipated.

below:

Manufacturer:

Modeh

Frequency, Fc:

Channel No. 7;

Channel No. 8;

Channel No. 9:

Dcvi ation:

Deviation Bandwidth, dbw:

Input hnpedanc c:

Input Sensitivity:

Output hnpedancc:

l_incarity:

Di,_tortion:

A mplitudc Modulation:

( )tltptll Volt:lgc:

The specifications for the SC()'s are tabulated

Sonex, Phila.

lex-oO(),,, solid state

2.3 kc

3.0 kc

3.9 kc

:_7.5 percent

15 percent of F c

750 kilohms, (mini mum)

0 to -5.0 vdc with -2.5 v producing Fe;

less negative input decreases frequency

50 ldlohms (nmximum)

10.25 perc, cnt (from best straight line)

l_css than 1 percent

1.0 db

Atljustablc from 0 l(_ 1.5 volts peak-to-

peak into un 8 kilohm load; ac coupled
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Supply Voltage:

Supply Voltage Stability:

F c Drift, Long Term:

Temperature Stability:

Weight:

Size:

-24.5 vdc (15 ma)

Internal regulator limits F c deviation to

less than 0.15 percent dbw-per-volt change

in -24.5 v supply voltage

Less than +1 percent of dbw at 22°C

F c stable within +1.5 percent dbw over
temperature range of -20°C to +85°C

(best straight-line measurement)

3.0 ounces

1.5 x 1.6 x 1.0 in.

3. Beacon Transmitter

A phase-modulated transmitter similar to the one used on the RELAY satellite

will be quite suitable for use on the OT-2 spacecraft. The worst-case of 250-

milliwatt output power can be realized with a maximum input power of two watts.

Tentative specifications for the transmitter are listed below:

Manufacturer:

Modulation:

Carrier:

Deviation:

Carrier Stability:

Power Output:

Power Input:

Supply Voltage:

Weight:

Size:

RCA

Phase

136.77 Mc

2.4 radians peak

+0. 005 percent

250 milliwatts

2 watt (maximum)

-24.5 vde

1 pound

4 x 4 x 1.25 in.

4. Crossed-Dipole Antenna and Coupling Network

a. Crossed-Dipole Antenna

The antenna to be used for beacon and telemetry transmission on the OT-2

spacecraft is essentially the same as has been used on all previous TIROS missions,

where the antennas have proven to be satisfactory.
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b. Coupling Network

The printed-circuit hybrid-coupler that was used with previous TIROS space-

craft beacon transmitters will be modified for the new beacon frequency.

E. REDUNDANCY

!, Component Doto Choins

The beacon and telemetry subsystem is redundant except for the antennas, solar-

aspect sensor, and V-head sensor, iiowcvcr, spaccc,'alt att'tuae can be measured

with solar-aspect sensor data and the output; from a single ch:tmm'l of the V-head

s(msor. Attitude can lm also dotemnined, but less accurately, from the output of a

sm_|c channel of the _-hc,td sensor alom_, llenee, although the cqui[m_cnt its(;[[" is not

redundant, operational redundancy exists.

Table .t--\.I-.t lists the components in tb(_ s(>_-ies data chains. A failure of any el' the

components within the chain will eliminate that p;tth for data. I,'or example, if SCO

1-1 fails, chain A will not b{_ able to transmit data. If SCO t-3 fails, chains E, tt, J,

K, N, and Q will not be ;lble to transmit data. A single failure wilt not cause loss of

data if the data sere're is redundant, The combinations and _tata loss resulting from

failures can be detcrmitle(l from the list of data chains in Table 4-VI-.t and Figure

4-VI-I.

2. Data Switches

The t'elays that control commutators No. 1 and No. 2 (see Figure ,i-VI-4) ace of

the latching type and can be set by digital command from either of the two decoders or

by a long enable tone (15 seconds) l'rom oith(_r of th(: two th_co(te,,-s. The r(qays can be

_'eset either 1)y the "End-of- lq'ame" pulse, from the commutator i.)y switching beacons

and requesting telemc, try.

The decoder No. 1 and No. 2 data swilehes are operated by decoder power, which is

"on" only when the FSK tone is present. These switches are not latching; therefore

a failure will leave the relay contacts in the de-energized position, permitting trans-

mission of solar-aspect data and orthogonal horizon-sensor data.

The solar-aspeet sensor data switch is controlled by a latching relay. The relay can

be eommanded "on" or "off" from either decoder. If it tails in the solar-aspect "on"

position, the so[at'-aspeet sensor will run continuously and orthogonal horizon-sensor

dala will be interrupted: however data verifieation, and re|crucify commutator data

are nol interrupted. A failure in the "off" position, 0rohibits receipt of data from

the solar-aSl)ect scUSOl'.
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Chain

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

TABLE 4-VI-4. COMPONENTS IN VARIOUS SERIES DATA CHAINS

Components

V-head sensor, side A

SCO 1-1

Beacon 1

Chain Components

V-head sensor, side B

SCO 1-2

Beacon 1

V-head sensor, side A

SCO 2-1

Beacon 2

V-head sensor, side B
SCO 2-2

Beacon 2

Telemetry commutator No. i
SCO 1-3

Beacon 1

Telemetry commutator No. 2
SCO 2-3

Beacon 2

Telemetry commutator No. 1

SCO 2-3

Beacon 2

Telemetry commutator No. 2
SCO 1-3

Beacon 1

Decoder No. 1 command

verification

Commutator data switch

No. 1

SCO 1-3

Beacon 1

K

L

M

N

P

Decoder No. 2 command verification

Decoder No. 1 data switch (non-

latching)
Commutator data switch No. 1

SCO 1-3

Beacon 1

Decoder No. 2 command verification

Decoder No. 2 data switch (non-

latching)

Commutator data switch No. 2

SCO 2-3

Beacon 2

Decoder No. 2 command verification

Commutator data switch No. 2

Beacon 2

Solar-aspect sensor
Decoder No. 2 data switch

Decoder No. 1 data switch

Commutator data switch

No. 1

SCO 1-3

Beacon 1

Solar-aspect sensor

Decoder No. 1 data switch

Decoder No. 2 data switch

Commutator data switch No. 2

SCO 2-3

Beacon 2
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TABLE 4-VI-4.

Q

COMPONENTS IN VARIOUS SERIES DATA CHAINS (Continued)

I

Components

Orthogonal horizon-sensor
data

Solar-aspect sensor data

switch

Decoder No. 2 data switch

Com mutator data switch

No. 1

SCO I-3

Beacon 1

Chain

R

Com panents

Orthogonal horizon-sensor data

Solar-aspect sensor data

Decoder N_o 1 data switch

Deco_h,r ?I,,. 2 data st_iich

Camnultat_)r ;tata switch No. :2

SC() 2-:1

t

1
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SECTION VII. CDA/SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE

A. COMMAND RECEPTION AND MARGINS

1. General

Programming commands will be transmitted to the OT-2 spacecraft only

from the CDA stations. These programs will be composed of encoded command

signals that frequency-shift-key (FSK) subearriers in the CDA station. The sub-

carriers, in turn, amplitude-modulate the command transmitter which feeds the

commands to the circularly polarized antenna for transmission to the spacecraft.

On the OT-2/APT spacecraft, the command signals are received by the crossed-

dipole baseplate antenna and coupled, in-phase, to the command receivers. The

resulting command antenna pattern is almost identical to the dipole pattern now

used with TIROS equipment. On the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft the normal TIROS re-

ceiving dipole feeds the command receivers. Verification of decoded FSK commands

is provided by modulation of one of the spacecraft beacon subcarri_-_.

Although the command signals are received with linear polarization, the commands

are transmitted from the ground with circular polarization. This method of coupling

results in a 3-db polarization losso Figures 4-VII-1 and 4-VII-2 are plots of the

effective antenna patterns used in the calculationof system margins in this study

report. Figure 4-VII-1 illustratesthe crossed-dipole radiation pattern for the

beacon transmission and 4-VII-2 the dipole pattern for command reception.

2. /ink Geometry and Path loss

Link geometry is fundamental in determining communication parameters

such as look-angle and path loss. Look-angle, 0, is defined as the angle between

the spacecraft's spin axis and a line from the ground antenna to the spacecraft.

This angle is a minimum at conditions of maximum slant range when the spin-axis

is in the plane formed by the ground-to-satellite line and the local vertical. For

the 860-statute mile OT-2 orbit (750 nautical miles), the maximum slant range at

a 5-degree antenna elevation angle can be shown to be 2400 statute miles. Corre-

spondingly, the minimum spacecraft look-angles, 0, can be shown to be 35 degrees

and 145 degrees. Table 4-VII-1 lists values of path loss for transmission in the 148-

Mc band at various antenna elevation angles o Although the look-angles corresponding

to these elevation angles are also given, the antenna pattern loss due to look-angle is

not included in the path-loss figures.
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TABLE 4-VII-1. PATH LOSS AND SPACECRAFT LOOK-ANGLE AT VARIOUS

ANTENNA ELEVATION ANGLES FOR THE 148-MC COMMAND LINK

Ground Antenna Spacecraft

Elevation Angle Path Loss (db) Look-Angle, 0

(degrees) (degrees)

5

10

15

20

25

148.0

146.8

145.6

145.0

14-_. 0

35

36

37

39

41

3. Doppler Shift and Stability

Doppler shift and frequency stability of equipment must be considered in determining

RF b_]d_ddth requirements. The shift is indicated by the following expression and is a

maximum at the minimum elevation angle:

AF F v= _ COS __-
c

where V is spacecraft velocity, c is the velocity of light, and B is the angle between

the ground station and the direction of the spacecraft's velocity vector. At the com-

mand link frequency of 148 Mc, the maximum Doppler shift is _2.88 kc or a total

of 5.8 kc.

Frequency stability will be considered as _ 0. 005 percent of the carrier frequency.

This figure includes instabilities in the transmitter and the receiver local oscillator.

At the command frequency of 148 Mc, the stability is _ 7.4 kc or a total of 14.8 kc.

4. Noise Temperature and Noise Power

External noise received by an antenna is a function of link frequency. Below

one gigacycle, the major source of external noise is cosmic, and noise temperature

varies approximately as (frequency)-2.7 . Figure 4-VII-3 shows the maximum values

of the galactic center, the maximum value of the coolest 95 percent and 99 percent

of the radio sky, and the minimum value of cosmic or sky noise. The 700°K sky

temperature for 148 Mc used in the calculations is taken from the "95 percent" curve.
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The noise power at the receiving system input canbe calculated as follows:

PN = K TeffBif = -119 dbm,

where

K

Teff

T
rec

Tsky

NF

Bif

is Boltzman's constant (1.38x 10/23 joules/°K),

= T s + T = 2240°K,ky ree

is receiver preamplifier noise [290 (NF-1)°K = 1540°K],

= 700°K,

= 8 db (maximum), and

is receiver IF bandwidth (40 kc).

5. System Thresholds

a. General

With the noise power calculated above and acknowledge of the characteristics

of the receiving system, a system threshold can be calculated. These figures will then

be compared with the received signal power, and system margin predicted. System

margin is defined as the difference between the calculated received power and the sys-
tem threshold.

b. Command Link

The command receiver sensitivity is specified at -107 dbm. This is the level

which provides 0° 7 volt rms to the decoding subsystem, and is the level that will be

considered as the command system threshold in the link calculations. This threshold
level is chosen since the decoder interface requires a minimum level of 0.5 volt,

whereas the receiver AGC characteristic specification provides a minimum signal out-

put level of 0.7 volt for a - 107 dbm signal input. The receiver input noise power for

a 40-kc IF bandwidth is -119 dbm. Thus a -107 dbm signal power level provides a

12 db carrier-to-noise ratio in the 40-kc IF bandwidth. The command system is not

limited by the 12-db signal-to-noise ratio in the IF bandwidth as it increases in the

Bif
subearrier filter as-

2fm "
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For the command system this is 40 kc , or 28 db since the fastest bit rate accept-
2 x 30 cps

able by the receiver integrator is 30 eps. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio into the de-

coder Schmitt trigger is 12 + 28, or 40 db.

6. CDA Commands to Spacecr=ft

,9_+ R 12 "l_q_-,,4,,,;A+l-

The command encoder uses frequency-shift-keying (FSK) of _m.!G tones to

ampiitude-modulate tile command transmitter. "Ones" and "zeros" consist of + 7° 5

percent and -7.5 percent frequency deviations about the SCO center frequencies. The

required RF bandwidth is ctetermined by tile highest tone frequency and the highest bit

rate, which are 100 5 ke and 10 bps, respectively. Information bandwidth, B i, can be

estimated as follows:

B.t _ 2 [ft+fm (_+ 1)]

B.++ .._2 [10.5+50 (17)tkc1000

B _ 2 (11.35) or '22.7 kc,

where

ft' tile nighesL tone frequency
= 10° 5 kc,

fd' the maximum deviation
= +0.79 kc,

f tile 5th harmonic (for good
m

rise-Lime characWris_ics)

_, tile deviation -

f
d

f

= 50 cps, and

16.
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The total RF bandwidth for the command link to the spacecraft is as follows:

Information

Doppler (750 n. mi)

Stability(typical)

Total RF Bandwidth

22.7 kc

5.8 kc

6.0 kc

34.5 kc

The 6-db bandwidth of the recommended spacecraft command receiver is at least 40 kc

and is adequate for command transmissions for tones no higher than IRIG Channel No.
12.

b. Received Power and Margin

For an orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles and an antenna elevation of 5

degrees, path loss in the command link is -148 db. Receiver threshold is -107 dbm,

which is essentially a 1-microvolt signal. Since command reception by the OT-2/APT

system is similar to a linearly polarized dipole pattern, a 3-db polarization loss is

...... ,-- p_,l_d (_Y)A station antenna. Received powerinherent in the link with a cl_u_ ..........

and margin for both the OT-2/APT and OT-2/AVCS systems are determined as follows

for an antenna elevation of 5 degrees:

Transmitter power (1000 watts)

Spacecraft Antenna Gain (5 ° )

CDA Station Antenna Gain

Line Losses

Polarization Loss

Path Loss

+60.0 dbm

- 3.8 db (8-35 °)

+10.0 db min

- 3.0db

- 3.0 db

- 148 db

Total Received Power -87.8 dbm

Received Power for Each Receiver -90.8 dbm

Receiver Threshold - 107.0 dbm

RF Margin 16.2 db

Table 4-VII-2 shows the variation of command link margin with antenna elevation

angle. During launch phases, spacecraft attitude could be such that the command link

involves small look-angles (0). At these small 0 values, dipole antenna gain is small

since pattern nulls coincide with the spin-axis. Even at maximum slant range the

received power does not decrease to receiver threshold except for 0 values less than

5 degrees.
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TABLE 4-VII-2. VARIATION OF OT-2 COMMAND LINK MARGIN

WITH GROUND ANTENNA ELEVATION ANGLE

Ground Antenna

Elevation AngIe

(degrees)

5

10

!5

20

25

Received Signal Level

(dbm)

90,8

89.7

88.2

87°0

85.0

Command System Margin

((Ib)

17.3

18.8

20.0

21.2

B. BEACON RECEPTION AND MARGINS

1. Modulation System

a. General

The beacon system will use three IRIG FM subcarricrs that modulate a trans-

mitter. Three transmitter modulation schemes, PM, FM, and AM are cons:deredwith

the following assumptions.

The use of a carrier-tracking "phase demodulator" is assumed for the FM-PM trans-

mitter. The rms modulation index of all three subearriers must be selected for an

adequate ratio of Pe/PTotal to ensure carrier tracMng. In addition, the modulation

index must be low enough to avoid phase inversion ot' the carrier. An rms modulation

index of one radian for the three multiplexetl subcarriers is selected° *

The FM-PM ground receiver must use synchronous product detection of the incoming

phase-modulated wave. The extremely narrow-band phase tracking loop, normally

less than 100 cycles per second, permits the subcarrier demodulator to reach its

threshold prior to the level at which the "carrier-tracking" loop fails°

The FM transmitter is assumed to have the same moclulation index as the PM system.

A conventional limiter-diseriminator FM receiver will reach its threshold when the

carrier-to-noise ratio in the IF bandwidth is 9 dbo

*Jt}l, Technical lh, p{}rt N{}. 32-215: "The Pioneer IV lamar Probe; A Minimum Power

FM-PM Design". Benn l). Martin, 15 March 1962.
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When FM-AM is considered, the peak amplitude of the subcarriers will be chosen

such that when they all reach their peak simultaneously, the modulation index will be

1.0. The ground receiver will use a carrier-tracking loop with synchronous AM

detection.

Equal IF noise bandwidths (30 kc) can be assumed for all three systems.

b. FM-PM System

The use of synchronous product detection of the incoming phase-modulated

wave permits the phase-demodulated output signal-to-noise ratio to decrease* linearly

with input signal until the carrier-tracking loop loses "lock". This system will be

designed to insure that the 12-db subcarrier demodulator signal-to-noise ratio is the

significant threshold and that it will be reached simultaneously for all three sub-

carriers. The carrier power available at the level of subcarrier demodulator

threshold will be well above the carrier-loop "in-lock" threshold.

The modulation index of the main carrier due to each subcarrier is selected in such a

manner as to provide equal subcarrier-to-noise ratios at the output of the subcarrier

fii_erh,_ net-_-orl_. The de_.d__tinn nn the main carrier is selected as being one radian

(rms), a value which provides a nearly equal distribution of carrier power and sub-

carrier power, as will be shown. For the subcarrier-to-noise ratios to be equal at

the output of the subcarrier bandpass filters, the peak deviation of each of the sub-

carriers must be proportional to the square root of the bandwidth of each subcarrier

channel. The peak deviation is expressed as follows:

A O1 _ 82 AE}3

where

.th
0. is the peak deviation of the carrier due to the 1

1
subcarrier, and

B. is the subcarrier filter bandwidth, and is equal to 15 percent of the IRIG
1

subcarrier center frequency.

*This implies a receiver similar to the Electrac with no limiter preceding the PM

detector and a proper AGC system.

**The three subcarriers chosen are IRIG Channels No. 7 through 9.
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For an rms deviation of one radian:

2 2 2

A0 AO AO
1 2 3 2

+ + - (1)2 2 2 °

Solving for the modulation index corre,aponding to each of the subearriers.

• am..'..+: ..... "'_ to the .... subearrier;AO...... = 0 707, th.,_.._"";-.,,..,, carrler uuvla_t,,,,,uc _:.,_-ixc
1

AO2 = 0o805, the main carrier deviation due to the 3.0-ke sub-

carrier; and

5
= 0.920, the main carrier deviation duc to the 3.9-kc sub-

carrier.

The ratio of carrier power to total power is:

p [e - Jo(AO ) .Jo ( AO ) . Jo (AO3) = 0.35,
PTotal 2 .

or 35 percent of the total power is in the carrier. The available carrier level is then

4.6 db below total power.

Assuming a gT()und receiver similar to the Eleetrac in which the carrier trackipg

threshold is -166 dbm with a 1-cps bandwidth and -14(; dbm with a 100-eps bandwidth,

the required carrier power for "in-lock" threshol(t can be estimated at -146 dbm, the

total power input required for tracking is:

-146 dbm + 4.6 db =-141.4 dbin.

The subearrier system threshold occurs at a 12-db subearrier signal-to-noise ratio

and is calculated for one subearrier as follows:

P 2

PTotal - 1 1 " 2 °

P
SC, I

[)

Totnl

Bif

B
SC I

- 10. 1 db.

30 kc

0.35 kc
8(; = I9.;t db.
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Therefore,

PN = -122.5*dbm-19.3 db = -141.8 dbm.
SC

Total received power required at subcarrier demodulator threshold equals -141.8 dbm

+ 12 db + 10.1 db, or -119.7 dbm. Thus the input level required to reach subcarrier
demodulator threshold of 12-db carrier-to-noise ratio is -119.7-(-141.4}, or 21.7 db

above that calculated for carrier tracking threshold. In this FM-PM system it is then

evident that the system threshold is reached by the subcarrier demodulator before the

PM carrier-locking threshold.

c. FM-FM System

Assuming the same modulation index as the FM-PM System, the conventional

FM receiver threshold will occur at a carrier-to-noise ratio of 9 db. For the same

receiver bandwidth and available noise power, the required sig-nal input power is

-122.5 dbm + 9 db, or -113.5 dbm. Note that the threshold of the first FM demodula-

tor, rather than that of the second FM demodulator, is the controlling factor.

d. FM-AM System

The modulation index on the AM carrier is chosen to provide equal subcarrier

signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver output and the peak modulation index is chosen

not to exceed unity. The modulation index is expressed as follows:

M M M
1 2 3

where

M I + M 2 + M 3 = 1.0,

M I = 0.29,

M 2 = O.33, and

M 3 = 0.38.

*Refer to Section 4-VII-B, Paragraph 4.
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If synchronous detection of the carrier is used, similar to that with PM modulation,

then system threshold will be due to the subcarrier demodulator input-signal threshold,,

This will be an improvement over the conventional AM receiver. For this case, it can

be shown that the total power is 1. 168 times the carrier power, and for the first sub-

carrier:

P

PTo'tal = Pc +-_e2 (M12 +M 22 + M32)

= (P + 0.5 P (0.292 +0.332 4 0.382),
C C

= 1. 168 P .
C

P P
C 2 SOl

P - (M1) = 0.042 P or P -sc_ 2 c c 0. 042

PTotal = 1"168_ p'_--s--e!/[ = 28 P
0.042/ scl

P
sc_ 1

P 28
Total

- - 14.5 db.

It can be seen for the lowest sul)carrier, the subcarrier power is down 14.5 - 10.1,

or 4.4 db from the FM-PM system. This means 4.4 db of additional transmitter power

is required in the FM-AM system (-119.7 + 4.4 = -115.3 dbm) to produce a threshold

equivalent to that of the FM-PM system using synchronous detection teehniques. The

other subcarricrs require the same level.

e. Comparison of FM Modulation Systems

A PM beacon based on the REI_AY design should provide 250 milliwatts of RF

power with a maxinmm of 2-watts input. An AM beacon supplying the same power must

be capable of delivering one watt of peak power output at 100-percent modulation. A

low order of modulation distortion is required and feedb:tck circuits will have to be

added to keep distortion to a reasonable level. This still does not include the efficiency

of the modulator as considerable audio power must be developed for high-level modu-

lation of the transmitter. It is anticipated that a practical design to provide rated

power over the temperature environment will require 2.5-watts input power for the

transmitter and 0.7 watts for the modulator, a total of 3.2 watts. To provide the same
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threshold level as PM, 4.4 db additional AM power would be required. In terms of
power-packing efficiency, it can be seenthat the PM transmitter is superior to the AM
transmitter.

Table 4-VII-3 gives a comparison of the three systems discussed for the OT-2 system
andprovides the justification of the selection of the FM-PM system.

TABLE 4-VII-3. THRESHOLDSANDSIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
OF FM-AM, FM-FM, AND FM-PM SYSTEMS

System

FM-AM

FM-FM

FM-PM

Threshold

-115o3 dbm

-113.5 dbm

-119, 7 dbm

Signal-To-Noise
Ratio of Subcarrier

12 db

12 db

12 db

Notes

Carrier-Tracking Loop

Conventional FM Receiver

Phasedemodulator and
carrier tracking loop

Since the 12-db signal-to-noise ratio wouldbe adequateat the inputs to the subcarrier
demodulators, the FM-PM system requires lower transmitter power at system
threshold than does either the FM-AM or FM-FM system.

2. Link Geometryand Path Loss

Link geometry is fundamental in determining communication parameters such as

look-angle and path loss. Look-angle, 0, is defined as the angle between the spin

axis and a line from the ground antenna to the spacecraft. This angle is a minimum at

conditions of maximum slant range when the spin-axis is in the plane formed by the
ground-to-satellite line and the local vertical. For the 860-statute mile OT-2 orbit

(750 nautical miles), the maximum slant range at a 5-degree antenna elevation angle

can be shown to be 2400 statute miles. Correspondingly, the minimum spacecraft

look-angles, 8, can be shown to be 35 degrees and 145 degrees. Table 4-VII-4 lists

values of path loss at 136 Mc for various antenna elevation angles. Although the look-

angles corresponding to these elevation angles are also given the antenna pattern loss

due to look angle is not included in the path-loss figures.
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TABLE 4-VII-4. PATH LOSS AND SPACECRAFT LOOK-ANGLE AT

VARIOUS GROUND ANTENNA E LEVATION ANGLES FOR THE

136-MC BEACON LINK

Path Loss (db)/r

/

Ground Antenna

Elevation Angle

(degrees)

5

10

14 i. ')

146.0

15 1AA

20 1 144.2
25 145. "2

Spacecraft

Look-Angle, 0

(degrees)

35

36

37

39

41

1

3. Doppler Shift and Stability

Doppler shift and frequency skd)ility of equipn_ent must be considered in determin-

ing RF bandwidth requiren_ents. The shifl is indictlted by the following expression and

is a maximum at the minimum elevation angle:

v
AF = F-- cos B

c

where V is spacecraft velocity, e is the velocity of light, :rod B is the angle between

the particular g_round station and the direction of the spacecraft's velocity vector. At

the beacon link frequency of 136 Mc, the maxinmm 1)opt)ler shift is ±2. (;5 ke or a total

of 5.3 1ce.

Frequency stability will be considered as ¢0. 005 percent of the carrier frequency.

This figure includes instabilities in the transmitter an<l the receiver local oscillator.

At the frequency of 136 Me, tim stability is _:6.8 kc, or a total of 13. t; kc.

4. Noise Temperature and Noise Power

External noise received by an antenna is a l'un(:tion of link frequency. Below one

gigacycle, the major source of external m)ise is cosmic, and noise temlmrature wtries
_9 "_

approximately as (frc(lucncy) .... lrig_lre t-V[I-:I show_ the maximum values of the
((galactic center, the maximum val_l(, (ff the _'(_()les/ })5 pt_retmt aim ,)3 percent of the

r:t(li() sky, and the minimum v:tlu(, (_1 cosmic (n" sky m)is:'_. The 800°K sky temperature

for 136 Me used in the calculations is lal<_,n from the "95 percent" curve.
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The noise power at the receiving system input can be calculated as follows:

PN = KTef fBif = -122.5dbm,

where

-2.3

K is Boltzman's constant (1.38 (10)

Tef f = Tsky + Trec = 1330. °K,

joules/°K),

T is Receiver Preamplifier noise = 290 ( F -1)°K = 5300K,rec

W S -=ky 800 °K,

NF = 4.5 db (maximum), and

Bif = Receiver IF Bandpass = 30 kco

5. System Thresholds

a. General

With the noise power calculated above and a knowledge of the characteristics

of the receiving system, a system threshold can be calculated. These figures will then

be compared with the received signal power, and system margin predicted. System

margin is defined as the difference between the calculated received power and the sys-
tem threshold.

b. Beacon Link

The beacon receiver sensitivity using the FM-PM system is specified as

-119.7 dbm as described in Paragraph 4-VII-B-I-a.

6. Beacon Telemetry to CDA Stations

a. RF Bandwidth

Three SCOVs modulating the beacon results in an information bandwidth on the

beacon carrier as follows: (Since the composite rms deviation is one radian, a A 0 of

1.4-radians peak will be used)
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Bfm = 2fro (A 0+ 1)

= 2fm (1.4+ 1)

fm = 4250 cps

Bfm = 20,400 cps

= 4.8 fm,

The total RF bandwidth for the be'aeon signal is

Information 20.4 kc

Doppler Shift 5.3 kc

Stability (;. 8 kc

RF Bandwidth 32.8 kc

Since a carrier-tracking receiver will be use{I which is C:ll}Uldc of tr:m'king over :t

:tl0-kc range, doppler shift and transmiller i]lsl abilili('s will he aut(nn:llir:nlly compen-

sated for, anda 30-kc IF bandwidth will be suitalfle.

b. Received Power, Margin, and Siignal-Lo- "

The path loss at: an antenna elc, vation mlglc (}1"5 Ch',gre(',': and ,m ,n'bital :altitude

of 750 nautical miles is -1,t7.2 db. The spacecralt ,lllt(,llll;l ,U,;lil] gt] :I 215 (I('KI":{' look-

tingle, as determined from Figure 4-VII-I, is -5.0 {lb. Assuming diversity rocepti(m

losses of 3.0 db, received power c'tn be calcNlated as f, d lows:

Transmitter Power (250 milliwatts)

Spacecraft Antenna Gain (5 ° )

C DA Station Antenna Gain

Line I,osses

Polarization l_oss (at Threshold)*

Path Loss

Received Power Total

System Threshold

Margin

Noise PoweP

C:)rPier-to-Nois(' llutio

+24.0 dbm

- 5.0 {11}

27.0 {It)

- 1.0 {1!}

- 3.0 (lb

- 1-17.2 (Ib

- i()7}. 2 dbm

- 119.7 dbm

lq. 5 (tl}

- t22..s (l!;m

17.3 {ll}

*This loss (){x.mrs when _)nc ()I' the sign:lls m:ly t){, I)clow lhrt_sh{dd. Above threshol(l

the polarization loss should bca mgL\inmm {_1"1.0 (tl}.
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It has previously been shown that the system, performing at threshold, will provide

subcarriers whose signal-to-noise ratios are each 12 db. The output of the subcarrier

demodulator will have the baseband signal-to-noise ratios listed in Table 4-VII-5.

TABLE 4-VII-5. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS OF SUBCARRIER

DEMODULATOR OU TPU T

Channel No. Low-Pass Output Information S/N (rms)

7

8

9

35 cps

45 cps

58 cps

V-head sensor

V-head sensor

Telemetry, command

verify, and solar-

aspect

37.8 db

37.8 db

37.8 db

Margin in the beacon link as a function of antenna elevation angle is given in Table
4-VII-6.

TABLE 4-VII-6. BEACON MARGIN AS A FUNCTION OF

GROUND ANTENNA ELEVATION

Antenna

Elevation

(degrees)

5

10

15

20

25

Carrier-To-Noise Ratio (db)

17.3

18.7

20.2

21.2

22.8

Margin (db above

System Threshold

of -119.7 dbm)

14.5

15.9

17.6

18.4

20.0

C. APT-TV RECEPTION AND MARGINS

1. General

The APT transmission losses are similar to those of the 136-Mc beacon link.

Since the frequencies are similar the Doppler shift and frequency stability are similar.
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2. Link Geometry and Path Loss

The link geometry applicable to the beacon and command links, Paragraphs

4-VII-A-1 and 4-VII-B-I, also apply to the TV links. The path losses versus look

angle for the APT-TV system (136 Mc) are the same as listed in Table 4-VII-3 for the

136 Me beacon link.

3. Doppler Shift and Stability

Doppler shift and frequency stability of equipment must be considered in determin-

ing RF bandwidth requirements. The shift is indicated by the following expression and

is a maximum at the minimum elevation angle:

AF F V= cos B,
C

where V is spacecraft velocity, c is the velocity of light, and B is the angle behveen

the particular ground station and the direction of the spacecraft's velocity vector. At

the APT-TV frequency of 136 Me, the maximum Doppler shift is ±2.65 ke or a total of

5.3 kc. Frequency stability well be considered as J:0. 005 percent of the carrier fre-

quency. This figure includes instabilities in the transmitter and the receiver local

oscillator. At the frequency of 13(_ Me the stability is _(;. 8 kc or a total of 13.6 keo

4. Noise Temperature and Noise Power

External noise received by an antenna is a function of link frequency. Below one

gigaeycle, the major source of external noise is cosmic, and noise temperature varies

approximately as (frequency) 2.7 Figure 4-VII-3 shows the maximum values of the

galactic center, the maximum value of the coolest 95 percent and 99 percent of the

radio sky, and the minimum value of cosmic or sky noise. The 800°K sky temperature

for 136 Me used in the calculations is taken from the "95 percent" curve.

The noise power at the receiving system input can be calculated as follows:

PN = k Teff Bif,

where

-2_

k is Boltzmans constant (1.38 (10)

Fef f T sky = 1........• = -{ T ,)OU Ix_,
roe

joules/°K)
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T
rec

Tsky

NF =

Bif =

is receiver preamplifier noise = 290 (NF-1)*K = 530"K,

= 800"K,

4.5 db (maximum), and

receiver IF bandpass = 50 kc.

5. SystemThresholds

The threshold of a conventional FM receiver occurs when a abrupt degradation in

performance is observed as the input carrier-to-noise ratio falls below a critical value.

This threshold is more pronounced at a large modulation index. At a low index the break-

point is not as sharp and the threshold occurs at lower carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratios (CNR's).

A 9 db C/N threshold will be considered for a modulation index of 1 and a 10.5 db C/N

threshold will be considered for a modulation index of 2*. This data was obtained from

Figure 1 of the referenced report where the input C/N is determined for an IF Band-

width equal to 2fb(m + 1), where (m) is the modulation index. It should be noted that a

........ ' F_ _iv_r has its lowest threshold with an unmodulated carrier (m = 0)C {.111 V _ 11 blUllaJ. .........

and tends to approach a constant threshold at large indices.

It is understood that the APT field stations use a phase lock demodulator (the Nems-

Clarke Type 1440 receiver) and the APT-CDA stations use a conventional FM receiver.
Threshold measurements on the Nems-Clarke 1440 receiver are not available. It is

considered advisable to use the same threshold levels on both the APT field and CDA

stations. At most, this will yield a conservative RF margin for the field stations, but

this can be updated when the measurements are available.

For the APT system, a modulation index of 1 will be assumed for margin calculations.

This corresponds to a level halfway between an all white and an all black signal and

will result in a threshold of 9 db. Noise power in a 50-ke IF bandwidth is -120.3

dbm. Therefore, the APT-TV threshold for all stations will be 9 db higher or -111.3
dbm.

*These values were determined from MIT Lincoln Laboratory report "Thresholds for

Several Analog Modulation Methods" by B. Reiffen, dated 6 May 1963.
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6. APT-TV Data to Field Station

a. RF Bandwidth

A video signal with a baseband of 0 to i. 6 kc amplitude-modulates the 2.4 kc

subcarrier. The frequency spectrum at the input of the FM transmitter is 0.8 to 4.0

kc, and the information bandwidth can be expressed as:

B = 2 F (_+ 1), orm

B = 2 (g d + Fro).

Thus, for a peak deviation frequency of 8 kc, the information bandwidth is 24 ke which

includes at)out 9.9% of the total power. The deviation ratio is expressed as:

F
1II

R d - Fd - 2.

Inform ation

Doppler

Stability

Total I/F Bandwidth

The total RF bandwidth of the APT signal is as follows:

24.0 ke

5. "_ kc

13.6 kc

42.9 ke

The 50-kc IF bandwidth of the field station receiver is, therefore, adequate for APT

reception.

b. Received Power and Margin

For an altitude of 750 nautical miles, the path loss at an antenna elevation

angle of 5 degrees is 147.2 db, and the minimunl look-angle, 0 , is 35 degrees. As

shown in Figure 4-VII-3, the available gain is minimum at 0 equals 35 degrees and

0 equals 145 degTecs (180 ° -35°), and is -3.8 db below an isotropic source. The re-

ceived power at the ground station will be as follows:
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Transmitter Power

Satellite Antenna Gain, (5°)

APT Field StationAntennaGain

Path Loss

Polarization Loss

Line Loss

Total Received Power

+37.0 dbm

- 3.8db

+12.5 db

- 147.2 db

- 3.0db

- 1.0db

- 105.5 dbm

Noise power, N, in an IF bandwidthof 50 kc andfor a receiving noise figure of 4.5 db
is -120.3 dbmfor this link. Therefore the carrier-to-noise ratio is 14.8 db and the
margin is 5.8 dbabovethe system threshold of -111.3 dbm when 0 equals 5 degrees.

Table 4-VII-7 shows the variation of RF margin with APT field station antenna eleva-
tion for a satellite altitude of 750 nautical miles.

TABLE 4-VII-7. APT-TV SYSTEM MARGIN VERSUS

ANTENNA E LEVATION ANGLES

Antenna

Elevation

(degrees)

5

10

15

20

25

Carrier-to-Noise Ratio

14.8

16.2

17.7

18.7

20.3

System Margin

(db Above System

Threshold of -111.3 dbm)

5.8

7.2

8.7

9.7

11.3

as:

c. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

S/N power ratio at the output of the APT field station receiver can be expressed

N 2 '
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3

{S/N)_fm = 14,8 +4.8 + 10log 50(10) 3

2(4) (10)

where

(S/N)f m (db) = 27.6 db*

a = modulation index for subearrier = 1.0".

The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the facsimile recorder can be expressed as:

(S/N)a m = (S/N)f m M 2

The modulation index on the AM subcarrier is approximately 95 percent, which eorre-

sponds to the CCIT standards for the peak-black to peak-white ratio for 10 gray levels.

The values for F m and Fb are 4000 eps and 1600 cps, respectively. Thus, the signal-
to-noise ratio is

(S/N)a m = 27.6 + (-0.5) + ldb =28.1db

Converting this expression to

and the ratio becomes

peak-to-peak s ignal_

rms noise ]
increases the value by 9 db

(S/N3 peak bhmk-white
rms noise

= 37.1 db

Since the facsimile-recorder picture requirement is of the order of 26 db, the system is

sufficient for APT-TV picture transmission.

7. APT-TV to CDA Stations

Margins available at CDA stations are higher than those computed for the APT

field station data link. Ground antenna gain will have a minimum gain of 27.0 db versus

a field station gain of 12.5 db, therefore, the APT link margins will increase by a

minimum value of 14.5 db (27.0 db -12..5 db)

*For an all white picture, the modulation index increases to 2, resulting in a 6 db

increase in S/N out.
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D. AVCS-TV RECEPTION AND MARGINS

1. General

a. AVCS Subcarrier Modulation

The AVCS camera and its associated electronics provide a baseband signal

which has a bandwidth of approximately 0 to 60 kc. This signal frequency-modulates

a 96-kc subcarrier (peak deviation of 24 kc) and the resulting signal is stored by the

magnetic tape recorder. * Upon command the tape recorder reads out the modulated

96-kc subcarrier along with a 9.6-kc flutter-and-wow correction tone that, in turn,

frequency-modulates the TV transmitter° Figure 4-VII-4 shows the crossed-dipole

antenna power patterns for the TV data links.
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NOTE: 235 iC: AVCS TV TRANSMISSION
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Figure 4-VII-4. Crossed-Dipole Antenna, Total Power Patterns

*Although the AVCS subsystem will have the capability for transmitting pictures directly

to ground, it is anticipated that the primary operating mode will be that of taking pic-

tures over remote areas and storing these pictures for later transmission to a CDA
station.
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The frequency deviations in the TV transmitter dueto the subcarrier andcorrection
signals are summarized in Table 4-VII-8. The upper limit of the frequency spectrum
for the TV subcarrier is set by a filter which eliminates the upper sidebandsof the
video subcarrier signal above 120kc. The output of the TV transmitter is radiated with
circular polarization by means of the crossed dipole antenna.

TABLE 4-VII-8. TV TRANSMITTER FREQUENCYDEVIATIONS
DUETO MODULATION

_AprJ_nnn_n _ Fin,r] n_'; r_n

,,,s .... Frequency Spectrum of Transmitter

Flutter-mid-Wow Correction 9.6 -+ 1 kc 10 kc

Modulated Video Subcarrier 36 kc to 120 kc 115 kc

b. Doubling of the Video Subcarrier Frequency

Because the frequency spectrum of the video-baseband is close to that of the

video subcarrier, for a practable demodulation method, frequency doubling the sub-

carrier either before or after transmission is necessary.

In the present Nimbus System, a frequency-doubler is employed in the spacecraft.

Such an arrangement for the OT-2/AVCS system is not considered advisable for the

following reasons :

(1) Doubling the sul)carrier frequency before transmission results in a

video signal-to-noise ratio which is 8.5 db lower than the undoubled

subearrier system. {This result is not intuitively obvious and is

therefore shown in Appendix A.)

(2) The addition of the frequency-doubler to the spacecraft equipment

adds unnecessary complexity, thereby degrading the reliability.

(3) The bandwidth of the existing TV transmitter would have to be in-
creased to accommodate the increased information bandwidth of the

signal.

2. Link Geometry and Path Loss

The link geometry considerations for the OT-2/APT system also apply to the

OT-2/AVCS system° Path losses at various ground antenna elevation angles are given
in Table 4-VII-9.
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TABLE 4-VII-9. AVCS-TV DATA LINK PATH-LOSS AT
VARIOUSGROUNDANTENNAELEVATION ANGLES

Ground AntennaElevation Angle
(Degrees)

5

10

15

20

25

Path Loss at 235 Mc
(db)

151.7

150.7

149.9

149.0

148.2

3. Doppler Shift and Stability

Doppler shift and frequency stability of equipment must be considered in determin-

ing RF bandwidth requirements. The shift is indicated by the following expression and
i_ _ mn×imum at the minimum elevation anzle :

AF F v= COS B,
c

where V is spacecraft velocity, c is the velocity of light, and B is the angle between the

particular ground station and the direction of the spacecraft's velocity vector. At the

AVCS frequency of 235 Mc, the maximum Doppler shift is +4.58 kc or a total of 9.16 kc.

Frequency stability will be considered as _0. 005 percent of the carrier frequency. This

figure includes instabilities in the transmitter and the receiver local oscillator. At the

frequency of 235 Mc, the stability is +11.76 kc or a total of 23.5 kc.

4. Noise Temperature and Noise Power

External noise received by an antenna is a function of link frequency. Below one

gigacycle, the major source of external noise is cosmic, and noise temperature varies

approximately as (frequency) -2"7 Figure 4-VII-3 shows the maximum values of the

galactic center, the maximum value of the coolest 95 percent 99 percent of the radio

sky, and the minimum value of cosmic or sky noise. The 250°K sky temperature for

235 Mc used in the calculations is taken from the "95 percent" curve.
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The noise power at the receiving system input can be calculated as follows:

PN = kTef f Bif = -112.2 dbm,

where

K is Boltzman's con_tnnt (I '}_av In -2:_" , /o._,.............. .,, joules/ ix),

Tef f = Tsky. + Trec = 876 °K,

T is receiver preamplifier noise
ree

Tsky = 250°K, and

Bif is receiver IF bandwidth (500 ke).

290 (F-1)°K = 626°K] ,

5. System Thresholds

a. General

With the noise power calculated above and a knowledge of the characteristics

of the receiving system, a system threshold can be ealeulatedo These figures will then

be compared with the received signal power, and system margin predicted. System

margin is defined as the difference between the calculated received power and the sys-

tem threshold.

b. TV Data lank

If a 9-db carrier-to-noise ratio is assumed as the limiting factor in the re-

ceiving system, i.e., a conventional FM receiving system with a 500-kc intermediate

frequency, the system threshold will be - 103.2 dbm (-112.2 dbm + 9 db).

6. AVCS-TV Data to CDA Ground Station

a. RF Bandwidth

The IIF bandwidth can be estimated by:

= 9 F
Bif _(F d + m ),

= 2 (120 + 125) = 490 kc,
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where

F d is the transmitter peak deviation =

F is the highest modulating frequency.m

125 kc, and

The RF bandwidth of the signal is comprised of

Information 490 kc

Doppler 9.2 kc

Transmitter Stability 11.8 kc

Total RF bandwidth 511.0 kc

The 500-kc IF bandwidth of the conventional Nems-Clarke FM receivers currently in

use in CDA stations for TIROS TV reception would be quite suitable for AVCS TV re-

ception, provided instabilities in the TV transmitter and receiver are compensated

for by manual tuning of the receiver. The preamplifiers have a maximum noise figure

of 5.0 db and a corresponding noise power at the input of -112.2 dbm.

b. Received Power and System Margin

The received power for the AVCS TV link is as follows:

Transmitter Power (5.0 watts) +37 dbm

Satellite Antenna Gain, (5 °) - 4.2 db

CDA antenna Gain (Wallops) +31.5 db

Path Loss (2430 statute miles) -151.7 db

Polarization Loss (worst-case at

receiver threshold)* - 3.0 db

Line Loss - 1.0 db

Net Received Power

Input Noise Power

Net Carrier-to-Noise Ratio

-91.4 dbm

-112.2 dbm

20.8 db

*This occurs when one of the signals may be below threshold. Above threshold the

polarization loss should be a maximum of -1.0 db.
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Assuming a threshold of the conventional FM receiving equipment of 9 db, i.e., a sys-

tem threshold of -103.2 dbm, the resulting system margin would be 11.8 db. Table

4-VII-10 gives values of the system margin as a function of ground antenna elevation

angle.

TABLE 4-VII-10. AVC.,_ gvgT_"_a ,aat_,_t_*o FOR................. .-_,_,J_._o VARIOUS GROUND

ANTENNA E LEVATION ANGLES

Ground Antenna

Elevation Angle

(Degrees)

Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (db)

5

10

15

20

25

20.8

22.1

23.5

24.7

25.7

System Margin (db)

11.8

13.1

14.5

15.7

16.7

c. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The video rms signal-to-noise ratio, calculated with the Roth-Baumunk

formula* is :

rms IF

2 2

F F Bif1 2

2_S f f 4 f 2f 3 [5 f f 4 f 2fq
SC 2 SO 2 1 SO 1 SC 1.]_-- + + -

2 3 5 2 3

or

rms

= 20.8 + 9.6 = 30.4 db.

*lloth-B-mmunk, Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers,

Vol. (;9, January 1960.
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where

F 1 is the peak deviation of RF carrier due to the TV subearrier,

F
2

is the peak deviation of the subcarrier,

f
se

is the center frequency of the subcarrier,

f2 is the highest subcarrier frequency modulating the transmitter,

f is thef - f = 96kc- 60kc = 36kc, and
1 sc m

Bif = IF bandwidth = 500 kc.

In this computation the noise contribution is taken over a bandwidth of 36 kc to 120 kc,

corresponding to the receiving bandpass filter. The signal spectrum is contained between

36 kc and 156 kc. However, due to the frequency characteristic of the tape recorder,

frequencies above 120 kc are attenuated. The power spectrum of the video signal falls

off rapidly at higher modulation frequencies and therefore, no significant error is

introduced by neglecting the loss in higher frequency signal power in the signal-to-

noise computation.

The calculated video signal-to-noise ratio is dependent upon the first and second de-

modulators being above threshold. In a well designed FM/FM system, the threshold
carrier-to-noise level of the first demodulator occurs before the threshold level of

the second demodulator.

In this ease, the subcarrier power (Se) to noise ratio is equal to:

S Bif F 1c 3 C

N 2 N f23 _ f13

C 3

N 2

2

(500,000) (115,000)

[(12°,°°°)3 - (36,000)3]

C
N

C
= -- + 7.7 db,

N

x 5.9,
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where

Bif

F 1 is the peak deviation of carrier by subcarrier,

f2 is the upper sideband frequency,

fl is the lower sideband frequency, and

is the receiver IF bnndwidtho

It can be seen, therefore, that tile second dotec#_,- _1.... u_,_,................ _,,_ will always be exceeded

when the input signal is above receiver threshold.

Converting from rms signal-to-noise ratio to a black-to-white signal-to-rms-noise

ratio, and allowing for a 30 percent syne tip, yields:

)
(S/N)B_W/rm s = (S/N)rms + 20 log (1.3) '

= 30.4 db + 6.7 db = 37.1 db.

This value of signal-to-noise ratio indicates that high quality TV pictures will be ob-

tainable from the AVCS subsystem. At system threshold, the sigmal-to-noise ratio

would be 11.8 db lower than the above value, or

(S/N)B_W/rms = 25.3 db.

Because of the large system margin (11.8 db) it is doubtful that such a value for S/N

would be experienced in practice.

E° ALASKA AND EAST COAST CDA STATIONS

I. General

The CDA stations will perform the following functions for OT-2/APT spacecraft

and the OT-2/AVCS spacecraft:

(1) Command the spacecraft,

(2) Program the spacecraft dynamics control subsystem,

(3) Receive beacon telemetry.

and
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In addition, the CDA station will receive APT-TV pictures tor engineering evaluation of
APT system performance and receive AVCS-TV pictures for processing.

Two CDA stations will beused in the OT-2 progr:tm; one on the east coast, probably
in Virginia, andthe other at Fairbanks, Alaska. The Alaska (Fairbanks) station is

superior to the present Wallops Island, Virginia station. An East Coast station will be

built with performance similar to that of the Alaska station. The performance of the

Alaska station was used in the link calculations.

2. Alaska Ground Station

The Alaska Ground Station uses an 85-foot parabolic-reflector for a receiving an-

tenna with a gain of 27 db at 136 Me. The antenna is equipped for polarization diversity

reception.

The station uses a GenerM Ds_namics Diversity R,.:ceiver which can receive signals be-

tween 130 and 140 megacycles simultaneously on both diversity channels. The reeeiv-

ing system can demodulate AM or FM signals, has post-detection diversity-combining,

"_d has n .2.25-Mc output suitable for the Eleetra¢_ Model 215 pre-detection, diversity-

combining system. The Electrae system Cctn dc,:'.!c, dt,jnte amplitude-modulated or

phase-modulated signals and has a carrier-tracking phase-lock loop and combimng.

The present receivers will have to be modified for a more suitable bandwidth for AVCS

reception.

The output from the telemetry receiver will be fed to three subcarrier demodulators

for separation and demodulation. These demodulators employ a limiter-discriminator

demodulating scheme.

The command transmitter provides a 1000-watt amplitude-modulated command signal,

and is modulated with FSK subcarrier tones. The highest frequency subearrier tone

will be 10.5 ke at center frequency and will be lrt.quency shifted _7_ 5 percent ; corre-

sponding to the binary signal input. The modulation rate will be 10 pulses per second°
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SECTION VIII. ATTITUDE AND::IN-RATECONTROL TECHNIQU

A. INTRODUCTION

J 1. General

This section describes the techniques to be used in controlling spacecraft attitude

and spin rate, and discusses the factors which affecttheir employment. Detailed

mathematical " - " _,.,_aevelopmem of ,h_ basic theory ,,_n_derl_ng the control philosophy is

presented, and factors influencing the design of various control components are dis_

cussed. In addition, the techniques to be used for measurement of spacecraft attitude

and spin rate are described, and analyses of possible failure modes and redundancy

considerations are included.

The attitude and spin-rate control techniques are based on experience acquired during

the operational p_riods of the first eight standard TIROS satellites, and on the detailed

design analyses performed for the TIROS "I" spacecraft. Although the techniques ap-

ply to both the APT and AVCS configurations of the OT-2 spacecraft, the performance

of the two configurations may differ slightly, due to difference in nominal spin rates.

These differences are explained in the text.

Symbols used throughout this section in mathematical and other discussions are defined

in Table 4-VIII-1.

2. Brief Description of Attitude and Spin-Rate Control Operations

Prior to separation of the spacecraft from the third stage of the launch vehicle,

the spacecraft and third stage will both be spinning at a nominal 125 rpm. (This spin

is imparted to the third stage prior to its ignition in order to maintain stability during

the final phase of the launch operation). After the spacecraft separates from the third

stage, the nutation dampers will be actuated, reducing any nutation, or "wobble",

imparted to the satellite to an acceptable level. Shortly thereafter, the despin

mechanism (Yo-Yo) will be released, reducing the spacecraft spin rate to a value

approximately equal to the required operational value.

Several orbits after orbit injection, a maneuver to orient the spacecraft's spin axis to

a position normal to the orbital plane will be initiated. This orientation, or station-

acquisition, maneuver will be effected through use of the high-torque mode of the

Quarter Orbit Magnetic Attitude Control (QOMAC) system, a mode that will allow the
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TABLE 4-VIII-1. SYMBOLS USED IN ATTITUDE AND

SPIN-RATE CALCULATIONS

Symbol

A

B

Bb

B
n

_f

H

i

i
m

Id

I
C

I
S

I T

K

M

M E

m

N

N
e

n
c

R

Definition

Area of coil, in meters2

Earth's magnetic flux vector
It,,

Component of Earth's magnetic flux vector along b
2%

Component of Earth's magnetic flux vector along _"

A
Component of Earth's magnetic flux vector along n

Earth's magnetic field unit vector

Unit vector along an axis perpendicular to line of nodes in orbital

plane

Angular momentum

Inclination of orbit normal with respect to geographic polar axis

Inclination of earth's magnetic dipole with respect to geographic

polar axis

Inertia of liquid-damper fluid about the damper axis.

Coil current, in amperes.

Moment of inertia about the spin axis

Transverse moment of inertia

Constant of breakaway friction

Unit vector along the nodal line toward the ascending node

Magnetic dipole moment

Geomagnetic dipole moment (8.1 x 10 2S gauss-cm 3)

TEAM damper-cart mass

Number of sky-to-earth horizon pulses from reference

MASC coil normal

Orbit normal

Number of turns in coil

Orbit radius
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TABLE 4-VIII-1. SYMBOLSUSEDIN ATTITUDE AND
SPIN-RATE CALCULATIONS(Continued)

Symbol

r

S

T

T A

TAVG/

S_N

TAVG PREC

SPIN

THp

TMAX

TMIN

T
n

T
O

T
P

T
S

t i=l
e.

1 1=2

t
O

8o

Definition

Radial distance of damper from spin axis

Roll-angle sensitivity constant

Spin axis unit vector

Torque

Average spin period at beginning of prediction cycle

Average _¢ukSC torque per spin -_-'^__.9 _:_ J. IUta

Average precessional torque produced by MASC in one spin period

Time of horizon pulse (sky-to-earth) of orthogonal sensor

Maximum earth temperature

Minimum earth temperature

Nutation-damping time constant

Time from ascending node to start of QUOMAC cycle

Time of one spin period

Torque vector along spin axis

Earth scan time from s ensor i of V-head horizon-sensor:

1 = positive spin vector side, 2 = negative spin vector side

Time of initial or reference V-head horizon-sensor (sky-to-earth)

pulse

Spin period

Angle between spin axis and optical axis of V-head sensor channel 1

Orbit angle measured counterclockwise around orbit normal from

ascending node to satellite

Orbit angle when MASC torquing starts

Orbit angle when MASC torquing ends

Orbit-start angle for QOMAC cycling
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TABLE 4-VIH-1. SYMBOLSUSEDIN ATTITUDE AND
SPIN-RATE CALCULATIONS(Continued)

Symbol Definition

A N(T)

Ao)
s

0

Os

),

O

#V

p

¢0
O

o0
P

o)
po

o)
S

Angle between N and local vertical at commutntinn point
C

Change in horizon-sensor input radiance from sky radiance as a

function of temperature

Change in spin rate

Orbit anomaly angle

MASC commutation angle (or, angle between orthogonal horizon

sensors 1 and 2)

Nutation half-cone angle

Line-of-sight lead angle of orthogonal horizon sensor with respect
to V-head horizon sensor

Argument of procession vector from ascending node

Viscous friction coefficient

Dynamic friction constant

Fluid viscosity

Fluid density

Roll angle

Maximum value of attitude error

Yaw angle

Orbital rate

Precession rate

Rate of orbital regression

Spin rate of the spin axis about the pitch axis

Average angle between longitude of ascending node and line of nodes

defined by magnetic equator and geographic equator.
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spin axis to be precessed at a rate of 10 degrees per orbit. A maximum of eight

torquing cycles (equivalent to 4 orbits) can be programmed from ground and stored in

the spacecraft. This number is more than sufficient to ensure active attitude correc-

tion until the spacecraft comes within command range of another ground station. During

the maneuver, the attitude of the spacecraft will be continuously computed by the ground

stations in order to determine the changes required in the QOMAC program.

Once the spin axis has been precessed to within approximately 10 degrees of the orbit

normal, the QOMAC device will be switched to the low-torque mode, a mode which

provides a maximum precession of 2 degrees per orbit. At the same time, the Magnetic

Spin Control (MASC} device will be activated to adjust the spin period to the required

operational value (5.50 seconds for the OT-2/APT configuration and 6.50 seconds for the

OT-2/AVCS configuration). If only a small correction in spin period is required, the

low-torque (single-coil) MASC mode will be employed. Should a larger correction be

required, the high-torque (two-coil) mode will be employed in order to shorten the time

necessary to reach the operational spin rate.

After station and spin-rate acquisition, the QOMAC device will be deactivated and the

spin axis will be permitted to drift for one day. During this period, the precessional

direction and rate will be monitored in order to determine the residual magnetic bias

of the spacecraft. The Magnetic Bias Controi (Mb_ coil w_,L Lu_u u_ _,_ ...........

magnetic-bias switch positioned to compensate for the spacecraft's residual dipole

moment and to establish a new dipole moment which will induce a 1-degree-per-day

(approximate) precession rate. The QOMAC device will then be used, as necessary,

to return the spin axis to station attitude.

Although the spin axis is expected to drift slowly with respect to the regression of the

orbit normal, a maximum of two QOMAC cycles per week should be sufficient to

maintain the spin-axis attitude within 1 degree of the orbit normal. Further, insofar

as picture orientation and rectification is concerned, the actual attitude will be known

to an accuracy of better than 1 degree.

For the anticipated spin-rate decay of 0.096 rpm per week, three MASC cycles per

week should satisfy the accuracy requirements imposed by the camera controls.

B. REVIEW OF THEORY

1. General

Spacecraft attitude and spin-rate control is achieved by making use of the torque

resulting from the interaction of controllable magnetic fields, internally generated in

the spacecraft, with the earth's magnetic field. Three devices, built into the space-

craft and controllable from the ground stations, are used to generate the spacecraft's
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magnetic fields: the Quarter Orbit Magnetic Attitude Control (QOMAC)and Magnetic
Bias Control (MBC) coils, both of which generatemagnetic fields used in attitude
control operations; and the Magnetic Spin Control (MASC) coil, which generates
magnetic fields used in spin-control operations.

Refer to Figure 4-VIII-la. Whenan electrical current is passedthrough a coil, a
dipolar magnetic field is set up about the coil in a manner such that the axis of the field
lies at right angles to the plane of the coil andpasses through its center. The coil is
then said to havea magnetic dipole momentalong this axis. Whenthe coil is so
energized and placed in the vicinity of a stationary magnetic field-namely, the earth's -
_,__;,_,_1,,m,_,_., attempts to a!ig_.._f with tho _rth'_ field lin__ Fram electro-
magnetic theory, the vector representation of the torque thereby produced will be
normal to the planedetermined by vectors representing the dipole moment of the coil
and that portion of the earth's magnetic field in the vicinity of the coil, as shownin
Figure 4-VIII-lb.

Dependinguponthe location of the coils in the spacecraft, the torque vector can be made
to lie colinear or normal to the spacecraft's spin axis. Since a torque that either aids
or opposesthe spin momentum is required to effect spin rate control, the MASCcoil
is oriented such that its plane is parallel to the spin axis. Therefore, the torquing
forces resulting from magnetic interaction will be applied about the spin axis, either
aiding or opposingspin momentum, dependingon dipole polarity. On the other hand,

to effect a change in direction (or rotation) of the spin-axis itself -- the type of motion

required for effective attitude control -- a torque which is applied about an axis normal

to spin axis is required. Therefore, both the QOMAC and MBC coils are installed in

the spacecraft such that their planes are perpendicular to the spin axis.

The placement of the attitude-control coils at right angles to the spin-axis causes the

motion produced by the magnetic torquing to be precessional in nature, since the

spacecraft, a spinning body, exhibits gyroscopic properties, and the applied torque is

transverse to the direction of spin. The motion resulting in such a system will, there-

fore, be in conformance with the basic laws governing gyroscopic bodies: that is, the

spin axis will move to a position colinear with the torque axis, rather than about it.

A simplified vector diagram showing the direction of precession is shown in Figure
4-VIII-1 c.

In order to utilize the motion of precession described above to acquire and maintain

the wheel mode of operation in the most efficient manner, the current in the QOMAC

coil is programmed in accordance with a technique that is characterized by two major

parameters: (1) cycle variation of coil current direction (hence, magnetic dipole

polarity reversals) every quarter orbit; and (2) phasing of Ihesc reversMs with respect

to the earth's magnetic field by delaying program initiation tmtil the satellite reaches

a specific point in orbit (orbit angle). A mathematical explanation of the QOMAC

technique is given in Pal'agraph B-2 below. The MBC technique does not feature
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DIPOLE MOMENT (M)

O. DIPOLE MOMENT OF CURRENT-CARRYING COIL.

b. TORQUE (_) DEVELOPED BY INTERACTION OF COILS

DIPOLE MOMENT (M) AND EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD (B).

C. PRECESSION MOTION (_p) OF SPIN

AXIS (S) CAUSED BY TORQUE (T').

Figure 4-VIII-1. Elements of Magnetic Attitude Control



coil-current reversals, but merely generates a dipole moment to both offset any inherent
residual magnetism in the spacecraft and to compensatefor orbital regression. The
theory underlying the MBC technique is described in Paragraph B-3.

The MASCtechniquefeatures MASCcoil operation during alternate quarter-orbits and
commutated coil-current reversals phasedwith spacecraft spin-rate during each
operating period. A mathematicai developmentof MASCtheory is presented in Para-
graph B-4.

2. Ouarter Orbit Magnetic Attit,Jde Contro! (QOMAC)

a. Analysis of Magnetic Torque and Precessional Motion

As noted in Paragraph B-1 above, the QOMAC coil is installed with its

magnetic axis aligned with the spin axis of the spacecraft. Also, by convention, the

positive dipole moment of the coil is taken in the positive direction of the spin vector.

Therefore, the location of the spacecraft dipole moment can be expressed as:

= M/_. (VIII-l)

The direction and magnitude of the control torque developed by the interaction of the

dipole moment of the coil and the earth's magnetic field is given by the vector equa-
tion:

T = M X B. (VIII-2)

This torque, acting on the spacecraft, will cause a time rate of change of its angular

momentum. That is:

-- - d (i s _ = I /0 sA+I co -- (VIII-3)T = g =-dT C°s s s s s dt

Assuming that M" i_ parallel to sA, the developed torque which is normal to M, must
also be normal to s. Such a torque cannot change the spacecraft spin rate; hence:

-- 0. (VIH-4)
S

The change in the unit vector, _, expressed by dsA/dt, is, therefore, a change of direc-

tion only, which implies a rotation about an axis which is normal to 9. This is the

precessional motion referred to above and having rate cop. It follows that:

ds
_ X s, (VIII-5)

dt p
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and hence

MXB = Is _s(SpXS_" (VIII-6)

To evaluate the motion of the spin axis produced by this torque, it is necessary to include

the effects of the earth's magnetic-field variations over the orbital path. Experience has

shown that an excellent approximation of the earth's magnetic field at spacecraft altitude

may be obtained by the assumption of a simple dipole source. In this approximation, the

magnetic dipole is inclined from the earth's polar axis by 11.4 degrees, with the dipole

axis intersecting the earth at Latitude 78.6°N, Longitude 70.1°W, and again at Latitude

78.65°S, Longitude 250.1°W. A further simplification of the earth's field characteristics

may be made by assuming that the axis of the earth's field magnetic dipole is co-linear

with the polar axis of the earth. This simpler model, which in practice has lead to

excellent prediction, will be used in evaluating the following equations. The results for

the more accurate assumptions are outlined in Paragraph 4-VIII-c.

Assuming a dipole representation of the earth's magnetic field, the magnetic field vector

may be given as:

M E
(VIII-7)

Equation (VIII-6) then becomes:

A A

X s = - ,7_f x s), (VIII-8)
P

where

M E M
?7=

R _ I _s
S

From analyses of general gyroscopic motion, it can be shown that, for light-torque

loading, the precession motion which satisfies equation (VIH-8) is given by:

P = _ _ _f, (VIII-9)

indicating that for a positive dipole moment of the coil, the precessional motion of the

spin axis at any instant will be negatively directed about the direction of the earth's

magnetic field.
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b. QOMACCycling and Phasing

The QOMACtechnique utilizing cyclic reversals of spacecraft magnetic-dipole
dipole polarity to effectively produce an average direction of the earth's magnetic field.
By properly phasingthese reversals, the magnetic torque (and resulting precession)
causedby the interaction of the spacecraft dipole and the average earth's-field dipole
canbe madeto lie in the properposition for the required attitude correction.

The following paragraphs present a detailed mathematical analysis of QOMAC cycling

and phasing. The coordinate system used in the analysis, an orbit-axis system, is
shown in p+o-,,.,+ A _TTTT_O '31",1,,..... .t-_..... _,_+_ _.- ........ _ _., is fixed in and rotates with, the plane of the

orbit, with the _' axis directed along the orbit line of modes (positive in the direction
of the ascending mode), the. fi axis along the orbit normal, and the _ axis defined by the

/X

vector relation: = x_" . Negligible precession of the orbit is assumed to occur

over the interval of a half-orbit, during which full torque averaging for a single

QOMAC cycle takes place (i. e., a positive dipole polarity for one quarter orbit followed

by a negative dipole polarity for the next quarter orbit).

J.

EARTHS

POLAR

AXIS

EARTH'S EQUATORIAL PLANE

Figure 4-VIII-2. Coordinate Syste_n Used for Analyzing Attitude-Control

Operations (_',/_, _ Axes)
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Based uponthe aboveassumptions, the earth's magnetic field at the spacecraft may be
resolved into componentsof the orbit-axis coordinate system as follows:

s oi),
R 3

m

Bb = + R3 cos 2 _ sini _ sini ,and
(VIII-10)

M E
B = +_(cosi ).

n 3
R

If the components of the earth's magnetic field given in equation (VIH-10) are averaged

over one cycle of quarter-orbit torquing, starting at an arbitrary delay angle, /3 o

(referenced to the ascending node) the average values for the earth's magnetic field

become:

_O

ME
+ ?r

_o+?r

sin2 B d/_-f_o+r_ sin2B d /_1'

2

or, simply,

3
sin i cos 2

7r O

3 sin i sin 2
O

, and (V-III-Ii)

n
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If equation V1TI-9 is expanded and the average values of the earth's magnetic field above

are substituted, the following average values of the precession components are obtained:

3

(_p) _ = _ _ sinicos 2_o,

3

( _P_b ""'_ (VIII- 12)

Since the nAcomponent of precession is zero, it follox_s that the precession axis is con-
fined to the orbital plane. Further, since the _ and /d components of precession are

functions, respectively, of the sine and cosine of the delay angle, 8o the average

precession veetdr can be made to point in any direction in the orbital plane by suitable

selection of the delay angle.

In order to move the spacecraft spin axis into coincidence with the orbit normal in the

most efficient manner, the direction of the average precession vector is chosen to

lie perpendicular to the spin axis. This is accomplished by delaying the initiation of

QOMAC cycling to a point in orbit related to the existing attitude error. The nature

of this relationship, and the criteria for selection of the QOMAC start angle, is

discussed below.

Spacecraft attitude errors are normally expressed in terms of "roll" and "yaw" in

relation to the instantaneous loeal earth radius vector, or local vertical. Roll error

is defined as the complement of the angle between the spacecraft spin vector and the

local vertical minus 90 degrees, while yaw angle is defined as the angle, _ , be-

tween the spin vector and a plane determined by the orbit normal and the local vertieal.

Note, however, that the local vertical, referenced to the absolute attitude of the space-

craft, rotates 360 degrees each orbit. Since the roll and yaw errors are defined by

the inertially rigid spin axis and the rotating local vertical, a eyelie interchange be-

tween roll and yaw will occur onee an orbit° The nature of this interchange is

expressed as:

sin _ = sin _ max sin (_ - X ), and (VIII-13)

sin ¢ : -sin 4 max cos (_ - ), ). (VIII-14)
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Notice, from the relationship above, that twice an orbit, the absolutevalue of _ reaches

a maximum, and _ falls to zero. At these points, the total attitude errro is in roll and

can be expressed as + Cmax" At points in orbit 90 degrees away from these I ¢ I =

max points, the value of@ is zero, and the value of ¢ equals + _max"

Figure 4-VIII-3 shows the attitude-correction geometry in the _ _, A, n coordinate

system. If the angle between _ and _ is defined to be 0max, the point in orbit, e, where

the orbit intersects the plane defined by _ and _ will be the point at which the instanteous

roll error ¢ is equal to q_..... For the average precession vector, _" p, to be per-
pendicular to sA, it must be'normal to the plane containing _ and sA. This means that

the desired perpendicularity occurs at a point in orbit 90 degrees before e, the point

corresponding to the conditions of _ = 0, ¢_ = + _bmax" From equations (VIII-13) and
(VIII-14) this occurs when:

fl= X or _+=. (VIII-15)

Since, from equation (VIII-12), the start angle is given by:

(_'P)b
tan 8 (vni-16)

and the argument of the optimum average precession vector can be expressed as:

then the required start angle for proper QOMAC phasing is:

(I/-111-17)

X
_o 2 + m_, (VIII-I8)

or

where m is either 0 or 1, depending on the required direction of precession.

(VIII-19)
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Figure 4-VIII-3. Optimum Location of Average Precession Vector,
P

The average precession rate achieved after the completion of one QOMAC cycle is given

by:

: +(_)
_p _0p P b

3
- _ _sini.

(wII-2o)

3. Magnetic Bias Control (MBC)

a. General

Several factors operate continuously to degenerate spacecraft attitude, caus-

ing the spin axis to mbve out of alignment with the orbit normal. The two most
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significant of those are the magnetic torquing introduced by the interaction of the space-

craft's residual magnetic dipole with the earth's field, and the effects of the regressing

sun-synchronous orbit on satellite attitude. The errors introduced by these two factors

are kept to a minimum by the MBC technique, which utilizes a current-carrying coil

to produce continuous torque that offsets the error-indicating factors.

b. Effects of Residual Magnetism

After final assembly, the inherent magnetism of the spacecraft is nulled to a

small value, and an assessment is made of the magnetic dipoles generated in each space-

craft operating mode. However, experience with previous spacecraft has shown that the

magnitude of the residual dipole moment undergoes significant changes after launch.

Therefore, a sufficient range of programmable MBC dipole moments has been provided

to compensate for these changes. The required dipole moment is determined analyt-

ically after launch.

c. Effects of Orbital Regression

The magnetic bias i eq-_rcd te compensate for the 1-degree-per-day orbit

regression is described in the following mathematical development.

The time derivative of a vector evaluation in a rotating system of coordinates may be

expressed in terms of the Newtonian derivative by means of a transport term that

adjusts for the rotation. Thus, the change of angular momentum produced by a torque

can be written:

_- F - dt R po
(VIII-21)

where F and R refer to fixed and rotating systems respectively. Since the dipole

moment, M, of the MBC coil is coaxial with the spin axis, _, the coil dipole moment

can be expresse&

= MsA " (VIII-22)

It also follows that:

- A
H = I ¢0 s

S S

(VIII-23)
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In addition, use will be made of the following relationships:

M E _

- bf, (VIII-24)
R

-- -- dH ) and (VIII-25)MXB = T - dt F'

M M E
= (VIII-26)

R31 w -
S S

If substitutions are made and rearrangement of terms effected, equation (VHI-21) may

be solved for the derivative sought as follows:

, d-dT R
(VIH-27)

This may be written in the form:

ff

(VIH-28)
-a = _-bf + _po"

Ifthe orbit normal, A s,n, is to be continuously tracked, itfollows that the spin axis, A

must remain parallel to nAat all times. This infers that the time rate of change of the

spin vector, _, in the rotating system of coordinates must be zero. That is:

dt]R 0 , or
(VIII-29)

Asx = 0, or
I

A A
n x a = 0.

This means that for the spin axis to remain parallel to the orbit normal, the average

value of the vector a must be parallel to _. An evaluation of the average value of vector

a, denoted _, will now be made with this condition in mind.
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5 A A
The orbital precession vector, 5 is resolved into _ bpo' , , n components as follows:

A
= _ (b sin i + nAcos i). (VIII-30)

po po

Since the orbit inclination, i, is constant, these values also represent the average values

of the precession components.

If the earth's magnetic-field components given in equation (VIII-IO) are averaged over a

full orbit, thus:

27_

( bf)_ = -_ -
O

-__,{,o I,)](-:"'O"(b.)_/_,=---__ -_ sini 3 cos 20 - 1 d /b = - b, and

0

(_: _ cos
:2_ 1 .

i dO %" = (cosi)'n;
0

rirl-rr "_1 'l

and if these values are substituted into equation (Vffl-28), the average value of a is

obtained by:

)sin i b + + w cos 1 n. (VIII-32)
po

A

For _ to be parallel to/_n, the b -component of a must be zero.

That is:

- 0 , or (VIII-33)
po 2

2I _

M = s s po (VIII-34)
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For a spacecraft in which I s _0s is 160 inch-potmd-seconds, andwhich is in a sun-
synchronousorbit regressing at a rate of one degree per day, the magnetic-dipole

moment required to maintain the spin axis in the orbit normal calculates to be 0.36

ampere-turns-meter 2 (This figure is based upon the assumption of the uncanted

dipole model of the earth's field discussed in Paragraph B-2a. Using the more accurate

equations associated with the canted dipole model of the earth's magnetic field, evalua-

tion by digital computer has shown, for comparable circumstances, that a drift error

no greater than 0.5 degree in 10 days is introduced by assuming the simpler model of

the earth' s field.)

4. Magnetic Spin Control (MASC)

The magnetic-spin-control geometry is shown in Figure 4-VIII-4. Basically,

magnetic spin control is accomplished by the placement of a current-carrying MASC

coil in the spacecraft such that the coil axis, or normal, is perpendicular to the

spacecraft spin axis (thereby causing torques to be generated about the spin axis) and

by phasing half-spin-period current reversals through the coil (by means of the

orthogonal horizon sensors) to maintain this torque in a constant direction. A

mathematical discussion of the MASC concept is presented below.

"-\

" \ t_ASC COIL

ATTITuDF--CONTROL COILS -'"_L_ I, ] _,.._ I

EQUATORIAL PLANE

Figure 4-VIII-4. Magnetic Spin-Control Geometry
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The instantaneoustorque, T, acting uponthe spacecral_ due to the interaction of the
magnetic dipole momentgenerated by the MASCcoil, M, and the local earth's magnetic
field, B, canbe expressedas

u

T = M x B. (VIII-35)

A /%/'x

(The local earth's magnetic field, in terms of the_, b, n coordinate system, is described

in equation (VIII-10). }

If time, t, in one spin period is taken to be zero at the arbitrary position shown in Fig-

ure 4-VIII-5 (i. e., when orthogonal horizon sensor No. 1 senses a sky-to-earth

transition), then the positive displacement of the coil normal, Nc, from the local vel_ical
at the start of each spin period can be expressed by the angle 5'. If a round earth is

assumed , _ is a constant over any circular orbit of constant altitude. If the spin axis

is normal to the orbital plane, then the unit vector in the direction of the positive coil

normal is given by

/% A

N = cos(Go t+_+/_) _+sin(w t+'Y+ _) b. (VIII-36)
C S S

The MA,qC concept requires that the magnetic moment of the coil, over one spin period

be:

= M Nc' (VIII-37)

when

and

0
O<t < ,-._______2,

60
S

m m

M = - MN
C'

(VIII-38)

when

0
1_ 27r

---< t_<_
GO GO

S S

where

M = n i A.
C C
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ORBIT
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Figure 4-VIH-5. Angular Relationship of MASC Coil Normal to Local Vertical

Substituting in equation (VIH-35) produces the relationship:

l (cost )AT-(t) =+ M B nsin + _'+ /3 _- B cos (CO t +'Y +
-- . ,n

/3 )b

+[B b +'Y+ /3) ] /nn lcos(_0st +_'+¢_) -B_ sin (cos t •
(VIH-40)

The net average torque produced in one spin period is:

2_/co

_ ¢Js T(t) dt.
T AV___ G2

SPIN 0

(VHI-41)
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Substituting equation (VII/-40) into equation (VIII-41) and simplifying:

-- _ 2Msin 01-2 _B sin(8_ 1-2
TAV____G r 2 [ n \z

SPIN

+ cos 2 + 7 + -

C2+ 7 + f_ _- B cos + 7 +
n

(VIII-42)

2°
eB's . 7÷B •

It can be demonstrated that optimum MASC operation occurs when 01. 2 is 180 degrees,

and the angle • is zero degrees. Since this is the case in the OT-2 spacecraft (acom-

plished by the mechanical orientation of the horizon sensors with respect to the MASC

coil), equation (VIII-42) can be simplified to:

-- 2M {B n ATAVG - _- cos_ +B n

SPIN

A[sin_ b- Bb sin

A
For spin-axis orientation perpendicular to the orbital plane, the m component of the

T AVG/SPIN vector defined by equation (VIII-43) provides the spin-control torque,

while the _and/_ components introduce some precession of the spin axis. The change

in spin rate occuring over angular orbit sector (_f - _i ) can be obtained from the
integration of the _'component over that sector, thus:

j3f [13 sin/_+ B cosBldB
2M f - b _ (VIII-44)A¢o - _-

s I co
B. s o

1

The torque components along the ? and b axis that produce precession are both

proportional to the nAeomponent of the earth's field, or B n . From equation (v-n_-43),
the average precession producing torque for any one spin revolution is:

2MB \ A _,)
_ n (cosB _ + sine (VIII-45)

T AVG. PREC Tr

SPIN

C. .ATTITUDE CONTROL

1. General

The techiques employed for controlling attitude of the OT-2 spacecraft will be

fundamentally identical to those employed on the TIROS "I" spacecraft. However,

specific details of operational concepts and modifications to several operational units

have been incorporated to reflect improved performance capabilities and to meet the

requirements imposed by the 750-nautical-mile orbital altitude.
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2. Quarter Orbit Magnetic Attitude Control (QOMAC)

a. Operational Considerations

The general mathematical theory underlying QOMAC philosophy is outlined in

paragraph 4-VIII-B. Operationally, the control scheme utilizes the generation of a

dipole moment of a positive polarity (where positive is taken as coming out of the space-

craft "hat") for one quarter of an orbit, starting at some preselected time (time delay,

To) from the ascending node, followed by a negative dipole polarity for the duration of

a second quarter orbit. This is defined as one QOMAC cycle and is depicted in Figure

4-VIH-6. A stffficient number of these QOMAC cycles are programmed to process the

spin axis to within 1 degree of the orbit normal.

Z o
I._ a.
_: +
0

W
_J
0
B.
-- >..

J

I

TO _ _/4 OR B IT -_"'-ID

I/4 OR BI T -'---'D

ASCENDING NODE

Figure 4-VIII-6. QOMAC Switching

The time delay, To, is directly related to the orbit angle and determines the position
of the average spin-axis precession vector in the orbit plane. The equation which

defines the direction of this vector is:

tan2_o = tan(X-tan -1 b), (VIII-46)

where

3

a = -_ (cos i sin i cos _). - sin icos i ), andm m

3
b = _ (sin i sin f_ ).m
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Equation (VIII-46) differs from relationship implied in equations (VIII-16) and (VIII-17}
in paragraph B-2-B of this section, that is:

tan2/_o = tan X ,

in that equation (VIII-46) includes the effect of the canted dipole model of the earth's

field on an averaged basis. The two equations are plotted in Figure 4-VIII-7 to

facilitate comparison. Analyses have shown that, in the worst case, the effect of the

canted dipole is to generate an error of 11.4 degrees in the location of the average

precession axis when the simpler equation is used. This was also verifed by a computer

simulation of the spin-axis motion resulting from magnetic torquing.
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Figure 4-VIII-7. Effect of Canted Dipole on QOMAC Start Time

The approximate magnitude of the precession vector is given in equation (VIII-20) of

Paragraph B-2-b as:

3

I%1 -- '7 sin i,

where

M E M

R3I ¢0
S S
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Both high-and low-torque modes of QOMAC operation are available. The high-torque

mode is used for coarse control such as that required during the initial wheel-

orientation maneuver, and determines the basic parameters for the QOMAC coil.

Assuming a nominal spin rate of 10 rpm, a spin inertia of 160 inch-pound-seconds, an

orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles, and an inclination of 101 degrees, equation (VIII-20)

can be used to demonstrate that a precession rate of 10 degrees per orbit, or 5 degrees

per QOMAC cycle, requires a dipole moment of 30.7 ampere-turns-meter 2.

The low-torque mode is achieved by the QOMAC coil, which provides a dipole moment

of 6.12 ampere-turn-meter z (arm2). The resulting torque causes a precession rate of

2 degrees per orbit, nr 1 degree per cycle. This low-torque precession rate has been

set to one-half the value proposed for the TIROS "I" spacecraft to permit the maintenance

of a closer tolerance on the orbit-normal orientation of the spacecraft.

The high torque mode will be provided by operating the QOMAC coil in parallel with the2
MBC coil (Paragraph 4-VIII-C), thus resulting in the addition of 6.12 atm to the 26.7

atm 2 maximum MBC dipole (32.8 being somewhat more than the minimum required).

Such an addition, occuring at switch position 11 of the MBC switch, generates the high-

torque QOMAC mode in a manner somewhat different than in the case of the TIROS "I"

spacecraft. Instead of sizing the QOMAC coil for the high-torque mode and obtaining

the low-torque level by inserting a series resistor, full use is now made of the avail-

ability of the MBC coil. A weight saving of 1.5 pounds is thus attained without in-

creasing the complexity of the control switching circuit. For this mode only, quarter

orbit switching of both coils is determined by the QOMAC programmer.

Because the OT-2/AVCS and OT-2/APT configurations are operated at different spin

rates (9.23 and 10.9 rpm, respectively) the actual magnitude of the precession vector

for a given dipole moment in each will differ, being as defined in equation (VIII-20).

Assuming dipole moments of 6.14 and 30.7 ampere-turns meter 2, the precession rate

as a function of spin rate is as shown in Figure 4-VIII-8. However, since most of the

wheel-orientation maneuver will be performed before the achievement of the nominal

spin rate, the precession rate during this maneuver will be a function of the orbit-

injection spin rate and the de-spin ratio, and, therefore, can only be nominally

predicted. It should be noted, however, that this is not of major significance since

minor variations in the spin rate will simply result in a proportional variation in the

time required for the maneuver, andwill not impair the ability to perform the

maneuver.

The effectiveness of the QOMAC technique is indicated in Figure 4-VIII-9, a projected

history of the initial wheel-orientation maneuver obtained from a computer simulation.

Although the curves shown do not consider the availability of ground-to-spacecraft

contacts, they do provide a basis for realistic prediction of performance in orbit.
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Figure 4-VIII-8. Precession Rate as a Function of Spin Rate

b. QOMAC Coil Design

Since the QOMAC coil is installed on the inside wall of the spacecraft hat,

the shape and dimensions of the coil are determined by physical limits of the hat.

Major design considerations for the coil are (1) minimum weight and power consump-

tion and, (2) maximum area. To achieve the required 6.12 ampere-turns-meter di-

pole, a resistance of 200 ohms is inserted in series with the coil. (While the increase

resistance could be obtained by using a smaller-diameter wire, problems in manufac-

turing the coil would result from the extremely thin wire that would be required.)

The parameters of the QOMAC coil are as follows:

type of coil:

power supply:

area:

circumfe renee:

center-tapped,

-24.0 VDC,

0. 746 meter 2,

3.08 meters,

wire:

total weight of wire:

number of turns:

30 gauge

0.31 pounds,

328,
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Figure 4-VIII-9. Typical 90-Degree Attitude Maneuver

duty cycle:

resistance in 1/2 coil:

low-torque resistor:

current:

one cycle every three to four days in

the station-keeping mode; nearly con-

tinuous operation in the station-acqui-

sition mode,

280 ohms at 20°C,

270 ohms,

0.050 amps,
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power:

dipole moment*:

1.2 watts, and

6.12 amp-turns-meter 2

3. Magnetic-Bias Control (MBC)

a. Operational Considerations

The Magnetic-Bias-Control (MBC) technique is essentially the same as

employed on the conventional TIROS spacecraft for Magnetic Attitude Control (MAC).

However, whereas the MAC technique on TIROS II through VIII was the primary method

for controlling attitude, the MBC technique will be used primarily to null the OT-2

spacecraft's residual dipole moment and to compensate for the effects of the regressing

orbit, thereby reducing the number of QOMAC cycles required for station keeping.

This reduction in QOMAC cycles will be accomplished by introducing a dipole moment

into the spacecraft of a magnitude and polarity to reduce the rate of change of the spin

vector with respect to the orbit normal to a minimum, once the spin vector has been

aligned with the orbit normal.

A mathematical description of the MBC technique is presented in Paragraph 4-VKI-B.

_._.._o._*'....... ,_.-_._theoret_ol__ ................,t,_T_lnprn_nt _q h_._ed on an uncanted dipole model of the

earth's magnetic field, it is only approximately correct. However, a computer simu-

lation has demonstrated that generation of an appropriate dipole moment; M, in ac-

cordance with equation VIH-34 of Paragraph 4-VKI-B, that is,

2IsC0sC0po

M -

M E

a 3

can greatly reduce the rate at which the spin axis drifts from the orbit normal. If a

nominal spin rate of 10 rpm, a spin inertia of 160 inch-pound-seconds, orbital altitude

of 750 nautical miles, and an orbital inclination of 101 degrees are assumed, the di-

pole moment required to achieve this reduction becomes +0.45 ampere-turns-meter 2.

This value is compared with dipole moments of -0.4 ampere-turns-meter 2 (atm 2) and

zero atm 2 in the curves of Figures 4-VIII-10, and 4-VKI-11. Note from Figure 4-

VIH-10, that a residual magnetism of -0.4 atm 2 would necessitate QOMAC torquing

*The dipole moments differ from the idealized values because of the characteristics

of available wire, however, these variations are negligible because of other factors

which will have similar effects, the most significant of these being temperature vari-

ations and phasing (QOMAC start-time) errors.
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operations at intervals of 4 to 6 orbits. Note also, from the first six orbits on Figure

4-VIH-10, that, undisturbed, a dipole moment of zero atm 2 (i.e., residual magnetism

completely nulled) would result in the introduction of an attitude error at a rate that

closely follows the 1-degrees-per-day nodal regression rate. However, as indicated

in Figure 4-VIH-11, a +0.45 atm 2 dipole moment results in a displacement of the spin

axis from the orbit nornml of only 0.5 degrees after 14 days.

b. MBC Coil Design

Since the MBC coil, like the QOMAC coil, is installed on the inside wall

of the spacecraft hat, the shape and dimensions are determined by the physical dimen-

sions of the hat. The MBC coil parameters are as follows:

type of coil:

power supply:

area:

circumference:

wire:

center-tapped,

-24.0 VDC,

0.746 meter 2,

3o08 meter,

26 gauge,
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total weight of wire:

number of turns:

resistance in 1/2 coil:

current (max):

power (max):

dipole moment (max):

1 o67 lbs,

714,

240 ohms (at 20°C),

0.100 amperes (max),

2.4 watts, and

26.7 ampere-turns-meter 2.

The MBC switch, a twelve-position stepping switch, will be used in conjunction with a

polarity reversing switch to reg_alate the amount and direction of current in the MBC

coil. Position 10 of the MBC switch is used to set the current to the level required to

provide the nominal 4-degree-per-orbit precession rate required for QOMAC back-up

(See Paragraph C-6). At position 11, the maximum dipole moment, 26.7 ampere-

turns-meter z, is available for use in the high-torque QOMAC mode. As indicated in

Table 4-VIII-2, the remaining nine positions are used to provide current levels cor-

responding to dipole moments of 0 to 1.54 ampere-turns-meter 2, and the polarity of

the dipole moments are controlled by the polarity reversing switch.

TABLE 4-VIH-2. MAGNETIC-BIAS-CONTROL SWITCH POSITIONS

Position

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Resistance

(kilohms)

39.9

19.9

13.1

10.1

8.3

6.8

5.6

4.7

3.9

0.3

0

Current*

(milliamperes)

0.61

1.18

1.81

2.35

2.84

3.42

4.05

4.86

5.63

44.5

lOO.O

OFF

Powe r*

(watts)

0.014

0.028

0. 043

0.056

0.068

0.082

0.095

0.117

0.131

1.07

2.4

Magnetic Dipole

(atm z)

0.16

0.32

0.49

0.62

0.76

0.92

1.12

1.32

1.62

12.1"*

26.7***

*At positions 1 through 10, the potential is -24.5 volts; at position 11, -24.5 volts.

**QOMAC backup position.

***High-torque QOMAC mode.
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4. Nutation Damping

a. General

An effective nutation damping system must provide both rapid elimina-

tion of any nutation imparted to the spacecraft and maintenance of a low nutation-

threshold angle. To provide such a system for the OT-2 spacecraft, two methods

were investigated: method 1, modification of the Tuned Energy-Absorbing Mass

(TEAM) nutation-damping devices presently employed on TIROS satellites to meet the

more stringent requirements imposed by the 750-mile, OT-2 orbit; and method 2, use

of the existing (i. e., unmodified) TEAM system in conjunction with a liquid-type nuta-

tion damper* to accomplish the same result.

The TEAM damper has provided excellent nutation damping on all TIROS satellites

launched to date. However, the nutation threshold requirement for the OT-2 space-

craft has been set at a haft-cone angle of 0.3 degrees or less and the existing TEAM

damper will theoretically provide only 0.6 to 0.8-degree half-cone angle threshold

indicating a required improvement of at least a factor of two. The threshold limits

depend on the friction of the moving parts. The TEAM damper could have been re-

designed to meet the theoretical requirement of 0.3-degree threshold; however, it

was rt_o!ded fh_t the implementation of a liquid damper to be used in conjunction with

the proven TEAM dampers would be the better approach. This latter approach will

utilize the existing TEAM damper for rapid convergence to a nutation angle of approx-

imately 0.7 degrees followed by a somewhat slower damping towards threshold angles

below 10 -z degrees accomplished by the liquid mechanism. In this fashion, the proven

TEAM damper design will not be extended beyond reasonable limits, and the potential

threshold angle will be well below the maximum permissible value. A discussion of

the basis for this choice is given in the following paragraphs along with a description

of the modifications to the TEAM mechanism that would be required if the liquid dam-

per were not used and design details of the liquid damper.

b. Influence of Nutation on Camera Pointing Accuracy

A plot of nutation half-cone angle versus deviation of the principle cam-

era point from the spacecraft subpoint is shown in Figure 4-V1YI-12. Notice that no

more than a 4-nautical-mile deviation of the principal point from the subpoint can be

assured with a 0.6-degree half-cone nutation angle at a nominal altitude of 400 NM

(that used for TIROS), whereas a 0.3-degree maximum half-cone angle is required

at the OT-2 orbital altitude 750 nautical miles) to achieve a similar tolerance. It

should be noted that a tightening of the theoretical nutation cone maintained by the

damper mechanisms will facilitate the reduction of attitude-measurement data from

the V-head horizon-sensor.

*The liquid nutation-damping theory was developed during a recent AR&D effort con-

ducted at the Astro Electronics Division of RCA, near Princeton, No J.
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c. TEAM Damper Modifications (Method 1}

The TEAM mechanism consists of a slightly curved monorail located at
the spacecraft periphery and parallel to the spin axis, and a mass in the form of a cart
which slides on this monorail. The cart is held in a cagedposition at one end during
launch and ascent and is released at separation of the spacecraft from the third stage.
Motion of the mass dissipates energy in the form of heat dueto friction, and, since
this motion is causedby nutation of the satellite, a one-way energy flow occurs. The
energy-conversion process continuesuntil the nutation angle is very small and the
spacecraft is very nearly spinning about the maximum moment-of-inertia axis.

In order to satisfy the O.3-degree maximum threshold requirement imposedby the
750-nautical-mile orbit, the present designwould have to be modified. This could be
accomplished by increasing the cart weight from 93 grams to 300 grams and by dis-
qualifying all units that display a breakawayfriction, K, greater than 0.05 gram.
This _,ouldbring the nutation-threshold angle just within the tolerance required for
the OT-2 spacecraft.

Figure 4-VIII-13 showsthe variation of nutation-threshold angle with cart weight far
two different K values, basedon OT-2 spacecraft parameters. It canbe seenthat a
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Figure 4-VIH-13. Nutation Threshold Angle Versus Cart Mass
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300-gram mass and a breakaway of no more than 0.05 grams would result in a maxi-

mum half angle of 0.3 degree. The governing equation is:

v{9

K
+

mr _ 2 _o
S

T

1S I S
2 ----

I T I T

(VII-48)

The cart weight could be increased by using tungsten for the entire cart body and by

increasing the cart length by approximately 0.5 inches. Since operation of this con-

figuration before despin would cause the existing rod to deflect 0.71 inches when the

cart is at the center position (or 0.49 inches more than with the existing 93-gram

cart), it would be necessary to increase the depth of the case by 0.6 inches

in order to prevent hangupo Although increasing the diameter of the rod would reduce

deflection, it would also require redesign of the wheels, retainers, and spin locations.

In addition, the rod would have to withstand a bending stress of 110,000 psi without

permanent damage. This would necessitate changing the rod material from RCA

Specification No. 2010799 to RCA Specification No. 2010942 (RCA Specification Nos.

for precipitation-hardenable-type, stainless-steel rods), thereby increasing the yield

point of the rod from 45,000 psi to 185,000 psi.

In order to assure that the maximum permissible breakaway friction will not be ex-

ceeded, quality control testing would have to include a careful measurement of this

value. In addition to the friction measurement, strict quality control would have to

be enforced to guard against flat spots in the bearings.

d. Liquid Nutation Damper (Method 2)

Instead of redesigning the TEAM damper, a better approach with far

greater performance potential consists of supplementing the existing TEAM damper

with a liquid device. Liquid dampers, which have been proposed and used on space

satellites (principally, the Relay Communications Satellites) with good results, fall

into two basic types: (1) passages of toroidal geometry completely filled with liquid

and (2) passages of toroidal geometry partially filled with liquid. The damper is in-

stalled on the spacecraft in a position such that nutational motion excites the liquid in

the tube, causing it to move relative to the wails. Energy is absorbed by this mech-

anism through the viscous drag of the fluid flow.

In the case of a spinning spacecraft having spin inertia greater than the transverse

inertia (i. e., a stable configuration) the partly filled toroidal damper is installed with

the damper axis co-linear with the spin axis and displaced from the spacecraftls cen-

ter of gravity. Nutational motion causes the fluid in the damper to form into a
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cohesive mass which moves relative to the damper ring. However, at small nutational
angles, the liquid loses cohesion, becomesdistributed around the damper ring, and
damper effectiveness is drastically reduced.

The completely filled liquid damper, on the other hand, is installed with its plane
parallel to the spin axis of the vehicle. In this position, it is excited by the transverse
spin imparted to the spacecraft during precessional motion. The damper seesan oscil-
latory spin rate, thus causing the fluid to move relative to the tube wall. At very low
nutation angles, small amplitude oscillations continue to excite the damper andthe
energy loss continues so long as the damper fluid maintains its Newtonianviscosity
characteristics. Investigations bad shownthat the Newtoniancharacteristics con-
tinue downto rates below the order of earth rate. This corresponds to a precession
angle of about 4 x 10-3 degrees. This is abouttwo orders of magnitudebetter than
the achievable TEAM damper performance*.

The time constantassociated with a completely filled toroidal tube has beencomputed.
The equation relating the damper time constant characteristics and the satellite dy-
namics is as follows:

IT2
T - , (\_r1__-49)

n 0.189 H I d

where 0. 189 represents the effectiveness of an optimum ring damper.

The damper for the OT-2 spacecraft, however, is not circular but will consist of two

tubes, filled with a liquid and installed on the inside of the hat as shown in Figure

4-VIH-14. Generous curves are provided where bends are required. The damper

tubes traverse the top of the hat along parallel chords, turn down along the sides of

the hat and follow a partial circumference at the bottom. For a 20-minute time con-

stant, an equivalent toroidal damper requires an inertia, Id, of 0.35 pound-inch-
. 2

seconds 2 for I T = 116 pound-inch-seconds , H = 17.2 pound-inch-seconds.

The fluid mass in the damper can be computed by equating its inertia to that of the

equivalent toroidal type. A fluid mass of about 0.9 pounds, distributed in a tube of

the above (approximate) geometry, will have a theoretical time constant of 1200

seconds. Since the tube geometry is non-circular, the practical fluid mass required

could be as much as twice the theoretical value, or 1.8 pounds. Testing on a torsional

pendulum fixture at spacecraft frequency levels will permit experimental verification

of this time constant.

*Whether such a low threshold can be maintained depends upon the amount of disturbing

energy to which the spacecraft is subjected. In any case, a liquid damper has the

capability of removing energy at far smaller nutation angles than its TEAM counter-

part.
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Figure 4-VIII-14. Installation of Liquid Damper in Spacecraft Hat

The theoretical tube diameter, do, is a function of the fluids used. For example, in

optimally designed toroidal dampers, the following relation applies:

! #
d = 5.02 _ (VIII-50)

0 per ,

where

Is - I t
O" -- _S °

I T

Selection of Dow-Corning, Series 200, Silicone Fluid permits the variation of viscosity,

_, for a certain density, p, thus permitting the optimization indicated by the above

equation. The damper for this fluid consists of hermetically sealed of aluminum tubing

of 1/2 inch outer diameter that is bent into the contour of the inside of the hat assembly

and fastened thereto. To accommodate fluid volume changes with temperature in the

hermetically sealed unit, an expansion bellows (located in the plane of the center of

gravity) is included as an integral part of the liquid damper. The effect of radiation

on the viscosity of the proposed fluid is minor for the nominal altitude, orbit inclina-

tion, and spacecraft life.

The fluid damper does not require caging during the coast phase of the launch sequence,

since it has been established that, when the spacecraft is attached to the last stage

booster, the time constant for the uncaged damper is 4 to 5 times larger than the de-

sign value. For example, if the fluid damper is designed for a 20-minute time
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constant in orbital operation, it will develop a time constant of 80 to 100 minutes in

the coast phase. This means that a one-degree cone angle in the coast phase will in-

crease to a 2.7 ° cone angle in 80 minutes. Since the actual coast phase is short,

being on the order of a few minutes, caging is not required.

e. Conclusions

The utilization of two TEAM dampers of present design, in combination

with two completely-filled liquid dampers, will result in a total damper weight of

about 5.6 pounds. This method will achieve rapid convergence to about 0.7 degree

half-cone angle, and assure further damping towards a half-cone angle less than 10 -2

degrees with a time constant of 20 minutes. On the other hand, redesigning the exist-

ing TEAM damper would result in the marginal achievement of a threshold angle of

0.3 degree with two TEAM dampers weighing 3.4 pounds. The first of these two

methods has been selected in order to avoid marginal performance without a marked

increase in spacecraft weight.

5. Spin.Axis Measurement

a. General

Two methods by which the attitude of the spacecraft spin axis can be de-

termined are available in the OT-2 system. The first utilizes both channels of the

V-head horizon sensor; the second, the output of either channel of the V-head horizon

sensor and the output of the solar-aspect sensor. Two parameters which can be used

directly for QOMAC programming are obtained when the first method is used, and

after the wheel attitude has been achieved, is more accurate than the second method.

However, during periods when V-head horizon-sensor information is sparse and gen-

erally insufficient for a complete attitude computation (e. g., during the station-

acquisition maneuver or passes with short spacecraft-to-ground contact time) the

second method of attitude determination will be employed. When the second method

is used, the right ascension and declination of the spin axis are determined and this

information, in turn, is used to determine the orientation of the spin axis in terms

of orbit coordinates.

b. Attitude Determination Using the V-Head Horizon Sensor

(1) General

The V-head horizon sensor consists of two infrared bolometers arranged

with their optical axes in a 'Wee" configuration (as sho_m in Figure 4-VIII-15) and as-

sociated electronics circuits. The plane of the "Vee" contains the spin axis, and the
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bisector of the "Vee" angle is normal to the spin vector. As the spacecraft spins, the

optical axes trace out two conic sections in space. The intersection of these sensor

paths with the earth and the corresponding outputs from the sensors are also shown in

Figure 4-VIII-15• When the spin axis of the spacecraft is normal to an earth radius,

the outputs of the sensors will be of equal duration as sho_n in Figure 4-VI_-15A.

Should a roll error (defined as 90 degrees minus the angle between the spin axis and

the local vertical} exist, the pulse durations from the two sensors will be unequal, as

shown in Figure 4-VIII-15B. Should a pure yaw error (i.e., a displacement from the

orbit normal about the local vertical} exist at a given point, it _411 be evidenced as a

roll error 90 degrees later in the orbit and unequal outputs will again be experienced.

This shift of the yaw to roll error is due to the inertial rigidity of the spin vector

which causes the roll and yaw errors to vary sinusoidally, 90 degrees out of phase

with one another• This relationship is apparent from equations (VIII-13) and (VIH-14)

given in Paragraph 4-VIII-B, thus:

sin _, = sin_,max sin(3-),), and

sin ¢ = sin_maxCOS(fl- k).

The maximum roll angle, _ max, must be known in order to determine the maximum
number of QOMAC cycles, and the angle k must be known in order to compute the time

delay required between the time of the ascending node and the start of the QOMAC cycle.

The time dependence (i. e., /_ dependence) in the above equalions permits complete atti-

tude determination from a sequence of instantaneous roll measurements, the accuracy

of which is determined by the resolution and reliability of each of the data points.

Approximately 10 minutes of roll-error history for a given pass over a ground station

is required to minimize data reduction problems. The actual procedure is outlined in

the follo_-ing paragraphs.

It can be shown that for small roll angles there is a linear relationship between roll
error and the difference in earth-scan times of the two sensors. Thus:

= SAt e, (VIII-51)

where,

At =t -t
e eI e2

and S is a roll-angle sensitivity constant and is a function the geometry of the sensors,

the orbit altitude, and the spin rate.
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Figure 4-VIII-16 is a plot of S versus the included angleof the two optical axes of the
V-head horizon sensor for a nominal spin rate of 10 rpm. Also shownis a plot of the
physical limits of dynamic range as a function of the included angle. The included an-
gle used in the OT-2 spacecraft is 86 degrees, a compromise for the values determined
for the TIROS'T' satellite for the dynamic range and sensitivity of the sensor. The
sensitivity for this included angle is 99 milliseconds per degreeof roll, and the theore-
uu_ u_tmiu rangeis _. 2 _.,._,_._._...v.._.__,,,,,,_,,_,_ho._...........act,_! dyn_mln range will be

somewhat less than this value because of the oblique grazing angles that will be experi-

eneed by the sensors.

The expression that will be used to facilitate accurate, manual computation of the in-

stantaneous roll angle is:

t t

Cel v)tan a e 2 ---_-__-tan os ;-----7r- cos . (viii _z)2
S

P

As in the case of the TIROS "T' spacecraft, this equation will be reduced to a nomo-

gram from which the roll angle can be graphically determined from the ratio of earth-

to-spin time for each sensor. (These ratios can be measured easily and directly using

a Gerber scale.) A second nomogram will be provided for graphically determining the

roll error from either head of the V-head sensor in the event of a failure in the other

head.
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The data obtained from the nomograms will then be plotted on special graph paper for

which preprepared overlays are supplied. These overlays, plots of equations (VIII-13)

and (VIII-14) for various _max values, can be used for manual reduction of the appro-

priate _ max and k parameters from the nomogram data.

This method of data reduction is a proven technique for computing the attitude of a

wheel-mode spacecraft. It has the advantage of permitting the use of an operator's

judgement in determining the location of the horizon crossings, which is particularly

useful for locating the earth-to-sky transitions. It will take an operator approximately

30 to 40 minutes to reduce the attitude data from one pass.

Consideration has been given to using a computer for data reduction. Although compu-

ter techniques exist for computing attitude from the horizon-scanner data, the problem

of automatically converting the horizon-scanner data into a form useable for computer

reduction has not been completely solved. Whether or not a computer can provide atti-

tude measurements more accurate than those derived manually depends on the accuracy

of the automatic conversion of scanner data into computer format. Manual reduction of

attitude data is a simple operation, and the use of a computer can only be justified if it

can be shown that greater accuracy than that manually obtainable is operationally sig-

nificant and that the data conversion problem can be solved.

(2) Error Analysis

Characteristically, there are two types of errors that can be experienced

in determining spacecraft attitude from horizon-sensor data: the first is the error in-

herent in the dynamics of the system due to nutation effects; the second, the error due

to ambiguities in using the data. In regard to the first source of possible error, the

sinusoidal variation in roll angle (Equation VIII-13) is actually the variation in the av-

erage position of the angular-momentum vector with respect to the earth. If nutation

exists, a second, periodic variation will be superimposed on the roll-angle variation.

The frequency of the oscillation caused by nutation will be equal to (Is/I t - 1) _os, which

is approximately 0.4 times the spin rate. Because the frequency of the basic roll-angle

variation is the same as the orbital rate, the oscillation resulting from nutation _dll ap-

pear as a high-frequency scattering of points about the mean roll-angle position.

The effects of two different nutation angles of typical roll histories are shown in Figure

4-VIII-17o As represented in the illustration, the amplitude of oscillation is propor-

tional to the nutational amplitude. It is apparent that the problem of reducing roll data

to _ max and _, is more difficult for a 0.5-degree nutation than for a 0.2-degree nuta-
tion. Although averaging techniques are available for eliminating the major part of

this error, this task is time consuming and tedious, especially when manual reduction

is employed and, therefore, will not be used unless large nutation angles are experi-
enced.
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The secondtype of error can result from ambiguities in the data due to anomalies of
the bolometer electronics, variations in effective earth temperatures, or errors in-
herent in the methodof data reduction. Theseerrors have beencomputedon the bias
of a linearized equation, relating the difference in earth times from each headof the
"Vee" to a roll error, i.e.,

_¢= Sht, (V_-53)e

where S is a function of the spin rate, the orbit height and the included anglebetween
the sensors. For the 750-nauticai-mile OT-2 altitude and an included angle of 86 de-
grees, S -_10 degreesper second. The nominal spin rate is assumedto be approxi-
mately 60 degreesper secondandthe Sanbornchart speedis 20 millimeters per second.

The equivalent earth temperature variation creates a changein the radiance input to
the electronics. This results directly in a changein amplitude of the differentiated
horizon-sensor output pulse, while the time required for the signal to peak remains
unchanged. Becausea threshold techniqueis usedfor sensingsky-earth and earth-
sky transitions, this will introduce a variation in earth time as indicated in Figure
4-VEI-18.

I
SENSOR

i OUTPUT

TIME

Figure 4-VIII-18o Effects of Earth Temperature Variations on Earth Time

The value of time differential, A t, between the expected extremes of earth tempera-

ture (210°K and 290°K) is 16.5 milliseconds. If a worst-case situation is assumed

-- where one sensor in the V-head configuration sees maximum earth temperature on

the sky-earth transition and minimum earth temperature on the earth-sky transition,

while the other sensor sees exactly the reverse -- the maximum error in earth time

caused by this effect will be 33 milliseconds, and a corresponding worst-case error

in attitude determination will be experienced.

The horizon temperature gradient is attributable to the fact that above the limb of the

earth there exists an atmosphere approximately 60 kilometers high. As a line of sight

is swept from the cold sky to the hotter earth, the transition will be gradual, rather

than abrupt, as indicated in Figure 4-VIII-19.
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Using simulated data, the two cases shown in Figure 4-VIII-19 yielded a difference of

8.5 milliseconds in the location of the limb of the earth. The worst case condition in-

troduced by this effect would exist if the gradient phenomena existed on the earth-sky

and sky-earth of one sensor in the V-head configuration and not in the other, and would

produce an error of 17 milliseconds. This situation is, at best, improbable; other ar-

rangements of gradients will of course, have a lesser effect on earth-time variations.

Because the attitude data is to be reduced manually, the operator performing this re-

duction must judge, from a Sanborn chart, exactly where a particular point occurs:

in particular where the sky-earth and earth-sky crossings for both sensors are located.

It is estimated that the operator can locate such data to within 0.25 millimeters on a

single point. Again assuming worst case conditions in measuring At e this becomes a

maximum error of 0.5 millimeters which, at a paper speed of 20 millimeters per

second, is equivalent to a 25-millisecond error in time.

A summation of the worst-case errors introduced by earth-temperature variations,

horizon temperature gradients, and manual data reduction, and the corresponding

errors in roll-angle determination, is given in Table 4-VHI-3. Since the object of

attitude determination is to determine _ max and k from instantaneous error which
is random (3 _ = 0.44 degree) can be less than 0.2 degree using a standard least-

square-curve-fitting technique.

However, since the phasing of the nutation effect is almost impossible to predict, the

uncertainty in roll and yaw at the time the shutter is operated is the sum of nutation

(0o 3 degrees) plus data ambiguity (0.2 degrees) or 0° 5 degrees total.

The above error analysis assumes proper operation of both sides of the V-head hori-

zon sensor, however, since, in the proposed orbit, one side of the sensor will some-

times be nearly eolinear with the sun vector, and since past experience indicates that

direct exposure of horizon sensors to the sun's energy is detrimental, the possibility

of improper operation of one side must be considered.
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TABLE 4-VIII-3. SUMMATION OF ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ERRORS

Maximum Earth-Time Equivalent
Cause Roll Error

Error (milliseconds)
(degrees)

Earth-temperature variations

Horizon temperature gradient

Manual Data Reduction

Total worst-case Error

RMS of worst-case Errors

33

17

25

75

0.33

0.17

0.25

0.75

0.44

One possibility for abnormal operation is saturation of the system to the degree that

the electronic circuits cannot recover before the succeeding pulse is received from

the sensor. However, this effect will be reduced by modifying the amplifier design

and changing the spectral response to the 13-to-23-micron region. The amplifier

redesign a_d ............................................................................IIILI_JL ¢I.UUlLIUII WILl ]._LI-IUL LII_ bUll_ _III=:L;L _O LLt_L LLtl:; DCtLUlCLLIUII t;UIALlJ.--

tion will be experienced only when the sun is on the horizon. Then, the major prob-

lem occurs when the sun is on the leading edge, i.e., sky-earth transition. The

geometry of the 3 PM and 9 AM orbits is such that this unfavorable situation exists

only the 60- to 80-degree southern latitudes and the 60- to 80-degree northern lati-

tudes during, respectively, the period from September to March. Although the prob-

lem is less at the trailing edge, it does exist at the other extreme latitudes. For a

3 PM orbit this does not represent problem because data is not taken in the southern

latitudes. Receipt of data at the East Coast station during 9 AM orbits will be un-

affected, while at Fairbanks, approximately half the contact time will be clear.

A second possible cause of abnormal operation is an effective increase in the sensor's

field of view because of high-energy inputs from the sun. This increase in the field-

of-view results in spurious signals even when the sun vector is as much as 10 degrees

off the sensor's optical axis. However, the presence of such spurious signals should

cause no problem in the manual reduction of data, provided they do not occur near a
horizon.

(3) Pitch Errors

The preceding paragraph discusses only those factors which affect the

accuracy of attitude data originated by the V-head horizon sensor. However, the or-

thogonal horizon sensors, which are of a similar design, also experience variations
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in earth temperature and horizon-temperature gradient which tend to affect the accu-

racy of camera alignment with the local vertical. Errors due to mechanical alignment

are assumed negligible and those due to altitude variation and shutter actuation delay

are assumed known. (The tape recorder is momentum compensated.) Hence the major

cause of error is due to random variations in the characteristics of the horizon. These

are listed in Table 4-VIH-4 for the nominal altitude of 750 nautical miles.

TABT_ A__r_v A waCT c)R,_ AFFECTING ORTHOGONAL

HORIZON-SENSOR ACCURACY

Cause

Earth-temperature variations

Horizon temperature gradient

Total worst-case pitch error

RMS pitch errors

Maximum Earth-Time

Error (milliseconds)

+7.7*

+4

+ii. 7

Pitch Error

(degrees)

+0.46

+0.24

+0.7

+0.52

The effect of the horizon temperature gradient may be reduced to +4 milliseconds

compensating the alignment of the camera with respect to the theorerical trigger

pulse by 4 milliseconds. This, essentially, splits the difference between gradient

and no-gradient situation.

c. Attitude Determination Using the Solar-Aspect Sensor

The solar-aspect sensor is normally used to measure the sun angle with

respect to the spin axis. However, this data can also be used, in conjunction with

data from the V-head horizon sensor, to determine spacecraft attitude. Although use

of this method allows attitude determination even when the data is sparse, the accuracy

is generally insufficient for the performance specifications of this system. Therefore,

it is intended to use this method only during the turn-around maneuver and as a quick

check during normal mission operation. A detailed discussion of this method of atti-

tude determination is contained in the design-study report for the TIROS "I" spacecraft.

*The error to the orthogonal sensor introduced by earth-temperature variations is less

than that for V-head sensors because of the smaller oblique grazing angles encountered.
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6. Redundancy and Failure Modes

In the event of a failure in the QOMAC system (once wheel orientation has been

established), it will be possible to use the MBC system for station-keeping purposes.

Although the use of this system will limit the accuracy of station keeping because of

the coarseness of the control and the loss of flexibility, it will still be possible to limit

the maximum roll error to approximately 5 degrees. Tighter limitations on the extent

of roll error will require more frequent utilization of the MBC system.

Regarding the use of the MBC system for attitude control, it can be shown that the use

of conventional TIROS type torquing on a spacecraft in a polar orbit will generate, ap-

proximately, right-ascension changes in the position of the spin vector. It can also

be shown that reversing the dipole polarity at the maximum or minimum latitudes of

the orbit will generate declination changes over the node-to-node portion of the orbit.

Thus, if a particular change in right ascension and declination is necessary to reac-

quire the orbit normal, this change can be effected by switching the polarity of the

dipole moment in accordance with the switching profile (shown in Figure 4-VITI-20),

that will effect that change. Either the uncircled or circled profiles are available

since the dipole polarity can be controlled from the ground.

It should be noted that the precession rate obtainable in Quadrants I and II is nearly

twice that in Quadrants HI and IV. The ratio is given by the foiio_ing reiationship:

COpI, II _ sin i 6

COp]]], IV V(si n i) 2 + 4(cos2 i}2

(VIg-54)

and is approximately 1.91 for polar orbits.

More complex switching programs can be derived based on the actual orbital environ-

ment and ground-contact studies. However, these programs are generally very in-

efficient and require frequent operation of the MBC system. It should be noted that

the MBC system must be returned to the position corresponding to the minimum drift

rate of the spin axis after each switching program.

D. SPIN CONTROL

1. General

After spacecraft separation from the third-stage rocket, the spin rate will be con-

trolled by two devices. First, the de-spin mechanism (Yo-Yo) will provide spin-down

from the orbit-injection spin rate to approximately the desired operational spin rate;

then the Magnetic Spin Control (MASC) device will be used to acquire and maintain

the specified spin rate.
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2. Yo-Yo Despin

To achieve stabilization during the boost phase of the launch operation, the carrier

rocket and spacecraft are "spun up" to a nominal rate of 125 rpm. After separation

from the third stage of the booster rocket, it is necessary to reduce this rate to 10.9
rpm for the OT-2/APT configuration and 9.2 rpm for the OT-2/AVCS configuration.

This de-spin is accomplished by releasing two masses that are attached to cables

wrapped around and hooked to the solar-cell array structure.

Upon separation of the spacecraft from the third-stage rocket, a control circuit will

be activated by the separation switches. After an 8-minute delay (to permit nutation

damping), this circuit will cause the firing of squibs, disengaging the retaining pins

for the masses, and allowing the masses to swing free. The cables will swing quickly

outward until they reach radial orientation with respect to the spacecraft, at which
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time loops on the end of the cables will slip from their retaining hooks. The cables
and weights will then completely separate and carry away approximately 90percent
of the initial angular momentuminto space, slowing the spin-rate of the spacecraft
accordingly.

Figure 4-VIII-21 indicates the TIROSdespin (Yo-Yo) history for TIROSII through

TIROS VIII, all of which were launched with the Thor-Delta vehicle. The scatter dis-

played is due in part to the fact that the spin moment of inertia was measured to no

better than 1 percent in early satellites (points A2, A3, and D), this is equivalent to

a final spin-rate error of about 10 percent. Furthermore, the despin analysis utilized

for all TIROS vehicles launched to date did not allow for the energy contained in the

stretched cable at the moment of separation. Since both the measuring and computing

techniques have been refined, future missions should display less deviation from the

nominal performance curve. The factors affecting despin accuracy are listed below,

in terms of percentage error referenced to the final spin rate:

Moment of Inertia Measurement:

Final Stage Speed (before despin)

Reduction Mechanism accuracy:

+5%,

+10%, and

27%,

for a worst case of +22% and an rms vaiue of ....

worst case despin speed will be 7, 8 rpm. This deviation can be corrected by the

_SC device within I. 5 days (maximum).

3. Magnetic Spin Control (MASC)

a. General

As applied to a spinning spacecraft, the earth's magnetic field is effectively

an oscillating field which penetrates the conductive materials of the spacecraft, thereby

inducing electrical currents. In turn, eddy currents are produced, resulting in mag-

netic fields _4thin the spacecraft that interact with the earth's magnetic field. This

interaction not only tends to alter the spacecraft's attitude but, also, tends to de-spin

the spacecraft.

In previous TIROS operations, spin decay was cancelled by the occasional firing of

spin-up rockets. However, for the TIROS-'T' spacecraft, more precise spin-control

is desirable and a MASC capability is being included to provide bi-directional, fine

control of the spin rate. In the OT-2 spacecraft, the spin-up rockets are eliminated

completely, and the spin rate will be maintained exclusively by the MASC technique.
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The MASC technique utilizes horizon sensors, a commutation circuit and a MASC coil

to effect spin control. Control torques are generated by the coil, which is mounted

with its normal perpendicular to the spin axis. The spin rate is controlled by means

of magnetic interaction, in a manner similar to that in which QOMAC adjusts the

spacecraft's attitude. Since the earth's magnetic field is unidirectional for any one

point in the orbit, it will be necessary to reverse the coil current every 180 degrees

of spacecraft rotation in order to produce a net torque. The switching of current direc-

tion is synchronized by outputs from the orthogonal horizon sensors (which also pro-

vide signals for synchronizing the camera shutters). The coil is installed so that the

sky-to-earth pulses from the horizon sensors eommutate the coil current about the

local vertical. This will optimize the commutation efficiency when the spacecraft is

in the vicinity of the earth's magnetic poles, where the field is considerably stronger

than near the magnetic equator.

The current in the MASC coil generates a magnetic-dipole moment equal to the product

of the number of ampere-turns and the circumscribed area. This dipole moment has a

vectorial orientation normal to the circumscribed area, i.e., perpendicular to the

spin axis. (A detailed mathematical development of the MASC technique is presented

in Paragraph 4-VIH-B.)
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Commutationof the instantaneoustorque producedby the interaction of the earth's mag-
netic field andthe dipole moment of the coil provides an average torque per spin which
is expressed as:

TAV G - _ (B ncos/_)+b (B sin/_)n

SPIN

/%

A 1+n (-B bsin _- B _ cos_) ° (VIII-55)

The ?and Ab components of this equation represent, for an approximately polar orbit,

the slight amount of preeession produced by a given torque, or spin-control, cycle.
The m component is nominally coincident with the spin axis and represents the desired

spin-control torque, Ts. Integrating this spin torque over an angular orbit seetor

(Bf -Bi) will result in a change in spin rate that ean be expressed as:

T

= fBf s dt_ (vm-56)A°_s I _o "
S S

B.
1

Figure 4-VHI-22 is a plot of the nominally achievable spin-rate increment, A _s, arbi-

trarily referenced to the time from the orbital ascending node. The inherent precession
per ten minutes of spin-control torquing, due to the _'and/_ component of the torque

equation, is small as indicated in Figure 4-VIII-23. For attitude errors as large as

10 degrees, the spin torque will decrease a maximum of 6.8 percent for an ascending

pass over the continental United States. For the same conditions, the inherent pre-

cession might increase as much as 120 percent; however, the actual increment is still

small since the maximum precession for ten minutes of MASC is only 0° 1 degrees.

b. Spin-Rate Acquisition

The MASC system requires that an "on" command and a commutation-mode

(spin-up or spin-down) command be transmitted to start a spin-correction cycle, and

that an "off' command be transmitted to terminate the cycle. In order to maintain

programming simplicity, the on/off commands are not stored in the spacecraft, i.e.,

operation is in "real time." Therefore, the maximum change in spin rate that can be

achieved per day is a function of the ground contact time. An example of a typical

spin-control sequence, based on a magnetic dipole moment of 14.6 ampere-turns-

meter 2, and a 750-nautical-mile, 101.40 degree orbit, is shown in Table 4-VIH-5.

As can be seen from this table, within the limits of the contact circle for the two

ground stations, a maximum daily correction of about 1.7 rpm can be realized with

a coil dipole moment of 12 ampere-turns-meter 2.
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The MASC system includes two separate coils and associated commutation circuits.

Both coils will be programmed for operation during spin-rate acquisition to provide a

dipole moment of 14o 6 ampere-turns-meter 2 , thus minimizing the time required for

this operation. Once the desired spin rate has been acquired, both MASC coils will be

deactivated until such time as a spin-rate correction cycle is required.

c, Maintenance of Spin-Rate

The spin period, as defined by succeeding sky-to-earth horizon pulses from

the orthogonal horizon sensor, must be maintained at 5.5 + 0. 025 seconds for the

eUI/II_ al _blUll oUo U/;3 bll_v i --_i z-_i: I UULIII_Ul _#iun_ G. 5 4- b_Ct)IlUb _0]_ _ U i --_,1/-iV _..,0

In order to maintain the spin period within this accuracy, three factors must be taken in

into consideration, namely, (1) long-term spin-rate decay because of eddy current

effects, (2) short-term fluctuations in the measured period resulting from variations

in earth temperature, mid (3) the accuracy with which the actual spin period can be
measured.

At the stipulated orbital altitude (750 nautical miles) and inclination (101.4 degrees),

the first factor, long-term decay, is expected to decrease the spin rate by approxi-

mately 0° 014 rpm per day. As illustrated in Figure 4-VIII-24, the deviation from the

nominal spin period because of this decay rate depends upon the frequency of spin-

correction cycles. Assuming three such cycles each week, the maximum error attribut-

able to long-term decay should be no greater than 8.1 milliseconds per spin period.
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Short-term fluctuations in spin period are causedprimarily by changesin transient
rise time resulting from variations in earth temperature. Although short-term fluctua-
tions do not constitute changesin the actual spin rate, they must be considered because
of their effect on the triggering of the TV cameras. These fluctuations could cause
errors in the indicated spin period of up to 7.7 milliseconds.

The error introduced by the third factor, the accuracy of spin-rate measurements,
should be limited to +0.45 milliseconds by use of the averaging techniques described
in paragraph 4 below. Thus, even if all three types of errors were accumulative, the
maximum deviation from the nominal spin rate (assuming three MASCcycles per week)
would be 17 milliseconds, well within the ÷_25-millisecondtolerance imposed by the
TV-camera subsystems.

4. MASC Coil Design

Two separate MASC coils will be included in spacecraft OT-2. They will be posi-

tioned within the hat structure so as to provide the maximum dipole moment for the

specified current and weight without interferring with the installation of other compo-

nents. The parameters of each coil are as follows:

Shape:

Wire material:

Bare-wire diameter:

Electrical configuration:

Total no. of turns:

Nominal current:

Impedance (per half coil):

Coil weight:

Nominal dipole moment:

fi_ed _o strucLure ......... e A rr _

aluminum

0. 0113 inch

center- tapped

562

75 milliamperes

R = 320 ohms; L = 0.2 henry (at 20°C)

0.56 pounds
2

7.3 ampere-turns-meter

5. Spin.Rate Measurement

Because the delay timing for a remote-picture sequence will be defined in terms

of a number of transpired spins, it is essential that the spin rate be measured with a

tolerance that will allow accurate determination of the picture center for each remotely

taken TV picture. The data for spin-rate determination will be obtained from the dual-

channel V-head horizon sensor, since the outputs from this sensor are continuously

telemetered for attitude-determination purposes. However, data from only one of the

two sensor channels will be used.
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Although the use of data from the orthogonal horizon sensors would reduce the maxi-
mum error in spin-period measurementsby a factor of approximately two, (since the
V-head sensor experiences more-oblique grazing angles) the need for a separate read-
out command andthe shorter readout-time availability seems to delegatethese sensors
for use as a back-up, rather than a primary, source of spin-rate data.

For a maximum roll angle of 1 degree and a nutation half-angle of 0.5 degree, nutation
wiii causethe period defmed by successive sky-to-earth outputs from the V-head
sensor to vary by _-26.7 milliseconds. The maximum error that cml be introduced by

variations in the earth's radiance is _8.25 milliseconds at each horizon crossing

based on the threshold technique described previously° However, since this transition

ac.h_a!!lly occurs as a ramp, variations i_n the slope of the ramp due to atmospheric
conditions can cause an additional error of 8.5 milliseconds in horizon location. In

addition, an error of +0.16 millisecond per period is introduced by the sinusoidal

variation of the spacecraft roll component.

The spin period could be measured by two standard binary counters, which would

record, on an alternate basis, a series of consecutive time increments. Since this

measurement would be continuous, errors due to nutation, radimlce, and horizon gradi-

ent would only affect the occurrence of the last pulse with respect to the first pulse.

Therefore, longer recordings would minimize the effect of these errors. K available,

Sanborn recorders, provided with 10-pps timing markers, can be used in place of the

complimentary digital counters to achieve the required spin-period measurement.

Such a change will introduce m_ additional error of +12° 5 milliseconds in locating the

first and last sky-earth pulse recorded on the chart (based on a paper speed of 20 milli-

meters per seconds, and operator resolving ability of 0.25 millimeters). These errors
are summarized in Table 4-V111-6.

TABLE 4-VIII-6. SPIN-PERIOD MEASUREMENT ERRORS

Errors Values (ms)

1. Earth radiance

2. Horizon gradient

3. Zero-to-peak (due to nutation)

4. Data reduction

5° Sinusoidal roll component

:E16.5

:E 8o5

=E2607

+12o 5

4- 0.16
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Since errors 1through 4 in Table 4-VIN-6 are only significant on the first and last
pulse, the spin measurement accuracy is improved by averaging over the measuring
periods. The following equation is used to computethe rss error:

ss error = sinusoidal roll component +

t s
P

Figure 4-VIII-25 shows the root-sum-square value of spin-rate measurement error

considering the above factors, while Figure 4-VIII-26 illustrates the spacecraft

subpoint accuracy in terms of the rss error. For an 8-minute (480-second) measuring

period, the maximum spacecraft subpoint error after 1000 sky-to-earth pulses is 0.51

second, corresponding to a subpoint error of 1.63 nautical miles.
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The above estimate of prediction accuracy assumes an adjustment for the phase shift

caused by the long-term decay of approximately 0. 014 rpm per day. Furthermore,

the angle, Os, between the lines of sight of the V-head horizon sensor (used for refer-

ence) and the orthogonal sensor (used for triggering) enters the equation which defines

the predicted time of a sky-to-earth horizon pulse from the orthogonal sensor. Thus:

0s ts
-7

trip = t + N (ts + 2.24x i0 N) P (VIII-58)0 2_ "
P

For after-the-fact picture rectification, a comparison of anticipated and actual occur-

rence of the sky-to-earth horizon pulse (subsequent to any number of pulses such as

the 1000 mentioned above) will permit an even closer determination of the satellite

subpoint for a particular picture. Phase shifts which cannot be justified by short-term

disturbances such as temperature and nutation could then be distributed evenly over

the transpired number of spin periods. A decision as to whether such a refinement is

required cm_ be tempered by the observation that the principal point variation due to

haLf-cone nutation angles as low as 0.3 degree is about 4 nautical miles, whereas a
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0o45-secondvariation in subpoint determination is equivalent to only 1.43-nautical-
mile variation. To provide an even greater level of confidence, a comparison between
anticipated and actual horizon crossing could be utilized to check the accuracy of the
prediction.

6. Redundancyand Failure Modes

The 14.6 ampere-turns-meter 2 dipole moment employed in the MASC technique

is generated by two independent electromagnetic coils, each of which provides a 4.3-

ampere-turns-meter 2 dipole moment. Should a failure develop in any one of the coils,

the MASC capability will still be retained, although the time required for spin-rate

adjustments will increase accordingly.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The OT-2 system ground complex includes three major groups of facilities:

(1) Control, Programming, and Analysis (CPA) centers.

(2) Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) stations.

(3) Spacecraft check-out sets.

The CPA centers consist of the following:

(1) National Weather Satellite Center (NWSC), located in Suitland, Maryland.

(2) TOS Control Center (TCC) located at NWSC, Suitland, Maryland.

There are two, nearly identical, CDA ground stations, one located near Fairbanks,

Alaska, and the other on the East Coast. Should the government install an 85-foot

antenna with its attendant RF equipment, the performance of the East Coast CDA sta-

tion would be identical to that of the Fairbanks, Alaska, CDA station.

Two spacecraft check-out sets are located in the RCA Space Center, Princeton, N.J.

Spacecraft check-out Set No. 1 consists of all the ground equipment needed to check

out spacecraft prior to launch and some of the test equipment required during fabrica-

tion and assembly of the spacecraft. Spacecraft check-out Set No. 2 has the capability

to evaluate the spacecraft while in orbit and also to check out the spacecraft prior to

launch. In addition, a go/no-go van is located at the launch site for the purpose of

checking out the spacecraft before and during launch operations.

The flow of data among the OT-2 system ground complex is shown in Figure 5-I-1.
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SECTION II. CONTROL, PROGRAMMING,

AND ANALYSIS (CPA)CENTERS

A. TOS CONTROL CENTER(TCC)

The TCC originates all command programs for the normal operation of the satellite.

The nature of these commands is based on requests from cognizant agencies for

particular cloud coverage in conjunction with ephemeris data.

Satellite performance is analyzed by TCC from telemetered "housekeeping" data received

by the CDA stations during each pass. Attitude and spin-correction commands for the

satellite are generated based on this information.

To accomplish its mission, TTC is linked to the CDA stations by "long-line" and tele-

type circuits; both means are used to transmit command programs to the CDA stations

and to receive telemetered data, station "real time", and station events. The data is

fed to chart recorders for subsequent reduction. The equipment unique to OT-2 which

is required at TCC is shown in Figures 5-1]-1 and 5-H-2. A tape recorder is required

for delayed or repeated display, as well as playback of tapes shipped from CDA stations

in the event of long lines failures.

B. NATIONAL WEATHER SATELLITE CENTER (NWSC)

NWSC reduces the video data, received from the CDA stations, to provide metero-

logical usage. The attitude-scanner data (beacon channels 1 and 2) is also required

for picture-rectification purposes. The equipment unique to the OT-2 system at NWSC

is shown in Figure 5-H-3.
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SECTION III. COMMAND AND DATA ACQUISITION

(CDA)STATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the CDA stations is to contact the satellite directly and, by appropriate

communication, command satellite activities and receive, retransmit, and process (to

a limited extent) the video and telemetry information originated by the satellite.

The physical layout of the equipment in the CDA stations is shown in Figures 5-1TT-1

and 5-TTT-2. The station can be conveniently separated into the following five sections,

as shown in Figure 5-TH-3:

(1) the RF section,

(2) the video section,

(3) the command and control section,

(4) the beacon-data processing section, and

(5) the tape recorders, '_long-line" circuits, and other peripheral equipments

used in performing the station's functions.

B. RF SECTION

1. General

All RF equipment (except the satellite-type receiver) at the CDA stations is gov-

ernment furnished equipment (GFE). These include receiving, combioing and demodu-

lating equipment for beacon, AVCS, and APT signals, as well as command-transmitting

equipment.

A block diagram of the RF section of the CDA station appears in Figure 5-HI-4. Note

that the actual receivers and interconnecUons are not necessarily those now used at

the CDA stations. The RF equipment required at the RCA facility and in the go/no-go

van will be furnished by the contractor.
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2. Beacon and Telemetry Requirements

a. General

The beacon and telemetry information is transmitted from the spacecraft by

a 136-Mc, phase-modulated carder. Three sub-carrier oscillators (SCO's) in the

satellite simultaneously modulate the carrier. The RF section of the ground equipment

is used to track the beacon carrier and to demodulate the 136-Mc carrier to provide

the three SCO signals for subsequent subcarrier demodulation or "long-line" trans-
mission.

b. Antennas

The antennas used to receive the beacon signals will be similar to those pres-

ently _n use in the TIROS program. The Fairbanks CDA station and the future East

Coast CDA station will utilize 85-foot-_liameter parabolic reflectors which afford 28-db

gain at 136 Mc and are equipped for polarization diversity reception.

e. Preamplifiers

The preamplifiers used presently at the CDA stations will be suitable for OT-2

application. These units have a maximum noise figure of 4.5 db at 136 Mc.
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d. Receivers

The beaconandtelemetry receivers used for the OT-2 program will be at least
as goodas the DEI-TMR-6 telemetry receivers.

The receivers will be equippedwith a 30-kc IF bandwidth, and, after acquisition of the
beacon signal, will be capable of doppler tracking throughout the pass. The receiver
will provide carrier tracking in a narrow-loop bandwidth, resulting in an extremely
low receiver threshold.

.

spacecraft.

CommandRequirements

a. Command Antenna

The command antennas used at the CDA stations can be used for the OT-2

The antennas of both CDA stations utilize circular polarization.

b. Command Transmitter

A transmitter rated at 1000 watts, using 90-percent amplitude-modulation

will be used for commanding the spacecraft. The minimum bandwidth will be 12 kc.

At the spacecraft check-out stations and in the go/no-go van, a small (milliwatt range)

test transmitter will be used.

e. Command Monitoring Equipment

A command receiver and decoder (preferably unqualified spacecraft units) will

be used for monitoring the station output signals. In case of a malfunction in the

command chain, this system would permit rapid isolation of the trouble to either the

satellite or the ground equipment.

4. APT-TV Reception Requirements

a. General

The equipment presently used for reception of APT pictures at the CDA stations

will require no modification for OT-2 application. Since the APT signals are received

at 136 Me, i.e., the same band as the beacon signals, the antenna and preamplifier

characteristics of the APT receiving equipment can be assumed to be the same as those

of the beacon and telemetry equipment.
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b. APT Receiver

The receiver recommendedfor the APT signals at the go/no-go van and at the
test stations is the Nems-Clarke 1456Aor the DEI-TMR-6 with selectable IF bandwidths
of 50kc and I00 kc and utilizing phase-locked FM demodulation.

APT-video processing equipmentwill not be supplied for the CDA stations; however,
examination of the signal on an oscilloscope is necessary for evaluation of satellite per-
formance andcondition.

5. AVCS-TV Reception Requirements

a. General

The AVCS-TV receiving system willbe basically similar to the system used

to receive TIROS-TV pictures. The Fairbanks stationwill require a 235-Mc capability.

b. Antennas

The Fairbanks station uses an 85-foot parabolic reflector which provides 31.5-

db gain at 235 Mc. The East Coast station will have the same equipment as at the Fair-

banks station.

c. Preamplifiers

The preamplifiers presently used for TIROS-TV reception have a 5.0-db maxi-

mum noise figure which will be quite adequate for the OT-2 AVCS system.

d. Receiver

The Nems-Clarke 1412 receiver used at present for TIROS-TV signals will be

satisfactory for AVCS-TV reception. This receiver employs conventional FM demodu-

lation and has an IF bandwidth of 500 kc. The possibility of using a down-converter to

bring the signal to 136 Mc and then using a receiver at 136 Mc has been suggested as a

receiving scheme at the CDA stations. Such a technique would be feasible provided that

the 500-kc IF bandwidth is present in the new 136-Mc receiver. If a new receiver is

considered, it is recommended that a phase-locked demodulator be incorporated to in-

crease the AVCS system margin in the lower receiver threshold inherent in FM re-

ceivers with phase-locked demodulators.
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C. VIDEO SECTION

The Video Section consists of all equipment associated with the production of AVCS TV

pictures. A block diagram of this equipment is shown in Figure 5-1II-5.

The output of the diversity combiner is: (1) a frequency-modulated subcarrier which

is deviated between 72 kc and 120 kc at a rate up to 60 kc; and (2) a 9.6-kc subcarrier

containing the flutter and wow information.

The two bandpass filters separate the video signal from the flutter and wow frequency,

and the video subcarrier frequency is then doubled without affecting the video baseband

(60 kc). This doubling can be effected by the circuit shown in Figure 5-]]1-6. The video

subcarrier at the output of the doubler is identical to the Nimbus-AVCS video subcarrier

and can be used with the appropriate Nimbus equipment, unmodified in either Real Time

or Slow Time (tape recorder played-back at one-eighth the recording speed). The Nim-

bus equipment and its operation are described in detail in the Instruction Manual for the

AVCS/HRIR Subsystem CDA Ground Station Equipment, GSE-3, Volumes 1, 2, and 3.

The video is processed at the CDA stations (1) to provide back-up to NWSC for emer-

gency analysis (in case of "long-lines" breakdown}, and (2) to permit equipment checks

and alignment. The Nimbus equipment includes a Photo Mechanism Rapid Processor

which provides both automatic film advance and automatic developing, fixing, and dry-

ing of the film, and which supplies a finished frame 90 seconds after exposure.

Experience with this unit has shown that one hour of proper maintenance (consisting

mainly of adding chemicals and film} per eight hours of operation, and two hours of

thorough cleaning of equipment every two weeks are sufficient to maintain good opera-
tion and consistent results. It is therefore recommended that the Nimbus Kinescope

Complex with the Rapid Processors be used unmodified for the AVCS application.

As an alternate technique, Polaroid film can be used at the CDA stations. Polaroid

Film Type 46 or 46L (transparency} is recommended for use in this application. The

specifications for this film are quoted from the manufacturer as follows:

(1) Speed: ASA 800

(2) Latitude: +1.5 stops

(3) Maximum density: 2.3 to 2.5

(4) Minimum density: 0.05

(5) Gamma: 1.50

(6) Resolution: 40 line pairs/mm
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If film with these characteristics is used, the resulting pictures would not degrade the

system. The disadvantages of using Polaroid film are as follows:

(1) Mechanical modifications to the equipment would be required.

(2) Manual pull-down of the film will not ensure photographing eight consecutive

pictures.

(3) The camera would have to be reloaded after eight pictures, and therefore, the

entire pass would not be recorded.

(4) Type 46 or 46L film produces a positive transparency, i.e., the opposite of

the final product required. It should be noted that Polaroid Film Type 55 pro-

duces a negative transparency, but is not suitable for this application due to

limited dynamic range, limited grey-level capability, and low gamma (0.66).

(5) Subsequent chemical fixing of the transparency would be required.

The flutter and wow subcarrier can be deviated to a maximum of +1 percent at rates up

to 1 kc by the flutter and wow generated in the satellite recorder. The 9.6-kc subcar-
rier will be converted to 50 kc for use directly by the Nimbus flutter and wow demodu-

lator. In order to obtain sufficient output from the flutter and wow demodulator, it is

necessary to maintain at least a +0.3 percent deviation. Heterodyning the 9.6 kc

directly to 50 kc would reduce the maximum deviation (+96 cps) to less than 0.2 per-

cent. The proposed technique is to double-double to 38.4 kc, then heterodyne to 50 kc.

The flutter and wow subcarrier is keyed-on in the satellite at the start of the vertical

pulse. It is, thus, used on the ground to generate vertical sync pulses. A modified

Nimbus AVCS vertical sync generator will be used for this application.

Time codes are generated on the ground, but are of such format as to be readily com-

patible with the Nimbus AVCS timing delay. The time and index annotation will, thus,

be very similar to Nimbus. The Nimbus AVCS demodulator will be used to recover

tape-recorded code.

It is not necessary to provide back-up or redundancy in the video equipment because a

malfunction would simply require a replay of the tape after equipment is rendered

operative.

Electronics boards from the Nimbus AVCS station at Valley Forge will be used in some

OT-2 stations, as will the kinescope complexes from the Fairbanks Nimbus station.

However, the electronics will not be removed from the latter station. Instead, the

station will be modified to provide both limited (only one kinescope complex) Nimbus

capability and full OT-2 capability.
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D. COMMAND SECTION

1. General

A block diagram of the command section is shown in Figure 5-HI-7. In the nor-

mal mode of operation, punched-tape is fed into the tape reader. The digital com-

mand programmer generates the digital codes determined by the tape and by other in-

puts, as described later. The outputs of the digital command programmer are a FSK'd

command tone and a satellite "enable" tone, which is suitable for driving the command

transmitter.

A comparison between the transmitted commands and the verification data (decoded

commands retransmitted by the satellite on a beacon channel) is performed auto-

matically.

Performance of the command section is checked and verified by a spacecraft-type

receiver-decoder combination, which receives the RF signal from the command

antenna and provides decoded commands to the comparator. Successful comparison

with the output of the digital command programmer ensures proper ground station

operation.

A back-up capability for the tape recorder is provided by the auxiliary command

unit, which also provides a control panel for the command system.

2. Tape Reader

Commands are received at the CDA station from TCC by means of a teletypewriter

which provides a punched tape (each station can also make a command tape with its own

teletype equipment). The tape uses a 5-level code which is described fully in Section

4-IV-B, Paragraph 36. The complete command-sequence tape is inserted in the tape

recorder. The tape reader begins to advance the tape and "reads" upon receipt of a

pulse from the alarm timer (or from a manual pushbutton when the tape reader is in

the tape-test mode}. Upon reading a command, the tape reader causes the digital

command programmer to generate a sync pulse, an address, and the command. After

an interval determined by internal electronics, the entire message is transmitted, and

the tape advances to read the next command.

In order to obtain a '_ard" copy of the commands punched, it is necessary to eliminate

all codes controlling teletype-machine functions, such as '_line feed", "space",

"carriage return", and so forth. All these codes have the common characteristic that

the first and fifth levels are both "1" or both "0". The tape reader will ignore any code

having this characteristic. (This also allows errors to be obliterated by punching the

'_letters" key. ) Instructions to the tape reader will employ codes with a "1" in the

first level and a "0" in the fifth. Actual satellite commands will employ codes with

a "0" in the first level and a "1" in the fifth. Only the three center levels contain the
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commands. The satellite address is manually selected at the CDA station. Only the

commands are provided by TCC. These consist of two types: (1} Standard commands

of 12 bits and (2} loading commands of 12 + 28 bits. The standard commands require 4

levels of tape; the loading commands require 14 levels. Tape reader instructions consist

of the following-

(1) Read 4 levels.

(2) Read 14 levels.

(3) Stop. (and wait for next alarm pulse)

This coding of the tape reader instructions is described in Table 5-]II-1.

TABLE 5-111-1. TAPE READER INSTRUCTION CODES

Code

10000

11110

10100

Letter

E

K

S

Instruction

Read 4 Levels.

Read 14 Levels.

Stop. (and wait for next

alarm pulse)

NOTE: In the tape coding, a hole in the tape represents

a "1", and the absence of a hole represents a "0".

The tape is checked before transmission by placing the command system in the tape-

test mode. This connects the digital command programmer output to the decoder input.

The decoded commands are then displayed on the paper chart for examination.

Proper reception of the tape from TCC is checked by re-transmitting the tape back

to TCC on the teletypewriter and obtaining confirmation.

3. Alarm Timer

The alarm timer receives its input from the master clock and generates the re-

quired time pulses for the units within the command section. In particular, it generates

alarm pulses at three different times, determined by the front panel settings, to

initiate sequences of command transmissions. These pulses are applied to the tape

reader and to the auxiliary command unit.
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4. Auxiliary CommandUnit

The auxiliary command unit acts as a back-up to the tape reader by providing a

manual means of setting commands. Most of the controls and indicators used in the

command section are located on this unit, and it is closely connected to the digital

command programmer and its operation. The proposed front panel of the auxiliary

command unit is shown in Figure 5-IH-8.

The address of the commanded satellite is set into the "satellite address" bank, and

this code is automatically inserted in the command sequence as required.

Selection of the A or B decoder selects two of four possible tones, one for "enable" and

the other for FSK. Transmitted spacecraft verification and ground verification indica-

tors are located on the auxiliary command unit. An error-retransmit manual/automatic

mode is provided, and an error is recognized only when the spacecraft verification chan-

nel does not compare with the digital command programmer output. The ground-

verification loop is used only in isolating trouble.

The sequence of events which takes place when an error is detected is as follows:

(1) An alarm indicator (consisting of a bell and a panel light) is energized,

and a tick mark is inscribed by a marker pen on the chart recorder.

ADDRESS _ ERROR

I-I--l--T-] IGROUNDI lSATELLITE]

I
ERROR-RETRANSMIT _ OPERATION

,FFFTI
2FFTTI
3FI-I_
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FiB_re 5-III-8. Auxiliary Command Unit, Front Panel
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(2) If the automatic mode of the retransmit switch has been selected,

command transmission is immediately stopped, preventing the

spacecraft from recognizing the command and the complete com-

mand word is immediately retransmitted. If the last bit is in error,

the spacecraft will have received a complete command, but since

there exist two commands which differ only in the last bit, the com-

mand will not be recognized.

A count will be kept of the number of errors detected, and therefore,
of the number of retransmissions. This count will then be used to

modify the To-COunt contained in any subsequent command in order
to compensate for the time that was lost as the result of the retrans-

missions, and thus cause the T o time to occur at the position in orbit

at which it would have occurred if no retransmissions had taken place.

(3) If the manual mode of the retransmit switch has been selected, the

command transmission continues, and the complete sequence con-
tinues. This mode allows examination of the verification channel on

the chart recorder to determine if an error actually occurred in the

transmission or reception by the command-control decoder in the

spacecraft, or whether noise, added on the "down link", caused an

error to be made in the comparator. It is safe to delay correction

of errors because there are no commands that will damage the

spacecraft equipment, and a two-bit error is required for any one
command to be recognized as a different command. If an error has

been committed, the command can be retransmitted at the end of the

sequence, or immediately, by depressing the PANIC switch. Activa-

tion of this switch allows the tape reader to complete the "reading"
of the command already started, but prevents it from "reading" the

next command. Activation of the PANIC switch disconnects the tape

reader from the digital command and programmer connects the com-

mand banks of the auxiliary command unit. Re-depressing the PANIC

switch permits the tape reader to continue the sequence.

The auxiliary command unit contains 10 command banks each consisting of 4 octal

switches and a set/transmit switch, and 5 command banks each consisting of 14 octal

switches and a set/transmit switch. Commands are set in any of the 15 banks by dial-

ing the first octal switch to a digital equivalent of the first 3 bits of the command, and

the second switch to the second 3 bits etc .... (i. e., 100000010000 as 4020). Space-

craft programmer messages are set in the remaining 10 switches of the 14-switch

banks. The 15 command banks allow more than a normal full sequence of commands

to be programmed prior to the start of the sequence.
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With the TRANSMIT switch in the automatic mode, the first command-sequence trans-

mission begins at the first alarm time, determined by time set into the alarm timer.

The commands set in banks whose number is selected by the Alarm 1 Timing selector

are automatically transmitted in sequence. The program is then stopped until the

alarm time indicated by the Alarm 2 Timing selector is reached, and those commands

selected by this sequence selector are similarly transmitted. This action is repeated

for Alarm 3 Timing. The SET/TRANSMIT switch is used only as an indicator. The

set light operates when its bank has been selected in any sequence timing. The transmit

light operates when the command is transmitted.

Error detection and re-transmission is identical to that described earlier. The program

set in the command banks of the auxiliary command unit is tested as described in the

discussion on the action of the tape reader when the PANIC switchis depressed.

When the TRANSMIT switch is in the manual mode, the sequence timers are disconnected

and commands are transmitted individually upon activation of the SET/TRANSMIT switch.

This mode is used, in particular, for re-transmission of erroneous commands when the

unit is in the manual error-retransmit mode.

5. Comparatar

This unit compares, bit-by-bit, the command code from the digital command pro-

grammer with the verification code which is received on a beacon channel. Any dis-

agreement between two bits causes an alarm, as described earlier. The output of the

digital command programmer is also compared to the output of a system consisting of

an antenna, receiver, and decoder. This system has an input which, except for trans-

mission path deterioration, is identical to that for the spacecraft. Thus, it provides

a complete check of the ground command system. If the beacon verification indicates

errors, this system provides a method for rapid isolation of the trouble.

6. Master Clock

The Master Clock is a highly stable crystal-controlled unit which, used in con-

junction with a WWV receiver, is calibrated to the time of day. It simultaneously

generates the serial 36-bit NASA time code for use with the video information and the

NASA 28-bit time code for use in paper-chart recording. The required clock pulses

such as 100 pps, 10 pps, and 1 pps used in generating the commands are also provided

by this unit.

7. Digital CommandProgrammer

This unit generates the ditial command code according to the instructions received

from either the tape reader or the auxiliary command unit. The address code and the
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command sync are also generated. These are timed by circuits referenced to the
master clock. The four tones required for signal and FSK are generated from the
tuning fork oscillators. Oneof two of these tones is FSK'd with the digital command
and the corresponding tone is transmitted in its proper time sequenceas per instruc-
tions from the auxiliary commandunit and alarm timer.

Attitude-scanner pulses are used within this unit to synchronize commandtransmission
with anunambiguousspacecraft rotation position. Commandsare transmitted after a
fixed time interval even in the absenceof attitude pulses, to ensure that failures in
the beaconsystem do not interfere with commandfunctions.

8. Time-Code Converter

This unit modulates the Minitrack time code for tape recording, and generates

timing pulses at rates not obtained directly from the Master clock.

E. BEACON-DATA SECTION

1. General

A block diagram of the beacon-data section is shown in Figure 5-TTT-9. The beacon

subcarrier consists of three multiplexed frequencies. These are separated and de-

modulated in three subcarrier discriminators (with center frequencies as shown

below) and provide the following data:

(1) Channel 1 (2.3 kc): attitude sensor 1, received during 100 percent of

the pass.

(2) Channel 2 (3.0 kc): attitude sensor 2, received during 100 percent of

the pass.

(3) Channel 3 (3.9 kc), shared between the following functions:

(a) telemetry (transmitted with each video frame or on command),

(b) command verification (transmitted automatically during command

sequence),

(c) sun-aspect data (transmitted on command),

(d) orthogonal horizon-sensor data (present when other data is not

requested), and

(e) satellite picture time (transmitted with each AVCS video frame).
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Figure 5-III-9. CDA Station Beacon-Data Handling Section, Block Diagram

Each of these channels is displayed on the chart recorder simultaneously with timing

pulses and real time out of the master clock.

2. Chart Recorders

The channel assignments for the chart recorders are as indicated in Table 5-III-2.

Tests indicate that 10 pps signals are readily analysed at a chart speed of 20 mm/sec.

(See Figure 5-III-10.) However, the accuracy of the attitude-sensor data reduction is

directly related to the resolution accuracy of pulse location reading, which is a direct

function of the chart speed. Figure 5-III-11 gives the error of average spin period

versus measuring time as a function of the two recording speeds. Figure 5-III-12

gives the satellite subpoint accuracy versus number of sky/earth pulses from a given

reference point for the two speeds. At 20 mm/sec, the 100-pps timing code will

have marks spaced 0.2 mm apart. This is not resolvable. At 50 mm/sec, 100-pps

signals will be 0.5 mm apart. Because of the limited recorder frequency response,

such marks could be difficult to resolve. A 10-pps timing code would have marks

5 mm apart, and this could be interpolated to below 1 mm. Hence it is proposed that

10 pps timing code be used.

The receiver AGC is recorded to indicate time of spacecraft transmitter turn-on.

Experience on TIROS indicates that the time delay between command and execution

of this function is a good indicator of command subsystem performance degradation.

The ground camera shutter (or vertical sync) pulses give the time of picture recep-

tion and the number of pictures received. Although this information can be retrieved

by playing back the video tape, it is considerably more convenient to have it in this

form.
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TABLE 5-EI-2. CHART-RECORDERCHANNEL FUNCTIONS

Channel Function Data

7

8

Marker Pen 1

Marker Pen 2

BeaconChannel1

Timing Pulses

BeaconChannel2

BeaconChannel3

Digital CommandPro-
grammer

Decoder

Horizon Scanner1

i0 pps

Horizon Scanner2

Telemetry CommandVeri-
fication, SunAngle Sensor,
Orthogonal Horizon
Sensors, AVCSPicture
Time Data

Transmitted Commands

Real Time

GroundReceiver AGC

Ground Video Vertical
Sync Pulses

Comparator

Ground System Command
Verification

NASA 28-bit code

DetectedError
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Figure 5-111-10. 10-pps Time Code Recorded At 10 mm/sec

and 20 mm/sec
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A single 8-channel Brush recorder satisfies all the chart recording needs at the CDA
sites (with the exception of events recording). However, the high speedrequired by
the attitude-data channels makes the operation expensive. It is proposed that the 8-

channel Brush recorder be used for all data at a speed of 20 mm/seeond {see

Figure 5-HI-10) and that a 2-channel Sanborn recorder be used at 50 mm/sec for the

two attitude data channels.

A 20-channel Esterline-Argus recorder is also provided at each station to monitor

all station functions as well as certain critical commands.

A partial list of the events recorded by the events recorder is shown in Table 5-]]I-3.

TABLE 5-]1I-3. EVENTS RECORDED BY EVENTS RECORDER

Channel Event

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Command Tones A or B

Alarm Timer Output

Horizontal Video Receiver AGC

Vertical Video Receiver AGC

Horizontal Beacon Receiver AGC

Vertical Beacon Receiver AGC

Master Clock 0.1 pps

Ground Vertical Sync Pulses

Transmitter On

3. Tape Recorders

The function of the tape recorders is to record all subcarriers as they are received

in "real" time, to playback this information either at real-time speed for processing or

slow time for "long-lines" transmission, and to provide a master copy for archival

copies. Station-generated "real" time will be recorded on tracks adjacent to the
subcarriers.

Two tape recorders are proposed for increased reliability. Since the beacon data will

be simultaneously processed and recorded on paper charts, only one tape recorder

need be used as back-up during this phase of reception. The video information will not

be processed during reception, hence, the second tape recorder will be used at this
time.
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A time diagram of the operation of the tape recorders is shownin Figure 5-111-13.
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Figure 5-III-13.
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VIDEO BEACON END TIME

TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION OF

PASS

Timing Diagram of Operation of Tape Recorders

The tape of Tape Recorder No. 1 can be erased and re-used once the successful

recording on paper of the beacon data has been verified and the video recording on

Tape Recorder No. 2 has been successfully transmitted on the "long-line" circuits.

The Tape Recorder No. 2 tape is used until filled, and it is then shipped to NWSC

for reproductions.

Track allocations are shown in Table 5-III-4.

An interconnection diagram of the tape recorders is shown in Figure 5-III-14. Note

that both tape recorders are connected in parallel even though they do not record

identical data. This makes it possible to interchange the functions of the tape recorders

and to have immediate recording capability on one if the other should fail.

4. Power Supplies

Power supplies required for this application exist in the Nimbus AVCS equipment.

Additional power supplies will be required.
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TABLE 5-III-4. TAPE RECORDER TRACK ALLOCATIONS

Track Channel

2

6

4

5

3

50-kc Converted Flutter and

Wow Frequency

Doubled Video Subcarrier

NASA 36-Bit Time Code

(_initrack)

Undoubled Video Subcarrier with

Flutter and Wow Frequency

Beacon Subcarriers

NASA 28-Bit Time Code

VIDEO

SUBCARRIER

BEACON

SUBCARRIER

BANDPASS

FILTER H DOUBLER 1

BANDPASS

FILTER
H 50-KC I

CONVERTER

28-BIT CODE IMODULATED ON 50 KC

3G-BIT CODE

MOOULATED ON 50 KC

MASTER

CLOCK

TAPE

RECORDER

NO.I

TAPE

RECORDER

NO.2

Figure 5-111-14. Tape Recorders, Interconnection Diagram
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SECTION IV. TRANSMISSION TO CPA CENTERS

Transmission of beacon and video data to the CPA centers is on the "long-lines"

circuits by means of X-108 equipment. A block diagram of this transmission system

is shown in Figure 5-1V-1.

All beacon data and timing (10 pps) signals are transmitted at "real" time, simultan-

eously with reception by the ground station. The video data is transmitted by playing

the tape recorder back at 7-1/2 ips (1/8 the recording speed}. This reduces the sub-

carrier instantaneous frequency range to 18 to 30 kc and the baseband to 7-1/2 kc.

This is suitable for transmission on the X-108 equipment. The flutter and wow sub-

carrier is, then, 6.25 kc. A slow-time demodulator (unmodified Nimbus equipment}

is used for monitoring purposes at the CDA stations. The video is never processed

at slow-time at the CPA centers; it is recorded from the "long-lines" circuits onto

a tape recorder running at 7-1/2 ips and played back at 60 ips.
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SECTION V. SYSTEM REDUNDANCY

To ensure successful acquisition of data during a pass, system redundancy is built

into various sections of the ground equipment at the CDA stations.

System reliability exists in the video section by virtue of the use of two tape recorders

and their interconnection. No redundancy is required in the processing system because

that equipment can operate from tape recorder playback.

Redundancy has been designed into the command section. It is imperative that

commands be successfully transmitted. Command programs are normally trans-

mitted from TCC to the CDA stations by teletype_riter. In the event of failure of

this line, command programs can be transmitted either verbally over telephone, or

by other means of communication. The CDA stations have the capability of generat-

ing a punched tape, using their standard teletype equipment.

Back-up to the tape reader is pro_4ded by the auxiliary command units (ACU' s).

Failure of the tape reader does not affect the operation of the ACU; however, the

ACU controls certain functions of the tape reader, so that the two are not fully inter-

changeable. As a result of this, two ACU's are proposed. This provides an addit-

ional capability in that two alternate programs can be set in advance; one on punched

tape, and the second on the first ACU. The second ACU can then be used as a back-

up and for error transmission, or for setting up a second program if two satellites
will be contacted. The DCP and time-code converter are critical units in the link

and also require back-up units.

The alarm timer is not critical because alarms can be simulated manually; however,

timing pulses required by the coding equipment are critical, and this requires two

units of Master Clocks. The remaining command-section components are not required

for emergency operation. Failure of items such as the comparator or ground decoder
would disable the verification link, but would not prevent transmission of commands°

Redundant equipment is not required with the beacon-data section, since beacon data

is tape-recorded simultaneously with paper chart recording at the CDA station and

at the CPA centers. Hence, the use of only one tape recorder at the stations provides

sufficient redundancy. Failure of chart recorder would prevent proper monitoring of

spacecraft performance; however, this is not deemed to be a critical function of the

CDA sites.
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SECTION VI. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

A. APT CONFIGURATION OF SPACECRAFT

The existing Nimbus APT ground stations are capable of receiving and displaying

TV-pictures transmitted from the APT-configured spacecraft without equipment

modifications. The video signal is received by a circularly polarized antenna, fed

into an FM receiver, and processed by facsimile-recording equipment to produce a

real-time cloud-cover picture for the locale of the particular ground station. It is

anticipated that an APT ground station will be located at each CDA ground station in

addition to the APT stations at remote locations throughout the world. Although the

CDA station receivers and preamplifiers are identical to APT station components,

the data link margin will be higher at the CDA stations than at the remote APT sta-

tions because of the higher gain (and other inherent characteristics) of the antenna

at the CDA station. A detailed discussion of the relative system margins is pre-

sented in the discussion of the spacecraft communications interface in Section 4-VH

of this report.

B. AVCS CONFIGURATION OF SPACECRAFT

Modifications of various degrees, and in some places new designs, are required to

much of the ground equipment to accommodate the AVCS configuration of the satel-

lite. The required effort for the APT and AVCS configurations are summarized in

Tables 5-VI-1 and 5-VI-2. It should be noted that the listing of the number of pieces

of each unit required assumes no back-up or spare items.
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TABLE 5-VI-1. GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT (GSE) STATUS

GSE

Number

4

5

6

GSE

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

GSE

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Type

Full CDA

Full CDA

Spacecraft Evaluation and Checkout

(Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 2)

TCC

Go/No-Go Van

Spacecraft Checkout

(Spacecraft Check-out Set No. I)

Location

Alaska

East Coast

RCA Princeton

Maryland

Launch Area

RCA Princeton

Basic Procurement (AVCS only)

Equipment

Modified Nimbus GSE No. 3, dual Nimbus/OT-2

Partial Nimbus GSE No. 6 with Nimbus GSE No. 3 Kine Complex

Partial Nimbus GSE No. 6 with Nimbus GSE No. 3 Kine Complex

New

Partial Nimbus GSE No. 6 and Nimbus GSE No. 6 Kine Complex

Partial Nimbus GSE No. 6 and Nimbus GSE No. 6 Kine Complex

Station Complements

AVCS

Full

Full

Full

None

Partial

Partial

Command

Full

Full

Full

Partial

Partial

Partial

Beacon

Full

Full

Full

Full

Full

Partial

RF

Full

Full

Full

None

Partial

Partial

APT

Receivers

Receivers

Full

None

Full

Full
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SECTION VII. PRINCETON CHECK-OUT STATION

Two spacecraft check-out sets will be located in the RCA Space Center, Princeton, N.J.

Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 1 will provide for the check-out of spacecraft prior to

launch. Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 2 will provide for the check-out of the space-

craft prior to launch and for evaluation of the spacecraft while in orbit.

The equipment in Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 1 will consist of various portions of

AVCS, command, beacon, RF, and APT units, to the same extent as the evaluation

stations (see Figure 5-VII-I). In addition, a set of RF measuring and attenuating

equipment is provided to enable tests on the spacecraft's characteristics in this area.

A "portable" console, similar to the spacecraft support console in the go/no-go van,

is used for monitoring spacecraft parameters during various stages of testing, such

as vacuum-chamber tests.

The equipment in the Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 2 will provide a spacecraft study,

evaluation, and analyzing facility, as well as a second spacecraft check-out set.

Video information received by Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 2 cannot be transmitted

to the CPA Centers unless "long-lines" facilities were to be installed. The operation

of each of the subsystems of Spacecraft Check-out Set No. 2 is as described under

the corresponding paragraphs of the CDA stations, Section 5-IH. Additional equip-

ment such as the RF equipment, which is government-furnished equipment at the CDA

stations, and the test equipment required for spacecraft check-out will be procured

by RCA. The physical layout of Spacecraft No. 2 is shown in Figure 5-VII-2.
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SECTION VIII. GO/NO-GO VAN

The purpose of the go/no-go van is to exercise and to check out the spacecraft at the

launch area. Except for the spacecraft support console and the blockhouse support

equipment, the equipment is mounted in the van and consists of the following units:

(1) Tape recorder and associated electronics,

(2) Partial video section,

(3) Complete beacon-data section,

(4) Partial command section,

(5) Limited RF equipment,

(6) Test equipment not unique to the OT-2 system,

(7) Test-conductor console,

(8) Satellite support console, and

(9) Blockhouse support equipment.

Items (1) through (6) above have been described earlier in Part 5. The spacecraft

support console is located on the gantry and monitors various spacecraft parameters

not available by telemetry. The blockhouse support equipment consists basically of

a power supply used to charge the spacecraft batteries. The test-conductor console

provides range communication and a complete ground equipment status display.

Figure 5-VIII-1 shows the physical layout of the go/no-go van.
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APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF DOUBLING VIDEO SUBCARRIER

ON SPACECRAFT

In this technique, the video subcarrier is doubled before transmission but the devia-

tion on the 235-Mc carrier is not. This technique doubles the video subcarrier fre-

quency of 96 kc at the tape recorder output and the 235-Mc transmitter is modulated

with a peak deviation of 115 kc.

Using the approximation that BIF = 2 (fd + fm) a receiver IF bandwidth of 750 kc would
be indicated. However, using a 500-kc IF bandwidth, as with the case when the sub-

carrier is not doubled on the spacecraft, will result in a loss of only a small amount

of the energy content and reduce the receiver noise power by 1.8 db.

By the use of the Roth-Baumunk formula, the video signal-to-noise ratio can be de-

termined. In this instance

FI = 115 kc

F 2 = 48 kc

BIF = 500 kc

fsc = 192 kc

f2 = 240 kc

fl = 132 kc

S C
then; -_ = N

FFBIF

f2s fscf24 f 2f 3 f2S fscf4 fSC2f132 - + SC 2- + --

5 2 3 5 2 3

S
-- = 20.8 + i.i = 21.9 db.
N

A-1



It can be seen, therefore, that the signal-to-noise ratio will be 8.5-db poorer in this
instance thanwhennot doubling on the spacecraft.

Furthermore, the subcarrier power to noise ratio is equal to:

so o 3 [_ _] =-_ • 0._
N N x y Lf23 _f13 j N

Sc C

N N
0.65 db

Therefore, the output S/N ratio is 8.5-db poorer than in the undoubled case and the

limiting threshold in the system is the second detector rather than the first detector.
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APPENDIX B

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE USE OF INTEGRATED

CIRCUITRY VERSUS CONVENTIONAL CIRCUITRY FOR

THE OT-2 COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

This appendix attempts to evaluate the relative advantages of integrated circuitry for

use in spacecraft digital systems by comparing (1) the implementation of the OT-2

command and control subsystem with conventional "cordwood" modules with (2) its

implementation with integrated-circuit modules. The integrated circuits chosen for

this comparison were the Texas Instruments Inc. (TI) 51-series modules.* These

modules were chosen, instead of other types, because of their inherently low power

consumption (2 milliwatts per stage), high reliability (data has been accumulated since

1960), and low weight and volume. The TI 51-series integrated-circuit module used

is an RCTL logic-type. This type has been manufactured continuously for a period

exceeding three years and is widely used in various space applications. Data supplied

by Texas Instruments Inc. indicates that the 51-series circuits have been used (or are

planned for use) in the following space vehicles: IMP, GEMINI, OGO, OSO, ADO,

MARINER, APOLLO, and NIMBUS.

The data presented has been predominantly abstracted from RCA-sponsored evalua-

tions, vendor-supplied data, and a preliminary design study of the OT-2 command

and control subsystem. The comparative study is based upon an evaluation of those

areas which would be of major importance in an overall system consideration. Addi-

tional information was obtained from an RCA-sponsored program for the design and

fabrication of the integrated-circuit TIROS attitude clock. The entirely integrated

TIROS attitude clock subsystem was environmentally qualified to specification require-

ments exceeding those of the standard TIROS subsystems.

*The TI 51 series integrated circuits are not suitable for the high-frequency generator

because of their low-frequency response. For this application, Fairchild Milli-Watt

Micro-Logic will be used.
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SECTION II. POWER

Four assemblies of the OT-2 command programmer have been analyzed with respect

to their power consumption; circuits built with conventional "cordwood" modules have

been compared with circuits built with integrated-circuit modules. A comparison of

the power consumed in the case of each of the two packaging methods is shown in Table
B-1.

TABLE B-I. POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL

AND INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT MODULES

Assemblies

High-Freq Time-
!Base Generator

Decoder

Horizon-Pulse

Sync Counter

ICommand

]Programmer

Duty

Cycle

(percent)

Conventional

"Cordwood"

Module:

Power Estimate

(mw)

Integrated-

Circuit

Module:

Power E stimate

(row)

i00

6

100

100

800

1,225

490

700

100

143

60

175

Average
Power

Saving for

Mission using

Integrated
Circuits

(row)

700

65

430

525

The integrated-circuit modules indicated a 70-percent efficiency in converting 24.5

volts dc to the 3-volt level required for programmer operation. The total power con-

sumption of the conventional "cordwood" modules was 3.06 watts, as compared to 0.34

watts for the integrated-circuit modules. The conventional "cordwood" module total

power consumption includes a 1-watt power loss from the 13-volt regulator. Thus,

a net power savings of 2.7 watts is gained using integrated circuits.
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SECTION III. RELIABILITY

In the design of the logic for a typical unit, 165 modules of the "cordwood" type, or

150 modules of the TI integrated type are required.

Latest information on the TI 51-series modules indicates a failure rate of 0. 015 per-

cent per 1000 hours at 45°C. No reliability test data is available for the conventional

"cordwood" modules. Therefore, to provide a conservative basis of comparison, a

single-gate module has been evaluated (See Table B-2}, based on a parts count using

standard failure-rate evaluation techniques. The failure rate for a single conventional

gate is 0.058 percent per 1000 hours.

TABLE B-2. "CORDWOOD" MODULE FAILURE RATE

Part

De sc ription

Transistor

Diode

Register

No Per

Module

1

4

3

Failure Rate

Per 1000 Hours

Per Module

(percent)

0. 015

0. 010

0. 001

Failure Rate

Per 1000 Hours

(percent)

O.015

O.040

O.003

Since the quantities of modules required favor the integrated circuits, and the per
module failure rate favors the integrated circuits by four to one, it appears that a

substantial reliability improvement can be gained by subsystem implementation with

integrated circuits.

The discussion of reliability should also consider the effects of a radiation environ-

ment upon the 51-series integrated circuits. Some results of radiation tests on these

units by the vendor are quoted in Appendix C and their implications are assessed.
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SECTION IV. FUNCTIONAL COMPARISONS

The OT-2 command and control subsystem is basically composed of three assemblies

consisting of analog and digital circuits. Restricting this discussion to the digital

portion of each assembly, a reasonable comparison of the conventional "cordwood"

circuitry with the TI-51-series integrated circuitry can be made.

The present packaging of conventional modules physically separates the flip-flop

circuit from its trigger (i.e., the trigger is external to the flip-flop package). This

arrangement is ideal for a flip-flop which is used for more than a single function (shift,

count forward, count backward) since all that is required to implement such functions

are additional trigger networks which do not contain transistors.

The TI flip-flop circuits and their trigger are contained within the same package.

This type of configuration is superior for a single-operation mode. Should the re-

quirement for multiple functions (shift and count) arise, additional stages are re-

quired. Thus, on a bit basis for shift and count, it takes 2 modules of the conventional

type as compared to 2-1/2 modules of the TI integrated type.

A comparison of conventional modules with integrated-circuit modules on a subsystem

level yields the following results.

(i)

(2)

(3)

The decoder functional requirements are for a shift register, a binary counter,

and control flip-flops. As these are single-operation modes, the integrated-

circuit package is more efficient than the Sipican conventional package.

The horizon-pulse synchronized counter functional requirements are for

binary counters with feedback and control flip-flops. Here again the integrated

circuit package is more efficient.

The command programmer functional requirements are for a register-counter

and control logic, tlere the conventional logic is more efficient, since only

one register is required as compared to the two registers required by the

integrated-circuit logic. However, the addition of a second register when

employing integrated-circuit logic doubles the storage capacity of the com-

mand programmer at a cost of 1/2 module per bit. The small size and low-

power consumption of the integrated circuits tend to reduce the burden of the

requirement for a second register. This second register can be used as a

standby register for storing a second word; or the exact orbit period can be

stored providing greater control during remote operations.
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(4)

(5)

The conventional circuitry requires -13-volt and -24.5-volt levels. The

-13-volt level is used as a reference voltage and therefore requires good

regulation in addition to control of all incoming signals which emanate from

other subsystems. The present 13-volt level is derived by regulation from

24.5 volts° Therefore, all power is drawn from the 24.5-volt bus. The in-

tegrated circuits require only one voltage level (3 volts) which may be obtained

from a DC-to-DC converter with a typical conversion efficiency of 70 percent.

Therefore, the present 13-volt regulator may be eliminated with a power sav-

ings of at least 1 watt.

Noise susceptibility is a function of numerous test condition and circuit

characteristics, i.e., fanout, parameter tolerance, temperature, de-

coupling, type of noise, etc. The vendor-published data for the 51-series

integrated-circuit modules indicates the following noise immunity character-
istics:

(a) The clock input noise rejectivity of a typical module (SN 510/511)

(at T = 125°C, N _- 4) is in excess of 0.4 volts. Under all other con-

ditions, the clock input noise rejectivity is greater than 0.4 volts.

(b) The minimum gate-noise immunity (at T = 125°C, Vcc = 3 volts,
N -- 0) is 0.25 volts.
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SECTION V. MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. WEIGHT AND VOLUME

A 65-percent reduction in weight and volume can be achieved in packaging the OT-2

command and control subsystem using present state-of-the-art techniques. This

can easily be accomplished through the use of integrated circuits and "cordwood"-

type three-dimensional modules. The flat-pack integrated-circuit module manu-

factured by Texas Instruments Inc. will be used in the digital portion of the subsystem.

The dimensions of the flat pack are 1/4 by 1/8 by 1/32 inch. For interface and other

circuits, "cordwood"-type three-dimensional modules fabricated from microeompo-

nents will be used. A preliminary estimate of the weight and volume for the integrated

circuit and microcircuit "cordwood" packages, as compared to a conventional-

component "cordwood" package, is shown in Table B-3.

It can be noted from Table B-3 that a substantial savings in weight and volume can

be accomplished with the integrated circuit and microcircuit "cordwood" packages.

B. CONNECTION METHODS

1. General

The flat packs are placed on a printed wiring board in a planar array and con-

netted directly to the printed wiring paths (see Figure B-l). This conventional

approach of packaging will be used for the OT-2 command and control subsystem.

This method has the advantage of easy accessibility during fabrication and test,

since module leads and conductor paths are completely in view for quick access and

debugging. In addition, the flat-pack configuration of the module facilitates removal

and replacement.

The connection of the flat pack to the printed wiring board will be done by re-flow

soldering or parallel-gap welding.

2. Re-flow Soldering

With this techltique, the module leads and mounting pads are pre-tinned; then,

with heat and pressure applied by a resistance soldering iron or a parallel-gap

electrode, the solder is melted mid re-flowed to form a joint. This method has

been used by RCA in the Apollo sp_,ee program.
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INTEGRATED

MODULE

MODULE

_NDUCTOR

_PRINTED-CIRCUIT

BOARD

Figure B-1. Typical Module Layout

3. Parallel-Gap Welding

Parallel-gap welding is similar to spot welding except that the bottom electrode

is placed next to the top electrode with controlled spacing. Current flows from one

electrode to the other, through the materials to be joined and a weld is effected. The

advantages of parallel-gap welding are as follows:

(1) Weld joints are more uniform and predictable in their strength

(2) Heat in welded joints is localized and of very short duration; there-

fore, there is less danger of component damage.

(3) Welding does not require the use of a joint material (solder, flux, etc.).

(4) Because of its permanency, welding is potentially more reliable than

solder joints.
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Gapwelding has been used by RCA for the TIROS attitude clock. The clock has success-

fully passed environmental specification requirements above those normally invoked on

space vehicles.

C. REPLACEMENT OFINTEGRATED MODULES

An integrated-circuit module can be easily replaced when soldered or gap welded. If

the module is soldered, the lead of the module can be lifted from the circuit path, as

shown in Figure B-2. If the module is welded, the module bodyis cutaway, leaving the

leads in place, and a new module is welded directly over the old leads (see Figure B-3}.

D. SUBASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES

After assembly of the integrated modules, the boards will be plugged into a harness

board with interconnections made at the board edges through a connector. The boards

will be in parallel rows and edge-supported. A container will completely enshroud

the subassembly to provide radiation shielding.
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Figure B-2. Replacement of Module When Soldered
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SECTION VI. SCHEDULE CONSIDERATIONS

From previous experience in scheduling, it appears that design time when integrated-

circuit modules are used is almost identical to the time involved with conventional

"cordwood" modules. Vendor data indicates that the units specified are available for

immediate delivery. However, this delivery does not include the time required for

preconditioning tests. Therefore, it can be concluded that the only element of time

to be considered of any consequence in a delivery schedule is the time necessary for

preconditioning. This is anticipated to be less than 2 weeks.
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APPENDIX C

RADIATION ANALYSIS FOR OT-2 SPACECRAFT

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The orbital characteristics for the OT-2 mission have been chosen to permit com-

plete camera coverage of the earth by the spacecraft. The nature of the required

orbital parameters, however, involves an associated radiation problem. At the OT-2

orbital altitude, i.e., 750 nautical miles, the radiation effect upon components in the

spacecraft is significant and requires a very thorough analysis.

The OT-2 orbit intersects the lower edge of the geomagnetically trapped electron and

proton belts. At an orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles, the flux encountered by a

spacecraft will be 10 times greater than that which will be encountered by the Nimbus

spacecraft (at an altitude of 500 nautical miles) and 50 times more than that encountered

by previous TIROS spacecraft (at altitudes of approximately 400 nautical miles).

Six months exposure in the OT-2 orbit could nave a v_y _e_ioun cffect e_ th_ space-

craft's components. However, an effort expended toward producing a "hardened" sys-

tem would, it is felt, result in a reliable system. It should be noted that the survival

of the Relay I satellite appears to substantiate this thought.

The following analysis deals with the determination of fluxes in orbit, radiation doses

versus depth within the spacecraft, the consequent radiation effects on components,

and the effect of shielding. In addition, the practical experience garnered from the

survival of Relay I is presented to add perspective to the theoretical results of

radiation-damage predictions.
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SECTION II. DETERMINATION OF RADIATION

FLUXES IN ORBIT

A. PREDICTIONS FOR 1965

At this time it is only possible to make a conceptual prediction of the environment to

be expected on the OT-2 mission with a late-1965 launch date. Consequently, consider-

ation is centered on (1) a model for which actual measurements were made in Novem-

ber 1962, and (2) the factors which should affect the state of the radiation environment

between the November 1962 model and late 1965. One such factor is the gradual decay

of the fluxes in the Starfish belt, due mainly to atmospheric collisions.

B. "STANDARD" FLUX MODEL FOR NOVEMBER 1962

The intrinsic error in the radiation detectors currently used in space vehicles such

as the Explorer satellite and the Relay and Telstar satellites causes considerable error

to be present in any mathematical model of the space radiation environment. This

error can, in fact, exceed a factor of two. An error in estimated flux causes an

equivalent error in predictions of the lifetime (i. e., estimated time to a given condition)

of the satellite. Because of this, and because electron readings taken in November

1962 contain some inconsistencies, NASA has produced two radiation map models for

electron flux, flux grids ESL and ESU, and two for proton flux, flux grids P1 and P2.

E8L and E8U contain optimistic and pessimistic assumptions, respectively, and can

be taken as lower and upper working estimates. NASA has stated however, that

these estimates do not represent the limits of possible error of the actual measure-

ments in space. The proton environment is better characterized and hence P1 and P2

represent one estimate for proton flux divided into two separate energy ranges. The

radiation map models have been programmed by NASA and are available for "flying"

an orbital position program through the flux model.

Table C-1 contains (1) upper and lower estimates of the average total flux of electrons

to be encountered in the OT-2 mission and (2) estimates, in two separate energy

regions, of the average total flux of protons. Table C-2 presents the expected elec-

tron energy spectrum. These tables were developed from the NASA-supplied flux

grids.

In Table C-l, with respect to the fluxes of protons, the gap in the energy levels covered

is caused by a lack of sufficient data at this time on the region from 12 to 30 Mev. It

is commonly assumed, however, that fluxes in this region are about double those in

the 4- to 12-Mev region. Fluxes of protons below 4 Mev are of limited interest since
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TABLE C-1. EXPECTED FLUXES FOR OT-2 MISSIONIN LATE - 1965

Average Total Flux of Electrons

Upper Estimate, From NASA Grid E8U 0.645 x 1013electrons/cm 2 day
Lower Estimate, From NASA Grid E8L 0. 347x 1013electrons/cm 2 day

Average Total Flux of Protons

For Energy Levels > 30 Mev, From
NASAGrid P1

For Energy Levels > 4 Mev but < 12 Mev,
From NASA Grid P2

0. 128x 109protons/cm 2 day

0. 947x 109protons/cm2 day

Note: These calculations are basedon the assumption of a circular, near-polar
orbit at an altitude of 750nautical miles and an inclination of 100 degrees.

TABLE C-2. EXPECTED ELECTRONENERGYSPECTRUMFOR
OT-2 MISSIONIN LATE - 1965

Energy
Level: A

(Mev)

. 5-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

Percent of Electrons*

Lv_

Estimate

25.87

24.21

34.91

12.86

1.45

0.50

0.16

0.03

6- Mo Flux**

UDDer I,_/orn2
Estimate '-'

29.92

22.04

33.58

12.40

1.40

0.48

0.16

0.03

3.54 x i014

2.61 x 1014

3.97 x 10 14

1.46 x 10 14

0.165 x 1014

0.057 x 1014

0. 018 x 1014

Total 1.18 x 10 is

e/cm2/6Mo

*As in Table C-l, these calculations are based on the assumption of a circular,

near-polar orbit at an altitude of 750 nautical miles and an inclination of 100

degrees.

**Taken from Upper Estimate of Percent of Electrons.
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such fluxes are effectively stoppedby a 6-mil silica cover glass and, therefore, will
only affect componentsin direct contact with the spaceenvironment. However, these
fluxes are very high and cannotbe completely eliminated from consideration because
of their effect on surface skins.

The electron spectrum shownin Table C-2 represents the modified "fission beta
spectrum" producedby the "Starfish" explosion in July 1962andtrapped in an extensive
belt centered on the geomagneticequator. The values for fluxes of electrons below
0.5 Mev are not well known, but such fluxes could have strong effects on surface skins.
The ranges shownin Table C-2 represent energy levels at which the electrons could
penetrate manymils of aluminum and carry sufficient energ:7to cause lattice displace-
ments in semiconductors and, hence, serious electrical effects.

The likely fluxes of solar protons intersecting the orbit in the polar regions are open
to considerable speculation. Suchfluxes probably extend as far Southas the auroral
regions. The fluxes and energies of theseparticles are very unpredictable, but they
can be roughly estimated for a given part of the ll-year solar activity cycle. A "worst
case" estimate showsthe probable fluxes of these particles over 6 months to be rela-
tively small compared to the fluxes of other particles, anddeeppenetration of solar
protons into the spacecraft is unlikely.

C. FEATURES NOT COVERED BY "STANDARD" FLUX MODEL

1!. Degradation of Artifically Produced Fluxes of Electrons

Although fluxes of electrons above 0.5 Mev are generally accepted to be decreasing

at all points in the Starfish belt, no firm figures on past and future rates are available

for 750- or 450-nautical mile polar orbits. However, data from the Transit satellite

series (approximately 650-nautical mile polar orbit) indicates that rates of decay in

the lower edge of the belt are of the order of a few months for a halving of the flux,

being approximately two months at 650 nautical miles. Thus, when attempting to

make predictions for a satellite launched in 1965 into a 750-nautical mile orbit, a

strong reduction in flux from that existing in 1962 can be anticipated. This reduction

would be of the order of ten times or more. Because fluxes degrade more rapidly at

lower altitudes, even more rapid degradation should be assumed in studies of past

TIROS performance. Even by mid-1963, actual fluxes could have been reduced by well

over ten times compared to the E8U estimates. Also, an increase in the rate of

degradation of the lower edges of the electron belt is expected to coincide with an in-

crease in solar activity.

During the firstfew weeks of the existence of the Starfish belt, "dumping" of electrons

from the belt intothe atmosphere was rapid. The rate of dumping then decreased, and

leveled off. With the anticipated increase in solar activity during the next few years,
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(causing a "boiling-up" of the atmosphere and consequent increase of "dumping" into

the atmosphere), it is conceivable that this dumping process could cause the Starfish

belt to disappear by 1967. The exact significance of this factor in a 1965-6 launch can-

not be predicted however, because it is not known when the dissemination will begin

again, nor at what rate it will operate.

The order of the decreases in the Starfish belt can be noted in Figure C-1 which con-

tains some estimates of the ionization damage profiles for TOS and TIROS orbits.

2. Fluxes of Low-Energy Electrons

Low-energy electrons are important to this analysis since their flux levels, though

oscillating in the short term, are unchanging over the years. Thus, the bremsstralung

background which these fluxes will generate even behind thick shielding is likely to

persist over the years. At the OT-2 altitude, the bremsstrahlung level resulting from

the flux of low-energy electrons could approach the bremsstrahlung level resulting

from the flux of high-energy electrons in the Starfish belt (a worst-case estimate would

be about 104 Rads after 6 months). Such a level could produce appreciable browning

in lens glass.

Thus, even if Starfish belt electron fluxes were to degrade by a factor of ten, it cannot

...... _h_ h-_m_tr_hlung background resulting from the flux of low-energybe _i_tllll_u i,**_,_ ........

electrons would do likewise, and the bremsstrahlung backgrouna from iuw-en61"gT

radiation penetrating throughout the spacecraft might be at an irreducible minimum of

104 Rads/6 months.

Further study is required before final conclusions can be made on this subject. Such

a study should cover, in particular, the distribution of the low-energy electrons in

respect to time and altitude.

3. Fluxes of Low-Energy Protons

The camera optics on the spacecraft are in direct contact with the space environ-

ment. Therefore, the large, but poorly-characterized fluxes of low-energy protons

(energy less than 4 Mev) known to exist in the belts can contribute to lens degradation.

These fluxes would cause browning in a very thin surface skin less than 1 mil thick.

The fused silica shielding used for higher missions would stop these particles.

4. Fluxes of Medium-Energy Protons

It is expected that an increase in solar activity will mean a concurrent increase in

the fluxes of protons at energies from a few Mev to 30 Mev. Such an increase would
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be effected by the "pumping" of protons into the trapping regions by an accelerating
interaction of the solar wind and the magnetosphere. The increase could be by a factor

of 10 or more, and could more than compensate for electron "dumping. "

An increase in the flux of medium energy protons is a factor which must be considered

in comparisons between previous TIROS environments and that expected in the OT-2

orbit.
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SECTION III. RADIATION VERSUS DEPTH

WITHIN THE OT-2 SPACECRAFT

A. GENERAL

The study of the radiation effects in the interior of a spacecraft requires a good assess-

ment of the "filtering" or attenuating effect produced by the spacecraft skin, compo-

nent boxes, and other parts of the spacecraft, upon the radiation dose reaching a com-

ponent. The model by which this effect can best be considered is the simple concept

of a component at the center of a spherical shell of aluminum. All other situations

can be related to this situation, for which calculations of electron and proton penetra-

tion are not too complicated.

Radiation damage can be of two basic types, as follows:

(1) Crystal lattice damage, often called "bulk damage, " in which the displace-

ment of atoms from the crystal lattice by a colliding particle produces semi-

permanent defects; these defects, in turn, affect the electrical properties

of the crystal; and

(2) ionization damage, in which (a) a passing particle causes the ejection of

electrons bound to atoms in the material and (b) subsequent rearrangement
of the atoms occurs.

In order to calculate the degree of damage caused by a given external spectrum of

particles after they have passed through a shield, it is necessary to:

(1) calculate the degradation in energy of particles caused by collisions with

atoms of the shield material, and

(2) establish the efficiency of the particles in causing damage after this energy

degradation has occurred.

A specimen of these calculations for a particular type of semiconductor crystal behind

a particular shield thickness is presented in Table C-3. Further notes on the methods

and factors employed in this calculation appear in the following, and the products of

calculations of this type appear in Figures C-1 and C-2.
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TABLE C-3. SPECIMENCALCULATIONSOF LATTICE DAMAGE
ACCUMULATED AFTER 6-MONTHSin OT-2 ORBIT: FOR P-TYPE

SILICON SAMPLE BEHIND 60-MIL THICK SPHERICAL SHIELD

Electrons (From NASAGrid E8U)

0.5 -i

1

2

3

4

5

6

A E After Assumed

Passing Through[ Average Energy

Shield in AE

(Mev) (Mev)

1.0

-2 1.5

-3 2.5

-4 3.5

-5 4.5

-6 5.5

-7 6.5

F(E)

1.0

2.8

5.0

8.6

10.6

13.0

14.5

¢60: Flux After

Passing

Through Shield

(e/cm2/6 Mo)

2.61 x i014

3.97 x 10 TM

i.46 x 1014

0.165 x 1014

0.057 x 1014

0.018 x 1014

F(E) " ¢60

(d.e.n.i. 1-Mev

e/cm2/6 Mo)*

2.61 x 1014

Ii. 0 x 1014

7.8 x 1014

i.42 x 1014

0.60 x 1014

0.24 x 1014

Total 23.67 x 1014

Protons (From NASA Grids Pl and P2)

l

AEat

Shield Surface

(Mev)

4 - 12

12 - 30

> 3O

60: Flux Alter

Passing

Through Shield

(protons/cm 2 /

6 Mo)

0

5.5 x 101°

2.35 x i0 I°

F(E)

0.5 x 103

0.5 x 103

(d. e. n.i. 1-Mev

e/cm2/6 Mo)

2.75 x 1013

1.20 x 1013

Total 3.95 x 1013

Total Accumulated Lattice Damage

Electrons 2.367 x 10 zs

Protons 0.0395 x 10 zs

2.407 xl0 zs d.e.n.i. 1-Mev e/cm /6 Mo

Note:

*Damage - Equivalent Normal - Incidence 1-Mev e/cm2/6 Mo
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B. LATTICE DAMAGE PROFILE

1. AE

AE represents an increment of the energy spectrum. In Figures C-1 and C-2 and

in Table C-3, a simplifying assumption is made; namely, that an "average" energy

with an average damaging efficiency, F(E), can be assigned to the increment. This

assumption can be justified for both electrons and protons.

2. cb 60

@60, in the case of both electrons and protons, indicates the fluxes calculated to

have penetrated 60 mils of shielding. Such radiation is, then, directly available to

damage the material, with an efficiency determined by F(E).

An aluminum shield 60-mils thick will stop nearly all of the electrons at and below

the 1-Mev level. Therefore, the inexact but justifiable assumption is made than an

aluminum shield of this thickness will degrade the energy of any electron by 1 Mev.

Consequently, the fluxes listed in Table C-3 reflect a shift which has been made in
the fluxes of Table C-2 to account for the absorption of the electrons below 1 Mev

and the degradation in energy of the remaining electrons. For successive 60-mil
hlu,_lu_t_ in the thi_n_ of the aluminum shield, this upward shift can be

repeated.

An aluminum shield 60 mils thick will stop protons at and below the 17-Mev level

in the energy spectrum, and the assumption is made that higher energy protons passing

through such a shield will degrade in energy by 17 Mev. However, unlike the case

with electrons, a loss of energy in protons does not give rise to a large change in

F(E) for the energy ranges considered in Table C-3. Therefore, the system of shifts

is not used in the tabulation of fluxes and protons.

For thickness of aluminum greater than 60 mils (e. g., 120 mils, which stops protons

below the 25-Mev level), it is necessary to calculate for the 12- to 30-Mev range the

flux which remains after a portion has been stopped in the shield. For this calcula-

tion, it is necessary to know the exact integral spectrum of the fluxes of protons in

the TOS orbit, and an assumption of a spectrum has been made which fits known facts

as well as possible; however, further work would be required to permit good accuracy

for predictions in the OT-2 application.

3. F(E)

F(E), the average damage efficiency in the energy increment AE, is a factor for

converting a measurement of the omnidirectional flux of particles in space into the
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number of 1-Mev electrons which, emerging from a particle accelerator in a parallel
beam, will produce the same amountof damagein the laboratory.

The factor F(E) hasbeen derived through laboratory experimentation on the damage
efficiency of various monoenergeticparticle beams, and it involves the assumption
of a certain behavior of the particles which impinge obliquely on the shield (or sample}.

The experimental results and, to someextent, the assumedparticle behavior, are
the subject of controversy as to their absolutevalues, and different values are being
used by different workers.. In this analysis, the values have beenderived from
published* data. The values given in the data were doubledfor this application, be-
cause in the referenced article "infinite backshielding" is assumed, whereas it should
not be assumedin this analysis. The values used, then, are conservative and based
on existing experiments and theory. However, the divergence of the results obtained
by several groups which recently performed radiation damageexperiments makes it
desirable that further theoretical study on the damagefactor be performed as a part of
the OT-2 program.

C. IONIZATION DAMAGE PROFILE

Calculations of the ionization effects behind given shields were performed. These

calculations were similar to those performed for the damage profile; and, as in that

case, published** data was used, with similar modifications and approximations in

averaging the energies. The resultant ionization profile in profile is presented in

Figure C-1.

*Bell System Technical Journal, 42, 1505 (July 1963), Figure_ 32 and 33.

Fig_tres, the curve marked "no front shield" was used.

**Bell System Technical Journal, 42, 1505 (July 1963), Figures 34 and 35.

Figures, the curve marked "no front shield" was used.

With both

With both
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SECTION IV. EFFECTS OF RADIATION

ON COMPONENTS

A. GENERAL

Most single-crystal semiconductor components, many optical materials and polymers,

and miscellaneous other circuit and mechanical components are strongly affected by

radiation. The reason for examining two types of radiation profiles, i.e., "Lattice

Damage" and "Ionization", is that, while semiconductor properties are changed because

of lattice damage caused by "billiard ball" atomic collisions and displacements, most

other materials are damaged by the free electrons produced by ionization of orbital

electrons in the material. Lattice damage is expressed in terms of change in (1) r ,

minority carrier lifetime, or (2) L, diffusion length, or in terms of "Damage-

Equivalent Normal-Incident 1-Mev Electrons/cm2 ". Ionization is expressed in Rads,

which signifies the deposition of 100 ergs of energy (of all kinds, but largely ion

energy) from the impinging particles, in each gram of the material. While 10 s

electrons/cm2 in the 1-Mev range deposit about 100 ergs/gram of low-Z material,

the relation is not constant with energy, and conversions from particles/cm2 to Rads

must be treated with caution. Table C-4 shows some typical radiation levels for

componeui, do,_:,agc,.

The prediction of component performance under space radiation is an inexact science

and is largely a matter of ensuring that a component will stay above a given "failure

threshold". The nature of the available published data or the feasible experiments on

a component or system often dictate that the prediction be based upon results taken

from an irradiation using a radiation type different from that encountered in space.

It will certainly never be feasible to synthesize, on the ground, exactly the spectra of

electrons, protons, and X-rays encountered by each component in its location on the

spacecraft. Thus, some extrapolation and "rough" interpretation of ground and flight

data must always be performed using current devices and damage theory, while, at

the same time, the circuit designers supply a rough estimate of the "failure threshold"

or "end point" below which the component will not serve its function in the circuit.

Thus, "life" and "sensitivity" are not absolute terms for most components, but are

determined by what the designer allows for change. Most components do not fail

"catastrophically;" rather, they experience gradual degradation. Few components

rupture mechanically at space levels of damage, although some types of capacitors

might conceivably do so.

In the following sections, component behavior under radiation is discussed in relation

to the current NASA model for radiation levels (E8U, P1, P2 flux maps), accepting
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that the order of magnitude of the component degradation problem will be similar

whether these levels are used or the somewhat lower levels probable in 1965 are used.

Only in the case of lenses, where some numerical predictions of browning behavior

are attempted, are figures for the probable 1965 levels employed.

B. TRANSISTORS

I. Degradation in Gain

Figure C-3 shows the variation of gain degradation* with alpha-curoff frequency,

original gain value, and lifetime damage in transistors. This curve is constructed

using the usual device theory linking these parameters. Since the slope of the degrada-

tion curve is very steep (much steeper than for solar cells, i.e., 50 percent per

decade versus 20 percent}, it is important to know how closely a particular transistor

follows this theoretical curve in practice.

O

GAIN DEGRADATION OF NPN SILICON TRANSISTOR WITH ORIGINAL BETA _,_o=50 AS FUNCTION OF

LIFETIME DAMAGE AND FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF ft ( fxb ) (LIFETIME DAMAGE CONSTANT= 17 X t_9

ELECTRON /CM 2) FOR OTHER BETAS: BO=5:DIVIDE GIVEN FLUX BY 5

._o = I00 MULTIPLY GIVEN FLUX BY 2

,_o = tSO MULTIPLY GIVEN FLUX BY 2 5

,o
0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

5 KC/S I0 KC/S 100 KC/S I MC/S IO MC/S I00 MC/S

0.4

03

0.2

0.1

o I I I I

I0 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018
2

MINORITY-CARRIER LIFETIME DAMAGE (DAMAGE- EQUIVALENT NORMAL-INCIDENCE I'MEV ELECTRONS/CM )

Figure C-3. Lifetime Damage (Damage-Equivalent Normal-Incidence

1 Mev Electrons/Cm 2 }

*An arbitrary reference "failure level" often used for transistors is the damage level

at which beta falls to 70 percent of original. No such accepted level exists for in-

creases in leakage current in transistors.
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Published results on irradiation tests indicate that the correspondence is not always
good. Therefore, it would be very desirable to have a test program on the transistor
types selected for use on satellites, such as OT-2, which are in high-radiation orbits.
It canbe seenthat it will be difficult to use trmlsistors with alpha-cutoff frequencies
less thml i0 Mc/s.

2. Increase in ICB 0

Most trm_sistors in use at this time experience erratic mM large increases of

ICB O under rely kind of ionizing radiation° For typical planar transistors, the increase

in ICBO canbe as large a factor as 103 (e.g., from 10 -9 amps to 10 -is after l0 s rads,

for transistor type T.I.* 2N727; or 10 -l° to 10 -7 after 106 fads, for T.I. 2N2412)0

The curve might rise quickly to high values after a few hundred rads, or it might only

turn upwards after 10 _ fads. Apparently identical units might behave very differently°

In mesa transistors, the effect has been "cured" by evacuation of gas from the case

and, partly, by the occasional removal of bias (this accomplished the "cure" of Tel-

star I in orbit)° Planar devices, however, develop similar conductivity beneath the

passivating layer in m_y set of circumstances.

The leakage effect appears to be caused by the formation of a conductive channel at
the semiconductor surface. Annealing the trm_sistor, with the temperature at about

200°C, cml completely eliminate the conductivity. About the only predictable feature

of the effect is that, if a trm_sistor is irradiated m_d then annealed, it can be as-
sumed that the transistor will follow the stone dose/le_<age-current curve as previously

when it is re-subjected to radiation. This provides a method by which the effect cm_

be circumvented in flight units, the cycle being performed on a batch of transistors

m_d the "harder" specimens being selected for flight. Such a "screening" progTam was

used for Telstar and might also be used for the "Comsat" project. The order of magni-

tude of the ionization levels in the OT-2 mission make it mandatory that this "leakage"

aspect receive intensive study°

C. DIODES, VARACTORS, AND SCR'S

The minority carriers in diodes, varactors, mM SC1Us are affected by radiation, to

the extent that carrier lifetime and the trapping of carriers will control the operation

of such eomponents o

Published data on diodes indicates that forward resistmme should change less than

1 percent in a typical loeation in the OT-2 vetfiele; as is the case with transistors

(m_d transistor leakage), however, performance changes from type to type. Continuously

energized diodes seem to be more affected than ON-OFF types. Again, individual

attention will be required for the selection of component types for the OT-2 vehicle.

*Texas Instruments, hlco
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Switching speedand other high-frequency parameters can also be affected by radiation
since radiation-produced lattice defects act astraps for carriers; these traps take a
finite time to empty during a transient changeof carrier concentration. High-frequency
circuits should, therefore, receive special study.

An SCR irradiated under neutrons failed to "fire" at a neutron damagelevel equivalent
to the level after 6 months in the OT-2 orbital environment with an aluminum shield
100 mils thick. This indicates SCR's to be usedon the OT-2 spacecraft will require
a selection program.

D. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Integrated circuits contain all circuit units in close proximity. Therefore, such cir-

cuits, in addition to experiencing all the effects described in the preceding sections

B and C, wiU have the added possibilities of crosstalk due to leakage, loss of isolation

due to diode breakdown, and change in d-c level (producing spurious turn-on and

abnormally fast beta degradation) due to high dopant levels in the multi-diffused tran-

sistor base regions. However, sufficient data is not available to determine if, in

practice, these damage effects do appear. In addition, because of the smaller volume

of integrated circuits, shielding for the integrated circuits can be easier and less

costly in weight than for the non-integrated circuits.

An example of integrated circuit performance per_in_u_ _v "_-_ _-_v. _ _rooo_-m is con-

tained in a radiation-effects study performed by Texas Instruments Co. on their

"51 Series" units. The conclusion was reached in this study that the performance

(under radiation) of the integrated circuits tested was not significantly different from

that of similar circuits containing discrete components. The tests involved irradiation

with 22-Mev protons and 6-Mev electrons. It was concluded from these tests that the

"mean flux-to-failure" was about 1013 protons/cm 2 or 5 x 1014 electrons/cm 2 . Using

commonly accepted conversion factors, it can be seen that both of these figures cor-

respond to a damage value of about 1016 "damage-equivalent normal-incidence 1-Mev

electrons/cm2." As can be seen in Figure C-l, the damage value reached in ground

tests is probably about 10 times greater than that which would be accumulated by a

boxed circuit after 6 months in the OT-2 radiation environment.

E. LENS GLASS

1. General

It appears that the OT-2 environment could be the most severe space environment

in which lens systems have yet been "flown". Thus, there is no direct flight experience

of similar stresses on optics, as there is for electronic systems from the operation

of Relay, Telstar, etc.
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Despite the lack of information, it does appear from laboratory tests on many glasses
(andthe Tegeafront lens element, in particular) that a serious lens browning problem
could exist in the envisaged orbit. Doses equivalent to the 6-month OT-2 radiation

dose behind several hundred mils of all-around aluminum shielding, but delivered

within a short period of time in the laboratory, could badly discolor unprotected

glasses. However, it is not well known what the effect of such doses would be when

stretched out over 6 months.

Predictions of the effects on optical glasses after 6 months in the OT-2 envirolmaent

are hampered by the lack of knowledge on the effects of factors such as the following:

(1) the annealing produced by the temperature and light cycles expected in the

mission;

(2) the differences, in particle energy and type, between the actual environment

mid laboratory tests, which involve relatively fast delivered doses of gamma

rays or mono-energetic electrons;

(3) composition changes among the several glasses in the proposed OT-2 lens

systems; and

(4) the uncertainties about radiation levels behind shielding.

For what is probably the first time, the possibility arises that shielding catmot com-

plately protect the lens system, because of the irreducible "background" radiation

level° Thus, it is considered important that this mlalysis examine the known facts on

the radiation environment to be encomltered by the OT-2 vehicle, so that it can be

determined what further evidence is required to allow a satisfactory prediction of

system performance in space.

2. Theory

It has been proved that in simple ionic crystals the coloration produced by high-

energy radiation is due to the expulsion of nevative ions from lattice sites. An un-

paired electron remahling at the site is held in the force-field of the surrom_ding

atoms and can, thus, "oscillate" and absorb light at its "resonant frequency." The

result is ml "F-center" or "color center" which results in a band of absorption.

F-centers in simple ionic crystals cm_ be almost completely annealed in time.

Colorations in glass also occur by memos of F-center production; but, with the less

regular material structire of glass, the absorption bands are broader, the amount

of annealing is less predictable, and small amom_ts of additive cml change both the

coloration and mmealing processes. Because absolutely pure silica and 'alumina con-

tain no ions_ these materials are much more resistant to radiation-induced coloration°

IIowever_ small traces of impurity in the material (e.g., as in natural quartz or

sapphire) can greatly increase the rate of coloration.
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At a dose of 104rads of Cobalt6° gamma radiation, most glasses develop color in the
visible region of the spectrum and show additional absorption bands in the UV region.
At a dose of 106 rads, most optical glasses become so darkly colored that they are no

longer useful. At dosages over 10 I° rads, the coloration reaches a saturation point.

The browning coloration is not stable and after irradiation decreases as a function of

time, temperature_ and exposure to UV or visible radiation.

Typical browning "figures" for a barium crown glass are shown below. These figures

are expressed in terms of the percent of transmission in various parts of the light

spectrum before and after the administration of 106 roentgens of Co 6° gamma rays

delivered over a few hours. (For the purposes of this analysis, a roentgen and a rad

are considered equal.)

Wavelength

400

500

600

700

Percent Transmission

Before Exposure

30

91

91

91

After Exposure

0

13

36

56

This coloration can be completely eliminated by means of annealing the glass, baking

it at 400°C for a few hours. Flint glasses color more readily, but the effect of the

annealing is also more rapid. The absorption spectra can invariably be plotted in

smooth curves, rising steadily towards the "red" end.

To prevent or decrease the loss of transmission in optical glasses due to particle

radiation, the following methods can be used:

(1) The glass can be shielded (e.g., a fused silica plate can be used to

shield the optical path).

(2) A few percent of cerium oxide can be added to the composition of

the glass.

Several types of optical glass, such as borosilicate crown, barium crown, and flint

glasses, have been cerium-protected and have maintained most of their transmission

after exposure to 106 roentgens. For example, tests of a sample of barium crown
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glass, 1 cm thick, which had beendopedwith a few percent cerium oxide produced the
following results:

F
Wavelength Percent Transmissions

Before Exposure After Exposure

40O

5OO

600

700

77

91

91

91

68

89

89

90

It can be seen from detailed absorption curves that in cerium-doped glasses a large

part of the reduction in transmission, both from doping and radiation, is below 450

m u. Many TV systems do not use this region of the spectrum, since it yields poor

contrast in the TV image. Hence, the addition of amall amounts of cerium might not

introduce serious losses in TV systems. Certainly, the "browning" losses for cerium-

doped glasses will be many times less in the 500 to 700 m p regions than for undoped

glasses. The important question is whether, at doses in the medium range (as in OT-2

type orbits, where doses of 104 to l0 s rads will be present even behind several hundred

mils of shielding), the initial loss of transmission due to doping would degrade overall

mission performm_ce more thm_ the gradual browning loss of undoped glass over the

6-month period.

3. Experimental Evidence on OT-2 Concept Lenses

a. APT-Tegea Lenses

In NASA experiments for the Nimbus satellite, 0.15-inch lens blanks of dense

barium crown glass (supplied by Kinoptik, the manufacturer of the Tegea lens) were
irradiated under 2 Mev electrons. One of the blanks was of the same composition as

that used in the Tegea front element, while others had 0.5 percent or 1 percent addi-

tions of cerium oxide. Figure C-4 shows the result of these tests.

It is not known what chm_ges in transmission took place after more than the recorded

90 minutes of mmealing at room temperature, or if light or heat would have any fur-

ther "bleaching" effect on the glasses. The glass which had been doped with 1 percent

CeO 2 showed no loss in transmission during irradiation, but began the test with only

75 percent transmission (in the wavelengths between 400 and 700 m_ ). As noted

earlier, a glass doped with 0.5 percent CeO 2 would begin with 80 percent transmission

over the whole wavelength region.
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Spectral transmission measurements taken before and after the irradiation led to the

conclusion (noted earlier) that the "yellow" absorption due to the doping with 0.5 per-

cent-CeO2 was mainly in a wavelength region which would not interfere strongly with

the operation of a TV system. It was further concluded that this absorption could be

offset by modification of the Y-10 filter usually employed with the APT camera (this

filter cuts off light below 500 m _ ). The undoped Tegea glass, when irradiated, lost

transmission almost uniformly throughout the visible spectrum indicating that Tegea

glass behaved like most other undoped glasses.

b. AVCS (B and If) Lenses

Several irradiations of an entire Nimbus-AVCS camera lens system have been

carried out by NASA. In each case, all lens elements were present and either the usual

yeUow filters or various thicknesses of silica filter were interposed between the elec-

tron beam and the front element of the lens. The majority of the tests employed 2-

Mev electrons.

It was necessary to send the lens system to the National Bureau of Standards for

absolute trmmmission tests; the only transmission measurements made on the spot
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were relative ones using an optical bench which was not ideal for the purpose. No

measurements were made of the absorption spectra. The irradiations of the Nimbus-

AVCS camera lens system are very difficult to interpret because of the above features,

and particularly because filters were always interposed between the lens and the elec-

tron beam. Because of the presence of the filter, the energy of the electron beam

reaching the lens elements was degraded, and flux was lost through scattering. In one

case, only bremsstrahlung and a few "straggling" electrons would have emerged.

Since the electron beam did not even approach the spectral composition of the electron

flux in space, the tests cmmot be regarded as satisfactorily simulating the actual

flight situation. However, if the necessarily approximate interpretations are made

as to the doses reaching the lenses, it appears that many of the results on the B and

H front lens element are qualitatively similar to those on the Tegea undoped lens.

c. Coating on Silica Plate

NASA has also tested the effect of 2-Mev electrons on Corning 7940 silica

plates coated with a typical anti-reflective coating of magnesium fluoride (as employed

on satellite-borne TV cameras)° The same maximum dose as specified in Figure C-4

(namely, the equivalent of about 106 rads energy deposited) was applied, but no im-

mediate changes in optical density were noted in the sample. The sample did, however,

become heated to about 150°F during irradiation, i.e., annealing could have taken

place in the course of the irradiation. Some days later, striations were observed

in the coatings.

4. Evaluation of Experiments in Relation to the OT-2 Environment

Much semi-qumltitative interpretation is necessary in order to relate a laboratory

test to the space situation. The latter is a mixture of various types of radiation, each

with a broad energy spectrum. The composition can vary with time and with depth in

the spacecraft. At this point, it is necessary to interpret the test results for an effect

which is possibly dose-rate-sensitive, and which is subject to thermal and light-

induced annealing, all of which factors are very sensitive to small variations in trace

impurities. It is not known whether, in addition, there is a particle specificity (i.e.,

whether the same effect is produced by a "tad" of electrons, protons, or brems-

strahlung X-rays). Finally, it must be remembered that extrapolations are involved

(1) from a parallel beam in the laboratory to an omnidirectional flux in space m_d

(2) from flat blmlks to shaped lenses.

Despite these limitations, it cm_ be said that the inaccuracies of this interpretation

are probably not greater than the inaccuracies in the estimation of the environment,

except for the effects of mme_ding. During the whole orbit, the lens will remain at

a temperature of "about 20°C; once per spin, the camera lens will receive a pulse of
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sunlight. Thus, there will be ample opportunity for annealingto take place. Annealing
could only be partial, ioe., there could be several color-center types with very long
decay times.

Since the browning effect is produced by atomdisplacements in the glass, it is likely
that this browning is dependenton particle type andparticle energy. The few known
proton irradiations of glass seem to showthat protons have an effect which is roughly
proportional to the efficiency with which they displace atoms in semiconductors. The
effect of gamma rays andX-rays is probably related to the production of high-energy
secondary electrons in the material; andthus, qualitatively, such radiation should
produce the same type of defect as an electron beam. In any atom displacement,
particle energy determines the efficiency of the particle in damagingthe material.
There is usally a threshold particle energy for the damageand a curve for "efficiency
versus energy," which rises with ener,_y. However, F-center formation is knownto
be unusual, in that X-ray photonswith energies much too small to effect an atom dis-
placement can produce colorations. Thus, in any test of radiation effects in glass,
the experiment shouldbe designed to give someclue as to the dependenceof damage
on energy andparticle type.

5. Areas of Lens Design Requiring Further Experimentation or Analysis

The foregoing analysis brings to light various areas which require further con-
sideration. These areas can be ii_L_d ....... thc _-_ _,_._ ,_tbor f,,rtber experi-

mentation or further analysis. It is probable that some of the areas can be covered

by consultation with workers experienced with color formation in glasses.

The following is a list of the areas requiring experimentation:

(1) Browning behavior for all Tegea lens elements (or other relevant lens systems).

(2) Particle specificity of browning behavior.

(3) Energy dependence of browning behavior for particles or photons.

(4) Variation of annealing rates versus temperature.

(5) Variation of annealing rates versus illumination.

(6) Amount of CeO 2 doping required for optimization of original loss of trans-

mission (from doping) versus browning loss.

(7) Effects of dopants other than CeO 2.

(8) Accurate analysis or control of glass compositions.

The list of areas requiring further analysis is as follows:

(1) Methods for optimizing doping, annealing, etc.
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(2) Geometrical factors involved in lens shielding, etco

(3) Relevant flight experience with transparencies.

6. Preliminary Outline of Test Program

An idea of the type of preliminary test program required for the OT-2 program

has emerged from this mlMysis, and it is felt that a relatively simple exploratory

program could greatly improve current knowledge. Small samples of glasses identical

to those of each lens element in the system could be irradiated° The "routine" radiation

source coule be Co60 or some other isotope yielding gamma rays in the 1-Mev region;

a few irradiations employing protons and electrons at more than one energy level

should also be performed.

The main advantages in the choice of gamma irradiation are as follows. Gamma-

emitting isotopes give isotropic radiation. Hence, by varying the distance of samples

from the isotope source, dose rates can be varied over several orders of magnitude,

and various temperatures or ambient light levels cml be conveniently introduced. The

fact that the isotope source radiates in all directions means many samples could be

irradiated at once. The fact that the radiation is higlfly penetrating means that,

possibly, some samples could be enclosed in light-tight boxes for environmental
control.

Dosimetery for gamma rays is much better developed thin1 for particle beams at the

beam currents which are normal for particle accelerators. Since gamma-ray damage

effects are caused mainly by photoelectrons of about 1-Mev electron energy, the

damage caused by gamma rays will be qualitatively the same as Lhat caused by elec-
tron beams.

It is possible that, after a few exploratory tests, the optical trm_smission of routine

samples could be checked at a few wavelengths, rather than over the whole spectrum.

The main problem in this experiment is the time element, i.e., both the time required

for procurement of the doped samples and the time involved in tests at very low dose
rates.

7. Tentative Predictions of Performance of the lens-System in Space

a. General

It has been noted that insufficient data exists for a good engineering estimate

of lens-system degradation in the OT-2 or-bit. However, for tile purposes of orientation

it is possible to postulate some model semi-quMitative calculations. In all the follow-

ing cases, we envisage a silica plate in front of the lens, while the lens barrel mid

other supporting structure provides the same degree of shielding in other directions.
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b. UndopedGlassWith 0.350-Inch Silica Shield (2 gm/cm 2)

This model is chosenas anexample of a shield which greatly cuts down, but
does not eliminate, the artificial-belt electrons. Figure C-2 showsthat the E8U ioniza-
tion dose for a spherical shield of that thickness is about 2 x l0 s fads in 6 months.
Figure C-4 showsthat, for undopedglass, even a thin plate is reduced by this doseto
40percent transmission (given no annealing). However, as shownin the "conceptual"
curve in Figure C-2 for the OT-2 orbit anda 1965launch, the E8U estimate could be
high by a factor of i0. A dose of 2 x 104 rads (given no annealing) will result in only
about 15percent degradation. Assuming that annealing over 6 months can return over
half of the lost transmission, the overall loss over optical paths of several inches (as
in the complete lens system) could be about30 percent, assuming that the other lens
elements suffer damageof the sameorder or slightly less than the front element. It
must be remembered, however, that, with the Tegea wide-angle lens, optical paths
for rays near the edgeof the field are greater than for those near the center. Thus,
image degradation will not be homogeneousover the field.

c. UndopedGlass With 0.550-h_chSilica Shield (3 gm/cm 2)

This amount of shielding will eliminate all direct electron impacts on the lens
glass and leave only the X-ray and proton "background". Sucha shield wouldbe con-
siclerabiy bvL_- than the n 2q0-inch shield for the E8U situation, but little better than

........ *_-_ within thethat shield for the "OT-2 at launch" culweof Figure c-l. D_,_l,............
error of the calculations, give doses in the "background" region of 104 fads over 6
months. Thus, again, transmission degradationcanbe of the order of 30percent.

d. Lightly DopedLensElements With 0.350-Inch Spherical Shield

From Figure C-4, it canbe seenthat, provided the 6-month dose for the
lenses canbe kept downto about 105 rads, there is negligible darkening from radiation
whenthe glass hasbeen dopedwith 0.5 percent CeO2. While the E8U environment
yeilds a dose slightly more than this (SeeFigure C-1), the 1965environment will al-
most certainly provide less than 105 fads in 6 months. In the NASAexperiments it
was found that, even for higher doses, annealingwascomplete in 90 minutes for 0.5-
percent CeO2 dopedglass. Thus, this glass wouldprobably not degradein orbit. The
initial image would be poorer, since evena thin slab of 0.5-percent dopedglass yields
a few percent more degradation over the spectrum from 500 to 700 m_ thanundoped
glass. It is thought that the effective degradation for the 0.5-percent CeO2 dopedglass
would be significantly smaller than that from the browning of the undopedlens elements
and, as an additional advantage,unchangingover the mission. It is quite possible that
experimentation could establish that doping with smaller amounts of CeO2 wouldgive
adequate radiation protection and degradethe initial image less than would 0.5 percent
CeO2 doping.
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8. Conclusionson Lens Study

A first analysis of the complex situation represented in the OT-2 mission indicates

that the design of a reliable lens system for this mission is feasible, although radiation

could be the overriding design parameter. Consideration of the one available test

series indicates that light doping with CeO 2 is desirable for all lens elements, although

heavy all-round shielding might make a lens system with undoped lenses feasible.

Before a decision on lens unit design is made, more information should be gained, parti-

cularly in the following areas: (1) radiation tests; (2) bremsstrahlung backgrounds in

orbit; and (3) past performance of TIROS satellites, in respect to their radiation environ-

ments.

F. TRANSPARENT MATERIALS OTHER THAN LENSES

1. Fused Silica

The highest-purity fused silica has been shown to withstand a very high level of

radiation, including that experienced in the Relay orbit, without coloration. It thus

seems certain that even the extremely high tad doses incurred in the outer skin of

the cover-glasses and other component shields should not affect carefully selected
fused silica.

2. Optical Cements

Since fused silica is transparent to ultraviolet radiation, adhesives used on the

underside of silica covers which do not carry a blue interference filter will probably

darken, whatever their type. Lens cements, if any, should be carefully examined

and, if possible, air-spacing construction should be used in the lens systems.

3. Germanium

There is no known evidence of significant radiation-induced changes in transmission

for the germanium lenses used on typical Ill radiometers in space applications. How-

ever, because of the high fluxes involved, tests would be advisable.
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G. OTHER SENSORS

1. APT Vidi con

A form of APT vidicon camera was irradiated by RCA in a neutron pile reactor

to neutron-gamma levels well above 106 rads/hr. In this test, slow image degradation

took place on a particular stored picture while in the radiation field; however, a new

image could always be stored and was retained if taken out of the radiation field.

Thus, there appeared to be no permanent damage to the APT vidicon camera and the

faceplate glass apparently did not lose transmission under the ionizing dose expected

in the camera. Faceplate glass performance under radiation should be checked for

the OT-2 flight units.

2. Thermistor Bolometer in IR Sensors

The thermistor flake used in the OT-2 horizon scanner is a m_ture of amorphous

oxides, and no damage of the order experienced in single-crystal devices is expected

for this unit. However, since the device is necessarily under thin shielding, irradia-

tion testing would be desirable.

This device consists of a lightly shielded silicon p/n solar cell on the exterior of

the vehicle. It is possible that considerable redesign will be necessary, replacing the

p/n cell with a solar cell which is highly resistant to radiation.
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SECTION V. SHIELDING ANALYSIS

A. GENERAL

As an attempt to place the previous calculations in perspective, a rough geometrical

analysis of a highly simplified box layout within the baseplate and solar cell "hat"

proposed for the OT-2 vehicle was made. A more refined and accurate form of this

type of analysis should proceed on a continuing basis throughout the engineering design

of the vehicle. Almost any change in configuration or containers could change the

radiation susceptibility of a satellite in the OT-2 mission, just as it would change the

thermal profile of the satellite.

B. METHOD

Figure C-5 represents the methodology used in the shielding analysis. As shown in

the figure, it has been postulated for this analysis that a component in a box "sees"

radiation penetrating from three characteristic zones, each of which involves one third

of the total 4 7rsteradians "seen".

(1) Zone I: Through the top of the solar-cell hat, with minor interruption by

other component boxes.

(2) Zone II: Through the side of the solar-cell hat, but strongly interrupted

by other component boxes.

(3) Zone III: Through the baseplate, with minor interruption by other component
boxes.

Each zone is divided into two sectors; the half of the field most thinly protected is

called the "A" sector, and the opposite half, the "B" sector. In Zone II, for the

model layout assumed, Sector B can be divided into three subsectors (other layouts

would require different subdivisions of Zone II).

C. ASSUMED THICKNESSES

Table C-5 presents the dimensions for a cross-sectional breakdown of the spacecraft

hat. The values listed are the assumed values used in the shielding analysis.
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AVERAGE SCANNING FROM COMPONENT LOCATION I
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B SECTOR

30 MIL BC
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SCAN IN ZONE Tr
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ASSUMED THICKNESSES
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SH (SPACECRAFT HAT) [20 MIL

Figure C-5. Average Scanning from Com-

ponent Location 1
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The following values are fairly realistic dimensionsfor the thicknesses of various parts
of a TIROS-type satellite:

(1) Solar-cell Hat: This dimension is takenas equivalent to 120 mils (aluminum:
0.82 gm/cm 2).

(2) Baseplate: This dimension is taken as equivalent to 60 mile (aluminum: 0.42
gm/cm 2).

(3) Component Box Covers: This dimension is taken as equivalent to 30 mils

(aluminum: 0.21 gm/cm 2).

(4) Average Component Box: This is the dimension viewed normal to circuit

boards, and is taken as equivalent to 120 mils (aluminum).

TABLE C-5. CROSS-SECTIONAL BREAKDOWN OF SOLAR-CELL HAT

Material

Solar-Cell

Assembly

Solder

Epoxy-Bonded
Fiber Board

Aluminum

Miscellaneous

Adhe sire s

Thickness

(inches)

0.022

O. 002

O. 040

0.064

Thickness

(cm)

0.056

0.005

0.102

0. 163

Average

Density

(gm/cm)

2.54

11.4

1.7

2.70

Superficial

Density

(gm/cm)

0.14

0.06

0.17

0.44

0.02

Total Superficial Density

D. TABULATION

A box layout can be analyzed according to the following. As shown in Figure C-5, the

parts of each zone of view filled by surrounding boxes and the vehicle skin parts are

laid out graphically and then tabulated. The result is a sum of the thicknesses of

aluminum "seen" and a weighting factor for the solid angle over which seen. The

flux admitted by a given thickness of aluminum can be read from Figure C-2. The
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thicknesses "seen" by the component in both sectors of each zone are presented in

Table C-6 for one position of the component, and in Table C-7 for a differentposition.

The equivalent fluxfor each the thickness (as if"seen" from a sphere of equivalent

thickness) is presented and weighted according to the magnitude of the solid angle over

which the fluxis received.

The result of the calculation in each table is a value for the totallatticedamage predict-

able for that component in the given location, expressed in terms of "Damage-Equivalent

Normal-lncidence l-Mev Electrons". The effects of this damage on the electrical per-

formance of semiconductor devices can be noted from Figure C-3 and Table C-4.

E. CONCLUSIONS

The folloxving are some tentative conclusions resulting from the layout analysis.

First, as can be noted in the "Sum, Each Zone" row of Tables C-6 and C-7, a large

proportion of the radiation reaching the components comes from the baseplate direction.

In rather loose-packed configurations, such as shown in Figure C-5, the addition of 60

mils to the thickness of the baseplate would increase the life to a given component de-

gradation point by a factor of 1.5. Another calculation (not presented here) in which

a 150-mil spherical aluminum shield was added to one component showed a reduction

in the damage incurred in that component by a factor of six, which is a better value

of reduction than that for a comparable weight utilized as an addition to the thickness

of the baseplate.

After a more detailed survey of sensitive components, it should become clear whether

it would be better to add to the baseplate or specially shield particular component

boxes, groups of transistors, etc.

Secondly, for the component layouts studied it appears that the satellite, as a whole,

provides the same shielding as a continuous aluminum sphere 160 mils in thickness.

Greater massing of boxes would increase this value in many locations.
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SECTION Vl. FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

Because of the great many unknowns entering into the foregoing theoretical analysis,

it is important that the results of actual flight experience be considered.

A tentative profile for damage to p-type silicon semiconductor after 1 year in the Re-

lay I orbit is included in Figure C-2. This profile was calculated from NASA computer

runs of the electron and proton spectra in the Relay orbit, by the same methods as in-

dicated previously. Although the profile of radiation effects for the Relay orbit is

slightly different from that for the OT-2 orbit (since Relay traversed different regions

of the radiation belts) c3) the radiation levels are quite similar; and it should be noted

that the Relay circuits have worked.

In Figure C-l, in the parts of the graph representing thin shielding, the curves have

good agreement with published results on the radiation-caused degradation of variously

shielded solar cells on the Relay damage panels.

The circuits on the Relay satellite were designed, for the most part, before data on

the Starfish belt was available. Thus, several wide-base transistors were included

in the design and p/n solar cells were used for the power supply. The only design

changes to accomodate the new radiation hazard were small additions of radiation

shielding intended to give the satellite a few months life before damage levels, i.e.,

transistor beta decreases and ICB O increases, exceeded the expected tolerances of
the circuits. Yet, it must be noted that Relay I has worked for a longer period than

could have been anticipated by theoretical predictions. It appears, then, that the

methods of making theoretical predictions yield pessimistic results.

The pessimistic nature of the theoretical predictions might be due to the following

pos sibilitie s:

(1) That the actual fluxes are lower than has been estimated.

(2) That the actual damage in space is lower than that resulting from laboratory

tests (because of annealing).

(3) That, in addition to total dosage, the dose rate, in itself, is important.

The answer to these possibilities is presently beyond the "state of the art". However,

flight experience would tend to indicate that a vehicle can be designed to operate suc-

cessfully in the OT-2 environment.
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Such a design must consider radiation effects, but not to an extent that will jeopardize

the mission objectives because of excessive weight or cost. For this reason, a section

of this appendix discusses a program which attempts to fill some of the divergences

between flight experience and theoretical prediction by further study of past satellite

operation and closer laboratory simulations of flight conditions.
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SECTION VII. CONCLUSIONS

A. GENERAL

The preliminary conclusion from a study of the radiation problem to be encountered

in the OT-2 mission is that radiation damage must be a major consideration in the

design of the spacecraft.

Accumulated radiation levels in the component boxes after 6 months of exposure in

orbit will be in the megarad range. It seems clear that components can be selected

which will tolerate the levels of radiation expected after 6 months. This tolerance

might require the addition of further shielding; however, as the selection of com-

ponents becomes more effective, the amount of shielding required will be reduced.

One factor which, by itself, can have a strong bearing on mission feasibility is the
camera-lens behavior in the radiation environment. Present data indicates shielding

and doping can achieve the required environment. A question remains, though,

as to the feasibility of shielding or doping the camera lens to an amount which will

reduce radiation effects to the minimum while retaining suitable lens transmission.

The Relay I satellite operated for a surprisingly long period of time in radiation levels

similar to those expected for the OT-2 mission; and, as noted earlier, only small

additions of radiation shielding had been made to equip Relay I to withstand the hazards

of the Starfish belt. Thus, it would appear that similar performance can be achieved

with the OT-2 vehicle. The behavior of the radiation levels over the next 3 years is

difficult to predict, but it is felt that conditions will probably improve over the current

assumptions, which are based on measurements made in 1962. The OT-2 mission

should, then, gain considerable advantage in this improvement in the radiation levels.

B. REQUIRED STUDY PROGRAM

As a result of the foregoing analysis, it appears that in the continuing study of the radia-

tion aspects in the OT-2 concept particular consideration should be given to the follow-

ing:

(1) The results of glass irradiations, especially those performed for the Nimbus
satellite.
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(2) The damagefactors for electron andproton radiation in semiconductors,
especially in transistors.

(3) The effects of radiation on IR sensors.

(4) A possible redesign_of the solar-aspect sensor.

(5) Improved estimates of radiation backgroundbehind thick shielding.

(6) Possible radiation experiments to be included in the OT-2 vehicle.

The further study required on the solar-cell program hasbeennoted in another section
of this report.

In addition to the areas already noted, consideration shouldbe given to the following
general areas:

(1) The radiation-caused decrease in the beta value for transistors and increase
in ICBO for all types of semiconductors anticipated for use in the OT-2 vehicle.

(2) The radiation-caused changesin other componentsto be used in OT-2.

(3) The relevancy, in respect to the OT-2 mission, of the performance of Relay I

and the circuit tolerances in that spacecraft.

(4) The effect upon standard TIROS circuits of component degradation such as

could result in the envisaged OT-2 environment.

C. REQUIRED TEST PROGRAMS

Careful consideration as to the selection of types of components to be used on the

OT-2 vehicle will aid in achieving a system capable of withstanding the expected

radiation environment. Three types of test programs which should constitute one

phase of this selection process are detailed in Table C-8. These test programs com-

prise a necessary part of the engineering desig_ of the OT-2 system and should occupy

an early phase of the effort, since type selection could depend on irradiation results.

RCA has accumulated experience in conducting particle-and gamma-irradiation tests,

and the necessary facilities are already available.

D. ON-BOARD EXPERIMENTS

As mentioned earlier in this appendix, the difficulty of simulating the space radiation

environment realistically on the ground makes the testing of certain critical com-

ponents in flight clearly worthwhile. The philosophy of on-board experimentation is

meeting with growing acceptance, and such experimentation has already been per-

formed with solar cells on several vehicles, with transistors on Telstar and on Navy
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satellite 196338C, andwith diodeson Relay I and II. The necessary on-board experi-
mentation for this application could be performed in early OT-2 vehicles or on other
NASA satellites launchedbefore OT-2o The object of the experimentation would be to
provide basic data for the improvement of the OT-2 design and for the analysis of any
system degradation observed in flight.

The componentsto be tested would be types selectedfor wide use in OT-2 and would
include (several lens glasses, transistors, diodes, solar cells, coverglass adhesives,
andthermal-control surfaces. These componentswouldbe mountedon test panels
behind typical amounts of shielding, possible inside the baseplate, where they would
not interfere with solar-panel continuity. The measurements obtained would result in
simple voltage outputs to be telemetered to the ground.

TABLE C-8. TEST PROGRAMSTO AID IN SELECTIONOF COMPONENTS
FOR OT-2 VEHICLE

Test Program

ComponentType
Selection

Component
Screening

Boxes

Components
Covered

Transistors

Diodes

Capacitors

Organic Materials

Transistors

Diodes

Lenses

IR Sensor

All Transistors
for Flight Use

SelectedBoxes,
to be Exposedto
Destruction

Parameters
Measured

_, ICBO
Reverse and Forward

Resistance

Leakage Current

Mechanical Factors

Reverse and Forward
Resistance

Transmission

Sensitivity

_, ICBO

RadiationType

Co603'-Radiation

3 to 6 Mev
Electrons

Co 60

Y-Radiation

Electron

or

y -Radiation
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APPENDIX D

THERMAL ANALYSIS

SECTION I. GENERAL

Since one of the main functions of this design study is to evaluate the APT/AVCS sys-

tem concept and obtain an optimized design, the thermal analysis has proceeded so

as to compute temperature predictions from a parametric viewpoint. Solar-cell

temperatures and average component temperatures have been determined for various

sun angles and internal power-dissipation levels. A 25- to 75-watt orbit-average

power-dissipation range and a 0- to 90-degree sun-angle range have been covered.

Both of these parameters should cover the anticipated values for the OT-2 mission.

The sun angle of the spacecraft is defined as the angle between the spin axis and the

sun vector. This should not be confused with the angle between the orbit normal and

the sun vector. Although these angles are the same once the spacecraft has been

torqued into the wheel mode, at the initial injection they are not necessarily equal

since at this point, the spin axis is in the direction of the velocity vector and thus

perpendicular to the final spin axis.

The placement of the OT-2 spacecraft in a "Wheel" mode at a 750-nautical mile

retrograde orbit is similar to conditions in the TIROS "r' Wheel system. At this

altitude, heat inputs from earth radiation and albedo are reduced; however, the

average internally generated power and percent suntime are higher than in TIROS "I".

The three-body mathematical model developed in earlier TIROS thermal designs has

been used for the initial phase of the thermal study. Upon finalization of a component

arrangement and power profile per component, a more accurate N-body mathematical

model will be made.

As in the case of TIROS "I", the worst-case condition, insofar as spacecraft temper-

atures are concerned, will occur during the period from orbit injection to station

acquisition, while the spacecraft is experiencing a 90-degree sun angle.

Thus, it becomes essential to mission success that the station acquisition maneuver

be initiated within a designated number of orbits after launch. Because the 90-degree

sun-angle period represents the worst-case condition insofar as thermal performance

is concerned, the initial thermal analysis was based on this value of sun angle. A

more detailed analysis will be made when final launch and orbit parameters are

established.
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SECTION II. ANALYSIS

The three-body mathematical model combines all the component weights and power

dissipations, and considers only radiative coupling between the top and sides of the

spacecraft (conduction coupling between components is assumed to be infinite). T_s

method of mnalysis provides a quick, relatively accurate indication of overall space-

craft temperatures and points out gross problem areas. An inherent advantage is

obtained by the ease of changing surface properties, power levels, component weights,

etc. After the major perturbations are removed (i.e., power, and component ar-

rangement changes), a refinement and extension of the analysis to include conduction

coupling and radiation coupling between the major components will be made.

The thermal equations for a spacecraft structure (three-body mathematical model)

were derived for the spacecraft top, sides, and baseplate (including components) by

considering each section as isothermal. The temperature of the orbiting spacecraft

at any time is a function of the time in the sun, and the spacecraft orientation angle

between the vehicle-sun vector and the normal to the orbital plane.

Equations were derived as a function of the angle between the spin axis and the sun

vector (y), the external energy inputs, and the internal radiation coupling. Conduction

coupling between the top, sides, and baseplate was not considered. Each section has

two equations, one for the orbital day and one for the orbital night.

In the mathematical model under consideration, the daytime condition for the space-

craft top is given by the expression:

dT T

MTC T =A T 6T t2T + A T
dO

T PT + AT (_T - _) Scos7

4 + crTs4 ¢ + K + a,+ KTC crTc KTS - (AT T TC KTS ) cyT T (D-l)

The nighttime condition for the spacecraft top is

dTT , 4
+ (_T 4+

MTCT - AT CT _T KTC C KTCaF S
dO

- (AT ¢T + KTC + KTS) CrTT _
(D-2)
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The daytime condition for the spacecraft components is

dT C

McC C
de

= KTC TT4AB C B_B + AB C_BPB + 0"

+ + KCT)CrTc4 + QC+ KSC CrTs4 - (A B C B KCS (D-3)

The nighttime condition for the spacecraft components is

dT c

__ = KTC T T KSCMcCc AB¢ B/.L B + 0" 4 + 0"T;
dO

+ + 4+ QC- (AB • B KCS KCT) crTc (D-4)

The daytime condition for the spacecraft sides is

dT S

MsCs--= wAs•s_s + wAsC_sPs
dO

+ AS (_S- _)S sinT

4 4

4 + ¢ - (_rA S• + + _Tso- KST ¢TT KCS TC S KCS KTS) (D-5)

The nighttime condition for the spacecraft sides is

MsC S

dT S

dO

4

= _r A S • S DS + KST TT4+ KCS TC

4

+ + gT S-(_rA S ¢ S KCS KTS)
(D-6)
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In these equations, the following definitions are involved:

MT, MS, MC* : the mass of the top, sides, and components, respectively.

C T, C S, C C : the specific heat of the top, sides, and components,

respectively.

A T, A B

A S

a a BT, aS'

aT' _S' aB

: area of the top and base, respectively.

: projected area of the sides.

: solar absorptivity of the top, sides, and base, respectively.

: Stefan-Boltzmann constant for top, sides, and base,

respectively.

T' _S' B

T' _S' _B :

emissivity of the top, sides, and base, respectively.

earthshine to top, sides, and base respectively, in watt/in. 2

PT' PS' PB
: albedo to top, sides, and base, respectively, in watt/in.2

KTS : radiative coupling factor, top to sides.

KTC : radiative coupling factor, top to components.

KSC : radiative coupling factor, sides to components.

S : direct solar energy, in watt/in. 2

8 : time.

QC : average component power dissipation, in watts.

-y : angle between spin ,%xis and sun vector.

'I : solar-cell efficiency.

*Note that T, S, B, and C used as subscripts represent the satellitetop, sides, base,

and components, respectively. However, the classic symbols for absolute temper-

ature and specificheat (T _-mdC, respectively) are also used in these equations, but

not as subscripts°
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The term "radiative coupling factor", as used in TIROS 'T" can be defined as follows:

= _ 01 afT14. - T 4Q1 - 2 A1 ,1 -2 - 2 2 ) (D-7)

where,

A1

E
1 --2

0
1 --2

T
1

T
2

: area of the first body in " 2m. t

: some function of the emissivities of both bodies,

: angle factor from first body to second body in radians,

: absolute temperature of first body in o K, and

: absolute temperature of second body in °K.

The coupling factor from the first body to the second body is therefore,

K1 -2 = A1 _1 -2 _l-2 (D-8)

where,

K
1 --2

= coupling factor in in2

The coupling factors form a symmetrical matrix in which K 1 _ 2 = K2 _ 1•

Therefore, KTS = KST, KSC = KCS, and KTC = KCT.

The values of the direct solar flux and albedo energy inputs were calculated for each

surface and averaged for the illuminated portion. The earthshine was averaged over

the complete orbit.
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SECTION III. CONCLUSION

Figures D-1 through D-5 present the temperature-time history of the three-body

mathematical model for several representative sun angles and internal power dissipa-

tion levels. These curves represent dynamic-equilibrium conditions, i.e., the space-

craft has been in that particular orbit for a sufficient period of time to damp out all

transient temperature effects due to injection conditions or torquing periods. The

temperature-time history will then repeat itself every orbit.

An examination of these curves shows the OT-2 spacecraft thermal characteristics.

The top and side structures have relatively low weight-to-area ratios (approximately

1.8 lb/ft 2 ). This causes rapid response whenever the solar input to these areas

changes when going from day into night or night into day. The temperature extremes

during any one day can then be widely separated, as can be observed from the tempera-

ture-time curves. However, the components and baseplate structure comprise a high-

density unit. The thermal inertia of this section is much greater than the hat sections.

This results in a small orbital variation in average component temperature during

conditions of dynamic equilibrium. This, in part, enhances the long-term reliability

of the OT-2 components.

Once the average power dissipation and sun angles which the actual flight conditions

will create for the vehicle are established, the resulting temperatures for the com-

ponents, top hat, and side hat can then be obtained with good accuracy from the tem-

perature-time graphs. All of these graphs are summarized in Figure 3-III-1 of

Part 3; this graph shows the maximum temperatures each section will reach in orbit

versus sun angle. In predicting these temperatures the average power dissipation

data presented in Figure D-6 was used.

For the normal 45-degree sun-angle condition as shown in Figure D-3, the APT sys-

tem has a maximum component temperature of 16°C while dissipating 62 watts of

internal power; this is well within the desired temperature range of 0 to 30°C,

Figure D-7 presents the injection transients for the situation of an initial 90-degree

sun angle at injection. K the spacecraft remains in this parking orbit for "n" orbits

before station acquisition, the component temperature will be that which is shown. The

system dissipates 28 watts during this condition° Thus, after 5 orbits (9.45 hours)

the average component temperature will be -6°C; after 9 orbits (17) hours) the tem-

perature will have dropped further to ml average of -10°C° To ensure a lower tempera-

ture limit of -6°C, the station acquisition should, therefore, take place before the
end of the 5 orbits.
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Once torquing commences, the predicted response of the spacecraft will be as shown

in Figure 4-[[-8. In this graph, torquing is assumed to begin at 3 orbits, or at 6

orbits. In the former case the minimum temperature would be 0°C, while in the latter

case it would be -8°C; the importance of torquing early is therefore evident. Thus,

the 90-degree worst case sun-angle condition can be substantially eliminated by using

QOMAC before the 5 orbit.
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